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Abstract

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a method for the semantic analysis of texts that adds a level
of semantic abstraction on top of syntactic analysis, for instance adding semantic role la-
bels like Agent on top of syntactic functions like Subject . SRL has been shown to benefit
various natural language processing applications such as question answering, information
extraction, and summarization.

Automatic SRL systems are typically based on a predefined model of semantic predi-
cate argument structure incorporated in lexical knowledge bases like PropBank or Frame-
Net. They are trained using supervised or semi-supervisedmachine learningmethods using
training data labeled with predicate (word sense) and role labels. Even state-of-the-art sys-
tems based on deep learning still rely on a labeled training set. However, despite the success
in an experimental setting, the real-world application of SRL methods is still prohibited by
severe coverage problems (lexicon coverage problem) and lack of domain-relevant training
data for training supervised systems (domain adaptation problem). These issues apply to
English, but are even more severe for other languages, for which only small resources exist.

The goal of this thesis is to develop knowledge-based methods to improve lexicon cov-
erage and training data coverage for SRL. We use linked lexical knowledge bases to extend
the lexicon coverage and as a basis for automatic training data generation across languages
and domains. Links between lexical resources have already been previously used to address
this problem, but the linkings have not been explored and applied at a large scale and the
resulting generated training data only contained predicate (word sense) labels, but no role
labels. To create predicate and role labels, corpus-based methods have been used. These
rely on the existence of labeled training data as sources for label transfer to unlabeled cor-
pora. For certain languages, like German or Spanish, several lexical knowledge bases, but
only small amounts of labeled training data exist. For such languages, knowledge-based
methods promise greater improvements.

In our experiments, we target FrameNet, a lexical-semantic resource with a strong focus
on semantic abstraction and generalization, but the methods developed in this thesis can be
extended to other models of predicate argument structure, like VerbNet and PropBank. This
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work presents the first knowledge-based method for training data generation that covers
both predicate and role labels. The main contributions of this work are the following:

• First, we lay the foundations for the improvement of FrameNet coverage through
the development of standardized models of interoperability for semantic knowledge
bases like FrameNet, specifically modeling FrameNet in the standard-compliant lex-
icon model UBY-LMF, and through modeling links between lexical knowledge bases
on the level of predicate argument structure, i.e., the level of frames and roles.

• Second, we develop a novel method for creating a FrameNet in any language based
on the automatic alignment of FrameNet and Wiktionary. The method is evaluated
on the example of German, effectively building a larger FrameNet knowledge base to
improve FrameNet semantic role labeling for English and German.

• Third, we present the application of DistantSRL, a novel knowledge-based distant
supervision method for the creation of frame- and role-labeled training data, which
we evaluate for English and German. We find that the resulting training data are
of high quality and complementary to the manually labeled data, i.e., the FrameNet
fulltext corpus and SALSA.

• Fourth, we assess the domain generalization capabilities of open-source FrameNet
SRL and analyze how DistantSRL can contribute to the adaptation of FrameNet se-
mantic role labeling to new domains, including the domain of user-generated dis-
course. Therefore, we create a new, substantially-sized test dataset based on English
texts from the community question-and-answer forum Yahoo! Answers . We find that
domain adaptation is required for the predicate labeling step of FrameNet SRL. Our
experiments include a comparison of DistantSRL to alternative methods for training
data generation for English, e.g., paraphrasing and monolingual annotation projec-
tion. We find that our automatically generated training data contribute to best results
on a range of out-of-domain test sets.

Finally, we summarize the main findings of our work and discuss open research ques-
tions that result from our work. Results show that our method creates high-quality training
data that complement the available FrameNet data for English and German. However, our
automatically generated data is noisy and may require methods for training SRL systems
that better deal with the large and noisy generated training data, for instance by using
additional domain adaptation methods.

We point out possible directions and recommendations for future work, e.g., the au-
tomatic linking of semantic knowledge bases on the level of predicate argument structure
to improve the coverage of our automatically labeled data, and the further integration of
FrameNet-like resources with large semantic knowledge bases like Wikidata with the goal
to extend the ontology coverage of FrameNet.
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Zusammenfassung

Die automatische Annotation semantischer Rollen (Semantic Role Labeling , kurz SRL) ist
eine Methode der automatischen Textanalyse, die auf der syntaktischen Analyse aufbaut
und syntaktische Argumente um Annotationen ihrer semantischen Funktion ergänzt.

Die syntaktische Funktion Subjekt erhält so beispielsweise die semantische Funktion,
oder semantische Rolle, Agent . Frühere Arbeiten zeigen, dass Semantic Role Labeling ein-
gesetzt werden kann um verschiedene Anwendungen, die semantische Informationen vor-
aussetzen, zu verbessern. Beispiele sind das automatische Beantworten von Fragen (Ques-
tion answering ), die Informationsextraktion (Information extraction) oder die automatische
Textzusammenfassung (Summarization).

Systeme für die automatische Rollen-Annotation nutzen üblicherweise ein theoreti-
sches Modell semantischer Prädikat-Argument-Struktur, das in lexikalischen Wissensba-
sen wie PropBank oder FrameNet implementiert ist. Diese Modelle weisen semantischen
Prädikaten, zumeist Verben, eine Lesartenannotation (Word Sense ) zu, und annotieren (oft
abhängig von der Lesart) syntaktische Argumente der Prädikate mit semantischen Rollen.

Überwachte oder teilüberwachte Verfahren des Maschinellen Lernens werden auf ent-
sprechend annotierten Trainingsdaten angewendet, um automatische Systeme zur Anno-
tation der Prädikat-Argument-Strukturen zu trainieren. Auch Systeme, die dem neuesten
Stand der Forschung entsprechend Deep Learning einsetzen, benötigen annotierte Trai-
ningsdaten. Diese üblicherweise von Experten manuell annotierten Datensätze zu produ-
zieren ist sehr aufwändig. Diemangelnde Abdeckung der Vielfalt natürlicher Sprache durch
die Trainingskorpora (mangelnde Lexikonabdeckung) ist ein Grund dafür, dass Systeme für
die automatische Annotation semantischer Rollen zwar in Laborexperimenten erfolgreich
sind, in praktischen Anwendungen jedoch noch nicht umfassend eingesetzt werden kön-
nen. Ein weiterer Grund ist der Mangel an Trainingsdaten für verschiedene Textarten oder
Genres, auch Domänen genannt, denn trainierte Systeme müssen auf neue Genres, für die
sie eingesetzt werden sollen, angepasst werden (Domänenadaption). Diese beiden Proble-
me bestehen für das Englische, sind jedoch noch stärker ausgeprägt für andere Sprachen,
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für die es nur wenige, kleine Ressourcen mit semantischen Rollen, also lexikalische Wis-
sensbasen und annotierte Korpora, gibt.

Das Forschungsziel dieser Arbeit ist die Entwicklung wissensbasierter Methoden, mit
denen die Lexikonabdeckung und Abdeckung mit Trainingsdaten für die automatische An-
notation semantischer Rollen verbessert werden kann, sowohl für neue Sprachen als auch
für neue Genres. Die Verlinkung lexikalischer Wissensbasen auf der Ebene vonWord Sen-
se und semantischer Prädikat-Argument-Struktur dient als Grundlage für die automatische
Generierung von Trainingsdaten mit Lesarten und semantischen Rollen für verschiedene
Sprachen und Genres. Verlinkte lexikalische Wissensbasen wurden bereits in früheren Ar-
beiten mit dem Ziel eingesetzt, die Lexikonabdeckung zu erhöhen. Diese Arbeiten nutzen
jedoch nicht die umfassende Verlinkung mehrerer Wissensbasen. Zudem erstellen sie zwar
neue Lesartenannotationen, nicht jedoch vollständige Prädikat-Argument-Strukturen, die
eine schwierigere Aufgabe darstellen. In dieser Arbeit stellen wir die erste Methode vor, die
wissensbasiert Trainingsdaten mit vollständigen Prädikat-Argument-Strukturen annotiert.

Eine Alternative zu wissensbasierten Methoden sind korpusbasierte Methoden. Diese
übertragen Annotationen von vorhandenen annotierten Trainingsdaten auf noch unanno-
tierte Korpora und setzen daher die Existenz annotierter Korpora mit guter Abdeckung
bereits voraus. Für einige Sprachen, wie Deutsch oder Spanisch, stehen zwar umfangrei-
che lexikalische Wissensbasen zur Verfügung, jedoch kaum annotierte Korpora. Für solche
Sprachen bieten wissensbasierte Methoden daher essentielle Vorteile.

Im Zentrum dieser Arbeit steht dieWissensbasis FrameNet und ihrModell der Prädikat-
Argument-Struktur. FrameNet implementiert ein feinkörniges semantisches Modell mit ei-
nemhohenGrad semantischer Abstraktion, das es für Anwendungen imBereich Sprachver-
stehen interessant macht. Die Methoden, die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellt werden, können
jedoch auch auf weitere Modelle semantischer Prädikat-Argument-Struktur angewendet
werden, beispielsweise VerbNet oder PropBank. Die wichtigsten Forschungsbeiträge die-
ser Arbeit sind:

1. Erstellung der notwendigen Voraussetzungen für die Verbesserung der Lexikonab-
deckung: Wir präsentieren ein standardkonformes Modell lexikalischer Interopera-
bilität fürWissensbasen, die wie FrameNet semantische Prädikat-Argument-Struktur
modellieren. Konkret wird ein Modell von FrameNet in UBY-LMF entwickelt. Zudem
ergänzen wir das UBY-LMF Modell um eine Modellierung von Links zwischen Wis-
sensbasen auf der Ebene der Prädikat-Argument-Struktur.

2. FrameNet für neue Sprachen: Wir präsentieren eine neue Methode für die Überset-
zung von FrameNet in beliebige Sprachen aus Wiktionary. Die Methode basiert auf
einer automatischen Verlinkung von FrameNet und Wiktionary und nutzt Wiktiona-
ry als Interlingua. Wir wenden die Methode exemplarisch für das Deutsche an und
erstellen eine neue Wissensbasis mit FrameNet-Informationen für das Deutsche.
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3. Wissensbasierte Trainingsdatengenerierung für FrameNet Semantic Role Labeling:
Wir verwenden DistantSRL, eine neue Methode zur wissensbasierten Trainingsda-
tengenerierung für FrameNet-Prädikate und -Rollen, um große Mengen neuer Trai-
ningsdaten für englisches und deutsches FrameNet-SRL zu generieren. Unsere Ex-
perimentelle Auswertung zeigt, dass die automatisch erstellten Trainingsdaten hohe
Qualität aufweisen und bereits vorhandene Trainingsdaten ergänzen.

4. Experimente zur Domänenadaption: Wir untersuchen die Eigenschaften eines open-
source Systems für FrameNet Semantic Role Labeling im Kontext der Domänenad-
aption für das Englische. Bisher werden FrameNet-basierte Systeme, auch mangels
entsprechender Testdatensätze, ausschließlich domänenintern evaluiert. Aus diesem
Grund entwickeln wir einen neuen Testdatensatz basierend auf nutzergenerierten
Texten aus dem Frage-und-Antwort Forum Yahoo! Answers . Anhand dieses Daten-
satzes, sowie weiterer Datensätze, stellen wir fest, dass das Problem der Domänen-
adaption auf der Ebene der Lesartenannotation auftritt, die der Rollen-Annotation
vorangeht. Wir vergleichen in unseren Experimenten DistantSRL mit korpusbasier-
ten Methoden zur Trainingsdatengenerierung und deren Einfluss auf die Domänen-
Generalisierung. Im Vergleich mit korpusbasierten Methoden zur Annotationspro-
jektion und Methoden, die Paraphrasen verwenden, erzielt DistantSRL die besten Er-
gebnisse auf domänenfremden Testdatensätzen der englischen Sprache.

Die Ergebnisse unserer Experimente zeigen, dass unsere Methode der wissensbasier-
ten Trainingsdatengenerierung zur Entwicklung von SRL Systemen für neue Sprachen und
neue Domänen beitragen kann. Weitere Forschungsarbeit ist jedoch erforderlich, um die
vorhandenen Trainingsmethoden besser auf bestimmte Eigenschaften der wissensbasiert
generierten Daten anzupassen, d.h. das Training auf großen Datenmengen automatisch er-
stellter Annotationen zu verbessern.

Die Arbeit schließt mit einer Zusammenfassung der Ergebnisse und einem Ausblick auf
offene Fragen und weitere Forschungsideen, die sich aus unserer Arbeit ergeben, beispiels-
weise die automatische Verlinkung auf der Ebene der Prädikat-Argument-Struktur, sowie
weitere Integration von FrameNet mit großen semantischen Wissensbasen wie Wikidata
mit dem Ziel, die Abdeckung von Weltwissen in FrameNet weiter zu vergrößern.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The semantic analysis of text is an important step on the path towards natural language
understanding. It is crucial for analyzing and organizing the large amounts of text that
accumulate daily on the World Wide Web.

Semantic role labeling (SRL) is a kind of semantic analysis that builds upon sentence-
level syntactic analysis to answer the questions “Who did what to whom, when, where, how,
and why?” (Palmer et al., 2009), replacing syntactic labels with semantic role labels that
abstract from the surface realization of a text to the semantic function of an argument of
the sentence, for instance labeling the syntactic subject with the role Agent .

SRL is increasingly requested for real-life applications and has been successfully eval-
uated for various applications from question answering (Narayanan and Harabagiu, 2004;
Shen and Lapata, 2007) to reading comprehension (Berant et al., 2014) and identifying rea-
son in on-line debates (Hasan and Ng, 2014).

Contemporary semantic role labeling systems are supervised or semi-supervised ma-
chine learning systems. Even state-of-the-art systems that use deep learning still rely on
a labeled training set.1

Two problems related to the generalization abilities of the supervised systems impact
their use in downstream applications. The first one concerns the coverage of the available
training data, e.g., can a system deal with previously unseen training data? The second
problem concerns domain adaptation, i.e., howwell does a supervised semantic role labeling
system generalize to other domains and text types? Both problems extend to and are more
severe for languages other than English which often lack the required labeled corpora.

This thesis presents a knowledge-based attempt to answer these questions. It investi-
gates knowledge-based training data generation and its potential to enhance semantic role
labeling and domain adaptation for semantic role labeling. This introductory chapter pro-

1Fully unsupervised approaches receive increasing attention in research, but have not yet progressed to a
level in which they are widely used in applications.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

vides the motivation for our work on knowledge-based supervision for domain-adaptive
semantic role labeling with a particular focus on FrameNet semantic role labeling that is
the main subject of study in this thesis.

1.1 Semantic Role Labeling
Semantic role labeling identifies predicates and semantic arguments in text and assigns role
labels to the semantic arguments, thus modeling the semantic predicate argument structure
on the sentence level. It builds upon the syntactic analysis of sentences: the semantic ar-
guments in semantic role labeling are typically based on syntactic arguments and adjuncts
of the predicate – typically a verb or an event noun. Syntactic labels mark the grammati-
cal function , e.g., the subject or the direct and indirect object of a sentence. Semantic role
labeling adds a layer of abstraction to syntactic analysis by marking the semantic func-
tion of an argument, for instance whether it performs the role of the Agent , the Patient ,
or the Beneficiary of an event. This level of abstraction is important for natural language
understanding. It however poses a difficult task for automatic analysis, because it solves a
complex problem: there is no default mapping between syntactic and semantic functions,
not even for the same predicate. The Agent role, for example, is not always associated with
the grammatical subject of a sentence. It could also be represented by a direct object , or by
a prepositional object .

Most automatic semantic role labeling systems are based on a predefined inventory of
semantic roles. The most popular and well-known role inventories are FrameNet (Baker
et al., 1998), PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005), and VerbNet (Kipper-Schuler, 2005). They
are distinguished by the different size and granularity of the role inventories, ranging
from a large inventory of fine-grained, predicate specific roles with descriptive labels for
FrameNet, over the more compact set of thematic roles for VerbNet, to a set of abstract
role labels for PropBank. The degree to which they relate to the syntactic structure of a
sentence also varies, with PropBank roles strongly associated with syntactic arguments,
and FrameNet abstracting more strongly. FrameNet also puts a stronger focus on predicate
labels: it provides a hierarchy of predicate labels called frames that group predicates with
different lemmas, leading to a setup where role labels are frame-specific, but not predicate-
specific. Role labels in VerbNet and PropBank are predicate-specific. As a result, FrameNet
provides a more detailed modeling of semantic knowledge than the other semantic role
resources and abstracts stronger from the surface text, creating a semantic representation
paraphrasing the sentence. Figure 1.1 shows an example sentence from FrameNet for the
predicate buy that evokes theCommerce_buy frame. The arguments of buy are labeled with
the frame-specific semantic roles Buyer , Seller ,Goods , and Money . This has advantages for
applications relying on detecting paraphrases, for instance when trying to find potential
answers for questions in automated question answering: the event described by the sen-
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Figure 1.1: Example: FrameNet-annotated sentence from the FrameNet lexical unit examples.

tence in Figure 1.1 can also be paraphrased as “Thorn EM bought Richard Branson’s music
businesses” . Frame-semantic analysis of the latter sentence also associates the predicate
bought with the frame Commerce_buy , and it labels the participants Thorn EM , Richard
Branson , and music businesses with the same roles as shown in the figure. Based on the
frame-semantic analysis, the two sentences can be identified as descriptions of the same
event.

An additional advantage of FrameNet is that it is largely language-independent. There-
fore, lexicology projects in many languages have adopted FrameNet as their preferred
model for lexical-semantic representation, and efforts to automatically translate FrameNet
to other languages emerged.

The higher granularity of FrameNet roles increases the coverage problems of FrameNet.
Therefore, it is likely to benefit from comprehensive resource integration, which motivates
the focus on FrameNet in this work.

FrameNet semantic role labeling. Since Gildea and Jurafsky (2002) introduced automatic
semantic role labeling, FrameNet semantic role labeling has developed significantly, also
fostered by a series of SemEval shared tasks (Baker et al., 2007; Ruppenhofer et al., 2010b).
FrameNet semantic role labeling generally follows a two-step approach: first, the predicates
are labeled with a frame (word sense) label, then the arguments are identified and labeled
with a predicate-specific role label. PropBank semantic role labeling in contrasts is focused
on the identification and labeling of arguments. This is possible because the inventory of
role labels is a small set of predicate-independent labels.

Increasingly, global optimization and semi-supervised methods are used to create sys-
tems that generalize well to unseen data, or can easily be adapted to new languages. For
several years, different instances of the SEMAFOR frame-semantic parser showed state-of-
the-art performance (Das et al., 2010, 2014). They were recently superseded by systems
based on deep learning strategies (FitzGerald et al., 2015; Täckström et al., 2015).
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Formalization. In this work, we formalize the task of FrameNet semantic role labeling as
follows: semantic role labeling consists of two subsequent analysis steps. The second step
relies on the first step. The first step is called frame identification – or FrameId :

FrameId(s, ti) = fi (1.1)

It receives a predicate target ti and the surrounding sentence s as input and returns the
frame label fi for the predicate target ti . There can be i = 1… n predicate targets ti per sen-
tence s. Some definitions of FrameNet semantic role labeling also include the identification
of the predicate target as a preliminary step, but we follow recent work that uses predefined
targets for evaluation (Das et al., 2014).

The second step is called role labeling , or RoleId . It can be split into two subtasks,
argument identification (ArgId ) and role classification (RoleC ), that are often solved jointly.
If formalized separately, ArgId receives the output of the FrameId step fi as input together
with the predicate target ti and the sentence s. It returns a set of argument spans {ai0, ..., aik}
for k = 0…m arguments per sentence s. Each aij correspond to a list of tokens associated
with the argument span:

ArgId(s, ti, fi) = {ai0,… , aik} (1.2)

These argument spans are the input for the subtask of role classification, which optionally
assigns a role label rij to each aij , resulting in a list of pairs of argument span and role label:

RoleC(s, ti, fi, {ai0,… , aik}) = {(ai0, ri0),… , (aik , rik)} (1.3)

If these two steps are performed in a joint fashion, a set of pairs {(ai0, ri0), ..., (aik , rik)} is
returned which pairs the argument spans with their role labels:

RoleId(s, ti, fi) = {(ai0, ri0),… , (aik , rik)} (1.4)

where aij is the jth argument span associated with ti, and rij is the role label associated with
aij , and (aij ,rij) is a pair of argument span and role label associated with ti.

Full frame-semantic role labeling combines these two steps:

SRL(s, ti) = RoleId(s, ti, FrameId(s, ti)) (1.5)

To illustrate this formalization, we refer to the example sentence in Figure 1.1. The verb
sold in the sentence corresponds to the predicate t1. The frame label f1 associated with this
predicate is Commerce_buy . The example contains k = 4 semantic arguments {a11,… , a14}.
The argument spans are marked by boxes in Figure 1.1. Counting the arguments in the
sentence from left to right, the argument span a12, associated with the phrase “millionaire
Richard Branson” , receives the role label r12 =Seller .
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1.2 Knowledge Bases for Semantic Role Labeling
Most of the current semantic role labeling systems are associated with a lexical knowledge
base (LKB) like FrameNet, also called lexical-semantic resource. These knowledge bases
come in different degrees of elaboration: the PropBank corpus was specifically created to
provide training data for semantic role labeling systems and its associated knowledge base
is often neglected or dismissed as an annotation help for the PropBank corpus, whereas
VerbNet and FrameNet are considered highly elaborate knowledge bases motivated by spe-
cific linguistic theories. VerbNet is based on Levin’s verb classes (Levin, 1993), which have
been significantly extended by additional verb classes and revised during the continued de-
velopment of VerbNet. The motivating theory of FrameNet is frame semantics (Fillmore,
1976), which aims to describe common situations and their participants, modeled by frames
and roles respectively. All of these resources have in common that they incorporate some
notion of word sense. VerbNet and FrameNet moreover group word senses, VerbNet in verb
classes that gather syntactically and semantically related verbs; FrameNet groups word
senses, called lexical units , by frames: a frame gathers words of various parts-of-speech
that are associated with (or evoke ) the frame. FrameNet additionally spans a hierarchy of
relations between frames, for instance inheritance or temporal relations. Like PropBank,
FrameNet distinguishes between the lexical knowledge base and a corpus of annotated sen-
tences that is used for the training of SRL systems, the FrameNet fulltext corpus.

Coverage problems. Also in common are the coverage problems of the lexical knowledge
bases. They do apply to a different degree for the different resources, e.g., there is a larger
set of labeled data available for PropBank than for VerbNet and FrameNet.

The coverage problems are caused on the one hand by insufficient amounts of training
data for the given labeling problem, and on the other hand by insufficient coverage of the
lexical knowledge base. For FrameNet, for example, Palmer and Sporleder (2010) analyzed
the coverage problems in detail. They identified three types of coverage problems: example
coverage , when a certain frame or role has not been seen in the training data, lexicon cover-
age , when a certain word sense is not included in FrameNet, and ontology coverage , when
certain real-world concepts are missing from FrameNet. Ontology coverage is also referred
to as model coverage .

Despite these issues, lexical-semantic knowledge bases incorporate a lot of valuable
knowledge and theory compiled by expert linguists. In order to use these valuable knowl-
edge sources efficiently, methods to enhance them have been proposed. These include
standardization of lexical knowledge bases to improve access to the various types of in-
formation contained in different lexical resources, and interlinking them to increase their
coverage and combine the complementary information types contained. These approaches
address the problems of lexicon coverage and example coverage . Linkings between lexical
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knowledge bases have been proposed on the sense and role level. They link, for instance,
a FrameNet sense to the corresponding sense in WordNet, or a FrameNet role to the corre-
sponding VerbNet role. Such linkings between two or more lexical knowledge bases result
in a linked lexical knowledge base, short LLKB.

Linking lexical knowledge bases. Earlywork in semantic role labeling already used semi-
automatically created links between FrameNet, VerbNet, andWordNet to assuage coverage
problems and improve a rule-based semantic role labeling system (Shi and Mihalcea, 2005);
others used word sense disambiguation to create linkings to WordNet (Burchardt et al.,
2005), or used implicit linkings to WordNet and exploited the FrameNet frame hierarchy
(Johansson and Nugues, 2007b). SemLink (Palmer, 2009; Bonial et al., 2013) is an ongoing
effort that provides a manually curated linking between FrameNet, VerbNet and PropBank
on the sense and role level. Recent work also attempts to improve semantic role labeling
using available external resources, typically in the form of corpora, e.g., by adding infor-
mation from PropBank (Kshirsagar et al., 2015; FitzGerald et al., 2015), but does not exploit
the linked knowledge bases.

Knowledge-based methods in natural language processing (NLP) received additional
leverage in the recent years when a) collaboratively created knowledge bases such as Wiki-
pedia andWiktionary emerged as resources for NLP, and b) advanced methods to automat-
ically link lexical knowledge bases on the word sense level were developed (Ruiz-Casado
et al., 2005; Navigli and Ponzetto, 2010). The latter are also called methods for sense align-
ment . Previous work in linking resources typically focused on specific combinations of
knowledge bases, e.g., linking FrameNet toWordNet orWikipedia (Laparra and Rigau, 2009;
Tonelli and Giuliano, 2009), mostly used for translating FrameNet to other languages via
multilingual wordnets. As a larger linking effort, Gurevych et al. (2012a) created UBY as
a lexical database that links the major expert-built and collaboratively created knowledge
bases. There has been no comprehensive evaluation that exploits linkings of several knowl-
edge bases in parallel for FrameNet semantic role labeling.

Standardizing lexical knowledge bases. Linking lexical knowledge bases on the sense or
role level does not suffice for an efficient use of the various information types contained
therein. The lexical information needs to be accessible in an efficient manner. To solve this
problem, Eckle-Kohler et al. (2012) developed the lexicon model UBY-LMF as a standardized
format for modeling the major lexical knowledge bases and the information types provided
by them. Gurevych et al. (2012a) provided the methods to convert the major lexical knowl-
edge bases to this standardized format, representing them in a single largeMySQL database,
and created a Java API to access them programmatically. The present author’s contributions
to the standardized model of FrameNet in UBY-LMF, which include the modeling of seman-
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tic lexica in UBY and the corresponding conversion routines, are presented in Chapter 2 of
this work.

1.3 Training Data Generation for Semantic Role Labeling
Automatic training data generation is another method to approach the coverage problem
of frame-semantic resources. It is motivated by the lack of annotated training data for
FrameNet, i.e., the problem of example coverage . This is already a problem for the well-
resourced English language,2 but it is particularly severe for other languages for which an-
notated corpora are lacking and often cannot be created manually at a large scale because
of prohibitive cost.

Similar to the previous work in linking lexical knowledge bases introduced above, some
efforts at training data generation aim at extending the FrameNet lexicon and creating la-
beled training data at the same time. Other approaches only focus on creating Frame-
Net-labeled training data for predicates already present in the FrameNet lexicon. In this
work, we distinguish between knowledge-based approaches to training data generation and
corpus-based approaches.

Knowledge-based training data generation. Knowledge-based approaches to training
data generation have been used for the generation of frame labels via linked lexical knowl-
edge bases, in particular for languages other than English (Tonelli and Pianta, 2009a; La-
parra and Rigau, 2009). They only rely on information provided by the linked knowledge
base and do not use labeled corpus information. Since the knowledge bases are linked on
the sense level, but not on the level of predicate argument structures or roles, they typically
focus on frame labels and do not provide role-labeled training data.

Corpus-based training data generation. Corpus-based approaches have been popular for
the generation of both frame and role labels on previously unlabeled texts. They rely on
existing annotated corpora as a basis for the transfer of labels to unlabeled text in the same
language or in a different target language, and do not use semantic information from linked
lexical knowledge bases. There are two types of corpus-based approaches: approaches to
annotation projection, which have been explored in monolingual and cross-lingual vari-
eties, and monolingual approaches based on paraphrasing the annotated sentences in ex-
isting role-labeled corpora.

Annotation projection. Annotation projection uses alignments of labeled sentences to
unlabeled candidate sentences on the token level or on the level of syntactic dependen-

2FitzGerald et al. (2015), for example, report that the performance of their state-of-the-art system on FrameNet
test data suffers from the small training set available.
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cies. For monolingual projection, the candidate sentences are identified on the basis of a
matching predicate lemma. If the candidate sentences can be aligned successfully, the role
labels are transferred to the aligned target constituents (Fürstenau and Lapata, 2012). For
cross-lingual projection, parallel corpora are automatically labeled with an existing seman-
tic role labeling tool, typically for English. Then, the created role labels are transferred to
the aligned tokens (Padó and Lapata, 2009).

Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) also explore a variant of monolingual annotation projec-
tion that attempts to expand the FrameNet lexicon by projecting to lemmas not yet in the
FrameNet lexicon. This opens up a prohibitively large search space. To make the method
viable, they use a method for frame acquisition based on lexical similarities to filter the set
of potential frames for a new lemma.

Exner et al. (2015) explore a variant of cross-lingual projection that borrows from distant
supervision methods (Mintz et al., 2009) in relying on named-entity matching to establish
the alignment: they use loosely parallel texts –Wikipedia articles in English and Swedish –
and align sentences based on matching named-entities in the source and target language.
The source language is labeled automatically with PropBank roles and redundancy is used
to filter noisy labels. They evaluate this approach for PropBank labels.

Paraphrasing-based approaches to training data generation. Monolingual projection
approaches have in common that they build on a low-resource scenario, starting out with
very few labeled seed sentences. Paraphrasing-based approaches rely on a larger corpus.
They attempt to variegate existing labeled sentences with the goal to create a broader range
of phenomena in the training corpus. Woodsend and Lapata (2014) use synchronous gram-
mars derived from comparable corpora based on Wikipedia and bitext from the Paraphrase
Database – a large database of paraphrases generated from bilingual parallel texts (Gan-
itkevitch et al., 2013) – to extract paraphrase rules for PropBank-labeled data. Using these
rules, they multiply the number of training instances in PropBank by 24 and improve on
the state of the art for PropBank semantic role labeling.

Pavlick et al. (2015a) use the Paraphrase Database to extend the FrameNet lexicon. They
replace predicates (lexical units) in the FrameNet fulltext corpus with previously unseen
predicates suggested by the rewrite rules extracted from the Paraphrase Database and rely
on manual postprocessing via crowdsourcing to filter out the noise. The number of predi-
cates in the resulting resource, FrameNet+, is three times as high as the number in the orig-
inal FrameNet lexicon. The coverage extension, however, does not extend to role labels:
FrameNet+ only provides additional frame-labeled training data based on the FrameNet
fulltext corpus.

Each of the aforementioned approaches to training data generation has advantages and
disadvantages. Corpus-based approaches do not use the wealth of information encoded
in linked lexical knowledge bases. Monolingual annotation projection approaches create
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training data that are very similar to the source data and do not promise to generalize
well to other domains. The paraphrasing-based approach for FrameNet only expands the
FrameNet lexicon, but does not add additional training sentences. Previous approaches
to knowledge-based training data generation focused on frame labels, but did not create
additional role labels. The present work fills this gap and successfully employs linked lexical
knowledge bases for the generation of frame- and role-labeled training data in Chapter 3.

1.4 Domain Adaptation of Semantic Role Labeling
Supervised machine learning systems perform worse on data with different underlying la-
bel distributions, e.g., different domains. This has also been confirmed for semantic role
labeling systems (Pradhan et al., 2007b). In order to avoid the expensive labeling of large
amounts of target domain data, methods for domain adaptation of supervised machine
learning systems have been developed that aim to create systems that generalize to a spe-
cific target domain, or to variable domains. They range from supervised domain adapta-
tion, which combines labeled source domain and target domain training data, via semi-
supervised domain adaptation (labeled source-domain data, labeled and unlabeled target
domain data), to unsupervised domain adaptation (labeled source domain, unlabeled tar-
get domain data), and finally to blind domain adaptation that attempts to create domain
independent – also called open-domain – systems.

Domain adaptation for semantic role labeling has been mostly evaluated for PropBank-
style semantic role labeling. The CoNLL shared tasks on semantic role labeling (Carreras
andMàrquez, 2005; Surdeanu et al., 2008; Hajič et al., 2009) provide the appropriate test bed:
typically, newspaper text from theWall Street Journal Corpus is contrasted to the target do-
main of fiction texts from the Brown Corpus. Conventional SRL systems do not focus on
the aspect of domain generalization and therefore show a large drop in performance when
applied to the out-of-domain test sets. Recently, Yang et al. (2015b) used unsupervised do-
main adaptation based on deep belief networks to create a PropBank semantic role labeling
system with improved out-of-domain performance.

For FrameNet, due to its comparatively smaller training dataset, but larger set of frame
and role labels, similar, if not stronger, domain adaptation problems are expected. Both
subtasks of FrameNet semantic role labeling, frame identification and role labeling, may
require domain adaptation.

However, domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling has so far only been
evaluated sparsely. Johansson and Nugues (2008b) evaluated the impact of different parsers
on FrameNet semantic role labeling, using the Nuclear Threats Initiative (NTI) data as an
out-of-domain training set, observing low domain generalization abilities of their super-
vised system. Croce et al. (2010) aim to create an open-domain FrameNet semantic role
labeling system by integrating a distributional model into their semantic role labeling sys-
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Figure 1.2: Example of user-generated text: question and answers from Yahoo! Answers.

tem that generalizes lexicalized features for argument classification to previously unseen
arguments and thus contributes to a system with similar performance on test data from the
source domain and the target domain NTI.

Distributional methods that may help to generalize to unseen data have also been adopt-
ed by state-of-the-art systems, including dense word representations obtained via deep
learning (Hermann et al., 2014; FitzGerald et al., 2015). These systems, however, have not
been evaluated on out-of-domain test data. Nowadays, standard FrameNet semantic role la-
beling evaluation makes use of an in-domain test set, more specifically a split of the Frame-
Net 1.5 fulltext corpus that is randomly sampled and contains texts from the same sources
in the training, development, and test portions. Out-of-domain evaluation is lacking, as are
appropriate datasets that enable this kind of evaluation.

Discourse type adaptation of semantic role labeling. Domain adaptation is typically fo-
cused on different domains of professionally edited text, e.g., newspaper text versus fic-
tion, or newspaper text versus biomedical texts (Biber and Conrad, 2009). A subtype of
domain adaptation concerns the difference between discourse types, for instance between
edited texts and unedited, colloquial texts, that can be found in large quantities on the web,
called user-generated discourse. The most popular variants of user-generated discourse are
Twitter tweets and forum posts.
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Figure 1.2 shows an example of a user-generated question and two answers from the
question-and-answer forum Yahoo! Answers.3 It contains two predicates evoking theCom-
merce_buy frame: sold and bought . The text shows some typical properties of user-generat-
ed text, for instance careless consideration of spelling (own instead of owns ), capitalization
(i, chrysler instead of I, Chrysler ), and punctuation conventions, which makes it difficult to
segment and analyze automatically.

This now-ubiquitous discourse type of user-generated text has sparked research on nat-
ural language processing for user-generated discourse, for instance adapting natural lan-
guage processing tools to data from the Twitter service (Xu et al., 2015; Han and Baldwin,
2011). There is, however, almost no related work that evaluates semantic role labeling for
user-generated discourse. Liu et al. (2010) developed a PropBank semantic role labeling
system for Twitter data in the news domain, and Søgaard et al. (2015) recently created a
small FrameNet-labeled dataset based on Twitter tweets in the context of their experiments
in knowledge extraction. They, however, do not present a detailed evaluation of the domain
generalization capabilities of FrameNet semantic role labeling.

We present such an evaluation in Chapter 4 and discuss the potential of various meth-
ods of training data generation to the domain adaptation of FrameNet. Therefore, we cre-
ate a new, substantial test dataset based on user-generated questions and answers from
the community question-and-answer forum Yahoo! Answers, complementing the available
Twitter dataset. Surdeanu et al. (2011) showed that PropBank semantic role labeling can
benefit automated community question answering, and we expect that FrameNet semantic
role labeling, with its higher level of semantic abstraction, could further benefit automated
question answering once sufficient semantic role labeling performance can be reached on
this domain.

1.5 Research Questions
In the previous sections, we introduced the coverage problems of FrameNet semantic role
labeling that hamper its use in real-life applications for English and other languages, and
we also addressed the lack of research on domain adaptation of FrameNet SRL.

The goal of this thesis is to develop methods that deal with problems of lexicon coverage
and domain adaptation for semantic role labeling from a knowledge-based perspective. It
aims to assuage coverage issues by integrating existing lexical knowledge bases comprehen-
sively into a linked lexical knowledge base – in previous work, only small-scale integration

3Accessed at October 16 2015 from https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080212084227AAxdplS.
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efforts of selective resources have been reported. On this background, the main research
question of this thesis is:

• Can the comprehensive integration of lexical knowledge bases benefit semantic
role labeling in the context of domain adaptation and adaptation to other lan-
guages?

This question raises several secondary research questions that are addressed in the
course of this thesis:

1. How can the semantic information in lexical-semantic knowledge bases like FrameNet
be standardized such that their integration can be modeled effectively?

2. Can the comprehensive integration of expert-built and user-generated lexical knowl-
edge bases alleviate FrameNet coverage issues for English and other languages?

3. How can linked lexical knowledge bases contribute to enhance semantic role labeling
systems, for instance via automatic training data generation?

4. What are the domain generalization capabilities of open-source FrameNet semantic
role labeling, and what are the needs and requirements for domain adaptation?

5. How can linked lexical knowledge bases support domain adaptation for semantic role
labeling?

The long-term objective of this research is making semantic role labeling viable for real-
world applications on user-generated web data, for instance automatic question answering.
The result is an evaluation of knowledge-based supervision for domain-adaptive semantic
role labeling as outlined in the next section.

1.6 Approach
Figure 1.3 summarizes the approach to the research questions that was taken in this thesis.
It can be roughly segmented into two parts. The first part, on the left-hand side of the
figure, describes work on enhancing lexical knowledge bases by their standardization and
integration into a linked lexical knowledge base, answering research questions 1 and 2.

The second part, on the right-hand side of the figure, focuses on the use of the integrated
knowledge base for semantic role labeling. We explore a novel distant supervision approach
for the automatic generation of large-scale role-labeled training data in various domains
that is inspired by related work in relation extraction (Mintz et al., 2009). The lower box
on the right-hand side represents the analysis of the proposed method in an in-domain
semantic role labeling setup for English and German, answering research question 3. It
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Figure 1.3: Thesis overview diagram.

provides a detailed evaluation for the tasks of frame identification and role classification.
Additionally, training an open-source semantic role labeling system with the English data
leads to a semi-supervised semantic role labeling system for English. The upper box on the
right-hand side represents the application of the distant supervision approach to domain
adaptation, which is evaluated for English. This includes a comparison to other approaches
of training data generation, answering research questions 4 and 5.

1.7 Contributions and Findings
In the course of this thesis, we show that the large-scale integration of lexical knowledge
bases on the sense and semantic role level can benefit semantic role labeling for English
and other languages. The main contributions and findings of this thesis can be summarized
as follows:

1. The development of standardized models of interoperability of semantic knowledge
bases like FrameNet, specifically modeling FrameNet in UBY-LMF andmodeling links
on the frame and role level (see Chapter 2).

2. A novel method for creating a FrameNet in any language based on the automatic
alignment of FrameNet and Wiktionary. The method is evaluated on the example of
German, effectively building a larger FrameNet knowledge base to improve FrameNet
semantic role labeling for English and German (see Chapter 2).
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3. The study of the knowledge-based distant supervisionmethod DistantSRL for the cre-
ation of frame- and role-labeled training data for English and German. The resulting
training data are of high quality and complementary to the manually labeled data,
i.e., the FrameNet fulltext corpus and SALSA (see Chapter 3).

4. A detailed analysis of the domain generalization capabilities of contemporary open-
source FrameNet semantic role labeling for English; it shows that domain adaptation
is required for the task of frame identification (see chapter Chapter 4).

5. The application of the introduced knowledge-based methods for training data gener-
ation in the context of adapting FrameNet SRL to the domain of user-generated dis-
course in community question answering and their comparison to alternative meth-
ods for training data generation for English, e.g., FrameNet+ and monolingual an-
notation projection (see Chapter 4). We find that our automatically generated train-
ing datasets have the potential to improve the domain generalization capabilities of
FrameNet semantic role labeling, but that the training of semantic role labeling sys-
tems needs to be adapted to better deal with large and noisily labeled training data.

Along with the methodological contributions and studies listed above, a number of lex-
ical resources were created and published for research purposes:

• UBYFN , a lexical knowledge base in UBY-LMF format containingWordNet, FrameNet,
VerbNet, PropBank, the EnglishWiktionary, the GermanWiktionary, GermaNet, and
SALSA, and links between them from SemLink.

• FNWKde, a lexical knowledge base in UBY format containing FrameNet, the En-
glish and German Wiktionary, and automatically created sense-level links between
FrameNet and the English and German Wiktionary.

• several large-scale corpora automatically labeled with FrameNet frames and roles
using DistantSRL and monolingual annotation projection.

• a manually annotated gold standard dataset of 2,789 matching and non-matching
pairs of word senses between FrameNet and the EnglishWiktionary, with annotation
guidelines.

• YAGS, a large manually annotated gold standard dataset of 3,091 FrameNet frame and
6,081 role annotations on the user-generated texts from the Yahoo! Answers Manners
dataset, with annotation guidelines.

The software developed for the thesis was partially integrated into and contributed to
the DKPro UBY and DKPro Core open-source software repositories. A detailed list of re-
sources and download links are contained in Appendix A.
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1.8 Publication Record
Large parts of the research presented in this thesis have been published previously in peer-
reviewed conference proceedings or journals. The central publications are:

• FrameNet on the Way to Babel: Creating a Bilingual FrameNet Using Wiktionary as
Interlingual Connection (Hartmann and Gurevych, 2013b). This work was presented
at ACL 2013 in Sofia, Bulgaria and is described in Chapter 2.

• Generating Training Data for Semantic Role Labeling based on Label Transfer from
Linked Lexical Resources (Hartmann et al., 2016). This article was published by the
Transactions of theAssociation for Computational Linguistics. It describes jointwork
with Dr. Judith Eckle-Kohler who provided themethods for the knowledge-based role
label transfer on sense-labeled data. The improved approach to sense labeling and the
experimental evaluation of the method presented in this paper are contributions of
the author. The content of this paper is described in Chapter 3.

• Out-of-domain FrameNet Semantic Role Labeling (Hartmann et al., 2017a). This pa-
per describes joint work with Ilia Kuznetsov and Teresa Botschen (née Martin) and
was presented at EACL 2017 in Valencia, Spain. The creation of YAGS, the FrameNet-
labeled gold standard based on user-generated question-and-answer data, and the
out-of-domain evaluation of SEMAFOR in this paper are contributions of the present
author and reported in this thesis. They are described in detail in Chapter 4.

The author’s contributions to the following publications are also reported in this thesis:

• UBY – A Large-Scale Unified Lexical-Semantic Resource Based on LMF (Gurevych
et al., 2013). This paper was presented at EACL 2012 in Avignon, France.

• UBY-LMF – A UniformModel for Standardizing Heterogeneous Lexical-Semantic Re-
sources in ISO-LMF (Eckle-Kohler et al., 2012). This paper was presented at LREC
2012, Istanbul, Turkey.

• UBY-LMF - Exploring the Boundaries of Language-Independent LexiconModels (Eckle-
Kohler et al., 2013). This publication is a chapter in the book “LMF Lexical Markup
Framework” published by ISTE–HERMES–Wiley in 2013. It contains a detailed de-
scription of the model of FrameNet in UBY-LMF.

The main contributions of the present author to these three papers are the model of
FrameNet in UBY-LMF and the corresponding conversion routines. They are presented in
Chapter 2.
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During the work on the thesis, the author also contributed to a number of publications
that are not reported in this thesis, but are placed in related research areas, namely the ac-
quisition of multiwords for lexical knowledge bases and ontologies (Hartmann et al., 2012;
Hartmann and Gurevych, 2013a), which provides another example on how the lexicon cov-
erage of FrameNet could be improved. Other publications present further work on integrat-
ing lexical knowledge bases in UBY andmaking them accessible to researchers in linguistics
and natural language processing (Gurevych et al., 2012b, 2013; Chiarcos et al., 2012a,b). An-
other publication (Mújdricza-Maydt et al., 2016) provides the basis for a better integration
of SALSA, the frame-semantic resource for German, with other lexical resources in the fu-
ture: it presents the reannotation of parts of the SALSA corpus with GermaNet senses and
VerbNet-style roles to facilitate the comparative evaluation of semantic role resources and
their linking on the sense and role level for German. It also provides the foundations for the
work reported in Hartmann et al. (2017b). In this study, we create a small German corpus
with parallel FrameNet-style, VerbNet-style, and PropBank-style annotations and use it as
a benchmarking dataset for the experiment-based comparison of the three semantic role
labeling frameworks.

1.9 Thesis Outline
The main part of this thesis follows the order of the research contributions that build upon
another as visualized in Figure 1.3.

Chapter 2 introduces work on enhancing linked lexical knowledge bases by standard-
izing and linking them; it builds the foundation for the following chapters. We study two
aspects of how standardization and integration of lexical knowledge bases can improve
coverage issues associated with expert-built semantic knowledge bases. The first aspect is
the extension of lexical knowledge bases by standardizing their format and linking them on
the sense and role levels. The second aspect is the translation of lexical knowledge bases
to other languages based on their linking to multilingual resources. The chapter presents a
novel approach using Wiktionary as an interlingual index for the creation of FrameNet re-
sources in any language and its application to German. It results in UBYFN , a linked lexical
knowledge base for English and German centered around FrameNet.

Chapter 3 describes a new method for knowledge-based training data generation for
FrameNet frame identification and semantic role labeling. The method uses knowledge-
based distant supervision from UBYFN , the LLKB created in Chapter 2, for the automatic
labeling of large corpora with FrameNet word senses, i.e., frames, and roles. The method
requires large corpora, because it labels the input data only sparsely.

Experiments on the tasks of frame identification and role classification on diverse test
sets show that the method creates large-scale training data of high quality that complement
the FrameNet fulltext corpus, indicating that they can be used to support domain gener-
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1.9. Thesis Outline

alization of FrameNet semantic role labeling systems. An evaluation for the English and
German languages shows that the method also generalizes to different languages. Inte-
grating the labeled data in an open-source semantic role labeling system results in a semi-
supervised system for semantic role labeling for English. Experimental evaluation of this
system further proves that our automatically generated training set has the potential to
improve full FrameNet semantic role labeling, but also shows that semantic role labeling
systems trained on these data need to be adapted to better deal with large amounts of noisily
labeled training data.

Chapter 4 evaluates the approach to training data generation introduced in the previ-
ous chapter and the resulting semi-supervised semantic role labeling system for English
in the context of domain adaptation to user-generated discourse. To this end, we intro-
duce a new manually labeled test dataset of FrameNet role labels based on user-generated
data from the Yahoo! Answers question-and-answer forum. We use this dataset to assess
the domain generalization capabilities of an open-source FrameNet semantic role labeling
system, finding that the main bottleneck for domain adaptation of FrameNet semantic role
labeling is the frame identification step. We therefore study the potential of our automati-
cally generated training data to support domain adaptation of frame identification. In these
experiments, the knowledge-based approach to training data generation is also compared
to other approaches for training data generation, e.g., monolingual annotation projection
and FrameNet+. The results further confirm our results from Chapter 3: the automatically
generated training set has the potential to improve frame identification across domains, but
systems making full use of its potential need to be equipped to deal with large amounts of
training data and may need to use additional domain adaptation methods.

The thesis concludes in Chapter 5 with a summary of the work presented and a detailed
discussion of open issues, for instance how to efficiently use the large amounts of auto-
matically labeled training data for FrameNet semantic role labeling, and future work, for
instance improving FrameNet coverage not only for the lexicon and training data, but also
improving the model coverage.
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1.10 List of Abbreviations
In this section, we introduce a number of abbreviations that we use in the course of this
work.

• SRL abbreviates semantic role labeling as introduced in Section 1.1.

• LKB abbreviates lexical knowledge base , a term referring to lexical resources such as
FrameNet, WordNet, Wikipedia, and Wiktionary.

• LLKB abbreviates linked lexical knowledge base and refers to LKBs linked on the level
word senses and/or semantic roles.

• WSD abbreviates word sense disambiguation , the assignment of a word sense label
according to a sense inventory like WordNet or FrameNet to a given target word in
context.

• VSD abbreviates verb sense disambiguation , word sense disambiguation for verbs.

• POS abbreviates the term part-of-speech.

• UGD abbreviates the term user-generated discourse.

• Acc stands for accuracy, an evaluation metric that reports how many system predic-
tions are correct with respect to a gold standard annotation.

• P stands for precision, an evaluation metric that reports how many of the instances
labeled by the systems are correctly labeled with respect to a gold standard annota-
tion.

• R stands for recall, an evaluation metric that reports how many of the available test
instances are labeled correctly by the system.

• F1 is the F1-score, the harmonic mean between between precision P and recall R.
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Chapter 2

Integrating Semantic Knowledge Bases

This chapter presents our contributions to the integration of lexical-semantic knowledge
bases through their linking and standardization. It builds the foundation for our work on
knowledge-based semantic role labeling in the following chapters.

The work presented in this chapter is motivated by the deficiencies of existing semantic
knowledge bases like FrameNet: as a lexical resource created manually by experts, Frame-
Net is not complete. Even for English, gaps in the lexicon coverage and a lack of training
data are detrimental to the quality of automatic semantic role labeling. For other languages,
semantic role resources are even smaller than FrameNet, or non-existent.

Links between lexical resources have already been previously used to address this prob-
lem, but they have not been explored and applied at a large scale, for instance by exploiting
links on the sense level and on the level of semantic predicate argument structure, and by
exploiting links to several resources at the same time. To perform such an exploration,
we embed FrameNet in a network of linked lexical knowledge bases, first by integrating
existing linkings that were created either manually or automatically, and second by auto-
matically creating new links to further lexical knowledge bases.

We address two of the research questions outlined in Chapter 1. The first research ques-
tion is: can the lexicon coverage of semantic knowledge bases like FrameNet be improved
for English and other languages by linking them comprehensively on the sense level and
on the semantic role level? To answer this question, we integrate existing sense and pred-
icate argument structure linkings into a large linked lexical knowledge base, create a new
automatic sense alignment of FrameNet to Wiktionary, and analyze the resulting linked
lexical knowledge base in detail. Automatic sense alignment is an intricate task, due to the
different sense granularity in the different lexical knowledge bases, and due to the different
representational models they provide for the same, or similar, semantic information types.

We also address the aspect of FrameNet coverage for other languages, namely the trans-
fer of lexical knowledge bases for English to other languages lacking such resources. This
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Chapter 2. Integrating Semantic Knowledge Bases

task is even more difficult than coverage extension for English, because it requires auto-
matic methods to provide a connection across languages, for instance cross-lingual sim-
ilarity; automatic methods may encounter different conceptualizations of word senses in
different languages.

In this work, we propose a new answer to the question on how to extend the coverage
increase to other languages, i.e., can we induce semantic role resources by linking lexical
knowledge bases cross-lingually? The solution suggested in this chapter is a simple, but
powerful approach to construct a FrameNet lexicon in other languages using Wiktionary
as an interlingual representation. The approach is applied to and evaluated on the German
language, resulting in a German FrameNet lexicon. We present a detailed evaluation of the
induced German FrameNet and a discussion of Wiktionary as an interlingual connection
for the cross-language transfer of lexical-semantic resources to various languages.

The second research question we address concerns the efficient access to the various
information types contained in the linked lexical knowledge bases. To efficiently use the
various types of information encoded in the linked lexical knowledge bases, they need to
be represented in a standardized format and provided with a common API. To achieve this
goal, the different linguistic information types, and the different terminology used to repre-
sent these types in the various lexical knowledge bases need to be unified, which requires
diligent analysis of the structure of the considered lexical knowledge bases and their infor-
mation types. We aim to provide a comprehensive model that conforms to the metamodel
implemented in the ISO standard LMF (Francopoulo et al., 2006), and represents all informa-
tion types in the major lexical knowledge bases; we specifically present our contributions
to creating such a model for a) semantic lexicons like FrameNet, and b) for links on the level
of semantic predicate argument structure.

In this chapter, we first introduce FrameNet and motivate our work in enhancing and
translating FrameNet via resource linking. We then introduce relevant lexical knowledge
bases, discuss earlier efforts in linking them, and finally present our ownwork on automati-
cally aligning FrameNet toWiktionary on the sense level, and using the resulting alignment
to create a German FrameNet lexicon. We then describe our contributions to standardiza-
tion and modeling of linked semantic knowledge bases, which is a prerequisite for their
efficient use in NLP. The chapter closes with a detailed description of the resulting linked
lexical knowledge base UBYFN .

2.1 Motivation: Extending FrameNet
In this section, we motivate the work on linking and integrating lexical-semantic knowl-
edge bases presented in this chapter. The main driving factors are the coverage gaps of
FrameNet and the lack of FrameNet-style resources in other languages. Therefore, this sec-
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2.1. Motivation: Extending FrameNet

Figure 2.1: FrameNet lexicon structure.

tion first introduces FrameNet in detail, and then discusses coverage gaps and problems
associated with the creation of FrameNet-like resources in other languages.

2.1.1 FrameNet

FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998; Fillmore and Baker, 2010) is an expert-built lexical-semantic
resource incorporating the theory of frame semantics (Fillmore, 1976). It groups word
senses in frames that represent particular prototypical situations, including predicates for
both events and states: the verb complete and the noun completion belong to the frame
Activity_finish .

The participants of these situations, typically realized as syntactic arguments, fill the
semantic roles of the frame called frame elements in FrameNet, for instance the role of the
Agent performing an activity, or the role of the Activity itself. Roles are frame-specific,
leading to a large inventory of roles. FrameNet distinguishes between obligatory roles that
are crucial for the understanding of the frame and optional roles, that are often realized as
adjuncts in example sentences. These are called core roles and non-core roles respectively.
Examples for core roles of the frameActivity areAgent andActivity , examples for non-core
roles are Place , Duration , and Manner .

FrameNet lexicon structure. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic structure of the FrameNet
lexicon. As shown by the two blue arrows leaving the Lexicon box in Figure 2.1, there are
two entry points to the FrameNet lexicon. One is the lexical entry that is defined by lemma
and part-of-speech, represented by the box labeled Lexical Entry , the other is the list of
frames in FrameNet, represented by the box labeled Frame . A lexical entry can have one or
several word senses, called lexical units in FrameNet, that are represented by the box labeled
Sense in the figure. These are defined by lemma, part-of-speech, and frame label, which is
why they are linked to the Frame box. Each frame provides a set of roles, called frame
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Figure 2.2: Example: FrameNet frame hierarchy around Activity_finish .

elements in FrameNet that are represented by the box labeled Role .4 Senses, frames, and
roles are equipped with a definition gloss and example sentences in the FrameNet lexicon,
as shown by the box labeled Example/Gloss . To simplify the lexicon schema, there is only a
single box for examples and/or definition glosses. FrameNet also defines relations between
frames and roles that are represented by the grey arrows in Figure 2.1 andwill be introduced
in the next paragraph.

Frame relations. FrameNet frames are connected by a hierarchy of frame relations, the
frame Activity_finish , for instance, is a subframe of the abstract frame Activity , inherits
from the frames Intentionally_act and Process_end , temporally precedes the frame Activ-
ity_done_state and is preceded by the frame Activity_ongoing . These relations are visu-
alized in Figure 2.2. The inheritance relation describes the is-a relation present in many
ontologies. A frame that inherits from another frame, just as Activity_finish inherits from
Process_end , inherits its semantic properties, for instance its set of roles. The subframe re-
lation is used to segment events into smaller parts, an Activity contains several subframes
that describe the beginning, running, and the end of the Activity . Some of these subframes
are shown in Figure 2.2: Activity_ongoing , Activity_finish , and Activity_done_state are sub-
frames of Activity . The subframes follow a temporal order, therefore they are linked by a
temporal precedence relation. The dotted lines in Figure 2.2 mark Activity as an abstract

4Note that we use similar diagrams to characterize the structure of other lexical knowledge bases later in
this chapter and contrast them to FrameNet. To ensure comparable terminology between different lexical
knowledge bases, we diverge from FrameNet terminology when describing certain aspects of the lexicon
structure, for instance using sense instead of lexical unit or role instead of frame element .
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Figure 2.3: Example: FrameNet lexicon entry for the verb complete .

frame that, unlike other frames, is not directly associated with word senses in FrameNet,
but provides a set of roles that derived frames inherit. Activity_finish for instance inherits
the roles Agent and Activity from the abstract frame Activity .

Examples for relations between roles are excludes and requires . The Damaging frame
has two core roles, Agent and Cause , that exclude each other: either the Damaging is
performed by an Agent , typically a person, or brought about by a Cause , for instance a
thunderstorm. The requires relation occurs for the roles that describe the participants of
a conversation in the Discussion frame, Interlocutor_1 and Interlocutor_2 . In the example
sentence “She discussed the menu with the chef” , “She” is labeled with the role Interlocu-
tor_1 and “with the chef” is labeled with the role Interlocutor_2 . The Interlocutor_2 cannot
be omitted. An alternative phrasing would be to group the several participants of a dis-
cussion as in the sentence “They discussed the menu” . In this example, “They” receives the
Interlocutors role that excludes both Interlocutor_1 and Interlocutor_2 .

FrameNet lexical entry. To further illustrate the FrameNet lexicon, Figure 2.3 shows some
of the information associated with the verb complete in FrameNet. The verb complete has
a single word sense in FrameNet that is characterized by the frame Activity_finish and
receives the unique sense id label 11352 . Figure 2.3 also shows the frame definition of the
frame Activity_finish and an abbreviated list its roles. The frame Activity_finish has two
core roles and twelve optional non-core roles. The FrameNet lexical entry for the example
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sense also contains 24 example sentences annotated with frame and role labels. Three of
them are shown in Figure 2.3.

FrameNet release 1.5. The creation of FrameNet is a major lexicographic effort: corpus
evidence was collected for the most frequent verbs in the British National Corpus and ag-
gregated by syntactic behavior and word sense to identify the concepts modeled as frames.
The FrameNet release 1.5 (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010a) contains 1,019 frames, 9,633 frame-
specific roles, and 11,942 word senses defined as a combination of lemma, part-of-speech,
and frame, also called lexical unit in FrameNet. Many of those word senses are equipped
with role-annotated sense examples that are based on corpus evidence from the British
National Corpus, leading to overall 154,485 example sentences like the sentences shown
in Figure 2.3. Additionally, running text has been annotated with FrameNet frames and
roles and is available as the FrameNet fulltext annotations corpus containing 5,946 sen-
tences and 23,944 annotated frames.5 The corpus texts annotated with FrameNet frames
and roles have been used to train automatic semantic role labeling systems, for instance
the SEMAFOR system (Das et al., 2014).

2.1.2 English Coverage

As an expert-built resource, FrameNet is growing slowly. As a result, there are coverage
gaps on the ontology level, the lexicon level, and also on the level of annotated corpus in-
stances (Palmer and Sporleder, 2010). On the ontology level, certain frames may be missing
from the frame hierarchy. FrameNet, for instance, contains a frame for Intentional_decep-
tion , but does not contain a more specialized frame to describe a doping scenario in sports
competitions. Additionally, the frame hierarchy may be more fine-grained for certain topic
areas than for others.

On the lexicon level, certain word senses – or lexical units – are missing in FrameNet,
even though there is a frame that represents their meaning. The word senses associated
with the frameCause_to_make_progress include the verb improve , as in “We improve Frame-
Net” , but they do not contain the synonymous verb enhance .

To get an estimate on the coverage of the FrameNet lexicon, we analyze how many
unique words defined by their lemma and POS (types) and instances of these words (tokens)
the FrameNet lexicon covers in various corpora. We use the word frequency lists from
the British National Corpus (BNC)6 and the written part of the American National Corpus
(ANC),7 and the web-based corpus ukWAC (Baroni et al., 2009). Table 2.1 shows the results

5Earlier versions of FrameNet do not distinguish between example sentences and fulltext annotations. In
September 2015, FrameNet release 1.6 has been published. Since we used FrameNet 1.5 in the present work,
all reported details concern FrameNet release 1.5.

6We use Adam Kilgariff’s BNC frequency lists: https://www.kilgarriff.co.uk/bnc-readme.html.
7http://www.anc.org/data/anc-second-release/frequency-data/
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BNC ANC-written ukWAC 1-4

selected POS type token type token type token

FrameNet

adjective, noun, verb 55.44 80.58 3.41 36.41 0.31 29.56
adjective 47.69 68.81 2.21 51.86 0.42 42.83
noun 49.48 70.51 2.45 6.30 0.18 23.32
verb 77.44 95.48 34.03 60.15 3.24 75.67

WordNet

adjective, noun, verb 98.99 99.48 17.45 61.70 2.56 56.01
adjective 97.33 98.93 13.60 84.43 4.03 83.94
noun 99.33 99.58 16.48 20.54 2.06 46.41
verb 99.61 99.55 70.88 79.58 9.07 86.82

Table 2.1: FrameNet lexicon coverage of several corpora in percent.

of this analysis and provides numbers for WordNet for comparison. In total, the FrameNet
lexicon covers 55.4% of the open-class words, e.g., nouns, verbs, adjectives, in the BNC,
accounting for 80.58% of the corpus instances. The coverage of the BNC is high, very high
for verbs, since the BNC was used as a basis for the development of FrameNet. For other
corpora, the picture changes: the FrameNet lexicon only covers 3.41% of the open-class
types and 36.41% of the open-class tokens of the ANC. For the web-based corpus ukWAC
(Baroni et al., 2009), the FrameNet lexicon only covers 0.31% of the open-class words and
29.56% of the corpus instances for open-class words. The type and token coverage is higher
for verbs in all corpora. In the web-based ukWAC corpus, the token coverage is high, even
despite the low type coverage. The low noun coverage in ukWAC is caused to a large
degree by the automatic preprocessing in ukWAC that lists various kinds of proper names
and URLs as nouns. The ANC contains a lot of biomedical terminology, which leads to the
low noun coverage observed for the ANC.

The comparison to WordNet shows that the WordNet coverage of the considered cor-
pora is in general higher. The difference is, however, smaller for verb tokens. This shows
that FrameNet coverage for verbs is already fairly well, but can be improved in comparison
to a larger LKB like WordNet.

This coverage analysis can only provide information on the lexicon coverage on the
level of lexical entries, i.e., lemma and part-of-speech entries, it cannot determine, whether
the word senses in the corpora are present in the FrameNet lexicon. To estimate the sense
coverage would require a large sense-labeled corpus labeled with FrameNet senses and
word senses not in FrameNet.
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On the level of corpus instances, or example coverage, there are senses in FrameNet that
are not equipped with a role-annotated example sentence, nor with an annotated example
in the FrameNet fulltext corpus. This has direct impact on training automatic semantic role
labeling systems based on FrameNet and their applicability in downstream applications.

Palmer and Sporleder (2010) evaluate these coverage gaps for FrameNet release 1.3,
training the Shalmaneser semantic role labeler on data from the FrameNet fulltext annota-
tions and testing on the SemEval 2007 shared task on Frame Semantic Structure Extraction
(Baker et al., 2007). They find that more than 75% of the errors in frame identification are
caused by the lack of information on the evaluated target word or the frame (lexicon cover-
age and model coverage), more than 13% of the errors result from misclassifications where
the correct frame label for a word does not appear in the training data (example cover-
age). Only 9% of the errors are based on misclassficiations of instances for which the gold
label was seen in the training data. As a result of this study, they recommend to inves-
tigate methods for FrameNet semantic role labeling that add capabilities of dealing with
previously unseen data.

Ruppenhofer et al. (2010c) suggest to automatically merge certain related frames and
their associated word senses in order to reduce the sense-granularity in FrameNet andmake
FrameNet semantic role labeling more robust. They find that a coarser-grained FrameNet
increases the semantic role labeling performance in a cross-validation setup for FrameNet
release 1.3. This does not cover the coverage problems on the ontology level, but can treat
the problems of lexicon coverage and example coverage to a certain extent: by merging
frames, the sets of predicates for two frames are merged, leading to a larger number of
predicates and a larger number of training instances for the new frame.

Anothermethod to alleviate the coverage problems on the lexicon level is linking Frame-
Net to other lexical knowledge bases. We will introduce this method in detail in Section 2.3
below. Now, we discuss FrameNet coverage for languages other than English.

2.1.3 FrameNet for Languages other than English

The FrameNet frame hierarchy can be considered largely language-independent. From a
theoretical perspective, Boas (2005) confirms that FrameNet frames are generally appropri-
ate for modeling situations across languages. Padó and Erk (2005) also consider frames as
mostly language-independent. They suggest to use frame-semantic analyses of sentence
translation pairs to investigate similarities and differences in how different languages ex-
press similar meaning.

Boas (2005) however also reports that, whilemany frames are largely language-indepen-
dent, other frames receive culture-specific or language-specific interpretations, for example
calendars or holidays. Also, fine-grained sense and frame distinctions may be more rele-
vant in one language than in another language. Such granularity differences also led to
the addition of proto-frames in the German SALSA (Rehbein et al., 2012), a German Frame-
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name URL

FrameNet https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu

FrameNet Brasil http://www.ufjf.br/framenetbr/

Chinese FrameNet http://sccfn.sxu.edu.cn/portal-en/home.aspx/

Japanese FrameNet http://jfn.st.hc.keio.ac.jp/

Danish FrameNet http://framenet.dk/

French FrameNet https://sites.google.com/site/anrasfalda/

Spanish FrameNet http://spanishfn.org

Swedish FrameNet http://spraakbanken.gu.se/eng/swefn

German FrameNet http://www.laits.utexas.edu/gframenet/

SALSA http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/projects/salsa/

Table 2.2: Overview on frame-semantic resources for languages other than English.

Net resource. SALSA aims to re-use frames from FrameNet release 1.3, but introduces new
rudimentary frames with only few core roles for a German lexical unit that requires a finer
sense distinction than available in FrameNet. These new frames are called proto-frames, be-
cause they present a preparatory step for the definition of a new frame. They are predicate-
specific, i.e., they do not connect several senses like regular FrameNet frames, and do not
contain a meaningful frame label, but do provide a brief definition of the frame and its
core roles. An example for a proto-frame will be shown in Figure 2.11 in Section 2.2.3 that
introduces SALSA in detail.

Both, the general applicability and the necessity of considering language-specific as-
pects led to the creation of FrameNet resources in several other languages, for instance,
FrameNet Brasil, Chinese FrameNet, Japanese FrameNet, Danish FrameNet, French Frame-
Net, Spanish FrameNet, the Swedish FrameNet, German FrameNet, and the German SALSA
(Burchardt et al., 2006). They have in common that they use the semantic model introduced
by FrameNet, but adapt it to language-specific requirements. Table 2.2 shows an overview
of these international FrameNet initiatives.

The increasing number of initiatives to create FrameNet resources for other languages
together with the increasing use of FrameNet in NLP applications indicate the need for
FrameNet resources in multiple languages. This need also inspired work on generating
FrameNet-like resources for languages other than English, either automatically or semi-au-
tomatically, including our own work. Some of these approaches use sense-level linkings to
other lexical knowledge bases, which requires knowledge on their structure and the types
of lexical-semantic information they contain. Therefore, we introduce these lexical knowl-
edge bases in the next section, before introducing related work and our own approach in
creating FrameNet resources in various languges in the subsequent sections.
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2.2 Lexical-semantic Knowledge Bases
Aside from FrameNet, there are several large expert-built lexical knowledge bases for En-
glish and German. WordNet and GermaNet focus on modeling word sense information
and relations between senses. The most popular lexical resources with predicate argument
structure models are FrameNet, VerbNet, and PropBank for English, and SALSA for Ger-
man. These resources have been built to embody different linguistic and semantic theories
and thus contain complementary types of linguistic information. They also show a large
overlap in linguistic information, but represent similar information types in different ways.
This motivates our work on the standardization of lexical knowledge bases introduced in
Section 2.7 below.

The expert-built lexical knowledge bases have in common that they are mostly created
manually, which entails large cost and large efforts in creation. On the upside, they contain
fine-grained semantic information in machine-readable formats, thus providing valuable
information for natural language processing applications like word sense disambiguation
and semantic role labeling. If the information in different resources can be accessed effi-
ciently in a uniformway, the larger coverage in larger lexical knowledge bases likeWordNet
can, for instance, be used to increase the coverage of smaller lexical knowledge bases like
FrameNet.

Another important type of resource are collaboratively created resources that emerged
with the Web 2.0 and were soon discovered as valuable resources for NLP (Gabrilovich and
Markovitch, 2007), for example Wikipedia and Wiktionary. They promise to solve the cov-
erage issues associated with expert-built resources by accumulating the efforts of crowds
of volunteer contributors. At the same time, they pose new questions for electronic dictio-
naries and lexical knowledge bases, for instance how to ensure a high standard of quality,
e.g., by identifying faulty entries resulting from vandalism in Wikipedia (Adler et al., 2011).
Meyer (2013) discusses vandalism in Wiktionary.

This section introduces English and German resources that are central to this work,
starting with those resources that, like FrameNet, provide a model of semantic predicate
argument structure. We introduce their lexicon structure, the information types therein,
and discuss similarities and differences between the different lexical knowledge bases.

2.2.1 VerbNet

VerbNet groups verb senses in a hierarchy of classes that go back to Levin’s classification
(Levin, 1993), but have been extended substantially during the development of VerbNet
(Kipper-Schuler, 2005; Kipper et al., 2006; Kipper-Schuler et al., 2008). The classification
groups verbs based on their syntactic and semantic properties. The verb semantics are
modeled in two ways: first, there is an event semantics representation following Montague
semantics that describes the verb semantics as a boolean combination of a base inventory
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Figure 2.4: VerbNet lexicon structure.

of semantic predicates. An example ist the semantic representation for complete-55.2 (also
shown in Figure 2.5 below): complete in the sense of finish making or doing is represented
as END(E, Theme) CAUSE(Agent, E) . This can be paraphrased as follows: the Agent causes
an event E that ends the action referred to by theTheme , for instance smoking in the exam-
ple “She quit smoking” . These semantic representations can be used to infer relations like
antonymy and entailment between verb senses, and describe the semantic aspect of verbs
(Kipper-Schuler, 2005). Second, there is a coarse-grained set of up to 35 semantic roles based
on thematic roles like Agent , Patient , andTheme . Additionally, the dictionary lists the cor-
responding semantic roles for each syntactic argument for the different syntactic frames in
a VerbNet class. Thus, VerbNet provides an explicit model of the syntax-semantics interface
that is missing from FrameNet.

VerbNet lexicon structure. The overall structure of VerbNet is very similar to the struc-
ture of FrameNet, as shown in Figure 2.4. The central information types Lexicon Entry ,
Sense , and Role are also present, and the box labeled VerbNet class matches the Frame box
in Figure 2.1. The differences are in the additional representation of syntactic subcatego-
rization in the Subcat box, and in the fact that the examples and semantic representations in
the Example and Semantics boxes attach to the VerbNet class that subsumes several similar
senses. There are no sense-specific definition glosses and examples like in FrameNet.

VerbNet lexical entry. The instantiation of the VerbNet lexicon structure for the verb
complete is shown in Figure 2.5. The example illustrates the model of the syntax-semantics
interface incorporated in VerbNet: for two different syntactic subcategorization frames, it
shows an example that instantiates the frame, lists the corresponding semantic roles and
the Montague semantics representation that also uses the role labels. In contrast to Frame-
Net, there is no sense-specific example and gloss, and from the list of other class members
accomplish, achieve, discontinue, quit we can infer that the semantics of the VerbNet class
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Figure 2.5: Example: VerbNet lexicon entry for the verb complete .

55.2 are more coarse-grained than those of a FrameNet frame: in FrameNet, accomplish and
achieve belong to the Achievement frame, while discontinue and quit belong to the Activ-
ity_stop frame.

VerbNet model of predicate argument structure. Unlike the FrameNet semantic roles,
the inventory and the definition of the semantic roles in VerbNet is independent of the verb
sense. The semantic roles have been supplemented with information on their selectional
preferences, describing typical properties of role fillers for a specific role. For theAgent role,
these include properties like being animate or being an organization . As can be seen in
Figure 2.4, VerbNet does not provide annotated example sentences for each word sense, but
prototypic examples for each class. The VerbNet classes group word senses with similar
syntactic and semantic properties and thus, like FrameNet frames, group senses into sets.
The distinctions that are made are, however, differ from those made in FrameNet, as a result
of the stronger focus on syntactic similarities in VerbNet. This frequently leads to n-to-m
mappings between FrameNet frames and VerbNet classes where n ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1.

An example of such a mapping from SemLink (Bonial et al., 2013) is shown in Figure 2.6.
Starting from the VerbNet class 55.2 on the left-hand side of the figure, there are links to
four different FrameNet frames shown in the center. The connections to the right-most
column in the figure show that the frames are in turn linked to four additional VerbNet
classes, which again link to new FrameNet frames like Firing . In the example, 5 frames
map to 5 VerbNet classes, which in turn map to other frames in FrameNet, as indicated by
the arrows without targets in Figure 2.6. On the level of frames and VerbNet classes, there
are no closed groups or pairs that build a 1-to-1 mapping.
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Figure 2.6: Example: FrameNet frame and VerbNet class linkings: n-to-m mappings.

Currently suchmismatches between FrameNet frames and VerbNet classes are frequent.
Thus, creating a mapping between VerbNet classes and FrameNet frames is not trivial. Note
that VerbNet is continuously revised to make it more semantically coherent, which should
make it easier to create a coherent mapping between VerbNet and FrameNet in the future.

VerbNet semantic role labeling. The applicability of the VerbNet model to other lan-
guages has been confirmed in several studies. There are VerbNet resources for Arabic
(Mousser, 2010), Basque (Salaberri et al., 2014), Catalan and Spanish (Taulé et al., 2010),
French (Falk et al., 2012), German (Mújdricza-Maydt et al., 2016), and Urdu (Hautli-Janisz
et al., 2015). In contrast to FrameNet, VerbNet does not provide a role-labeled corpus (only
the SemLink corpus (Bonial et al., 2013) provides VerbNet class and role labels). This may
be one reason why VerbNet attracted less interest as a resource for automatic semantic role
labeling compared to FrameNet and PropBank, which where both endorsed by shared tasks.
Nevertheless, VerbNet has been suggested as an appropriate model for semantic role label-
ing, providing an appropriate degree of semantic abstraction compared to PropBank roles
and a smaller, more coarse-grained role inventory than FrameNet (Merlo and van der Plas,
2009). Yi et al. (2007) and Loper et al. (2007) suggest that VerbNet roles generalize better
across verbs than PropBank roles and should therefore be easier to learn for semantic role
labeling systems. Silberer and Frank (2012) observe stronger generalization capabilities of
VerbNet roles compared to FrameNet roles for the task of binding non-local roles, i.e., roles
realized in a different sentence.

Despite the positive assessment of VerbNet labels for SRL, only few instances of Verb-
Net semantic role labeling systems can be found in the literature (Swier and Stevenson,
2005; Zapirain et al., 2008). Zapirain et al. (2008) find that VerbNet SRL is improved by per-
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Figure 2.7: Example: sentence annotated with FrameNet, VerbNet, and PropBank labels.

forming VerbNet class disambiguation prior to role labeling, similar to FrameNet semantic
role labeling, and report lower cross-domain generalization for VerbNet compared to Prop-
Bank. Their results indicate that VerbNet SRL performance can compete with PropBank
SRL. However, there are no recent VerbNet SRL systems that use state-of-the-art techniques.

2.2.2 PropBank

PropBank (Palmer et al., 2005) is a lexical resource that consists of a lexicon in the form of
so-called frame files and a corpus based on the Penn Treebank annotated with the PropBank
set of semantic roles. Note that the concept of frame used for the frame files is different
from the concept of a FrameNet frame. PropBank frame files contain the rolesets for a verb,
combination of roles that occur for the different verb senses for a verb lemma.

PropBank semantic roles do not have descriptive labels, obligatory arguments are for
instance labeled A0 to A5 , and – unlike FrameNet roles – they mostly have a predicate-
specific semantic interpretation that closely follows the syntactic behavior of the predicate.
An exception are the roles A0 and A1. Their definition follows Dowty’s theory of proto-
roles (Dowty, 1986): A0 corresponds to role fillers that display properties of a prototypical
Agent, A1 corresponds to role fillers that display properties of a prototypical Patient or
Theme. Thus, A0 and A1 capture syntactic alternations of verbs. A2 to A5 receive verb-
specific interpretations. The remaining arguments, for instance those represented by ad-
juncts in a sentence, receive labels that refer to their function and are valid across verbs, for
instance ARGM-LOC for locations. In total, PropBank provides 25 distinct role labels, six
numbered roles, the label Arg-A for secondary agents, and 18 optional ARGM-roles (Bonial
et al., 2010).

Comparison between FrameNet, VerbNet, and PropBank annotations. The example in
Figure 2.7 shows an example sentence labeled with predicate and role labels from Frame-
Net, PropBank, and VerbNet. It illustrates the above-mentioned syntactic orientation of
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Figure 2.8: PropBank lexicon structure.

PropBank roles: the subject of the sentence receives the PropBank role label A0 , and the
direct object the role label A1. While VerbNet role labels are more meaningful than Prop-
Bank labels, they are more generic than the precise FrameNet role labels, as shown by the
comparison between the corresponding roles Agent for VerbNet and Seller for FrameNet.

PropBank lexicon structure. The structure of the PropBank lexicon as modeled by the
frame files is visualized in Figure 2.8. An instantiation of the lexicon structure for the verb
complete is shown in Figure 2.9. The PropBank lexicon contains descriptions of predicates
per lemma represented by the Roleset box. For each semantic predicate, there is a predicate-
specific set of roles together with brief definition glosses for the predicate and the roles. The
predicate provides a list of lexemes defined by lemma and part-of-speech, defining several
senses and lexical entries associated with this predicate, see also Alternative Lexemes in
Figure 2.9. Example sentences attached to the predicate level, i.e., the Roleset box, illustrate
the usage of the predicate for PropBank annotators.

The model of verb semantics in PropBank closely follows syntactic distinctions. The
PropBank lexicon model does not contain any groupings of word senses to create a more
abstract generalization like VerbNet classes or semantic frames in FrameNet. PropBank
started out with only verb senses, but has been extended to include also nouns, adjectives,
and multiword predicates (Bonial et al., 2014).

PropBank semantic role labeling. Because it provides large annotated corpora, Prop-
Bank has become a popular role inventory for semantic role labeling, as shown by a series
of CoNLL shared tasks (Carreras and Màrquez, 2005; Surdeanu et al., 2008; Hajič et al.,
2009). A main difference to FrameNet semantic role labeling is that PropBank semantic
role labeling typically performs role labeling directly, without preceding predicate sense
labeling. PropBank resources have also been developed for other languages than English,
for instance Catalan, Chinese, Czech, German, Japanese, and Spanish (Hajič et al., 2009).
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Figure 2.9: Example: PropBank lexicon entry for the verb complete .

2.2.3 SALSA

SALSA (Burchardt et al., 2006; Rehbein et al., 2012) is a German FrameNet-annotated corpus.
The goal of the SALSA project was to annotate the syntactically annotated German TIGER
corpus (Brants et al., 2004) with FrameNet frames and roles. The annotation is based on a
lexical sample of lemmas from different frequency bands.

The first release (Burchardt et al., 2006) mainly covered verbs. It contains 20,380 verb
instances for 493 verb lemmas, and 348 noun instances for 15 nominal lemmas. A second
release, SALSA 2, extended the number of nouns to 15,871 for 155 lemmas, mostly verb
nominalizations and relational nouns (Rehbein et al., 2012).

Differences to FrameNet. SALSA annotations are based on the FrameNet frame hier-
archy from FrameNet releases 1.2 and 1.3, but SALSA added new word senses, so-called
proto-frames , that are used when there is no FrameNet frame that covers the word sense
of an annotation target. Those proto-frames are predicate-specific and do not generalize
over several predicates like FrameNet frames. Proto-frames are equipped with brief defini-
tion glosses for the frame and typically few core roles. They do not contain a meaningful
frame label, and were not postprocessed to create full-fledged frames. Figure 2.11 shows
an example of the proto-frame aufhoeren2-salsa . Additionally, a small number of FrameNet
frames has been adapted to accommodate new semantic arguments that are relevant for the
German frame instances, see Burchardt et al. (2006). The resulting corpus covers 1,349 verb
senses and 477 nominal senses, and contains 36,251 annotated frame instances for more
than 1,000 different frames. The raw number of frame instances is comparable to the num-
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Figure 2.10: SALSA lexicon structure.

bers for FrameNet, the lexicon coverage is however lower, because SALSA contains fewer
lemmas and predicate senses.

Incidental to the differences in construction to FrameNet, the SALSA resource diverges
from FrameNet and the FrameNet corpus in several ways: SALSA allowed the annotator to
assign several frames per target, thus modeling underspecification for ambiguous targets
and annotating literal and metaphorical meaning of a target at the same time. The same
applies to role labels and argument spans. Because only the most frequent lemmas in the
TIGER corpus are annotated and thereby marked as lexical unit for a frame, the SALSA
lexicon is less complete than the FrameNet lexicon: the number of senses per frame is
smaller than for FrameNet. Moreover, SALSA only covers those word senses for a lemma
that are attested in the TIGER corpus.

SALSA corpus and lexicon. The SALSA release corpus (Rehbein et al., 2012) includes the
annotated corpus files, and a frame file that describes the frames.8 The frame file is less
detailed than the FrameNet lexicon, but includes descriptions of the used (proto-)frames
and roles, the frame extensions, and some German examples – likely used as reference
examples for the annotators. From the corpus files and frame files, the lexicon structure
shown in Figure 2.10 can be inferred from SALSA. It is identical to the lexicon structure
shown for FrameNet in Figure 2.1.

There is no equivalent of complete in SALSA, therefore we use the verb aufhören (cease
doing something) as a German example verb. An exemplary SALSA lexicon entry for the
verb aufhören with proto-frame aufhoeren2-salsa is shown in Figure 2.11. The proto-frame
has two core roles and brief definition glosses for the frame and role labels, and there are
several labeled sentences in the SALSA corpus.

8The SALSA corpus can be obtained via http://www.coli.uni-saarland.de/projects/salsa/corpus/.
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Figure 2.11: Example: SALSA lexicon entry for the verb aufhören (cease doing something) with
frame aufhoeren2-salsa .

Erk and Padó (2006) published Shalmaneser, a SALSA semantic role labeling system for
German, but there is no recent, state-of-the-art semantic role labeling system for SALSA.
Likely due to the low coverage of SALSA, it only contains 493 verb lemmas, and because
PropBank semantic role labeling was fostered by the CoNLL shared tasks, the development
of German semantic role labeling systems focused on PropBank.

2.2.4 WordNet

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) was the first large-scale lexical database. Its motivation stems
from psycholinguistics: grouping word senses with the samemeaning into sets of cognitive
concepts called synsets . WordNet models word senses for nouns, verbs, and adjectives in a
hierarchy of synsets, and includes relations that hold between synsets andword senses. The
most important relation is the is-a relation that links the synsets in a network of hypernyms
and hyponyms, others are antonymy for opposite meanings, meronymy for part-whole
relations, or entailment relations between verbs.

WordNet lexicon structure. Figure 2.12 illustrates the lexicon structure of WordNet. In-
stead of semantic verb classes or frames, the synset, represented by the Synset box, is the
central class that groups frames. The grey arrows attached to the Sense and Synset boxes
represent the sense- and synset relations that are essential to WordNet. In addition to its
positioning in the relational network, the meaning of a synset is represented in WordNet
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Figure 2.12: WordNet lexicon structure.

Figure 2.13: Example: WordNet lexicon entry for the verb complete .

by a sense gloss and example sentences. Information on the syntactic subcategorization is
disambiguated by sense, and therefore attaches to the Sense box in Figure 2.12.

WordNet lexical entry. An example WordNet entry for the verb complete is shown in
Figure 2.13. It shows a sense of the verb complete that shares a synset with a sense of fin-
ish . The example also shows that this sense of complete belongs to the class of change verbs
(verb.change ). This type of label is also known as semantic field or supersense . The sense
number 1 in complete#1 indicates that this sense is the most frequently labeled sense in the
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SemCor reference corpus. There is no sense relation, for instance antonym, for complete#1,
but there are several synset relations like troponymy and hypernymy. Troponyms are sim-
ilar words that include information about the Manner in which an action is performed, e.g.,
completing something by closing it . Hypernyms are terms that are higher in the is-a hier-
archy, and thus more generic. Thus, complete#1 is a kind of end#2 . WordNet also lists sister
terms of complete#1 in the synset hierarchy and terms that are derivationally related to the
synset members, including the noun completion . Syntactic information is also defined for
the whole synset, but can be filtered by the target sense.

WordNet does contain a simple representation of syntactic subcategorization for verbs,
but no information on semantic predicate argument structure beyond simple markers of
personhood or object properties of verbal arguments that are represented in WordNet’s
model of verb alternations. An example for such agentive and object markers are shown in
the example sentence somebody completes something in Figure 2.13. Here, somebody stands
for a role filled by a person and something for a role filled by a non-person, an object
or event. A third role label available for WordNet is the label bodyPart that is used in
constructions such as somebody’s bodyPart moves .

Even though WordNet does not contain elaborate semantic representations, it is an im-
portant resource in the context of FrameNet semantic role labeling: the lexical coverage
of WordNet is significantly larger than the coverage of FrameNet: WordNet contains more
than 152,000 lexical entries for nouns, verbs, and adjectives compared to 9,702 lexical en-
tries in FrameNet, which means that WordNet multiplies the number of lexical entries in
FrameNet by 15. It also contains five times as many verb senses as FrameNet with 25,047
verb senses in WordNet and 4,670 verb senses in FrameNet. Parts of this may, however, be
due to the fine sense granularity in WordNet, that also inspired the creation of OntoNotes
that clusters WordNet senses (Hovy et al., 2006). Table 2.1 earlier displayed the larger cov-
erage of WordNet in relation to several corpora. Because of its larger coverage, WordNet
has been employed before to extend the coverage and improve FrameNet semantic role la-
beling, for instance by Burchardt et al. (2005), Shi and Mihalcea (2005), and Johansson and
Nugues (2007b).

2.2.5 GermaNet

GermaNet (Hamp and Feldweg, 1997; Henrich and Hinrichs, 2010) is the German equiva-
lent to WordNet: it groups word senses for nouns, verbs and adjectives in synsets and pro-
vides semantic relations between synsets and word senses, creating a semantic hierarchy of
synsets. Its creation followed the model of WordNet with some adaptations, e.g., marking
abstract concepts and enforcing cross-classification in the concept hierarchy. The general
structure of GermaNet shown in Figure 2.14 is the same as the structure forWordNet shown
in Figure 2.12, except for additional sense examples and definitions in GermaNet.
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Figure 2.14: GermaNet lexicon structure.

Theexample in Figure 2.15 shows how this structure is instantiated for the verb aufhören .
The contained information is very similar to the example forWordNet, but with the addition
of two sense definitions.

Similar to WordNet, GermaNet initially did not contain many sense definitions. Ad-
ditional sense definitions have been aquired later using a manually corrected linking of
GermaNet senses toWiktionary definitions (Henrich et al., 2014). Similar to WordNet, Ger-
maNet does not providemuch information on the semantic predicate argument structure. It
however does contain information about temporal , locative , instrumental , comitative , and
manner functions of syntactic arguments of verbs. GermaNet is also linked to WordNet
on the sense level via the EuroWordNet Interlingual Index (Vossen, 1998). It is the largest
expert-built lexical knowledge base for German word senses and semantic relations.

2.2.6 Wiktionary

Wiktionary is a collaboratively created dictionary available in over 500 language editions
including dialects and artificial languages. It is continuously extended and revised by a
community of volunteer users. The English language edition contains more than 540,000
word senses.9

Wiktionary lexicon structure. Wiktionary is organized like a traditional dictionary in
lexical entries and word senses. Figure 2.16 illustrates the organizational structure of the
English and German Wiktionary. The lexical entry, based on lemma and part-of-speech,
is the entry point to the lexicon and contains senses that are defined by a definition gloss
and example sentences. The grey arrow attached to the Sense box in Figure 2.16 indicates
thatWiktionarymodels semantic relations between senses such as synonymy or antonymy.

9as of March 2016, see http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Wiktionary:Statistics.
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Figure 2.15: Example: GermaNet lexicon entry for the verb aufhören (cease doing something) .

An important information type in Wiktionary are translations of senses to other languages
represented by the box labeled Translation .

The example in Figure 2.17 shows the lexical information associated with the verb com-
plete in the English Wiktionary, including translations to other languages. For the lexical
entries, Wiktionary provides information on etymology, alternative word forms, pronun-
ciation in the form of phonetic transcription and audiofiles, and inflection. For the word
senses, definitions and example sentences, as well as other lexical information, such as reg-
ister (e.g., colloquial ), and syntactic subcategorization may be available. Senses also pro-
vide translations to other languages. These are connected to lexical entries in the respective
language editions via hyperlinks. This allows us to use Wiktionary as an interlingual con-
nection between multiple languages.

In the example entry, synonyms are not attached to their corresponding sense, but to
the lexical entry. For other senses in Wiktionary, synonyms are marked with the corre-
sponding sense. Similar to the translations, synonyms are linked to the lexical entries of
the synonymous words, i.e., accomplish and finish in Figure 2.17.

The quality of Wiktionary as an electronic dictionary has been confirmed by Meyer and
Gurevych (2012b); Meyer (2013) also gives an overview on the usage of Wiktionary in NLP
applications such as speech synthesis. They provide a detailed analysis of Wiktionary as a
lexicographic resource and as a resource for NLP.

Summary The description of Wiktionary closes our introduction of lexical knowledge
bases relevant to this work. The lexical knowledge bases contain different, complementary
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Figure 2.16: Wiktionary lexicon structure.

Figure 2.17: Example: lexicon entry for the verb complete in the English Wiktionary.

types of semantic and linguistic information, but also similar information types, which on
one hand motivates our work on linking them to increase their coverage, and on the other
handmotivates our work on standardizing them to efficiently access the linked information.

The coverage problems introduced in detail for FrameNet also apply to the other lexical
knowledge bases, but to different degrees. One way of solving these problems is to link
lexical knowledge bases on appropriate semantic levels, such as the level of word sense
and semantic predicate argument structure. In the next section, we introduce the concept
of linking lexical knowledge bases on these semantic levels. This is a difficult task, be-
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Figure 2.18: Example: word sense alignment for the verb sing .

cause of slightly different models of predicate argument structure in the different lexical
knowledge bases and different granularity on the sense level and on the level of semantic
predicate argument structure. We also present an overview on previous work in linking
lexical knowledge bases that was undertaken with the goal of coverage extension of exist-
ing lexical knowledge bases, or with the goal to bootstrap lexical knowledge bases in new
languages.

2.3 Linking Semantic Knowledge Bases
The various lexical resources introduced above contain complementary information types.
FrameNet, for instance, contains information on semantic roles, but does not explicitly
model semantic relations like synonymy and antonymy which are represented in Word-
Net. In order to be able to jointly use those different information types in natural language
processing tasks like word sense disambiguation and semantic role labeling, the lexical re-
sources need to be linked on the word sense level. In other words, the sense links provide
so-called semantic interoperability of lexical resources (Ide and Pustejovsky, 2010). These
linkings are also called sense alignments . Figure 2.18 shows an example for a sense align-
ment of the senses for the verb sing in WordNet and Wiktionary.

Some lexical resources model highly specialized types of linguistic information, for in-
stance syntactic subcategorization or semantic predicate argument structure. The notion of
semantic interoperability can be extended to these information types, e.g., mapping Frame-
Net frames to VerbNet classes and FrameNet semantic roles to VerbNet semantic roles. The
mapping of lexical resources on the level of semantic representations, i.e., semantic pred-
icate argument structure, is particularly relevant to this work. Figure 2.19 illustrates the
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Figure 2.19: Example: predicate argument structure alignment between FrameNet and VerbNet.
The red, dotted line represents the predicate-level link, the blue, solid line the argument-level links.

concept of aligning semantic predicate argument structures on the example of the Frame-
Net frame Killing and the VerbNet class 55.4 and their roles.

Manual and automatic alignments. We distinguish several types of alignments based on
the way they are created: manually, semi-automatically, and automatically created align-
ments. Manually created alignments are reliable and have a high precision, but are ex-
pensive to obtain and require work by experts. Because of the different granularities of
sense inventories and models of predicate argument structure in different lexical knowl-
edge bases, creating these alignments manually is a difficult annotation task that requires
work by experts. The example in Figure 2.18 illustrates some of these difficulties: due to
the different granularity, one sense in Wiktionary is aligned to several WordNet senses;
furthermore, not all senses in Wiktionary are represented in WordNet.

To avoid the manual effort, methods to create sense alignments automatically have been
developed. Automatic methods use information encoded in the lexical knowledge bases to
link senses, for instance sense definitions and relational structure, and have been shown
to reach high precision. Semi-automatic linkings typically perform manual validation of
automatically created linkings, as done in the work by Henrich et al. (2014) on linking the
German Wiktionary to GermaNet.

Explicit and ad-hoc alignments. We additionally distinguish between two subtypes, ad-
hoc and explicit alignments: ad-hoc alignments are created on-the-fly to improve NLP ap-
plications – mostly in the context of FrameNet semantic role labeling– only to be discarded
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after processing. These are typically created automatically and introduced in detail in Chap-
ter 3 in the context of using resource linkings to enhance semantic role labeling.

In this section, we focus on the presentation of explicit alignments of lexical knowledge
bases. It provides the background to our own work on automatically linking FrameNet to
Wiktionary on the sense level to create FrameNet resources in other languages introduced
in Section 2.4 to Section 2.6, and to our work on standardizing models of semantic predicate
argument structure in Section 2.7. Explicit alignments are created with the goal to extend
lexical knowledge bases. Therefore, they are often published as extensions to the linked
LKBs, resulting in what we call a linked lexical knowledge base (LLKB). Manually created
alignments are typically also explicit alignments.

Challenges. Themain challenge of all sense-level linkings is to unify sense inventories of
different granularity and different degrees of lexicon coverage, leading to a) mappings of
one sense in resource R to several senses in resource S (1-to-n alignment), or b) senses not
being linked to the resource S (1-to-0 alignment). Both kinds of mappings are illustrated
in Figure 2.18: Wiktionary sense 2 is mapped to several senses in WordNet, and the two
Wiktionary senses 3 and 6 do not have a counterpart in WordNet.

For automatic linkings, the different ways of representation and semantic description
of the word senses make it difficult to create a one-size-fits-all algorithms capable of link-
ing different kinds of resources equally well. The same applies to the predicate argument
structure linkings, that often build upon sense-level links. Figure 2.19 shows a predicate
argument structure alignment between FrameNet and VerbNet that also contains 1-to-n
alignments for several VerbNet roles, and 1-to-0 links for the non-core roles in FrameNet.
Instances of n-to-m alignments on the predicate level were shown earlier in Figure 2.6.

These challenges make manual and automatic alignment of lexical knowledge bases
a difficult task for machines and humans. In the remainder of this section, we present
previous efforts in creating explicit linkings, i.e., linkings that are provided as extensions
to the linked lexical knowledge bases, of resources on the sense level and on the level of
semantic predicate argument structure.

2.3.1 Sense-level Alignments

Starting with the EuroWordNet Interlingual Index (ILI, Vossen (1998)), that provides synset
level links between WordNet-like resources in different languages, resource alignments
have been created with the goal of creating enhanced resources for various knowledge-
based NLP applications, for instance word sense disambiguation and semantic role label-
ing. The ILI provides a manually created cross-language alignment between wordnets in
eight languages. SemLink (Bonial et al., 2013) links word senses in VerbNet manually to
FrameNet and PropBank. Since SemLink also contains predicate argument structure links,
we will introduce it in more detail in Section 2.3.2 below.
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Automatic alignment of resources gained momentum when large-scale, collaboratively
created resources emerged as valuable resources for NLP, starting with the alignment be-
tweenWordNet andWikipedia by Ruiz-Casado et al. (2005). A great advantage of automatic
alignments compared to manual linkings is that they can be easily recreated on new, ex-
tended versions of the linked resources, which is particularly important for continuously
updated collaboratively created resources likeWikipedia andWiktionary. Early approaches
to automatic alignments are gloss-based and often rely on word sense disambiguation al-
gorithms, later methods also exploit the graph structure of lexical resources. The next two
paragraphs summarize work on automatic gloss-based alignments and automatic graph-
based alignments respectively.

Gloss-based alignments. Gloss-based methods are supervised methods that use the sim-
ilarity between textual representations of word senses to decide on alignments. Typical
textual representations are the definition gloss of a word sense or the gloss expanded by
additional information such as synonyms. The decision at which degree of similarity a link-
ing between two senses is created can be unsupervised, linking sense A to the most similar
sense B , or they can be supervised, relying on a manually annotated gold standard of pos-
itive and negative linkings to determine similarity thresholds for the decision whether to
link a pair of senses. This way, Ruiz-Casado et al. (2005) and Ponzetto and Navigli (2009)
linked WordNet synsets to Wikipedia entries or categories. Subsequent work improves on
the gloss-based approach using advanced similarity measures, e.g., Personalized PageRank
on the WordNet graph, for linking WordNet to Wikipedia (Niemann and Gurevych, 2011).
Meyer and Gurevych (2011) adapt this method to a linking between Wiktionary and Word-
Net, and Gurevych et al. (2012a) expand the same approach by jointly optimizing the cutoff
thresholds, creating a cross-lingual linking between WordNet and the German version of
the collaboratively created dictionary OmegaWiki (Matuschek et al., 2013).

There have been several efforts at linking FrameNet and WordNet – mostly with the
goal to translate FrameNet to other languages using a third, intermediary resource. De Cao
et al. (2008) map FrameNet frames toWordNet synsets based on the embedding of FrameNet
lemmas in WordNet. They use MultiWordNet (Pianta et al., 2002), an English-Italian word-
net, to induce an Italian FrameNet lexicon with 15,000 entries. Tonelli and Pianta (2009a)
create a linking between FrameNet and WordNet called MapNet . They also aim to trans-
late FrameNet to Italian via MultiWordNet. To create MapNet, Tonelli and Pianta (2009a)
align FrameNet senses with WordNet synsets by exploiting the textual similarity of their
glosses. They determine alignment candidates based on lemma overlap between the Frame-
Net predicate and the words in the synset. Their first goal is to increase the lexicon cover-
age of FrameNet by expanding the existing sets of predicates for a frame with senses from
the aligned WordNet synset, Their second goal is the creation of multilingual FrameNet
resources, specifically to derive Italian FrameNet predicates via the English-Italian Multi-
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WordNet. The similarity measure they use is based on the stem overlap of the candidates’
glosses expanded by WordNet domains, the WordNet synset, and the set of senses for a
FrameNet frame. In Tonelli and Pighin (2009), they use these features to train a support
vector machine classifier to identify valid alignments and report an F1-score of 0.66 on a
manually annotated gold standard. They report 4,265 new English senses and 6,429 new
Italian senses, which were derived via MultiWordNet.

ExtendedWordFramenet (Laparra and Rigau, 2009, 2010) is also based on the alignment
of FrameNet senses toWordNet synsets. Their goal is themultilingual coverage extension of
FrameNet, which is achieved by linking WordNet to wordnets in other languages (Spanish,
Italian, Basque, and Catalan) in the Multilingual Central Repository. For each language,
they addmore than 10,000 senses to FrameNet. They rely on a knowledge-based word sense
disambiguation algorithm to establish the alignment and report F1=0.75 on a gold standard
based on Tonelli and Pighin (2009). Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2014) use the knowledge-based
word sense disambiguation methods from Laparra and Rigau (2010) to extend the sense
links in their LKBThe Predicate Matrix . Since they also work on linking lexical knowledge
bases on the role level, we will introduce their work in more detail in Section 2.3.2 on
predicate argument structure links.

Henrich et al. (2014) use a method based on word overlap in glosses to map German
word senses and their definitions in Wiktionary to GermaNet. Tonelli and Giuliano (2009)
and Tonelli et al. (2013) align FrameNet senses to Wikipedia entries with the goal to ex-
tract word senses and example sentences in Italian, exploiting the inter-language links in
Wikipedia. However, Wikipedia only contains few verbal instances that are particularly
important for resources like FrameNet. The alignment is restricted to nouns. Therefore,
subsequent work on Wikipedia and FrameNet follows a different path and tries to match
FrameNet role fillers, typically nouns, to Wikipedia entries in order to enhance the model-
ing of selectional preferences for FrameNet predicates (Tonelli et al., 2012).

Graph-based alignments. Graph-based alignment methods exploit the relational struc-
ture of lexical knowledge bases, often in combination with gloss-based methods. Ferrandez
et al. (2010) add graph-based methods to the gloss-based methods for their alignments be-
tween WordNet and FrameNet. In addition to gloss similarity, they use the FrameNet and
WordNet graph structure as defined by semantic relations and frame relations to model
senses by their relational context and compare these contexts to create a linking.

Matuschek andGurevych (2013) introduceDijkstraWSA, an approach that usesmonose-
mous senses to create an initial alignment between resources and then computes the short-
est path between two senses in the merged resource to determine whether those senses
should be aligned. They use the gloss-based method by Gurevych et al. (2012a) as a backoff.
Parameters determined on a gold standard set include themaximal path length of acceptable
alignments and similarity thresholds for the gloss-based method. Dijkstra WSA requires a
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certain degree of relational structure present for the resources to be aligned successfully.
This is not the case for some resources: while FrameNet provides a detailed frame hier-
archy, from which some relations between senses can be inferred, sense relations are not
encoded explicitly.

Pilehvar and Navigli (2014) address this problem by integrating an approach to ontolo-
gization that creates a WordNet-like graph for those resources that do not already possess
a rich graph structure. They integrate structural similarities derived from the graph struc-
ture and gloss similarities to a combined similarity measure and achieve good results for
a supervised setup that tunes decision thresholds for alignments on a training set, and for
an unsupervised setup that accepts an alignment if its similarity is higher than the mid-
dle point on the similarity scale. With this approach, they achieve state-of-the-art results
for the alignment of WordNet with Wikipedia, Wiktionary and the collaboratively created
multilingual dictionary OmegaWiki.

Full integration of linked LKBs. Most sense linkings result in a linking of resource pairs,
leaving the source resources intact, but there also are approaches that aim at fully inte-
grating several resources into a new resource. Thus, BabelNet integrates WordNet and
Wikipedia (Navigli and Ponzetto, 2012), De Melo and Weikum (2009) integrate wordnets
in several languages, Wiktionary, OmegaWiki, multilingual thesauri and translation dic-
tionaries into their Universal WordNet , and YAGO integrates Wikipedia, WordNet, and the
GeoNames database with a focus on spatial and temporal information for events (Hoffart
et al., 2013). The advantage of such integrated LLKBs is that all integrated information can
be accessed directly. On the downside, knowledge on the source of specific types of in-
formation, and information types that have been neglected during the integration, or were
added later for collaboratively created knowledge bases cannot be accessed. This speaks in
favor of modeling resource integration via a large array of alignments on different levels
of information, i.e., on the level of senses, predicates and roles. In the next subsection, we
introduce explicit linkings on the level of semantic predicate argument structure.

2.3.2 Predicate Argument Structure Alignments

Most of the alignments introduced so far focus on the sense level. Similar to the corre-
spondences between senses in different lexical resources, the models of predicate argument
structure between different resources can also be linked.

Predicate-level links. If two lexical resources explicitly model semantic predicates, the
predicate level can be linked. Thus, FrameNet frames can be linked to VerbNet classes.
For PropBank, which does not provide a semantic abstraction for its predicates, semantic
predicates are synonymous to word senses. Therefore, an alignment of FrameNet frames
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to PropBank predicates should be a 1:n alignment, linking a single FrameNet frame to sev-
eral PropBank predicates. In Figure 2.6, we showed predicate-level alignments between
FrameNet frames and VerbNet classes, highlighting n-to-m alignments between them.

Argument-level links. Besides predicates, role labels can be linked across resources to
create an alignment on the level of semantic arguments. The correspondence of roles
across different models of semantic predicate argument structure was already mentioned
in Section 2.2 which introduced the relevant lexical knowledge bases. Thus, for instance,
the Seller role of the frame Financial_transaction can be linked to the role Agent for class
get-13.5.1 in VerbNet, or to the agentive A0 in PropBank, as shown in Figure 2.7. Another
example for role-level alignments is shown in the example in Figure 2.19, which displays
an alignment between the roles of the Killing frame and VerbNet class 55.4 .

Cross-language predicate argument structure links. The most popular lexical resources
with predicate argument structure models are FrameNet, VerbNet, and PropBank for En-
glish, and SALSA for German. As the model of predicate argument structure in FrameNet is
considered largely language-independent, cross-lingual links, for instance between SALSA
and FrameNet, are in general possible.

SALSA reuses FrameNet frames and roles. Therefore, establishing a frame- and role-
level alignment between FrameNet and SALSA would be straightforward, were it not for
an older version of FrameNet used for SALSA frames compared to FrameNet release 1.5.
Frame labels have not been stable between FrameNet release 1.3 and 1.5, so not all frames
can be mapped directly based on their frame labels.

There are only few resources that provide alignments on the predicate argument struc-
ture-level, e.g., Palmer (2009) and Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2014). The next paragraphs de-
scribe previous work that provides predicate argument structure links between FrameNet,
VerbNet, and PropBank.

SemLink. SemLink (Palmer, 2009; Bonial et al., 2013) is an ongoing effort to link lexi-
cal resources on the level of semantic information, including semantic predicate argument
structure. It links FrameNet release 1.5, VerbNet release 3.2, PropBank, and the OntoNotes
sense groupings, coarse-grained sense representations that were createdmanually based on
clustering WordNet senses to ensure high agreement during annotation (Hovy et al., 2006;
Pradhan et al., 2007a). On the role level, SemLink provides two pairs of resource linkings:
PropBank roles are aligned to VerbNet roles, and VerbNet roles are aligned to FrameNet
roles. Via transitive linkings, a linking of FrameNet to PropBank can be inferred. On the
predicate level, VerbNet classes are mapped to FrameNet frames, and predicates from Prop-
Bank, called rolesets , are mapped to VerbNet classes. Since SemLink includes information
on the class members, i.e., lemmas, for the linked VerbNet classes, sense-level alignments
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can be inferred from predicate-level alignments and the lemma information. In addition to
an explicit representation of these mappings, SemLink includes some corpus text from the
Wall Street Journal annotated with senses and roles from PropBank, VerbNet, and Frame-
Net, as well as OntoNotes senses. The creation of SemLink is mostly a manual effort, but
FrameNet corpus annotations were created semi-automatically based on the existing sense-
and role-level linkings.

SemLink contains a) 1,716 links between VerbNet classes and FrameNet frames, b) 1,663
links between VerbNet and FrameNet role labels, c) 5,591 links between PropBank predi-
cates and VerbNet class, and d) 12,551 links between predicate-specific PropBank roles and
VerbNet roles. These can be used to infer links between FrameNet and PropBank semantic
predicates and roles.

SemLink is continuously developed in order to keep it up to date with the developments
and changes in the source resources. It is an excellent resource for comparing the differ-
ences of the included lexical-semantic resources, for instance identifying gaps in the lexicon
coverage for VerbNet compared to PropBank (Bonial et al., 2013), and at the same time it
provides data annotated with parallel annotations in the different role schemata that can
be used for experimental evaluation. A disadvantage is that the linkings are not complete
and contain errors, which are aggravated when using the transitively derived linking from
PropBank to FrameNet via VerbNet (Kshirsagar et al., 2015). The sense- and role-level links
between VerbNet and FrameNet in SemLink play a crucial role in the automatic generation
of training data labeled with sense and role labels introduced in Chapter 3.

Predicate Matrix. The Predicate Matrix (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2014) is an effort to au-
tomatically extend SemLink. The extension is performed on the sense level, and on the se-
mantic level of predicate argument structure. Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2016) extend the work
by Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2014). They combine different methods to extend the pairwise
linkings between FrameNet, VerbNet, PropBank, and WordNet in SemLink. These methods
depend on the properties of the specific pairs of lexical knowledge bases. Lopez de Lacalle
et al. (2016) use three main approaches, 1) word sense disambiguation methods to extend
sense-level links 2) using existing links on the predicate and role level to fill in missing
role-level links, and 3) instance-based methods that use multiple sense or role annotations
on the same sentence to infer new sense- or role-level links.

For their first approach, Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2016) use several algorithms for graph-
based sense disambiguation to link additional senses from FrameNet and VerbNet to Word-
Net, backing off to a gloss-based sense alignment method.

Their second approach aims to fill in gaps in SemLink by exploiting information from
related predicates and roles that are aligned in SemLink: they use the FrameNet frame and
VerbNet class pairs to complete the role-level links for each frame: for every predicate in
VerbNet whose class is aligned to a FrameNet frame, they take all those roles that are not
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yet aligned to a FrameNet role and perform a most-frequent-label assignment based on the
existing role linkings in SemLink and the roles licensed by the FrameNet frame.

The third approach by Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2016), instance-based methods, is used
for both sense- and role-level links. For linking WordNet senses to PropBank, they run a
WordNet word sense disambiguation system on corpora labeled (manually and automat-
ically) with PropBank roles and aggregate the resulting pairs of sense labels on the same
target to create new sense alignments. The same method is used for linking FrameNet to
PropBank on the role level, applying FrameNet and PropBank SRL systems to corpora that
are manually labeled with the other role schema to establish new links between role in-
stances. Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2016) use filters based on the frequencies of the observed
links to increase the quality of the resulting role-level alignment.

A variant of this approach is used to induce new role-level links between VerbNet and
FrameNet: exploiting the fixed word order in the English language, Lopez de Lacalle et al.
(2016) align annotated examples for a FrameNet frame to the syntactic-semantic patterns
associated with the VerbNet class linked to this frame. These patterns have very simple
structures like Agent verb Theme . The corresponding structure extracted from a FrameNet
example sentence has the form Seller verb Goods . Aligning those two structures on the
token level leads to an alignment of Agent to Seller andTheme to Goods .

With thesemethods Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2016) extend the number of sense alignments
between VerbNet and FrameNet to 5,462, between VerbNet and PropBank to 5,462, and
between FrameNet and PropBank to 4,163. This is an increase by respectively 47%, 10%, and
61% compared to the numbers in SemLink. They double the number of alignments between
VerbNet and FrameNet roles compared to SemLink, leading to 14,259 role linkings, and
triple the previously small number of alignments between FrameNet and PropBank roles,
leading to 14,194 role-level links.

Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2016) evaluate their automatic methods intrinsically using Sem-
Link as the gold standard, reporting high precision between 0.76 and 0.88 for methods based
on word sense disambiguation and gap-filling, and slightly lower precision between 0.64
and 0.76 for the instance-based methods that suffer from errors in the automatic processing
involved. Since most of their methods use information from SemLink, they report averages
of the evaluation scores when evaluating each sense or role link in a leave-one-out fash-
ion. This evaluation is biased towards role pairs seen in the linkings and thus is not a good
predictor for the quality of previously unseen role mappings. Lopez de Lacalle et al. (2016)
neither perform an extrinsic evaluation, for instance evaluating the contributions of the
inferred links to semantic role labeling performance, nor a post-hoc evaluation of the new
established sense and role alignments that is free of the bias to frequent senses and roles
that may be incorporated in the SemLink test set. Thus their results only give an approxi-
mate evaluation of quality of newly established linkings. Nevertheless, their approach fills
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an important research gap for automatic alignments on the predicate argument structure
level.

Summary on linking lexical knowledge bases. In this section, we introduced the tasks
of linking lexical knowledge bases on the levels of word sense and predicate argument
structure. We discussed the difficulties that arise when aligning lexical knowledge bases
with different granularity at the sense- or predicate-level. For automatic alignments, the
different degrees to which relevant information, e.g., definition glosses and graph structure
based on semantic relations, is available for different lexical knowledge bases also influences
which lexical knowledge bases can be aligned automatically, and which methods should be
selected for this task.

For sense-level alignments, several automatic alignment methods have been explored,
e.g, gloss-based approaches, graph-based approaches and hybrid combinations of both,
leading to generic methods for sense alignments of various lexical knowledge bases and
resulting in a large number of aligned pairs of LKBs.

There is only few work on creating alignments on the level of predicate argument
structure: SemLink, linking FrameNet, VerbNet, and PropBank, has been created manu-
ally. There are first research efforts to fill the gaps in SemLink and extend it automatically.
They exploit a) existing alignments and specific properties of the linked LKBs, for instance
the examples in VerbNet, and b) use automatic SRL systems to infer linkings from multiply
annotated texts. Intrinsic evaluation on held-out sets indicates that the induced linkings
are of high quality, but an extrinsic evaluation is still lacking.

In the next section, we present the first automatic sense-alignment between FrameNet
and Wiktionary with the goals to extend the FrameNet lexicon for English and to to create
FrameNet resources for new languages.

2.4 Extending and Translating FrameNet using Wiktionary
as Interlingua

This section gives an overview of our research on automatically extending FrameNet and
inferring FrameNet resources for other languages. We automatically create a sense-level
alignment between FrameNet and the English Wiktionary that is used to infer a FrameNet
lexicon for German. The subsequent sections, Section 2.5 and Section 2.6, present details on
the creation of the alignment and the German FrameNet lexicon. The results of this work
were previously published as Hartmann and Gurevych (2013b).

Problem description. Theautomatic alignment between FrameNet andWiktionary ismo-
tivated by the coverage bottleneck of lexical knowledge bases, in particular FrameNet, as
discussed in the previous sections. Expert-built lexical knowledge bases such as FrameNet
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are expensive to create. Previous cross-lingual transfer of FrameNet used corpus-based ap-
proaches, or resource alignments to multilingual expert-built resources, such as EuroWord-
Net. The latter approach indirectly also suffers from the high cost and constrained coverage
of expert-built resources.

Solution: Wiktionary as interlingual connection. Our suggested solution to the problem
of multilingual extension of lexical-semantic knowledge bases is to use Wiktionary, a col-
laboratively created dictionary, as a connection between languages. Wiktionary provides
high-quality lexical information on all parts-of-speech, for instance glosses, sense relations,
and syntactic subcategorization. Like Wikipedia, it is continuously extended and contains
translations to hundreds of languages, including low-resource ones. To our knowledge,
Wiktionary has not been utilized as an interlingual index for the cross-lingual extension of
lexical knowledge bases.

The monolingual linking of FrameNet to the English Wiktionary is the first step of a
novel method for the creation of bilingual FrameNet lexicons based on an alignment to
Wiktionary. We demonstrate ourmethod on the language pair English-German and present
the resulting resources, a lemma-based multilingual and a sense-disambiguated German-
English FrameNet lexicon.

The understanding of lexical-semantic resources and their combinations, e.g., how align-
ment algorithms can be adapted to individual resource pairs and different POS, is essen-
tial for their effective use in NLP and is a prerequisite for the later in-task evaluation
and application. To enhance this understanding for the presented resource pair Frame-
Net–Wiktionary, we perform a detailed analysis of the created resource and compare it to
existing FrameNet-like resources for German.

2.4.1 Method Overview

Our method consists of two steps visualized in Figure 2.20. The first step is presented in
detail in Section 2.5. It creates a novel sense alignment between FrameNet and the English
Wiktionary following Niemann and Gurevych (2011). Thus, the FrameNet sense of to com-
plete with the frame Activity_ finish is aligned to the sense of to complete in Wiktionary
meaning to finish .

This step establishes Wiktionary as an interlingual index between FrameNet senses and
lemmas inmany languages, and builds the foundation for the bilingual FrameNet extension.
It results in a basic multilingual FrameNet lexicon FNWKxx with translations to lemmas in
283 languages. An example: by aligning the FrameNet sense of the verb complete with gloss
to finish with the corresponding English Wiktionary sense, we collect 39 translations to 22
languages, e.g., the German fertigmachen and the Spanish terminar . This step additionally
extends FrameNet by the linguistic information in the English Wiktionary and expands the
FrameNet lexicon.
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Figure 2.20: Method overview: using Wiktionary as interlingual connection to extend FrameNet
to other languages.

The second step, presented in detail in Section 2.6, concerns the disambiguation of the
translated lemmas with respect to the target language Wiktionary in order to retrieve the
linguistic information of the corresponding word sense in the target language Wiktionary
(Meyer and Gurevych, 2012a). We evaluate this step for English and German and create
the bilingual FrameNet lexicon FNWKde. For the example sense of complete , we extract
lexical information for the word sense of its German translation fertigmachen , for instance
a German gloss, an example sentence, register information (colloquial ), and synonyms, e.g.,
beenden . The same method is used to disambiguate targets of sense relations in the English
Wiktionary, thus extending the English FrameNet with new senses.

2.4.2 Related Work

Related work concerns automatic sense alignments and the automatic creation of FrameNet
resources for languages other than English. We already introduced related work on auto-
matic sense alignments in Section 2.3.1. The main difference to our work is that previous
alignments involving Wiktionary did not focus on aligning verb senses. In the following
paragraph, we introduce related work on creating FrameNet resources for new languages.

Creating FrameNets in new languages. There are two main lines of research in boot-
strapping a FrameNet for languages other than English.

The first, corpus-based approach is to automatically extract word senses in the target
language based on parallel corpora and frame annotations in the source language. In this
vein, Padó and Lapata (2005a) propose a cross-lingual FrameNet extension to German and
French. Johansson and Nugues (2005) and Johansson and Nugues (2006) do the same for
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Spanish and Swedish, and Basili et al. (2009) for Italian. These methods are introduced in
greater detail in Section 3.3 that describes variousmethods for the generation of role-labeled
training data. Padó and Lapata (2005a) observe that their approach suffers from polysemy
errors, because lemmas in the source language need to be disambiguated with respect to all
the frames they evoke. To alleviate this problem, they use a disambiguation approach based
on the most frequent frame, while Basili et al. (2009) use distributional methods for frame
disambiguation. Our approach to FrameNet translation is based on resource alignments on
the sense level and therefore explicitly aims to avoid such errors.

The second line ofwork is resource-based: FrameNet is aligned tomultilingual resources
in order to extract senses in the target language. These approaches have already been intro-
duced in detail in Section 2.3.1. Using monolingual resources, this approach has also been
employed to extend FrameNet coverage for English (Shi and Mihalcea, 2005; Johansson and
Nugues, 2007b; Ferrandez et al., 2010).

Finally, there have been suggestions to combine the corpus-based and the resource-
based approaches: Borin et al. (2012) do this for Finnish and Swedish. They bootstrap a
Finnish FrameNet based on Swedish FrameNet, Finnish and Swedish wordnets, and aligned
bilingual corpora. They create a preliminary Finnish FrameNetwith 2,694 senses, thus prov-
ing the feasibility of their approach.

Mouton et al. (2010) directly exploit the translations in the English and French editions
of Wiktionary to extend the French FrameNet. They match the FrameNet senses to Wik-
tionary lexical entries, thus encountering the problem of polysemy in the target language.
To solve this, they define a set of filters that control how target lemmas are distributed over
frames, increasing precision at the expense of recall. They reach a precision P of 0.74, but
the recall R is only 0.3, which leads to an F1 score of 0.42. While their approach is in theory
applicable to other languages, our approach goes beyond this by laying the ground for si-
multaneous FrameNet extension in multiple languages using Wiktionary as an interlingual
connection to FrameNet.

Summary. This section introduced and illustrated the general concept of our approach to
automatically generate FrameNet lexica for new languages using Wiktionary as an inter-
lingual connection. In the next two sections, we present the two steps of our approach in
detail and show an exemplary application to German, creating a German FrameNet lexi-
con. In Section 2.5, we present Step 1 of Figure 2.20, the automatic alignment of FrameNet
and the English Wiktionary. Section 2.6 then presents Step 2 of Figure 2.20, which uses a
sense-alignment of the English Wiktionary to the German Wiktionary to create a German
FrameNet lexicon.
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2.5 Creating the FrameNet – Wiktionary Alignment
This section presents the creation of an automatic alignment between FrameNet and the
English Wiktionary. It thus describes Step 1 of our method to translate FrameNet to other
languages as shown in Figure 2.20.

2.5.1 Automatic FrameNet – Wiktionary Alignment

The sense alignment method we use to align FrameNet and Wiktionary follows the gloss-
based method introduced by Niemann and Gurevych (2011) for their alignment between
WordNet and Wikipedia. They align senses in WordNet to Wikipedia entries in a super-
vised setting based on semantic similarity of sense glosses.

One reason to use their method is that it allows zero alignments (1-to-0) and one-to-
many alignments (1-to-n). This is crucial for obtaining a high-quality alignment of het-
erogeneous resource pairs, such as the presented one, because their sense granularity and
coverage can diverge a lot.

Alignment method. The alignment algorithm consists of two steps. The candidate extrac-
tion step iterates over all FrameNet senses and matches them with all senses from Wik-
tionary which have the same lemma and thus are likely to describe the same sense.

This step yields a set of candidate sense pairs Call . In the classification step, a similarity
score between the textual information associated with the senses in a candidate pair, e.g.,
their gloss, is computed and a threshold-based classifier decides for each pair whether it
constitutes a valid alignment.

Niemann and Gurevych (2011) combine two different types of similarity: (i) cosine sim-
ilarity on bag-of-words vectors (COS) and (ii) a personalized PageRank-based similarity
measure (PPR). The PPR measure (Agirre and Soroa, 2009) maps the glosses of the two
senses to a semantic vector space spanned by WordNet synsets and then compares them
using the chi-square measure.

The semantic vectors ppr are computed using the personalized PageRank algorithm on
the WordNet graph. They determine the important nodes in the graph as the nodes that a
random walker following the edges visits most frequently:

ppr = cMppr + (1 − c)vppr (2.1)

where M is a transition probability matrix between the n WordNet synsets, c is a damping
factor, and vppr is a vector of size n representing the probability of jumping to the node i as-
sociated with each vi. For personalized PageRank, vppr is initialized in a particular way: the
initial weight is distributed equally over the m vector components (i.e., synsets) associated
with a word in the sense gloss, other components receive a 0 value.
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verb noun adjective all POS

Cohen’s κ 0.65 0.77 0.8 0.72

Table 2.3: Inter-rater agreement for sense alignment gold standard.

For each similarity measure, Niemann and Gurevych (2011) determine a threshold (tppr
and tcos) independently on amanually annotated gold standard. Thefinal alignment decision
is the conjunction of two decision functions:

a(ss, st) = PPR(ss, st) > tppr& COS(ss, st) > tcos (2.2)

The presented method differs from Niemann and Gurevych (2011) in that it uses a joint
training setup which determines tppr and tcos to optimize classification performance directly,
as proposed in Gurevych et al. (2012a):

(tppr, tcos) = argmax(tppr,tcos)F1(a), (2.3)

where F1 is the maximized evaluation score and a is the decision function in Equation 2.2.

Candidate extraction. To compile the candidate set, we paired all senses from both re-
sources that have identical lemma-POS combinations. FrameNet senses are defined by a
lemma, a definition gloss, and a frame. Wiktionary senses are defined by a lemma and a
gloss. We find two candidate senses in Wiktionary for the FrameNet sense Activity_ fin-
ish of the verb complete , the senses to finish and to make whole . There are on average 3.7
candidates per FrameNet sense. The full candidate set Call contains more than 44,000 sense
pairs and covers 97% of the 11,942 senses in FrameNet.

Gold standard creation. To create a gold standard, we sampled 2,900 candidate pairs from
Call . The properties of the gold standard mirror the properties of Call : the sampling pre-
served the distribution of POS in Call , i.e., around 40% verbs and nouns, and 12% adjectives,
and the average numbers of candidates per FrameNet sense. This ensures that highly pol-
ysemous words as well as words with few senses are selected.

Two human raters annotated the sense pairs based on their glosses. The annotation task
consisted in a two-class annotation: Do the presented senses have same meaning - (YES|NO) .
The raters received detailed guidelines and were trained on around 100 sense pairs drawn
from the sample. We computed Cohen’s κ to measure the inter-rater agreement between
the two annotators. It is κ=0.72 on the full set, an acceptable score according to Artstein
and Poesio (2008). An additional expert annotator disambiguated ties.

For comparison: Meyer and Gurevych (2011) report κ=0.74 for their WordNet – Wik-
tionary gold standard, and Niemann and Gurevych (2011) κ=0.87 for their WordNet –
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Wikipedia gold standard. These gold standards only consist of nouns, which appear to
be an easier annotation task than verb senses. This is supported by our analysis of the
agreement by POS – see Table 2.3: the agreement on nouns and adjectives lies between
the two agreement scores previously reported on nouns. Thus our annotation is of sim-
ilar quality. Only the agreement on verbs is slightly below the acceptability threshold of
0.67 (Artstein and Poesio, 2008). The verb senses are very fine-grained and thus present a
difficult alignment task. To ensure high quality, an expert annotator corrected the verbal
part of the gold standard set. After removing the training set for the raters, the final gold
standard contains 2,789 sense pairs. 28% of these are aligned. The final gold standard is
publicly available, see a list of resource links in Appendix A.

Alignment experiments. In the following paragraphs we describe the set of experiments
that led to the creation of a sense alignment between FrameNet andWiktionary. We present
experiment results and provide a detailed error analysis.

Parameter setting. We determined the best setting for the alignment of FrameNet and
Wiktionary in a ten-fold cross-validation on the gold standard.

Besides the parameters for the computation of the PPR vectors using the publicly avail-
able UKB tool by Agirre and Soroa (2009), the main parameter in the experiments is the
textual information that is used to represent the senses. For the FrameNet senses, we used
the lemma-pos , sense gloss , example sentences , frame label and frame definition as textual
features; for the Wiktionary senses, we considered lemma-pos , sense gloss , example sen-
tences , hyponyms and synonyms . The similarity scores were computed on tokenized, lem-
matized and stopword-filtered texts using pre-processing tools from DKPro Core (Eckart
de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014), e.g., TreeTagger for lemmatization and a list-based stop
word filter.

First, we evaluated models for COS and PPR independently based on various combi-
nations of the textual features listed above. We then used the textual features of the best-
performing single models to train the model that jointly optimizes the thresholds for PPR
and COS, see Equation 2.3.

Evaluation setup. For the evaluation, we compute precision P, recall R and F1 on the
positive class, i.e., aligned=true . Precision P is the number of pairs correctly aligned divided
by all aligned pairs, recall R is the number of correctly aligned pairs divided by the number
of aligned pairs in the gold standard. F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.

Experiment results. Table 2.4 shows the evaluation scores of the best single models and
the best joint model on the gold standard. We achieved the highest precision and F1-score
for COS using all available features, but excluding FrameNet example sentences because they
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introduce too much noise. Many senses in FrameNet are equipped with a large number of
example sentences covering various topics. These sentences are based on corpus instances
and were not specifically selected to explain the meaning of the sense, like example sen-
tences in Wiktionary. Adding them to the textual representation of a FrameNet sense leads
to spurious recognition of similarities, i.e., false positives, when comparing them to the
smaller and more concise textual representations of Wiktionary senses. Adding the frame
label and frame definition to the often short glosses provides a richer sense representation
for the COS measure.

The best-performing PPR configuration uses sense gloss and lemma-pos . For the joint
model, we used the best single PPR configuration, and a COS configuration that uses sense
gloss extended by Wiktionary hypernyms , synonyms , and FrameNet frame label and frame
definition , to achieve the highest score, an F1-score of 0.739.

We compare the performance of our alignment on the gold standard to two baselines.
First, there is Random-1, a baseline which randomly selects one target sense from the can-
didate set of each source sense. We also consider the more competitive Wiktionary first
sense baseline WKT-1. This baseline is guided by the heuristic that more frequent senses
are listed first in Wiktionary (Meyer and Gurevych, 2010). It is a stronger baseline with an
F1-score of 0.65, as shown in Table 2.4.

We consider human alignment performance as the upper bound for the sense align-
ment task. To derive this upper bound, UBound in Table 2.4, we computed the F1 score
between the two annotators according to Hripcsak and Rothschild (2005): instead of the
gold standard alignment and the system decisions, the alignment decisions of annotator 1
and annotator 2 are used to compute the F1 score. This metric is symmetric and results in
the same score independent of which annotator is declared to be the gold standard align-
ment. For more than two annotators, Hripcsak and Rothschild (2005) suggest to compute
the average of the F1 scores for all pairs of annotators.

As the evaluation set mirrors the part-of-speech distribution in FrameNet and is suffi-
ciently large, unlike earlier alignments, which typically focus on a particular part-of-speech
or ignore the part-of-speech distinction in the evaluation, an analysis of the performance by
part-of-speech is possible. The BEST JOINT model performs well on nouns, slightly better
on adjectives, and worse on verbs, see Table 2.4. For the baselines and UBound the same
applies, with the difference that adjectives receive even better results in comparison. This
fits in with the perceived degree of difficulty according to the observed polysemy for the
parts-of-speech: for verbs we have many candidate sets with two or more candidates, i.e.,
we observe higher polysemy, while for nouns and even stronger for adjectives, many small
candidate sets occur, which stand for an easier alignment decision. This is in line with the
reported higher complexity of lexical resources with respect to verbs and greater difficulty
in alignments and word sense disambiguation (Laparra and Rigau, 2010).
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alignment method verb noun adjective all POS

Precision P

BEST COS 0.639 0.778 0.706 0.703
BEST PPR 0.66 0.754 0.729 0.713
BEST JOINT 0.677 0.766 0.742 0.728

Random-1 BL 0.503 0.559 0.661 0.557
WKT-1 BL 0.620 0.664 0.725 0.66

Recall R

BEST COS 0.658 0.758 0.754 0.715
BEST PPR 0.666 0.724 0.754 0.699
BEST JOINT 0.683 0.783 0.83 0.75

WKT-1 BL 0.581 0.65 0.75 0.64
BEST COS 0.658 0.758 0.754 0.715

F1

BEST COS 0.648 0.768 0.729 0.709
BEST PPR 0.663 0.739 0.741 0.706
BEST JOINT 0.68 0.775 0.784 0.739

Random-1 BL 0.487 0.552 0.672 0.549
WKT-1 BL 0.60 0.657 0.737 0.65

UBound 0.735 0.834 0.864 0.797

Table 2.4: Word sense alignment performance by POS.

The performance of BEST JOINT on all POS is F1=0.739, which is significantly higher
than theWKT-1 baseline: p<0.05 according to McNemar’s test. The performance on nouns,
i.e., F1=0.775, is on par with the results reported by Niemann and Gurevych (2011) for their
alignment of nouns in Wikipedia and WordNet, e.g., F1=0.78.

Error analysis. The confusion matrix from the evaluation of BEST JOINT on the gold
standard shows 214 false positives and 191 false negatives. The false negatives suffer from
low overlap between the glosses, which are often quite short, e.g., contend: assert , some-
times circular, e.g., sinful: relating to sin . Aligning senses with such glosses is difficult for
a system based on semantic similarity. An explanation is that they do not provide much
evidence to the algorithm. For definitions that only contain paraphrasing synonyms, e.g.,
assert for contend , there is no lexical overlap if the second definition uses a different syn-
onym, e.g., argue . Similarity is zero for the gloss overlap measure COS in this case, and it
might also be low for the PPR measure if either of the synonyms is not represented well
in WordNet. The same applies to circular definitions that are compared to a non-circular
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definition. Additionally, the circular definition does not contain any information that dis-
ambiguates one sense of the word in the definition (here: sinful ) from potential other senses
of this word.

In about 50% of the analyzed pairs, highly similar words are used in the glosses. It
should be possible to further exploit this similarity to improve the similarity computation by
using second-order representations of these words, for instance by expanding short glosses
with the glosses of the contained words, for instance assert and argue , or via derivational
similarity. Taking derivational similarity into account would resolve the lack of overlap
between pairs of glosses such as electrical energy and electricity for the noun juice .

An alternative to the similarity measures we used in our experiments are word embed-
dings that have been shown to perform well for textual similarity tasks in recent years,
e.g., Pennington et al. (2014); Mikolov et al. (2013). They map word vectors to a lower-
dimensional space and thus avoid the sparsity problems of the gloss overlap measure. Be-
cause they can be computed on large corpora, their coverage of the words in the glosses is
expected to surpass that of the WordNet-based PPR measure.

A number of false positives occur because the gold standard was developed in a very
fine-grained manner: distinctions such as causative vs. inchoative, e.g., enlarge: make
large vs. enlarge: become large , were explicitly stressed in the annotation guidelines, and
thus annotated as different senses by the annotators. This annotation strategy is motivated
by the fact that this distinction is systematically applied to distinguish frames in FrameNet,
and thus occurs for many frames (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010a). The first sense of enlarge be-
longs to the frame Expansion , the second toCause_expansion . A similarity-based approach
cannot capture such differences well, because the selectional preferences of both senses are
very similar: both will include a description of the item that is enlarged, leading to false
positives in the classification. Information that supports to distinguish the senses is sub-
categorization information, because the inchoative reading of enlarge is intransitive, and
the causative reading is transitive.

We moreover find that wrong sense alignments can still be correct frame alignments:
for someWiktionary to FrameNet sense alignments that are considered incorrect according
to the strict gloss similarity, the FrameNet frame of the FrameNet senses is still appropriate.
We further analyze this observation for the resource FNWKxx that results from applying
the alignmentmethod to the full candidate set. FNWKxx is described in the next subsection.

2.5.2 Resulting Resource FNWKxx

Applying the best system configuration to the full candidate set of more than 44,000 can-
didates results in the intermediate resource FNWKxx. In the acronym, FN stands for
FrameNet, WK for Wiktionary, and xx serves as a placeholder for the various languages
that are available as translations inWiktionary. By applying Step 2 of our approach, the dis-
ambiguation of translations in Wiktionary to a specific language, the xx is replaced by the
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respective ISO 639-1 language code, for instance de for German, resulting in FNWKde. The
application of Step 2 will be described in the next section. This section describes FNWKxx
in detail and provides a post-hoc analysis of the alignment quality.

Statistics. The alignment in FNWKxx consists of 12,094 sense pairs. It covers 82% of the
senses in FrameNet and 86% of the frames. It connects more than 9,800 unique FrameNet
senses with more than 10,000 unique Wiktionary senses. From these numbers, we can
infer that both non-alignments and 1-to-many alignments occur for some source senses
from FrameNet: not all of the 11,942 senses in FrameNet are covered, which means that
there are non-alignments; the total number of alignments is larger than the number of
covered FrameNet senses, whichmeans that some FrameNet senses have several alignments
to Wiktionary senses, i.e., 1-to-many alignments.

Post-hoc evaluation. The threshold-based cross-validation approach used in our experi-
ments entails the danger of over-fitting. In order to verify the quality of the alignment, we
performed a detailed post-hoc analysis on a sample of 270 aligned sense pairs randomly
drawn from the set of aligned senses.

Because the issue of sense granularity appeared in the error analysis – we found that
some sense alignments were rated as incorrect, but the incorrectly aligned Wiktionary
sense still fits the FrameNet frame of the FrameNet sense, we consider three alignment
tasks in the post-hoc evaluation:

(a) fine-grained alignment: the two glosses describe the same sense according to the
annotation guidelines.

(b) coarse-grained alignment: the causative/inchoative distinction is for instance ignored;
this evaluation task is more adapted to the capabilities of the automatic alignment
method than task (a).

(c) sense-to-frame alignment: the Wiktionary sense represents the FrameNet frame,
even if the glosses do not describe the same sense. This setting is even more coarse-
grained than (b).

An expert annotator rated the alignment pairs in the sample as correct or incorrect
according to tasks (a), (b), and (c). Based on these ratings, we computed accuracy scores on
the selected sample for each task. The resulting scores are listed in Table 2.5.

The post-hoc accuracy can be compared to the precision of the automatic alignment
method on the gold standard, as shown in Table 2.4, because both scores consider the num-
ber of correct alignments according to human annotation in relation to a set of automati-
cally determined alignments.
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evaluation setting – accuracy verb noun adjective all POS

(a) fine-grained sense alignment 0.53 0.73 0.80 0.67
(b) coarse-grained sense alignment 0.73 0.82 0.85 0.78
(c) sense to frame alignment 0.79 0.87 0.92 0.83

Table 2.5: Manual post-hoc evaluation of word sense alignment: accuracy score on a sample of
automatic alignments.

According to the scores in Table 2.5, the accuracy for the fine-grained task (a) is lower
than the precision over all parts-of-speech on the gold standard. The evaluation by POS
shows that the accuracy for nouns and adjectives is equal or superior to the precision on
the gold standard, while it is worse for verbs. This shows that over-fitting, if at all, is only
a risk for the verb senses. The overall accuracy for (b) exceeds the precision on the gold
standard. Verbs in particular receive much better results. This is expected, because this
evaluation setting is closer aligned to the capabilities of the automatic alignment that does
not make certain fine-grained distinctions.

Not all frames in FrameNet require the fine-grained distinctions made in the gold stan-
dard, some frames for instance include senses that are antonyms, which is why we also
evaluate setting (c). The accuracy scores are higher for (c) than for (a) and (b), which shows
that a Wiktionary sense to FrameNet frame alignment based on our sense alignment is of
high quality. Therefore, a dedicated sense-to-frame alignment between Wiktionary and
FrameNet might be an alternative to the proposed sense alignment. For other uses of the
alignment, such as expanding the number of example sentences for a specific FrameNet
sense, or transferring other sense-specific information, for instance on subcategorization,
the sense level alignment produced by our approach is however required. We present an
application of the alignment that uses the example sentences from Wiktionary to expand
the set of FrameNet example sentences in Chapter 3 below.

This evaluation confirms the quality of the sense alignment, both with respect to cre-
ating a fine-grained sense alignment, and even more for the goal of FrameNet extension
that does not require a fine-grained alignment. Our results suggest that a coarse-grained
alignment from senses to frames might suffice when the main goal of the alignment is to
increase the FrameNet lexicon coverage.

Monolingual FrameNet expansion. For each of the FrameNet senses in the 12,094 aligned
sense pairs, we can extract additional glosses from Wiktionary. The FrameNet sense Activ-
ity_finish of the verb complete is, for instance, aligned to the Wiktionary sense 1 of the
same verb. This means that we can add the lexical information in Wiktionary for sense 1
of complete , as shown in Figure 2.17, to the information for the aligned FrameNet that is
shown in Figure 2.3.
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Because FrameNet glosses are often very brief, the additional glosses will benefit al-
gorithms such as frame identification for semantic role labeling. The alignment also adds
4,352 new example sentences from Wiktionary to FrameNet.

We can associate 2,151 new lemma-POS combinations with FrameNet frames via the
synonyms of the aligned senses in Wiktionary. We also extract other related lemma-POS,
for instance 487 antonyms, 126 hyponyms, and 19 hypernyms. These lemma-POS do not
link to a specific target sense in the English Wiktionary, they only link to the lexical entry
that may provide several senses. These can be disambiguated automatically, as proposed by
Meyer and Gurevych (2012a). Using their sense-disambiguated English Wiktionary, more
than 13,000 additional sense links to Wiktionary can be derived from synonyms of the
aligned senses. The method by Meyer and Gurevych (2012a) is introduced in the next sec-
tion, Section 2.6.

Multilingual FrameNet expansion. The alignment establishes Wiktionary as an inter-
lingual connection between FrameNet and a large number of languages, including low-
resource ones: the alignment to Wiktionary connects FrameNet senses to translations in
283 languages. To show some examples: the alignment allows us to translate the sense
of the verb complete associated with the frame Activity_ finish to the German colloquial
fertigmachen , the Spanish terminar , the Turkish tamamlamak , and 39 other languages.

For 35 languages, we can extract more than 1,000 translations each, among them low-
resource languages such as Telugu, Swahili, or Kurdish. The languages with most transla-
tions are: Finnish at 9,333, Russian at 7,790, and German at 6,871 translations. The num-
ber of Finnish translations is more than three times larger than the preliminary Finnish
FrameNet by Borin et al. (2012). Likewise, we get three times the number of German lemma-
POS than provided by the SALSA corpus. Table 2.6 lists the 35 languages in FNWKxx with
more than thousand senses. It also shows the number of lexical entries and definitions in
the respective Wiktionary language edition, which allows the reader to estimate the upper
bound of the size of an automatically created FrameNet for this language.

The lemma-POS in the linked translations can be used to create a lexical entry in the
new language, but it does not refer to a target sense of the linked translation, which would
allow us to assign the FrameNet frame to the appropriate senses for an ambiguous word
and use the information associated with this sense in the target language Wiktionary. The
assignment of a target senses is done in Step 2 of our approach as shown in Figure 2.20.
The next section describes Step 2 and shows how the German lexical entries can be sense-
disambiguated so that their corresponding senses can be linked directly to the FrameNet
senses, creating a proper sense-level linking between the German Wiktionary and Frame-
Net. We rely on the cross-lingual variant of Meyer and Gurevych (2012a), the approach
that has also been used to disambiguate English sense relation targets.
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language # translations # lexical entries # definitions

Finnish 9,993 108,326 135,339
Russian 7,318 16,201 25,002
German 7,248 69,991 114,650
Dutch 6,538 60,843 77,555
French 5,701 273,943 356,350
Spanish 5,630 243,704 358,975
Japanese 5,324 48,714 73,236
Italian 4,800 487,068 613,172
Portuguese 4,206 44,085 62,478
Czech 4,146 20,156 23,418
Swedish 3,966 89,795 101,016
Polish 3,624 32,446 45,358
Hungarian 3,554 30,437 33,853
Bulgarian 3,159 36,839 44,980
Greek 2,725 24,095 41,816
Arabic 2,541 3,320 7,824
Danish 2,493 23,963 29,913
Armenian 2,350 9,007 12,490
Norwegian 2,140 6,720 7,922
Hebrew 1,972 5,263 8,005
Romanian 1,830 11,641 18,056
Korean 1,724 15,163 18,597
Turkish 1,703 13,391 16,133
Icelandic 1,638 9,648 13,135
Mandarin 1,637 56,060 113,236
Esperanto 1,631 104,230 105,315
Slovene 1,563 3,335 4,030
Macedonian 1,556 956 1,238
Serbo-Croatian 1,520 39,732 54,195
Latin 1,392 613,474 999,849
Kurdish 1,378 4,265 9,113
Catalan 1,338 56,878 73,250
Swahili 1,288 2,015 2,170
Telugu 1,214 4,863 6,065
Estonian 1,027 3,731 4,224

Table 2.6: Multilingual word-level FrameNet expansions from translations in FNWKxx.

2.6 Translating FrameNet to German via Wiktionary
In this section, we exemplary perform Step 2 of our method to translate FrameNet to other
languages, see Figure 2.20, for German. Our goal is to to create a sense-disambiguated
FNWKde from FNWKxx.
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FNWKxx initially does not provide lexical-semantic information for the German trans-
lations: a translation links an English sense to a lexical entry in the German Wiktionary,
not a target sense. In order to integrate the information attached to a German Wiktionary
sense, e.g., the gloss, into our resource, the lemmas need to be disambiguated. The same ap-
plies to the new lemmas associated with FrameNet frames for English that were derived by
following the sense relations in the English Wiktionary. We use the sense-disambiguated
Wiktionary resulting fromMeyer and Gurevych (2012a) for the disambiguation of relations
and translations in Wiktionary to create our new bilingual German–English FrameNet lex-
icon FNWKde. Then, we provide a detailed analysis of our two-step approach for creating
FrameNets in new languages and the resulting resource FNWKde.

2.6.1 Disambiguating German Lexical Entries

The approach by Meyer and Gurevych (2012a) combines information on the source sense
and all potential target senses in order to determine the best target sense in a rule-based
disambiguation strategy. The information is encoded as binary features, which are ordered
in a back-off hierarchy: if the first feature applies, the target sense is selected, otherwise
the second feature is considered, and so forth.

The most important features are:

(a) definition overlap between source and automatically translated target definitions,

(b) occurrence of the source lemma in the target definition,

(c) shared linguistic information, e.g., the same register,

(d) inverse translation relations that apply when the source lemma occurs on the trans-
lation list of the target sense,

(e) relation overlap,

(f) the Lesk measure between original and translated glosses in the source and target
languages, and finally

(g) backing off to the first target sense as default option. For monosemous target senses,
the only available sense is used for the disambiguation.

For the gold standard evaluation of the approach we refer to Meyer and Gurevych
(2012a): their system obtained an F1-score of 0.67 for the task of disambiguating trans-
lations from English to German. Meyer and Gurevych (2012a) report that the Wiktionary
first sense baseline already provides a strong performance with F1=0.65. Such a baseline
could be easily implemented for other languages in Wiktionary, in order to create more
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relation # English senses per FrameNet sense # English senses per frame

synonym 17,713 13,288
hyponym 4,818 3,347
hypernym 6,369 3,961
antonym 9,626 6,737

Table 2.7: English FrameNet expansion after relation disambiguation.

sense disambiguated resources. The quality of such a resource will, however, depend on
the size and quality of the target language Wiktionary.

For disambiguation of related senses in the English Wiktionary, the same algorithm
is used, but the translation of glosses in (f) is not required. Meyer and Gurevych (2012a)
report an F1-score of 0.79 for the disambiguation of English sense relations. We use the
resource resulting from the disambiguation of English sense relations provided by Meyer
and Gurevych (2012a) to identify the target senses of synonyms in FNWKxx.

2.6.2 Resulting Lexical Knowledge Base FNWKde

We now present FNWKde, the result of the translation disambiguation introduced in the
previous subsection, in detail. FNWKde is a linked lexical knowledge base that connects
FrameNet with the English and German Wiktionary lexicons. We describe resource statis-
tics, perform a post-hoc error analysis, and then compare the created lexicon to other Ger-
man FrameNet resources.

Statistics. Table 2.8 gives an overview of FNWKde in the third column. The sense align-
ment contains 5,897 pairs of German Wiktionary senses and FrameNet senses, i.e., 86%
of the translations could be disambiguated. These sense alignments contain 4,066 unique
instances of German lemma, POS, and FrameNet frame. Thus, they define 4,066 unique
senses in FrameNet. The remaining 1,831 alignment pairs are results of 1-to-n alignments
of FrameNet to the finer-grained German Wiktionary, where n ∈ (2,..,8). Therefore, 32% of
the 4,066 German FrameNet senses have several sense glosses. Each Wiktionary sense in
the alignment has a gloss, leading to 5,897 sense glosses for the German FrameNet lexicon.
There also are 6,933 example sentences associated with the 5,897 alignment pairs and the
4,066 German FrameNet senses.

Based on the relation disambiguation and inference of new relations by Meyer and
Gurevych (2012a), we can also disambiguate synonyms in the English Wiktionary. This
leads to a further extension of the English FrameNet summarized in Table 2.7. The num-
ber of Wiktionary senses aligned to FrameNet senses is increased by 50% compared to the
direct alignment in FNWKxx.
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SALSA P&L05 FNWKde

type corpus corpus lexicon
creation manual automatic automatic

frames (+proto-frames) 266 (+907) 468 755
senses 1,813 9,851 4,066
sense examples 24,184 1,672,551 6,933
sense definitions - - 5,897

Table 2.8: Frame-semantic resources for German. SALSA frames are compatible with FrameNet
frames except for separately listed proto-frames in SALSA.

We also provide results for other sense relations present in Wiktionary, i.e, antonyms,
hypernyms, and hyponyms. We will discuss whether and how they can be integrated as
FrameNet senses in our resource below.

Post-hoc error analysis. Because the errors of the two subsequently applied automatic
alignment methods, e.g., Step 1 and Step 2 in Figure 2.20, can multiply, we provide a post-
hoc evaluation of the resulting alignments. Therefore, we collected the FrameNet senses
for a list of 15 frames that were sampled by Padó and Lapata (2005a) according to three
frequency bands in a large corpus.10 There are 115 senses associated with these frames in
our resource. A manual evaluation of these 115 senses shows that 67% were assigned cor-
rectly to their frames. This is higher than can be expected based on the precision of the two
subsequently applied alignments steps, because the errors can multiply, potentially leading
to a larger number of false positives, i.e., spurious alignments. The precision of the align-
ment of FrameNet to the English Wiktionary was 72.8% (Meyer and Gurevych, 2012a), the
precision score of the English to German Wiktionary alignment was 67%.

Further analysis revealed that both resource creation steps contribute equally to the 39
errors observed on the sample of 115 senses. Out of 39 errors, 20 (51%) result from the
translation disambiguation, 19 (49%) from the FN-WKT alignment.

An interesting observation is that some alignments were established in a redundant
fashion: for 17 of the evaluated sense pairs, redundancy confirms their quality: they were
obtained independently by two or three alignment-and-translation paths and do not contain
any alignment errors. Such information on redundancy could be used as a measure of
confidence for automatic alignments established in a similar fashion in the future.

10The frames are: Preventing, Communication_response, Giving, Deciding, Cause_change_of_scalar_position,
Evaluative_comparison, Travel, Employing, Sensation, Judgment_communication, Adding_up, Congregating,
Escaping, Suspiciousness , and Recovery .
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resource r % of r covered by FNWKde % of FNWKde covered by r

frame level SALSA 89 31
P&L05 90 55

sense level SALSA 15 5
P&L05 10 19

Table 2.9: Overlap of FNWKde with SALSA and P&L05.

Comparison to German frame-semantic resources. To further evaluate the quality of the
induced German FrameNet lexicon, we compare FNWKde to two German frame-semantic
resources, the manually annotated SALSA corpus (Burchardt et al., 2006) and a resource
from Padó and Lapata (2005a), henceforth P&L05. Note that both resources are frame-
labeled corpora, while FNWKde is a FrameNet-like lexicon and contains information com-
plementary to the corpora.

The different properties of the resources are contrasted in Table 2.8. It shows that the
automatically developed resources, including FNWKde, provide a larger number of senses
than SALSA. The annotated corpora contain a large number of examples, but they do not
provide any glosses, which are useful for the frame identification step of SRL, nor do they
contain any other lexical-semantic information.

FNWKde covers a larger number of FrameNet frames than the other two resources.
266 of the 907 frames in SALSA are connected to original FrameNet frames, the others are
proto-frames p, which have been specifically developed for SALSA, see Section 2.2.3. They
are shown in parentheses in Table 2.8.

Table 2.9 describes the proportion of the overlapping frames and senses to the respec-
tive resources. The numbers on frame overlap show that FNWKde covers the frames in the
other resources well – 89% and 90% coverage respectively, and that it adds frames not cov-
ered in the other resources: P&L05 only covers 55% of the frames in FNWKde. The sense
overlap shows that the resources have senses in common, which confirms the quality of the
automatically developed resources, but also shows that they also complement each other.
FNWKde, for instance, adds 3,041 senses to P&L05.

This subsection presented the creation of FNWKde from the multilingual, but not sense-
disambiguated FNWKxx. In the next section, we discuss implications of applying our
method to other languages to create a trulymultilingual FrameNet and compare ourmethod
to previous approaches.

2.6.3 Discussion: a Multilingual FrameNet based on FNWKxx

FNWKxx builds an excellent starting point to create FrameNet lexicons in various lan-
guages: the translation counts, for instance 6,871 for German, compare favorably to the
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FrameNet release 1.5, which contains 9,700 English lemma-POS. The same applies to other
languages that are well-represented in Wiktionary, for instance Finnish, Russian, or Dutch,
see also Table 2.6.

In this subsection we discuss the difficulties and implications of applying our method to
other languages besides German, and compare it to other methods for translating FrameNet
to new languages.

Translation to other languages. To create FrameNet lexicons in other languages, the
translation disambiguation approach used for FNWKde – Step 2 in Figure 2.20 – needs
to be adapted to other languages. The approach is in theory applicable to any language,
but there are some obstacles: first, it relies on the availability of the target sense in the tar-
get language Wiktionary. For many of the top 30 languages in FNWKxx, the Wiktionary
editions seem sufficiently large to provide targets for translation disambiguation, cf. Table
2.6, and they are continuously extended. Second, our approach requires access to the target
language Wiktionary, but the data format across Wiktionary language editions is not stan-
dardized. Third, the approach requires machine translation into the target language. For
languages, where such a tool is not available, we could default to the first-sense-heuristic,
or encourage theWiktionary community to link the translations to their target Wiktionary
senses inspired by Sajous et al. (2010).

Language specificity of FrameNet. Another issue that applies to all automatic (and also
manual) approaches of cross-lingual FrameNet extension is the restricted cross-language
applicability of frames. Boas (2005) reports that, while many frames are largely language-
independent, other frames receive culture-specific or language-specific interpretations, for
example calendars or holidays. Additionally, fine-grained sense and frame distinctions may
be more relevant in one language than in another language. Such granularity differences
also led to the addition of proto-frames in SALSA 2 (Rehbein et al., 2012). Therefore, manual
correction or extension of a multilingual FrameNet based on FNWKxx may be desired for
specific applications. In this case, the automatically created FrameNets in other languages
are good starting points that can be quickly and efficiently compiled.

Resource quality. The quality of the multilingual FNWKxx depends on i) the translations
in the interlingual connection Wiktionary, which are manually created, controlled by the
community, and therefore reliable, and ii) on the FrameNet–Wiktionary alignment. To esti-
mate the quality of FNWKxx, we evaluated our sense alignmentmethod in detail. The align-
ment reached state-of-the-art results at the time, and the analysis shows that the method is
particularly suitable for a coarse-grained alignment. However, we find lower performance
for verbs in a fine-grained setting. We argue that an improved alignment algorithm, for
instance taking subcategorization information into account, can identify the fine-grained
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distinctions. Matuschek (2014) later created an improved FrameNet–Wiktionary alignment
using the gold standard introduced here: F1 is 0.78 for their best configuration, an approach
that combines Dijkstra-WSA with a similarity-based approach for sense alignment.

The error analysis raised questions regarding the FrameNet frame granularity. This
touches questions such as: do separate frames exist for causative/inchoative alternations,
e.g., Being_dry and Cause_to_be_dry for to dry , or do they belong to the same frame, e.g.,
Make_noise for to creak and to creak something? For the coarse-grained frames, fine-grained
decisions can be merged in a second classification step. Alternatively, we could map Wik-
tionary senses directly to frames, and include features that cover the granularity distinc-
tions, e.g., whether the existing senses of a frame show the semantic alternation. This fea-
ture would be true for Make_noise , because the causative/inchoative alternation does not
require a different frame, while it would be false for the causative and inchoative versions of
to dry that elicit the different frames mentioned above. We could use the same approach to
assign senses to a frame which are derived via sense relations other than synonymy, i.e., for
linking antonyms or hyponyms to a frame. Some frames do cover antonymous predicates,
others do not. The frame Experiencer_focus is for instance associated with the antonyms to
love and to hate , the frame Attaching is associated with the antonyms to tie and to untie .
For the antonyms to buy and to sell , there are separate frames Commerce_buy and Com-
merce_sell that are not associated with the antonyms of either buy or sell. Antonyms like to
buy and to sell present opposite points of view for a single event. These kinds of antonyms
represent different sets of participants, e.g., the Seller is optional for Commerce_buy , but
not for theCommerce_sell , and are therefore systematically equipped with separate frames
in FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010a).

Comparison to other approaches. Based on Wiktionary, our approach suffers less from
the disadvantages of previous resource-based work, i.e., the constraints of expert-built re-
sources (Tonelli and Pighin, 2009; Laparra and Rigau, 2010) and the lack of lexical infor-
mation in Wikipedia (Tonelli and Giuliano, 2009; Tonelli et al., 2013). Unlike corpus-based
approaches for cross-lingual FrameNet extension (Padó and Lapata, 2005a; Johansson and
Nugues, 2005; Basili et al., 2009; Padó and Lapata, 2009), our approach does not provide
frame-semantic annotations for the example sentences. Our advantage is that we create a
FrameNet lexicon with lexical-semantic information in the target language. Example an-
notations can be additionally obtained separately, for instance via cross-lingual annotation
projection (Padó and Lapata, 2009) or the distant supervision method introduced in Chap-
ter 3.3. The lexical information in FNWKde can be used to guide this process.

Summary of the section. In this section, we presented the automatic creation of a Ger-
man FrameNet lexicon using Wiktionary as an interlingual resource. This is Step 2 of our
method to automatically create FrameNet lexicons in other languages as outlined in Sec-
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tion 2.4. The German FrameNet lexicon is based on the FrameNet– Wiktionary alignment
FNWKxx. By disambiguating cross-language links between the English and German Wik-
tionary to German Wiktionary senses, German Wiktionary senses are linked to FrameNet
senses in the resulting linked lexical knowledge base FNWKde. We compare FNWKde to
other German FrameNet resources, SALSA and the frame-labeled corpus created by Padó
and Lapata (2005a), and find improved coverage on the level of frames, as well as comple-
mentary sense coverage. FNWKde also introduces lexical information that is not available
for SALSA or the corpus from Padó and Lapata (2005a), namely sense-specific examples
and sense definitions extracted from Wiktionary.

We applied our method to translate FrameNet to other languages via Wiktionary, see
Section 2.4, exemplary to German, because it provides two other lexical resources for com-
parison and quality estimation. The presented method is, however, not constrained to Ger-
man, it is applicable to other languages that are represented well in Wiktionary, e.g., Rus-
sian or Finnish, and thus provides an excellent basis for bootstrapping FrameNet lexicons
for new languages.

Establishing sense-level links between lexical knowledge bases is an important step to-
wards the creation of large LLKBs and the joint use of lexical information from various
lexical knowledge bases. Another important aspect is being able to access the linked infor-
mation efficiently. In the next section, we present our work on standardizing linked lexical
knowledge bases that pertains to this goal.

2.7 Standardizing Semantic Knowledge Bases
Another important aspect of linking lexical resources is how to represent the links, and how
to access the information from the linked resources. This is crucial for using the LLKBs in
NLP applications: different LKBs model various types of lexical information in many ways,
using different, often conflicting terminology. An example for different terminology are
semantic roles that are called frame elements in FrameNet and roles in VerbNet. An example
for conflicting terminology is the term lexeme : it has a different meaning in FrameNet,
referring to the components of a multiword lemma, compared to other lexicons, in which
lexeme refers to the lemma under which a lexical entry is listed.

A difference that is even more important, because it makes it more difficult to access the
same information types across LKBs, is the different structure in various LKBs. Examples
for such different structures were shown earlier in Section 2.2: some lexical knowledge
bases, like WordNet or GermaNet, are built around the central concept of a synset that
groups synonymous senses. Others, like FrameNet and VerbNet also group word senses,
but according to different criteria. For FrameNet, these criteria include different kinds of
semantically related words and other parts-of-speech, grouping senses that are associated
to a certain frame, whereas they include a strong focus on syntactic similarity for VerbNet.
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In order to use the information in the LLKBs efficiently, the terminology needs to be
unified and corresponding types of linguistic information, for instance semantic roles in
VerbNet and frame elements in FrameNet, need to be mapped. The unification of termi-
nology and lexicon structure presents a theoretical challenge. Once the structure and
terminology of the LLKBs have been unified, the information contained in the LLKBs can
be accessed efficiently using a unified query language or application programming inter-
face (API). This problem touches what has been called structural interoperability of lexical
resources – as opposed to semantic interoperability provided by the resource links (Ide and
Pustejovsky, 2010): ideally, the same information types in the different lexical resources
are represented – and thus can be accessed – in the same way, including the sense-level or
predicate argument-level links between them.

The lack of structural interoperability between lexical knowledge bases can be addressed
by standardization. In this section, we present our contributions to the standard-conformant
UBY-LMF (Eckle-Kohler et al., 2012, 2013). The UBY-LMF model implements the ISO stan-
dard Lexical Markup Framework, a meta-model of linked lexical resources (Francopoulo
et al., 2006), and presents a comprehensive example of a standardized model for linked lexi-
cal knowledge bases. It provides a data model for all the linguistic information in the major
lexical knowledge bases, i.e., all the resources introduced above, including resource links
on the level of word sense and predicate argument structure. One of the main goals of
UBY-LMF is to provide interoperability while preserving the original structure of the re-
sources. This way, combinations of resources can be used easily in NLP applications, but
the contributions of single resources to a particular NLP application can also be compared
directly. This is relevant for practical applications, but also important for research that ex-
plores the contribution of different LKBs to different types of NLP applications like word
sense disambiguation or semantic role labeling.

The implementation of the lexicon model UBY-LMF led to the linked lexical knowledge
base UBY (Gurevych et al., 2012a). It represents the linked resources in an SQL database
whose tables correspond to the classes of the UBY-LMF model and provides an open-source
Java API based on object-relational modeling using the Hibernate API for programmatic
access. UBY also provides a user interface for visualization and exploration of the data in
UBY (Gurevych et al., 2012b).

The creation of UBY-LMF and UBY was a group effort. The present author contributed
significantly to the modeling of semantic lexicons like FrameNet, multiword expressions,
and predicate argument structure links in UBY-LMF and UBY.

In this section, we describe the parts of UBY-LMF that are used to model semantic
knowledge bases like FrameNet and predicate argument structure links like those from
SemLink in detail. The UBY-LMF model of FrameNet and the conversion of FrameNet 1.5 to
UBY are contributions of the present author; they were published first as part of Gurevych
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Figure 2.21: UBY-LMF classes for modeling FrameNet and SALSA.

et al. (2012a). The UBY-LMF model of predicate argument structure links is another contri-
bution of this thesis.

2.7.1 Modeling Semantic Knowledge Bases in UBY-LMF

FrameNet is the resource with the greatest detail in modeling semantic predicate argument
structure, thereforewe created theUBY-LMFmodelwith thorough care to the affordances of
FrameNet. At the same time, UBY-LMF also covers the lexical information in other models
of semantic predicate argument structure, like VerbNet and PropBank.

Figure 2.21 shows a subset of those UBY-LMF classes that are needed to represent the
information from FrameNet. LexicalResource is the central class. The arrows describe an
aggregation relation: a LexicalResource contains one or more instances of the Lexicon class,
which containsmany instances of LexicalEntry. Each of these classes has a unique identifier
and most come with a set of attributes that contain the information associated with these
classes. LexicalEntry has, among others, the attribute partOfSpeech. To ensure readability,
Figure 2.21 only shows those attributes that represent associate relations to the unique
identifier IDREF of other UBY-LMF classes. In the description of the classes below, the
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attributes are introduced whenever they are required for understanding the model. For a
complete overview, refer to the UBY-LMF documentation and DTD file.11

Core lexicon model. The central UBY-LMF classes are shown in turquoise in Figure 2.21.
As UBY-LMF aims to preserve the original resource structure, each lexical resource is added
as a separate Lexicon to the LexicalResource in UBY. Thus, we add a specific Lexicon for
FrameNet and another one for VerbNet. The FrameNet Lexicon has LexicalEntries, which
are defined by a lemma, as modeled by the Lemma class, and the attribute partOfSpeech. The
actual lemma string and potential spelling variants are contained in the class FormRepresen-
tation associated with Lemma.

Some LexicalEntries are multiword expressions and use the ListOfComponents and Com-

ponent classes to represent the constituent words of the multiword construction. A Lexical-

Entry together with a frame label defines a sense, or lexical unit, in FrameNet, modeled in
the class Sense. The UBY-LMF class Sense provides the boolean attribute transparentMeaning
and the string attribute incorporatedSemArg that are filled based on the information asso-
ciated with a sense in FrameNet. The attribute incorporatedSemArg contains the unique id
of the SemanticArgument representing the FrameNet role that is considered an incorporated
role for this particular lexical unit. As an example: the verb rise with the frame Motion_di-
rectional incorporates the role Direction marking the upward direction of the motion. This
information is retained in incorporatedSemArg. The attribute transparentMeaning is set to
true if the meaning of the sense is bleached in a multiword construction.

Senses are associated with their example sentences in the class SenseExample which, for
FrameNet, contains a single TextRepresentationwith the text of the FrameNet example sen-
tence. It is a design decision of UBY-LMF that UBYmodels lexical resource information, but
does not model corpus annotations. It does, for instance, not contain the role annotations
on the example sentences in the FrameNet lexicon. For such purposes, different standards
have been developed, for instance GrAF (Ide and Suderman, 2007). If needed, the predicate
instances in the FrameNet corpus can be linked to the Senses of UBY via their frame label
or the FrameNet lexical unit ID, which are also represented in UBY.

Semantic information. UBY-LMF classes associated with semantic information and se-
mantic predicate argument structure are shown in pink in Figure 2.21.

The SemanticPredicate class models FrameNet frames. Each frame receives a unique
identifier, the semanticPredicateId, a predicate label string that stores the frame label, and
a lexiconId that refers to the source Lexicon of the SemanticPredicate. Additionally, in-
formation on whether the frame is lexicalized or perspectivalized is contained in the
corresponding attributes. These attributes model information specific to FrameNet: the
lexicalized attribute is used to mark abstract frames such as Activity in Figure 2.2. For

11https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/lexical-resources/uby/uby-lmf/
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abstract frames, lexicalized is set to false . The perspectivalized attribute marks whether a
frame is in a perspective_on relation to another frame. The framesCommerce_buy andCom-
merce_sell are for instance perspectivalized versions of the frameCommerce_goods-transfer ,
taking the perspective of either the Buyer or the Seller .

The class SemanticArgument models semantic roles. Besides a unique identifier, this class
reserves a string attribute semanticRole for the role label, and a string attribute for the infor-
mation on the coreness of a role, i.e., whether it is of type core, peripheral, extra-thematic,
or core-unexpressed, see also Section 2.1.1.

SemanticArgument also has a boolean attribute stating whether the argument is realized
as an incorporated argument for that frame, and an identifier linking the role to its Se-

manticPredicate. This way, each SemanticPredicate in FrameNet is linked to one or more
SemanticArguments.

The class PredicativeRepresentation links Sense objects to SemanticPredicate objects
via their unique identifier. Thus it associates instances of Sense with their corresponding
SemanticPredicate instances.

UBY-LMF also models the frame hierarchy: the class PredicateRelation represents re-
lations between frames. For FrameNet, the attribute relType of PredicateRelation has the
value frameRelation and the attribute relName contains the name of the relation, for instance
causative , inherits_from , subframe_of , or precedes .

Relations between SemanticArguments are modeled in an analogous fashion in the class
ArgumentRelation. In FrameNet, there are frame-specific argument relations, such as two
arguments excluding or requiring each other, and relations marking so-called coreness sets.
Coreness sets group FrameNet core roles that can be used interchangeably, i.e., the occur-
rence of one of the roles in a coreness set suffices to create a felicitous usage of this frame.
An example is the coreness set C={Goal , Source , Path} for movement frames, e.g., Motion .
Either of the three sentences “She moved [towards the door]Goal” , “She moved [away from the
door]Source” , “She moved [along the road]Path” uses a role from C ; using further roles from
C is possible, but not required.

The SemanticLabel class models additional semantic information that can be attached
to Senses, SemanticPredicates or SemanticArguments. The different types of semantic infor-
mation are stored in the attribute type, the values in the attribute label. For FrameNet,
information on the semantic type that is associated with certain frames, mostly nominal
frames associated with objects, is stored in an instance of SemanticLabel with type seman-
ticCategory that is attached to SemanticPredicate. The label attribute holds the semantic
type information, including values like State , Artifact , or Physical_object .

FrameNet also provides semantic type information for some of its roles. These are ba-
sically selectional preferences of the roles, marking the role filler as, e.g., Physical_object ,
Sentient , or Duration . To represent this kind of information, another kind of SemanticLabel
with the type label selectionalPreference is attached to the SemanticArgument class.
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There are more types of SemanticLabel that are associated with the Sense class. The Se-

manticLabel of type sentiment associates positive_judgment or negative_judgment with an
instance of Sense. These are for instance used to show that certain FrameNet senses asso-
ciated with the Frugality frame convey a positive sentiment, e.g., thrifty and penny-wise ,
while others convey a negative sentiment, e.g., austere and parsimonious . The SemanticLa-

bel of type collocate contains information on collocations of words that are semi-productive
and thus not modeled as a multiword lemma. Examples are verbs in support verb construc-
tions: give in the context of give someone a heart attack receives a causal reading as in
cause a heart attack (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010c). To give only receives this reading as part
of a support verb construction. Therefore, this reading of to give receives the semantic la-
bel value Support . Other related labels are Bound_dependent_LU and Bound_LU , that are
used for other types of collocates and in part reserved for constructions not yet covered in
FrameNet 1.5. For more detail see section 6.2 in Ruppenhofer et al. (2010c).

General information types. The classes colored in yellow and light blue in Figure 2.21
represent information that attaches to a large number of different classes.

The classes in yellow color are associated with example sentences modeled in the class
SenseExample and textual descriptions of senses, e.g., lexicon glosses modeled in the class
Definition. For FrameNet, frames and roles are attached to their definition texts using
the class Definition. The actual definition and example texts are contained in the class
TextRepresentation.

The classes in light-blue attach to a large number of different classes. Links to original
FrameNet identifiers, e.g., lexical unit IDs , are present in the class MonolingualExternal-

Reference. They are attached to the Sense and the SemanticLabel classes and associate the
Sense instances with the FrameNet lexical unit ID and the SemanticLabel instances with
their FrameNet numeric ids. The class Frequency is also associated with Sense and contains
the number of instances and annotated corpus instances for a FrameNet sense as repre-
sented in the lexical unit files. The class MetaData attaches to lexical resource; it contains
information on the creation date of a LexicalResource. We defined the classes SenseAxis and
PredicateArgumentAxis to model linkings of FrameNet to other LKBs in UBY; these classes
also receive metadata information. Details on the respective classes and the associated
metadata is introduced in detail in Section 2.7.2 below.

SALSA in UBY-LMF. The introduction of SALSA in Section 2.2 showed that SALSA is
very similar to FrameNet. For modeling SALSA in UBY-LMF, we use the same structure as
for modeling FrameNet. There are a few differences caused by the simpler modeling of the
lexicon in the SALSA corpus: In SALSA, there is no separate corpus evidence associated
with the senses, i.e., there are no explicit annotated example sentences associated with the
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word senses in the frame files. We instead read the sentences from the SALSA corpus for
the appropriate sense and add them to the instances of SenseExample for this sense.

The definitions for the frames include German and English example sentences. The
origin of the example sentences is not documented, and for the German sentences, it is
not explicitly represented which sense of the frame they belong to. Therefore we did not
include them in the SenseExample class. Instead, we represent the definitions with their
example sentences in the Definition class associated with the SemanticPredicate.

There is an additional set of SemanticLabel values that note whether the frame in ques-
tion stems from the FrameNet release 1.2, 1.3, or was defined as a new frame for SALSA.
Because SALSA does not contain multiword lemmas, SALSA does not use the ListOfCom-

ponents class. Apart from this exception, we use the same UBY-LMF classes for modeling
SALSA as for modeling FrameNet.12

VerbNet in UBY-LMF. VerbNet provides a detailed model of syntactic and semantic prop-
erties of verbs, as introduced in Section 2.2. UBY-LMF provides all the classes needed to
model these properties. The conversion of VerbNet to UBY-LMF was published first as part
of Gurevych et al. (2012a). In this conversion, a VerbNet sense is defined as a combination
of the VerbNet lemma, class, and subcategorization frame. As a result, there are several
Sense instances per VerbNet class. The VerbNet class label is attached to the Sense using the
class SemanticLabel.

A SemanticPredicate is defined by the Montague-style logic string attached to each
VerbNet class, as shown under Semantics in Figure 2.5. This string is attached as the Defini-
tion of the SemanticPredicate, the predicate label is left empty. For each SemanticPredicate,
the VerbNet thematic roles are added as instances of SemanticArgument. Role labels include
the VerbNet selectional preferences, e.g., Agent[+animate| +machine].

VerbNet additionally requires a model of the syntax-semantics interface linking Se-

manticPredicates to syntactic frames and SemanticArguments to syntactic arguments. The
syntax-semantics interface in UBY-LMF is described in detail in Eckle-Kohler et al. (2012).

PropBank in UBY-LMF. The PropBank frame files constitute a lexical resource that can
also be represented in UBY-LMF. The lexicon model in UBY-LMF corresponds to the Prop-
Bank lexicon structure introduced in Figure 2.8 in Section 2.2. The PropBank lexicon model
is simpler than the one for VerbNet, as syntactic frames are not modeled explicitly. The
frame files are lemma-specific and thus build the input for a LexicalEntry. The different
rolesets in the frame file correspond to a Sense in UBY-LMF. They are associated with a
short Definition and a number of SenseExamples. A SemanticPredicate in PropBank is syn-
onymous with a Sense, i.e., there is a a SemanticPredicate for each sense. Similar to VerbNet,
there is no meaningful predicate label. Each of the roles in a roleset is represented in the

12The conversion of the SALSA 2 corpus to UBY was also created as part of this work.
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SemanticArgument class and equipped with a brief, predicate-specific Definition. The con-
version of PropBank to UBY-LMF was created as part of this work.

2.7.2 Modeling Resource Links

UBY-LMF models two types of links across instances of the Lexicon class, for instance be-
tween FrameNet and VerbNet. The corresponding UBY-LMF classes are shown in light
green in Figure 2.21. The first type, SenseAxis, is used to represent sense-level alignments
across Lexicon instances, as introduced in Section 2.3.1. The second type, PredicateArgu-
mentAxis, represents alignments on the level of predicate argument structures, also across
Lexicon instances. These were introduced in Section 2.3.2. The links are represented by two
UBY-LMF classes that are attached to the LexicalResource class and use the unique ids of
the linked instances to establish the linkings.

Sense-level links. Sense-level links are represented by the SenseAxis class that directly
attaches to LexicalResource and contains pairs of unique identifiers of either Sense or Synset
depending on whether pairs of senses or synsets are linked.13 The senseAxisType attribute
distinguishes between monolingual or cross-lingual resource links. To distinguish between
several sets of sense links between the same lexicon, the MetaData class contains information
on the creation of the set of sense links, like the version number, the date of creation, the
tool used for the creation of the linking, and whether the linking was created automatically
or manually. For automatic alignments, confidence scores for each aligned sense pair can
also be provided in the MetaData class. The corresponding MetaData object for an instance
of SenseAxis is accessed via an IDREF attribute in the SenseAxis class. This allows users to
distinguish between different linkings of the same Lexicons. This detailed representation of
different sense alignments is an important feature of UBY_LMF, because it provides flexibil-
ity in using the linked lexical knowledge base when several different sense alignments are
available. We can, for instance, use an automatic sense alignment A between the same Lex-

icon instances as a back-off for the manual alignment M , or prefer an automatic alignment
H with high confidence scores to an alignment L with lower confidence scores or without
confidence scores. This leads to more efficient usage of the available sense alignments and
potentially better results in the NLP applications that use these alignments.

Predicate argument structure links. Predicate argument structure links are modeled by
the class PredicateArgumentAxis. Analogous to SenseAxis, PredicateArgumentAxis attaches
to LexicalResource. An instance of PredicateArgumentAxis links pairs of SemanticPredicate
or SemanticArgument based on their unique identifier IDREF . The axisType attribute can be
used to mark differences between links on the semantic predicate or semantic argument
13UBY-LMF also contains a Synset class that attaches to Lexicon and aggregates several senses. It is used for
modeling WordNet and GermaNet and is not shown in Figure 2.21.
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level. Again, a reference to a MetaData object allows us to store additional information on
the instances of PredicateArgumentAxis and thus enables dynamic selection of predicate ar-
gument structure links based on their metadata properties, in the same way to the selection
of SenseAxis instances discussed above.

SemLink in UBY-LMF. If FrameNet and VerbNet are available as a UBY Lexicon, the
classes SenseAxis and PredicateArgumentAxis provide the prerequisite for importing Sem-
Link to UBY: SemLink provides a mapping of FrameNet lexical unit IDs to VerbNet class
labels and lemmas. We use this information to populate the SenseAxis class with Sense in-
stances from the FrameNet Lexicon and from the VerbNet Lexicon. SemLink also includes
the frame labels in this mapping. This information can be used to populate a SemanticPredi-

cate linking between SemanticPredicate instances in VerbNet and FrameNet. Because there
can be several SemanticPredicate instances for a combination of lemma and VerbNet class
in VerbNet, there are potentially multiple instances of PredicateArgumentAxis for one pair
of frame label and VerbNet class in UBY. As an example: there are six senses of the verb
finish in UBY that are associated with the VerbNet class stop-55.4-1. These six senses are as-
sociated with four different instances of SemanticPredicate. One of the senses is associated
with the SemanticPredicatewith IDVN_SemanticPredicate_538 and definition end(E,Theme)
AND use(during(E), ?Agent, Instrument) . This SemanticPredicate is linked to SemanticPred-

icate instances with five different frame labels in FrameNet, Activity_stop, Activity_finish,
Killing, Firing, and Halt .

The role-level mapping in SemLink links frame-specific FrameNet roles to VerbNet the-
matic roles per VerbNet class. We convert this information to instances of PredicateArgu-
mentAxis which link the corresponding SemanticArgument instances.

Predicate- and argument-level linkings can be distinguished at first glance by a different
value for the attribute axisType, namely uby_predicate_axis and uby_argument_axis . Thus,
the SemanticPredicatewith the frame label Removing is linked to the VerbNet SemanticPred-
icate associated with the verb remove and VerbNet class 10.2. The corresponding roles are
also linked by instances of PredicateArgumentAxis. Thus, the FrameNet roles Theme and
Source are linked to the equally named roles in VerbNet, the FrameNet roles Agent and
Cause are mapped to the VerbNet role Agent , and the FrameNet roleGoal is mapped to the
VerbNet role Destination .

Summary. This paragraph concludes the introduction of the UBY-LMF model. We pre-
sented the first model that integrates the major semantic lexicons for English, FrameNet,
VerbNet, and PropBank, to a single unified format, and also models semantic lexicons for
other languages, e.g., SALSA. The model integrates the lexical-semantic information from
the different lexicons comprehensively and provides structural interoperability by mapping
the information to a single, unified format. The extension of UBY-LMF by a new model
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Figure 2.22: Overview of the LLKB UBYFN ; Single lines represent sense-level links, double lines
sense- and role-level links; dotted lines show relevant indirectly inferred links.

of links on the predicate argument structure-level allows us to model predicate argument
structure alignments, such as the one provided by SemLink. Together with the existing
model for sense-level links, UBY-LMF thus supports semantic interoperability between the
major lexical knowledge bases. This enables us to access the semantic information types in
the linked lexical resources in a uniform way. In Chapter 3, we use the uniform access to
the linked lexical knowledge bases in our knowledge-based approach for the generation of
frame- and role-labeled training data.

In this section, we showed how UBY-LMF models various lexical knowledge bases, and
the sense alignments and predicate argument structure links between them, leading to a
single, unified linked lexical knowledge base. In the next section, we introduce the linked
lexical knowledge base that results from converting several presented lexical knowledge
bases, the sense alignments we created in Sections 2.4 and 2.6, and other alignments on the
level of word sense and predicate argument structure to the UBY-LMF format.

2.8 A Linked Lexical Knowledge Base for FrameNet
Converting the lexical resources and existing resource linkings introduced in Section 2.3
together with the newly created FrameNet–Wiktionary linking to the UBY-LMF format
results in UBYFN , a large linked lexical knowledge base centered around FrameNet and
SALSA. The lexical knowledge bases and links in UBYFN are illustrated in Figure 2.22. This
section describes UBYFN and summarizes the most important statistics.
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LexicalEntry Sense SemanticPredicate SemanticArgument

FrameNet 9,702 11,942 1,019 9,633
WordNet 156,584 206,978 33 60
VerbNet 4,402 29,368 608 1,337
PropBank 12,912 15,446 10,669 27,004
Wiktionary-EN 379,697 474,131 - -
SALSA 2 648 1,826 1,023 5,024
GermaNet 107,892 121,810 104 107
Wiktionary-DE 85,575 72,752 - -

total 757,412 934,253 13,456 43,165

Table 2.10: UBYFN statistics.

Included lexicons. The linked lexical knowledge base UBYFN includes FrameNet release
1.5,WordNet 3.0, VerbNet 3.2, PropBank frame files,14 the English andGermanWiktionary,15

GermaNet 9.0, and a lexicon representation for SALSA release 2. The different lexical
knowledge bases have already been introduced in detail in Section 2.2. UBY-LMF mod-
els of the semantic lexicons were introduced in the previous Section 2.7. Note that we did
not includeWikipedia in UBYFN , because we focus on verb senses when using UBYFN ; these
are scarce in Wikipedia.

Table 2.10 shows statistics of the lexicons in UBYFN . It displays the number of instances
in the LexicalEntry, Sense, SemanticPredicate, and SemanticArgument classes in UBY. It show-
cases the advantages of the collaboratively created Wiktionary: it contributes the largest
number of senses for English, and the second largest number for German. The expert-built
semantic lexicons on the other hand, i.e., FrameNet, SALSA, VerbNet, and PropBank con-
tribute their information on semantic predicates and semantic roles. Note that WordNet
and GermaNet also show small numbers of very basic semantic predicates and roles that
were discussed in Section 2.2.

Sense alignments. UBYFN links FrameNet to several English and German lexicons on the
word sense level. Figure 2.22 shows the sense- and role-level alignments between the lexi-
cons: single lines mark sense alignments, double lines mark sense and role alignments, and
dotted lines stand for transitive alignments that are derived from other alignments by tran-
sitive combination. The sense alignment between FrameNet and the German Wiktionary
is for instance derived from two sense alignments, the alignment between FrameNet and

14the version from May 25, 2016, see https://github.com/propbank/propbank-frames.
15We used an English Wiktionary dump from April 3, 2010 and a German Wiktionary dump from April 6
2011.
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WordNet VerbNet PropBank Wiktionary-EN SALSA Wiktionary-DE total

28,667 10,618 2,457 12,094 744 5,897 60,477

Table 2.11: Sense links to FrameNet in UBYFN .

the English Wiktionary, and the alignment between the English and German editions of
Wiktionary, exploiting a transitive chain of alignments.

The sense alignment of FrameNet to WordNet stems from the open source alignments
MapNet (Tonelli and Pianta, 2009b) andWordFrameNet (Laparra and Rigau, 2010),These are
automatically created alignments. We preferred them to other alignments between Word-
Net and FrameNet (Ferrandez et al., 2010), because they are published under open-source
licenses and can therefore be republished as part of UBYFN .

The sense-level links to VerbNet are part of VerbNet 3.2. The sense-level links from
PropBank to VerbNet and FrameNet are provided by SemLink. The sense alignments of
FrameNet to the English and German Wiktionary are provided by FNWKde, which was
introduced in Section 2.6.

Additional cross-lingual links connect FrameNet to SALSA. Not displayed in the fig-
ure is a linking from WordNet to GermaNet that is based on the EuroWordNet ILI. Tran-
sitive linkings via FrameNet and the English Wiktionary connect SALSA to the German
Wiktionary. Another transitive linking step from the German Wiktionary to GermaNet
connects SALSA to GermaNet. The resulting linking only covers few senses, because the
number of alignments between SALSA and the GermanWiktionary is small, and their over-
lap with the alignment of the German Wiktionary to GermaNet is even smaller. UBYFN

does not include Wikipedia and a linking from FrameNet to Wikipedia, because we focus
on verb senses when using UBYFN , which are are scarce in Wikipedia. If needed, a Wiki-
pedia lexicon and the sense-level links between Wikipedia and FrameNet from Tonelli and
Giuliano (2009) or Tonelli et al. (2013) could be added easily.

The statistics of the sense-level links to FrameNet are shown in Table 2.11. The linkings
connect FrameNet to more than 60,477 word senses and lead to an extension of FrameNet
with more than 38,000 additional example sentences for English. The sense links result in
a large increase in lexicon coverage for all corpora. Token coverage for instance increases
by more than 10 percent points for all considered parts-of-speech, as shown in Table 2.12.
A comparison to Table 2.1 shows that the coverage of the extended FrameNet is still below
the coverage of WordNet. Further extensions can be obtained by including senses that are
related to the senses linked to FrameNet, e.g., synonyms or hyponyms.

Note that the new example sentences are not labeled with semantic roles. We will
introduce methods to supplement this information, for instance methods for annotation
projection from labeled to unlabeled sentences, in the next chapter.
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BNC ANC-written ukWAC 1-4

part-of-speech type token type token type token

FrameNet

adjective, noun, verb 55.44 80.58 3.41 36.41 0.31 29.56
adjective 47.69 68.81 2.21 51.86 0.42 42.83
noun 49.48 70.51 2.45 6.30 0.18 23.32
verb 77.44 95.48 34.03 60.15 3.24 75.67

FrameNet extended via sense alignments

adjective, noun, verb 84.52 95.26 7.34 48.36 0.73 40.89
adjective 77.31 89.05 5.18 68.36 1.19 62.48
noun 82.77 93.44 6.21 11.07 0.49 32.54
verb 95.32 99.31 49.69 70.10 5.20 82.16

Table 2.12: FrameNet lexicon coverage of several large corpora in percent when including sense
alignments to WordNet, VerbNet, PropBank, and Wiktionary.

Predicate argument structure alignments. On the level of predicate argument structure,
FrameNet is linked to semantic predicates and roles in VerbNet and PropBank; the source
of the links is SemLink. SemLink also provides a linking between semantic predicates and
roles in PropBank and VerbNet.

A linking between FrameNet and SALSAwas inferred bymatching the FrameNet frames
and roles to those used by SALSA. For this linking, we used only those SALSA frames that
could be matched to FrameNet based on identical frame and role labels. Therefore, the
linking does not cover proto-frames that bear labels not contained in FrameNet. Addition-
ally, we compiled a mapping of around 20 frames whose labels changed slightly between
FrameNet release 1.3, the source of the SALSA labels, and FrameNet 1.5 in order to increase
the coverage of the linking. The linking from SALSA to FrameNet can also be used to induce
a role-level linking from SALSA to VerbNet, as shown by the double line in Figure 2.22.

Statistics on the predicate- and role-level links are shown in Table 2.13. There are 3,182
predicate-level alignments to SALSA, 1,828 to PropBank, and 1,530 to VerbNet. The num-
ber of predicate-level alignments between PropBank and VerbNet are particularly large,
because of the fine-grained model of semantic predicates in PropBank: instances of Seman-
ticPredicate in PropBank are equivalent to a word sense in PropBank.

The alignments to FrameNet cover only a quarter of the 1,019 semantic frames in Frame-
Net, which demonstrates the complementary coverage of the resources and the need for
additional predicate argument structure linkings. One option for extending the predicate
argument structure links in UBYFN would be to add the automatically generated linkings
from the Predicate Matrix which provides additional linkings between FrameNet, VerbNet,
and PropBank (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2016).
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VerbNet PropBank SALSA
Predicate Argument Predicate Argument Predicate Argument

FrameNet 1,530 1,054 1,828 - 3,182 2,892
VerbNet - - 19,610 26,634 790 1,145

Table 2.13: Predicate argument structure links in UBYFN .

Summary. In this section, we introduced UBYFN , a large linked lexical knowledge base
centered around FrameNet. It shows a large potential for expanding the coverage of lexical
knowledge bases like FrameNet for English due to a large number of sense-level links to
other LKBs, as shown in Table 2.11 and Table 2.12. The sense-level links in UBYFN also allow
us to connect German word senses with FrameNet frames, effectively creating a German
FrameNet lexicon that covers 5,897 senses in the German Wiktionary. This lexicon covers
755 FrameNet frames, more than other German FrameNet resources, see also Table 2.8.

UBYFN makes use of the extended UBY-LMF model by integrating predicate argument
structure links from SemLink, and providing cross-language predicate argument structure
links between FrameNet and SALSA. As a result, it is the first resource that connects a
German lexical knowledge base with VerbNet roles, offering new possibilities of semantic
analysis for the German language.

UBYFN can easily be extended by additional LKBs and alignments on the sense and
predicate argument structure level. The resource integration on the level of predicate ar-
gument structure could be improved in further work, effectively increasing the coverage
of SemLink. An option would be to incorporate additional automatically created predi-
cate argument structure links from the Predicate Matrix (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2016). The
fine-grained model of predicate argument structure alignments in UBY-LMF allows us to
distinguish between reliable expert-created alignments and automatic ones, for instance
using the latter as a back-off solution when the former are not available.

We publish UBYFN in accordance with the licenses of the contained lexical knowledge
bases. Details on the resource download are provided in Appendix A.

2.9 Summary of Chapter 2
In this chapter, we discussed the coverage bottleneck for frame-semantic resources and
suggest large-scale resource integration on the sense and semantic role level as a solution.
FrameNet has been in development for many years, but the coverage problems still per-
sist for the English FrameNet, the largest frame-semantic resource available; they are even
more severe for other, lower-resourced languages. We address this problem by integrating
FrameNet in a large network of linked lexical knowledge bases, creating the linked lexical
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knowledge base UBYFN centered around FrameNet. Therefore, we first describe existing
resource linkings that we use as the input for the large-scale integration.

We then propose an automatic method for extending FrameNet and translating it to
other languages. It is a simple, but effective approach that uses the English Wiktionary as
an interlingual representation, and as the basis for the creation of FrameNet-like resources
for other languages. We validate our approach on the language pair English-German and
discuss the options and requirements for creating FrameNets in further languages.

As part of this work, we created the first sense alignment between FrameNet and the
English Wiktionary. The resulting resource FNWKxx connects FrameNet senses to over
280 languages. The English-German FrameNet lexicon FNWKde is a sense-disambiguated
version of FNWKxx for German. FNWKde competes with manually created resources, as
shown by a comparison to the SALSA corpus.

Standardization enables an efficient access to the various types of lexical-semantic in-
formation encoded in the linked lexical knowledge bases. To enable efficient access to
linked lexical knowledge bases linked on the level of word sense and semantic predicate
argument structure, we presented our contributions to the modeling and standardization
of linked lexical knowledge bases. Our specific contribution is twofold: we present a UBY-
LMFmodel for lexical knowledge bases that contain semantic predicate argument structure,
like FrameNet, and develop an extension of UBY-LMF to model predicate argument struc-
ture links. We also introduce the large linked lexical knowledge base UBYFN that results
from the integration and standardization of various lexical knowledge bases.

The main contributions of this chapter are:

• Contributions to UBY-LMF: the model of FrameNet in UBY-LMF, and extending UBY-
LMF to model predicate argument structure links. This includes the development of
methods for the conversion of the sense and predicate argument structure alignments
to UBY and API methods for accessing them.

• A novel two-step approach to bootstrap FrameNet resources in various languages us-
ing Wiktionary as an interlingual connection that results in the first sense alignment
between FrameNet and Wiktionary.

• The created resources: the sense alignment gold standard between FrameNet and the
English Wiktionary, and the linked lexical knowledge bases FNWKxx, FNWKde, and
UBYFN , see also Appendix A.

The next chapter will introduce a method that uses the linked lexical knowledge base
presented in this chapter to benefit FrameNet semantic role labeling for the automatic gen-
eration of frame- and role-labeled training data.
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Chapter 3

Knowledge-based Supervision
for Semantic Role Labeling

The linking of lexical knowledge bases is not an end in itself. The goal is to use them
to the benefit of NLP, which raises the main research question of this chapter: in which
way can linked lexical knowledge bases be used to enhance NLP tasks such as semantic
role labeling? While previous work used linked lexical knowledge bases for word sense
disambiguation (Ponzetto and Navigli, 2010; Cholakov et al., 2014), or entity linking for
information extraction (Moro et al., 2014), we study the novel question of using them for
the complex task of training data generation for SRL.

In this chapter, we present DistantSRL, a new knowledge-based method for the auto-
matic generation of frame- and role-labeled data: linked lexical knowledge bases are used
to automatically label training data for semantic role labeling following the paradigm of
distant supervision (Mintz et al., 2009). The method consists of two stages: first generat-
ing frame labels, which corresponds to a word sense disambiguation task, and second the
generation of role labels on the frame-labeled data.

This new method has the potential to generate training data for any language for which
a suitable LLKB exists. We evaluate it for two languages, English and German, in order
to prove that it generalizes to other languages besides English. The approach is applied
to verbal predicates, which are particularly important for semantic role labeling, but can
also be extended to other parts-of-speech. Furthermore, it is easily extensible by linking
additional lexical knowledge bases and can also be applied to other role schemata such
as VerbNet or PropBank, or related semantic tasks like event extraction (Kim et al., 2009),
or template-based information extraction (Sundheim, 1991). Experiments for the task of
frame identification and role classification show that the generated training data are of
high quality and complement the FrameNet fulltext corpus.
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An alternative to using knowledge bases for the automatic generation of training data
is to use annotated corpora as the information source. It is important to note the distinc-
tion between knowledge-based and corpus-based approaches: purely knowledge-based ap-
proaches do not use annotated corpora, and corpus-based approaches typically ignore the
wealth of lexical-semantic information encoded in knowledge bases.

Our distant supervision-based approach creates datawith different properties than other
approaches to training data generation for semantic role labeling, e.g., annotation projec-
tion (Fürstenau and Lapata, 2012), because it labels data sparsely and creates noisily labeled
data. The extrinsic evaluation in the tasks of frame identification and role classification
shows that DistantSRL nevertheless generates high quality training data.

To further prove the usefulness of our approach to semantic role labeling, we use the
automatically labeled corpus for English to train the open-source semantic role labeling
system SEMAFOR. We evaluate the system on a diverse set of test sets. The results prove
that our training data are of high quality: training SEMAFOR frame identification on our
data results in slightly lower frame identification scores compared to SEMAFOR for three
out of four test sets, but to improvements for the MASC test set. Combining the FrameNet
fulltext training set with our data results in statistically significant improvements for the
MASC test set. The results for role labeling are similar: training the SEMAFOR role labeling
component on our data also results in lower, but reasonable scores for most test sets, but
to improvements for the MASC test set.

We furthermore provide a detailed discussion of training data generation in the context
of state-of-the-art semantic role labeling, and discuss previous work on using (linked) lex-
ical knowledge bases in the context of semantic role labeling. In contrast to our approach,
other recent approaches that integrate information from LLKBs directly into a SRL system
did not report improved performance (Kshirsagar et al., 2015).

In the next section, we provide an overview ofDistantSRL, our knowledge-basedmethod
for training data generation. It is followed by a discussion of related work and the applica-
tion and experimental evaluation of DistantSRL. The chapter concludes with experiments
on training SEMAFOR with our automatically labeled corpora, and a discussion section.

3.1 Knowledge-based Training Data Generation
with DistantSRL

This section introduces a novel method for training data generation for SRL using LLKBs
called DistantSRL. It uses knowledge-based distant supervision for the sparse labeling of
large amounts of unlabeled web texts. Because of the sparse labeling, it requires a very
large corpus to yield a sufficient number of training instances.
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Figure 3.1: Overview of DistantSRL: automatic training data generation.

The sparse labeling is similar to annotation projection, a corpus-based method that
projects frame and role labels from labeled to unlabeled corpora (Fürstenau and Lapata,
2012), but instead of using labeled sentences as information source for transferring frame
and role labels, DistantSRL uses information from a set of LLKBs centered around Frame-
Net. It makes minimal use of frame- and role-labeled corpora. Therefore, it is appropriate
for languages for which LLKBs around FrameNet have been developed or can be inferred
automatically, e.g., using the approach introduced in Chapter 2, but which do not possess
sufficiently large role-labeled corpora to train SRL systems. This applies, for instance, to
German, Spanish, or Japanese. We apply our approach to English and German to show that
it generalizes to several languages.

Unlike bootstrapping approaches, which create labels iteratively, DistantSRL labels large
amounts of data in a single labeling run. This procedure is more efficient, in particular when
applied to large-scale corpora, and avoids semantic drift that has been reported for boot-
strapping approaches (Curran et al., 2007). Semantic drift refers to the problem that the
results of bootstrapping diverge slightly from the input seed with each iteration, leading to
the selection of unrelated instances after several iterations.

In contrast to corpus-based approaches (Fürstenau and Lapata, 2012; Exner et al., 2015),
DistantSRL does not require frame- and role-labeled corpora. Instead it uses information
from the linked lexical knowledge base UBYFN centered around FrameNet for English and
around SALSA for German.

Figure 3.1 shows the two labeling stages of DistantSRL. They follow the succession of
frame and role labeling that has become standard for FrameNet SRL: in the first stage, Stage
1, we transfer sense labels to the unlabeled corpus. In the second stage, Stage 2 , we expand
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the sense-labeled data to role-labeled data. Both labeling stages use large-scale corpora and
LLKBs as knowledge sources. The first stage, uses large web corpora from WaCky (Baroni
et al., 2009) and the linked lexical knowledge base UBYFN presented in Section 2.8. More
specifically, it uses the linked FrameNet, WordNet, Wiktionary and WordNet for English;
for German, it uses an LLKB consisting of SALSA and the German Wiktionary. The first
stage is presented in detail in Section 3.1.2. The second stage, see Section 3.1.3, uses the
sense labeled corpus from the first stage and the sense- and role-level links in SemLink
(Bonial et al., 2013) as introduced in Section 2.3.1.

We evaluate DistantSRL extrinsically in two different setups. The first setup separately
evaluates Stage 1 and Stage 2: it evaluates Stage 1 in a frame disambiguation task (FrameId,
cf. Equation 1.1) and Stage 2 in a role classification task (RoleC, cf. Equation 1.3) on four
FrameNet-labeled test sets fromdifferent domains. This evaluation proves that the proposed
approach creates high-quality training data for the different stages of FrameNet SRL.

The second evaluation setup aims to show that the resulting corpora are also useful in
a standard SRL setup: we use the automatically labeled corpora to train an open-source
SRL system, SEMAFOR 3.0 (Das et al., 2014), and evaluate the resulting system on the test
sets. We use SEMAFOR, because it is the most advanced open-source FrameNet SRL system
available to date. For a long time, it was the state-of-the-art SRL system, and it has only
recently been superseded by systems based on deep-learning (Hermann et al., 2014; FitzGer-
ald et al., 2015). Most of the results described in this section were previously published in
a journal article by Hartmann et al. (2016).

The next sections first introduce the two stages of DistantSRL in detail, and then present
the application of DistantSRL to English and German, including the extrinsic evaluation.

3.1.1 Formalization

As a semi-supervised approach for the automatic labeling of FrameNet senses and roles,
DistantSRL can be formalized as a knowledge-based label transfer approach (Pan and Yang,
2010). The following formalization is a citation from Hartmann et al. (2016), page 199:

“Given a set X of seed instances derived from knowledge sources and a label space
Y , a set of labeled seed instances consists of pairs {xi, yi}, where xi ∈ X , and yi ∈ Y ;
i = 1,… , n. For an unlabeled instance uj ∈ U , j = 1,… ,m, where U is a large
corpus and U ∩ X = Ø, we employ label transfer from {xi, yi} to uj based on a
common representation rxi and ruj using a matching criterion c. The label yi is
transferred to uj if c is met.

For the creation of sense labeled data, we perform pattern-based labeling, where
Y is the set of sense labels, rxi and ruj are sense patterns generated from corpus
instances and from LKBs including sense-level links, and c considers the similarity
of the patterns based on a similarity metric.
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Figure 3.2: Example: results of Step 1A – seed patterns.

We create role-labeled data with rule-based labeling where Y is the set of role
labels, rxi and ruj are attribute representations of roles using syntactic and semantic
attributes. Attribute representations are derived from parsed corpus instances and
from linguistic knowledge, also including role-level links from LKBs; here, c is
fulfilled if the attribute representations match.”

In the next two subsections, we introduce the methods for knowledge-based sense la-
beling and knowledge-based semantic role labeling in detail.

3.1.2 Knowledge-based Sense Labeling

This section introduces our method for knowledge-based label transfer of FrameNet word
sense information, i.e., FrameNet frame labels, referred to as Stage 1 Sense Label Transfer in
Figure 3.1. It extends the methodology by Cholakov et al. (2014), who exploit sense-level
information from UBY for the automatic sense-labeling of corpora with verb senses from
WordNet, in two ways: first, it provides an adaptation to FrameNet frames, and second,
and more importantly, it adds a precision-enhancing discriminative filter that improves the
quality of the resulting sense-labeled corpus.

The enhanced method consists of three steps: Step 1A extracts lexico-semantic patterns
called seed patterns for the target word sense inventory from the LLKBs in UBYFN ; the new
Step 1B applies a discriminating filter to the seed patterns; Step 1C compares the filtered
seed patterns to the same type of patterns in a large corpus and transfers the sense labels
to similar corpus instances. Step 1A and Step 1C follow the model of Cholakov et al. (2014),
but Step 1B extends their approach significantly, aiming to increase the precision of the
sense label transfer.

Step 1A: seed pattern extraction. Step 1A extracts a set of lexico-semantic patterns called
seed patterns from the sense examples in the LLKBs. Cholakov et al. (2014) propose two
types of patterns: lemma sense patterns (LSPs) consist of the target verb lemma and the lem-
mas surrounding it in a context window of size w . Abstract sense patterns (ASPs) present
a stronger generalization from the surface form: they consist of the target verb lemma and
rule-based generalization of context words in a context window of sizew . More specifically,
the following generalizations are applied: (i) words with selected parts-of-speech, e.g.,
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of Step 1B: seed pattern filtering. Colored boxes represent seed patterns,
each column represents a seed sense for the same lemma. Patterns across senses whose similarity
exceeds threshold f are discarded.

verbs, adjectives, and prepositions, are replaced by their part-of-speech tag, (ii) nouns and
named-entity tags are replaced by noun classes as given by their WordNet semantic fields,
and (iii) a predefined set of function words is kept as part of the pattern, others are deleted.
The full lists of part-of-speech tags and function words provided by Cholakov et al. (2014)
can be obtained here: https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/sense-labelling-resources/

verb-sense-labelling/.
Following Cholakov et al. (2014), we create the patterns for VerbNet in a slightly differ-

ent way: VerbNet does not provide example sentences for all word senses, instead it con-
tains prototypical examples for each VerbNet class. So it does not easily lend itself to the
generation of LSPs, which are omitted for VerbNet. For the generation of ASP patterns,
we use information on the semantic predicate argument structure and syntactic frames in
VerbNet. They provide information on the selectional preferences of arguments, which is
used to derive the semantic field labels, and information on word order and prepositions.

The example in Figure 3.2 shows an LSP and an ASP pattern for the FrameNet sense
Feeling of the verb feel in the sense example “He felt no sense of guilt in the betrayal of
personal confidence” .

The example shows that ASPs provide a larger level of abstraction. As a consequence,
they generalize to a larger number of contexts and serve to identify productively used verb
senses, LSPs on the other hand serve to identify lexicalized, fixed constructions, for instance
multiword expressions such as carry out or wrap up .

Step 1A introduces a single variable parameter: the size of the context window w . In
our experiments, we follow the suggestion by Cholakov et al. (2014) and set the window
size to 7 for LSPs and to 5 for ASPs.

Step 1B: seed pattern filtering. Thehigh generalization abilities of the patterns in Step 1A
ensure high recall in matching the seed patterns (see Step 1C below). But these properties
also constitute a serious drawback of Cholakov et al. (2014)’s method: Step 1A extracts a
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certain number of very similar (or even identical) seed patterns for different senses. Such
seed patterns are not able to discriminate well between different senses and may lead to
additional noise in the sense-labeled data. The precision of the sense labeling approach
suffers. To increase the precision of the sense labeling, we developed an optional discrimi-
nating filter on the seed patterns that is applied after Step 1A.

The intuition behind the discriminating filter is the following: some of the ASP and LSP
patterns which we extract from the seed instances discriminate better between senses than
others; i.e., if the same or a very similar pattern is extracted for sense wi and sense wj of a
word w , i, j ∈ (1,… , n), n=number of senses of w , i ≠ j, this pattern does not discriminate
well, and should not be used when labeling new senses.

We filter the ASP and LSP patterns by comparing each pattern for sense wi to the
patterns of all the other senses wj , i ≠ j using the similarity metric sim introduced in Equa-
tion 3.1 below; if we find two patterns wi, wj whose similarity score exceeds a filtering
threshold f , we greedily discard them both. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.3 and
formalized as follows:

For a given lemma L with k senses l1, ..., lk , we extract k sets of seed patterns S1, ...Sk
for each sense. These build the set of seed patterns SL for lemma L, i.e., SL = {S1, ..., Sk}.
Each Sj is a set of seed patterns for a sense of L and consists of a different number v of
seed patterns, i.e., |Sj | = v . For each pair of pattern sets (Si, Sj) ∈ SL such that i ≠ j, with
|Si | = u and |Sj | = v , we compare all pairs of patterns (pi,x , pj,y) ∈ Si × Sj , where Si × Sj =
{pi,x , pj,y | pi,x ∈ Si & x ∈ (1...u) & pj,y ∈ Sj & y ∈ (1...v)}. We discard pi,x and pj,y if sim(pi,x ,
pj,y) is larger than a threshold f .

The filtering may increase precision at the cost of recall, because it reduces the number
of seed patterns. Sincewe use the approach on large corpora, we still expect sufficient recall.
Our results show that the application of the discriminating filter improves the quality of
the automatically labeled corpus.

Essentially, the discriminating filter in Step 1B integrates the goal of capturing sense
distinctions into the sense label transfer. The same goal is pursued by Corpus Analysis
Patterns (CPA patterns, Hanks (2013)), which have been created to capture sense distinc-
tions in word usage by combining argument structures, collocations and an ontology of
semantic types for arguments. In contrast to our fully automatic approach, developing
CPA patterns based on corpus evidence originally was a lexicographic effort. Now, there
are first efforts at creating CPA patterns automatically in a SemEval shared task (Baisa et al.,
2015). The example in Figure 3.4 contrasts two ASP patterns to a CPA pattern from Popescu
et al. (2014) for the verb abandon .

The abstract ASP patterns look similar to CPA-patterns, as they also abstract argument
fillers, the words that fill an argument position, to semantic classes and preserve certain
function words. [[Human]] | [[Institution]] in the CPA pattern matches person in the ASP
patterns, [[Activity]] | [[Plan]] matches communication and cognition .
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Figure 3.4: Contrasting ASP patterns to CPA patterns.

Step 1B introduces a single variable parameter f , the filtering threshold. We determine
this parameter using extrinsic evaluation on a held-out set from the FrameNet corpus.

Step 1C: sense label transfer. To transfer sense labels from the filtered seed patterns to
a large, unlabeled corpus C , Step 1A is applied to all sentences cj from C which contain a
target verb from the seed patterns, leading to corpus patterns pcj . For every sentence cj , the
extracted patterns pcj are compared to the labeled seed patterns using a similarity metric.

The similarity metric sim ∈ [0..1] proposed by Cholakov et al. (2014) is based on Dice’s
coefficient and considers the common n-grams between two sense patterns, n = 2,… , 4:

sim(rxi , ruj ) =

4
∑
n=2

|Gn(p1) ∩ Gn(p2)| ⋅ n

normw
(3.1)

where w >= 1 is the size of the window around the target verb, Gn(pi), i ∈ {1, 2} is the set of
n-grams occurring in rxi and ruj , and normw is the normalization factor defined by the sum
of the maximum number of common n-grams in the window w . Using n-grams instead
of unigrams takes word order into account, which is particularly important for identifying
verb senses, as their syntactic and semantic properties often correlate.

The most similar seed pattern whose similarity exceeds a threshold t is used to label cj .
In practice, there often are several (equally similar) most similar seed patterns. This may
lead to a set of acceptable sense labels for cj . In this case, a single sense label is selected
randomly from the set. To ensure high precision, LSPs get precedence over ASPs whenever
an LSP and an ASP receive the same similarity score, i.e., in this case the sense label from
the LSP is used to label cj .

The following example illustrates Step 1C: we extract an LSP and an ASP from the un-
labeled sentence “I feel strangely sad and low-spirited today” and the verb feel. The LSP
lp is simply I feel strangely sad and low-spirited today , the ASP p is PP feel JJ JJ time . These
patterns are compared to the seed patterns, and based on the most similar ASP, the sentence
is labeled with the sense label Feeling . To illustrate this process, we show a sample of seed
ASP patterns that are compared to p and the corresponding similarity scores in Figure 3.5.
In the figure, the pattern with the highest score is selected for label transfer, and its sense
label (Feeling ) is assigned to the example sentence.
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Figure 3.5: Example: Step 1C – sense label transfer.

Step 1C introduces three variable parameters, namely n-gram size n for the similarity
metric, window size w and threshold t . We follow Cholakov et al. (2014) in setting n to
4 and w to 7 and determine the appropriate threshold t for our problem using extrinsic
evaluation on a held-out set from the FrameNet fulltext corpus.

This concludes the introduction of Stage 1, the sense label transfer stage of our ap-
proach. The next section introduces Stage 2, the role label transfer, which uses the results
of the sense label transfer. Note that this approach leads to a sparse labeling of the unla-
beled corpus C , since many unlabeled sentences will be discarded because their similarity
to the seed patterns is too low. This effect is enhanced by the seed pattern filtering in
Step 1B. The sparse labeling does not pose a problem for training data generation, because
our approach scales to very large corpora. It only requires shallow preprocessing, e.g., to-
kenization, lemmatization, POS-tagging, named-entity recognition, and semantic tagging
withWordNet semantic fields. Using very large unlabeled corpora, we can obtain sufficient
recall to train a frame identification system, as shown in Section 3.4.2, which describes the
application of Stage 1 to large corpora and experimental evaluation of the resulting corpora.
Now, we introduce Stage 2 of DistantSRL, the knowledge-based role labeling.

3.1.3 Knowledge-based Role Labeling

This section presents the linguistically informed approach to the automated labeling of
large-scale corpora with FrameNet roles introduced in Hartmann et al. (2016), or Stage 2 in
Figure 3.1.16

This method requires rich linguistic preprocessing, i.e., dependency parsing, and uses
sense- and role-level links in the LLKB SemLink. It uses the result of Stage 1, a large sense-
labeled corpus, as input for automatic role label transfer. Otherwise, it only uses infor-
mation from LLKBs, specifically VerbNet and SemLink, and does not rely on existing role-
labeled corpora. The role label transfer consists of two steps, first the automatic, redundant
labeling with VerbNet roles, and second translating the VerbNet roles to FrameNet.
16This section presents joint work. The approach for knowledge-based role labeling presented in this subsec-
tion was mainly developed by Dr. Judith Eckle-Kohler, one of the co-authors in Hartmann et al. (2016).
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Figure 3.6: Example: DistantSRL Stage 2 – creating VerbNet and FrameNet roles.

Step 2A: VerbNet role label transfer. In Step 2A, a set of deterministic rules is applied to
label syntactic arguments of the sense-labeled predicate targets from Step 1C with VerbNet
semantic roles. The precision-oriented rules use only information from the LKB VerbNet
and build on the results of linguistic preprocessing. The approach is based on a compact list
of 28 role labels from VerbNet release 3.2. Thus, a set of rules is an efficient way to generate
VerbNet role labels on text; it took an expert three days to develop the rules, using a sample
of the VerbNet annotations on PropBank from SemLink as a development set.

The preprocessing, performed using components from DKPro Core (Eckart de Castilho
and Gurevych, 2014), includes lemmatization, POS-tagging, named-entity recognition, de-
pendency parsing with the Stanford Parser (De Marneffe et al., 2006), and semantic tagging
with WordNet semantic fields. For the semantic tagging, the most-frequent-sense heuristic
is used, i.e., the semantic field associated with the most frequent sense for a target word is
selected. This strategy works well for the coarse-grained semantic types represented in the
WordNet semantic fields. Named-entity tags are also mapped to the semantic fields.

The approach uses the output of the dependency parser to identify the syntactic argu-
ments of the predicate targets as the dependents of the predicate in the dependency graph.
The argument phrases are represented by their syntactic heads. Argument spans are de-
rived by computing the yield of the head of the argument phrase, i.e., collecting all the
dependent words.

A chain of hierarchically organized rules is applied to the argument heads. For English,
there are in total 57 rules. For German, there are 26 rules, which were adapted from the
English rules. The rules consume the dependency label in combination with named-entity
tags or semantic fields of the argument head, the governing predicate, or both. An example
rule is: annotate the role Experiencer for the dependency nsubj if the governor’s semantic
field is perception or emotion , otherwise annotate the role Agent . This leads to the annota-
tion of I with the Experiencer role in the example I feelFeeling strangely sad and low-spirited
today . An example of a rule that uses semantic field information is the following: the
dependency prep_with triggers the annotation of the role Instrument if the dependent is
neither labeled with the semantic field person , nor with group .

For each argument candidate, the rules are applied sequentially. The rule-chain first
assigns the roles Location and Time to arguments which are tagged as a location or labeled
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with the semantic field value time . Then the other roles are annotated. Often, it is not
possible to determine a single VerbNet role based on the available linguistic information.
Of the 57 rules, 32 assign one role, 5 assign two roles, and 20 assign three roles. The dis-
tinction between Theme and Co-Theme , for instance, cannot be made, because it relies on
information that is not available to the system, e.g., it first needs to know that there are two
arguments that qualify for the Theme role and second needs to decide which of the two is
more salient and thus receives the Theme label. In this case, multiple roles are annotated
and transferred to the subsequent Step 2B, where some of them can be disambiguated us-
ing the VerbNet–FrameNet mapping in SemLink. The example in Figure 3.6 shows semantic
arguments annotated with multiple VerbNet roles for the previously introduced example
sentence “I feel strangely sad and low-spirited today” . The full set of rules for Step 2A is
documented here: www.ukp.informatik.tu-darmstadt.de/knowledge-based-srl/.

Step 2B: mapping to FrameNet roles via SemLink. In Step 2B the VerbNet roles from
Step 1A are mapped to FrameNet roles using a) information on the FrameNet sense label
and b) sense- and role-level links between VerbNet and FrameNet in UBYFN stemming from
SemLink: the frame label filters the available role-level mappings. Admissible role linkings
are those for the VerbNet senses with the given lemma that are linked to the given FrameNet
sense in SemLink. The VerbNet role label resulting from Step 1A is translated to a FrameNet
role label based on those linkings.

The information on the FrameNet frame label thereby constrains the one-to-many map-
ping of the VerbNet roles to the fine-grained FrameNet roles. The VerbNet role Agent , for
instance, is linked to a large number of different FrameNet roles across frames, for instance
Speaker for the frame Request and Cause for the frame Inhibit_movement .

Figure 3.7 shows an example mapping from SemLink for the verb feel . Applying this
mapping leads to the annotation of two FrameNet roles in the example sentence “I feel
strangely sad and low-spirited today” . The predicate feel has already received the frame
label Feeling in Stage 1, so the VerbNet labels {Experiencer, Pivot } assigned to I in Step 2A
are mapped to the FrameNet role Experiencer , as shown in Figure 3.6.

In many cases, the mapping step leads to the assignment of unique FrameNet role la-
bels. There is, however, a proportion of instances for which the mapping step leads to the
annotation of multiple FrameNet roles. Examples for set labels are Interlocutor_1 and In-
terlocutor_2 for the Discussion frame, or Agent and Cause for the Damaging frame. The
distinction between the two Interlocutor roles is somewhat arbitrary, while further disam-
biguation may be desired for the distinction between Agent and Cause .

The example in Figure 3.8 shows corpus instances created with DistantSRL that contain
multiple FrameNet roles. We create set-valued role labels for these instances, for instance
{Agent, Cause } or {Theme, Co-Theme }.
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Figure 3.7: Example: SemLink predicate and role mappings for the verb feel .

Asmentioned above, it should be possible to reduce some of the set-valued role labels to
single labels in an additional disambiguation step. This could be done by taking additional
information into account, for instance information on the semantic type of the role filler,
e.g., whether the word that fills the role slot has agentive properties like being sentient .
Such information has also been added to the VerbNet lexicon in the shape of properties
associated with role labels, e.g., Agent[+animate|+organization] , and could be derived from
the VerbNet lexicon in UBYFN , but it is not included in SemLink.

The SemLink mapping is not complete, i.e., it does not cover all predicates and roles in
VerbNet and FrameNet. It covers 58% of the verb lemmas in FrameNet, 49% of the FrameNet
frame labels, and 27% of the fine-grained FrameNet role labels.

Because of this, the mapping in Step 2B results in partially labeled data. This means
that a sentence may contain only a single predicate-role pair, even though other arguments
of the predicate are present and have been labeled with a VerbNet role. The experiments
in Section 3.4 below show that we can train semantic role classifiers successfully on the
partially labeled data we create with DistantSRL.

Intrinsic evaluation of Step 2A and Step 2B. In Hartmann et al. (2016) we evaluated Step
2A and Step 2B intrinsically on held-out sets to confirm their quality. Step 2A was eval-
uated on a test sample of VerbNet annotations on PropBank. For Step 2A, the percentage
of correctly annotated roles among all annotated roles is 96.8% under the condition that
instances labeled with multiple roles are considered correct if the set of roles contains the
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Figure 3.8: Example: DistantSRL Step 2B – corpus instances with multiple roles.

gold label. The percentage of instances where a rule assigns at least one role was 77.4%.
This makes the approach a high-precision approach, with sufficient recall.

Step 2B was evaluated on the FrameNet fulltext test set; the precision, i.e., the percent-
age of correctly annotated roles among all annotated roles, is 76.47%, again instances with
multiple labels are considered correct if they contain the gold label.

This concludes our introduction of DistantSRL. In the next subsection, we elaborate how
DistantSRL implements the paradigm of distant supervision, and discuss the advantages of
distant supervision in comparison to relatedmethods such as bootstrapping or self-training.

3.1.4 Distant Supervision

The approach for training data generation using lexical knowledge bases introduced in this
chapter implements the paradigm of distant supervision . Distant supervision is a type of
semi-supervised learning that has been introduced byMintz et al. (2009) for relation extrac-
tion. The general principle in distant supervision is to align unlabeled text to a knowledge
base using a simple and efficient matching strategy. Based on this alignment, information
from the knowledge base, for instance on relation labels, can be transferred to the text and
serve as labels for supervised learning.

In Mintz et al. (2009), the matching strategy is to identify two named-entities that take
part in a relation r from the knowledge base Freebase in unlabeled text. This is also called
entity matching . Then the relation label r is transferred from the knowledge base to the
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instances in the text. Thus, the unlabeled text is then labeled as an instance of relation r ,
and can be used to train a classifier for relation identification.

The two stages of DistantSRL implement the distant supervision paradigm as follows:
the formalization of DistantSRL in Section 3.1.1 referred to the matching strategy as match-
ing criterion c . For Stage 1 of DistantSRL, the matching criterion c is the similarity-based
matching of seed patterns from the LLKB to similar patterns extracted from the unlabeled
corpus. For Stage 2, the matching criterion c is the equality of attribute representations de-
rived from linguistic knowledge in the LLKB (encoded as rules) to attribute representations
extracted from the unlabeled corpus.

Distant supervision implements a transductive learning setup (Zhu and Goldberg, 2009).
In transductive learning, unlabeled data are labeled with the aim to generate additional
training data. In contrast, a system based on inductive learning is used to label test data di-
rectly. This terminology is important to distinguishDistantSRL from alternative approaches
to knowledge-based SRL introduced in Section 3.2.

Relation to bootstrapping and self-training. Distant supervision tries to remedy some
of the disadvantages of other semi-supervised approaches such as bootstrapping. Boot-
strapping approaches use a small number of instances and a supervised classifier or a set
of heuristics to label data in several iterations. Yarowsky (1995) introduced bootstrapping
for word sense disambiguation. If a sufficient number of labeled instances to train a su-
pervised system is initially available, the method is also called self-training. Self-training
can be applied in an iterative, bootstrapping setup or in a single run on a large dataset, i.e.,
similar to the distant supervision setup. Bejan (2009), for instance, evaluate self-training
for the frame identification step of SRL and find better results in a single training run as
opposed to multiple iterations.

The iterations in bootstrapping may lead to semantic drift (Curran et al., 2007) and low
precision of the resulting labels. Semantic drift describes the problem that the results of
bootstrapping diverge slightly from the input seed with each iteration, leading to the selec-
tion of unrelated instances after several iterations.

In contrast to iterative approaches, such as bootstrapping and bootstrapping via self-
training, distant supervision avoids semantic drift by creating potentially noisy labels for
large-amounts of data in a single run.

Distant supervision for linguistic categories. Distant supervision has been popular for
the task of relation extraction, but it has hardly been evaluated for tasks like word sense
disambiguation or semantic role labeling.

Exner et al. (2015) focus on the aspect of distant supervision that uses entity match-
ing with subsequent label transfer, with the goal to transfer PropBank semantic role labels
cross-lingually. They do not explicitly align a knowledge base to unlabeled text, but use
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an automatically role-labeled corpus as the source of role labels that get transferred to an
unlabeled corpus in a different language. Specifically, they parse English Wikipedia arti-
cles and label them automatically with PropBank roles. Then they identify named-entities
as Wikipedia entities in the English articles and in the Swedish version of these articles.
The named-entities are mapped to unique Wikidata identifiers (Vrandečić and Krötzsch,
2014). Where occurrences of these named-entities function as fillers of semantic roles in
the English texts, they are used as anchors for the cross-lingual alignment of the sentences:
Swedish sentences with the same named-entities as the English sentences are selected as
targets for the transfer of role labels. Swedish semantic predicates are automatically iden-
tified as the governing verb of the aligned arguments. This procedure is bound to overgen-
erate, therefore the predicate mappings are filtered based on the frequency of the predicate
mapping in the full corpus: Swedish predicates receive their sense according to their most
frequent English counterpart. Then, the automatically labeled Swedish sentences are used
to reconstruct PropBank frame files for Swedish and train a Swedish PropBank-style SRL
system. Since this approach does not rely on mapping text to a knowledge base, which
characterizes distant supervision, it could also be called an instance of cross-lingual an-
notation projection using weakly parallel corpora and cross-lingual alignments based on
named-entity matching.

In our work, we focus on a different aspect of distant supervision which is transfer-
ring information from knowledge bases, specifically linked lexical knowledge bases, to text.
Here, the sources of the mapping are not instances of semantic predicates and role labels,
but representations of these information types in an LLKB. Henceforth, the term distant
supervision is used specifically with this focus in mind.

We already introduced the approach by Cholakov et al. (2014). They propose a dis-
tant supervision strategy for automatic verb sense labeling that uses a lexical knowledge
base. The process of mapping text to a knowledge base is performed based on syntactic-
semantic patterns that are generated from the sense instances in the knowledge base and
then mapped to the same kind of patterns extracted from the unlabeled text. They use this
strategy to label large amounts of data with verb senses from WordNet and show that the
resulting training data improve verb sense disambiguation. We use their work as a starting
point for DistantSRL, a method that implements the paradigm of distant supervision for
the complex task of SRL, creating both frame- and role labeled training data.

In the next sections, we discuss related work in knowledge-based SRL and training data
generation for SRL, starting with research on SRL that uses LKBs in the next section.

3.2 Semantic Role Labeling using Knowledge Bases
There are differentways of using (linked) lexical knowledge bases for SRL. Some approaches,
often explicitly called knowledge-based, aim to create a SRL system directly from the Frame-
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Net lexicon (Shi and Mihalcea, 2004a; Litkowski, 2010). Others attempt to integrate infor-
mation from LLKBs into a supervised SRL system that mainly relies on features extracted
from the role annotations in a labeled corpus, e.g., Burchardt et al. (2005); Johansson and
Nugues (2007b); Pennacchiotti et al. (2008). The goal is to create more robust semantic
role labeling systems, i.e., systems with a larger lexicon coverage than the limited coverage
provided by the FrameNet corpus. This section introduces related work of both kinds.

3.2.1 Knowledge-based Semantic Role Labeling

There are two types of knowledge-based SRL studied in previous work: rule-based semantic
role labeling and bootstrapping approaches .

Shi and Mihalcea (2005, 2004a,b) describe a rule-based system for FrameNet SRL that
builds on the results of syntactic parsing for the rule-based assignment of semantic roles to
syntactic constituents. The role assignment uses rules induced from the FrameNet fulltext
corpus. These rules encode sentence-level features of syntactic realizations of frames; they
are combined with word-level semantic features from WordNet including the countability
of nouns or attribute relations of an adjective indicating which nouns it can modify. Since
the coverage of the induced rules is low, they are complemented by default rules. The
accuracy of this approach for semantic role assignment is reported to be 74.5% on a held-out
set of 350 sentences in Shi and Mihalcea (2004a).

Shi and Mihalcea (2005) also present an early instance of using LLKBs for SRL: the
above-mentioned sense-level linking from WordNet to FrameNet is created manually and
used to derive a semi-automatic linking of VerbNet verbs to FrameNet frames through the
linking of VerbNet senses to WordNet senses provided by VerbNet. They also create a role-
level linking of FrameNet and VerbNet in order to exploit descriptions of selectional prefer-
ences for roles in VerbNet in their system. The linking is based on the syntactic descriptions
of verbs in VerbNet and syntactic information for verbs in FrameNet derived from the role
annotations in the FrameNet corpus. Additionally, selectional preferences in VerbNet are
linked semi-automatically to the WordNet hierarchy. This linking is used to expand role
fillers with their WordNet hypernyms. Shi and Mihalcea (2004a) report that their rule-
based system is more robust after integrating the various linkings.

The approach to knowledge-based semantic role labeling introduced by Litkowski (2010)
does not integrate additional lexical knowledge bases. Litkowski (2010) uses a dictionary
extracted from the annotated sentences in FrameNet17 to recognize and assign semantic
roles. Their semantic role labeling system first performs FrameNet sense disambiguation
and then tries to match syntactic constituents produced by a parser with syntactic patterns
included in a dictionary built from FrameNet fulltext annotations. The system is evaluated

17Note that early versions of FrameNet– before release 1.5 – did not explicitly distinguish between annotated
examples and fulltext corpus.
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on the SemEval-2 task on Linking Events and their Participants in Discourse (Ruppenhofer
et al., 2010b). The evaluation shows very low recall, which is mainly due to the low coverage
of their FrameNet dictionary with regard to syntactic patterns.

Swier and Stevenson (2004, 2005) present a knowledge-based approach to VerbNet se-
mantic role labeling using a bootstrapping strategy, first annotating unambiguous roles for
a verb, then using this to train a probabilistic classifier and annotating more roles in each
iteration. Swier and Stevenson (2005) use a role-level linking of FrameNet to VerbNet to
create development and evaluation datasets for their systems from FrameNet-annotated
data. They consider 16 of the 22 VerbNet roles available at the time. They report that their
approach outperforms more complex bootstrapping models, but does not achieve the per-
formance of the contemporary models trained in supervised fashion on PropBank data.

As already alluded by Swier and Stevenson (2005), knowledge-based semantic role label-
ing systems nowadays do not play a big role in contrast to increasingly complex supervised
semantic role labeling systems.

In section 3.1, we presented our knowledge-based method for FrameNet semantic role
labeling that is, unlikemost of the relatedwork presented above, used in a transductive man-
ner. This means that the knowledge-based method is not used for role labeling directly.
Instead, we use it to generate sparse and noisily labeled training data which can then be
used to train a supervised semantic role labeling system.

Most of the previous work focused on a single lexical knowledge base. If linkings of
knowledge bases were used, e.g., by Shi and Mihalcea (2005), they were specifically tai-
lored to the involved lexical knowledge bases and the developed system. In contrast, the
approach introduced above is able to use sense- and role-level linkings in a generic fash-
ion. Additional sense-level links increase the available seeds for sense labeling, additional
role-level links either increase the role coverage, or – if they introduce a knowledge base
with a role schema – allow us to apply the approach to a new role schema.

3.2.2 Semantic Role Labeling using Linked Lexical Knowledge Bases

In the previous section, we introduced knowledge-based approaches to semantic role label-
ing. Besides this, there are also supervised approaches that make use of additional (linked)
lexical knowledge bases. They typically either target the frame identification or the role
labeling step of semantic role labeling.

Frame identification using LLKBs. Early approaches attempt to increase the FrameNet
lexicon coverage and to improve frame identification using linkings toWordNet: Burchardt
et al. (2005) use an ad-hoc linking to WordNet that is established by WordNet sense dis-
ambiguation of the target word to expand the FrameNet lexicon. Ide (2006) suggests a
WSD-based method to link FrameNet to WordNet that uses a variant of the Lesk algorithm
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(Banerjee and Pedersen, 2003) to assign WordNet senses to FrameNet senses in order to
extend the lexicon coverage for various tasks (including semantic role labeling).

Johansson and Nugues (2007b) train a classifier to label WordNet lemmas (represented
as distributions over their synsets) with frames, thus identifying new lemmas to extend the
FrameNet lexicon. This results in increased recall at slightly reduced precision for FrameNet
semantic role labeling (Johansson and Nugues, 2007a).

Pennacchiotti et al. (2008) also attempt to improve the FrameNet lexicon coverage on
the frame level. They evaluate distributional and WordNet-based approaches of assigning
frames to unseen words of different part-of-speech, e.g., nouns, verbs, and adjectives. The
distributional approach assigns a frame label to an unknown word based on the similar-
ity of a distributional representation of the word to the distributional representation of a
frame which is defined as the set of its lexical units. The distributional representations are
either word-based or syntax-based, i.e., based on dependency triples, or a combination of
both. The WordNet-based approach compares the part-of-speech-specific WordNet sub-
graph of the lexical units of a FrameNet frame to the subgraphs of the possible WordNet
senses of the unknown word, assigning the frame with the overall largest similarity to one
of the WordNet senses. Pennacchiotti et al. (2008) evaluate the accuracy of their frame
assignment method in a leave-one-out cross-validation setup. They report the highest ac-
curacy in frame assignment, 0.52, for the WordNet-based method, but the highest coverage
of 0.95 for the distributional approach. They propose to use the word-based distributional
approach as a back-off for theWordNet-based method, and suggest to use this approach for
tasks like the semi-automatic creation of new FrameNets. TheWordNet-based approach by
Pennacchiotti et al. (2008) works best on nouns. Later, Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) improve
on this approach for verbs, see also Section 3.3.2.

There is also research using other LKBs than WordNet: Tonelli et al. (2013) infer and
use a mapping of FrameNet to Wikipedia for English frame identification. Their main goal
is to bootstrap FrameNet resources in other languages that are linked to Wikipedia articles
via the inter-language links in Wikipedia, as discussed earlier in Section 2.3.1.

For Wikipedia-based frame identification, they apply a word sense disambiguation sys-
tem for Wikipedia senses (defined as Wikipedia entries) to lexicon-based textual represen-
tations of FrameNet predicates to infer a mapping between noun predicates in FrameNet
andWikipedia senses. The textual representations of the FrameNet predicates do not make
use of the example sentences, but only rely on the definition of the frame associated with
the predicate and on the other lexical units available for this frame. This results in a larger
lexicon coverage, as many predicates do not possess example sentences. Combining the
Wikipedia WSD system and the inferred mapping to FrameNet, they create a FrameNet
frame identification system: they assign a Wikipedia sense to a predicate instance and use
the mapping to transfer theWikipedia sense label to FrameNet. The resulting system shows
high precision for seen predicates, i.e., the noun predicates that are part of the mapping.
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The number of seen predicates is, however, small, since the mapping only covers 37% of
the predicates in FrameNet. By extending the mapping, i.e., by linking additional Wiki-
pedia senses to the senses in the mapping, they can increase the recall for unseen noun
predicates compared to SEMAFOR. The main disadvantage of the approach by Tonelli et al.
(2013) is that it acquires only noun predicates, due to the noun-centric nature of Wikipedia.
As such, their approach is complementary to our method that is focused on verbs.

Giuglea and Moschitti (2006) compile a semi-automatic mapping between FrameNet
frames and Intersective Levin Classes (ILC, Dang et al. (1998)), which are also used in Verb-
Net, using a manually created role mapping between FrameNet and VerbNet. After manual
correction of the mapping, they replace FrameNet frames by the ILC classes for sense dis-
ambiguation and use the PropBank corpus labeled with VerbNet classes and the FrameNet
corpus with the ILC labels as extended training data, finding that using ILC labels instead of
FrameNet frames results in similar SRL performance at potentially larger lexicon coverage.

Das and Smith (2011) also target the frame identification step. They use an automatically
created lexical resource, Lin’s distributional thesaurus (Lin, 1998), as well as the FrameNet
1.5 example sentences and FrameNet fulltext training set to enhance the FrameNet frame
coverage of the SEMAFOR semantic role labeling system. They create a graph that inte-
grates FrameNet lexical units and words from the thesaurus and use graph propagation
to transfer distributions over frame labels to new lemmas in the graph. Integrated into
the SEMAFOR semantic role labeling system, their strategy improves frame identification
accuracy on the FrameNet fulltext test set by 15.7% for unseen words. They also report
that the self-training baseline, adding over 700,000 annotated instances gathered from run-
ning SEMAFOR on 70,000 sentences of the Gigaword corpus, shows worse results than the
standard frame identification of SEMAFOR.

Beyond the graph propagation method described above, SEMAFOR includes knowledge
base information in the following ways: FrameNet example sentences are also used in the
construction of features for the frame identification step. Argument relations in FrameNet,
for instance excludes or requires , are encoded as constraints in the collective argument
identification method by Das et al. (2014).

Role labeling using LLKBs. The related work introduced above focused on the frame dis-
ambiguation task, but there is also work addressing the role labeling part of semantic role
labeling: Matsubayashi et al. (2009) present a method of feature expansion that adds fea-
tures based on four different categories, (a) the frame and role hierarchy, i.e., exploiting
frame relations, (b) common role labels between frames, (c) semantic types of role fillers,
and (d) commonmappings of roles to VerbNet roles in SemLink. Their goal is to exploit gen-
eralization between different roles in FrameNet to overcome training data sparsity. Their
approach increases role classification F1 by 7.42% with the largest improvements for roles
with only few training instances. They report best results from combining all available
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categories of feature expansion, with strongest improvements from the common role la-
bels. The benefit of the SemLink integration is reported to be negligible because of the low
coverage of the VerbNet–FrameNet linking at the time.

Kshirsagar et al. (2015) attempt to employ the sense examples and the frame hierarchy
from the FrameNet lexicon and SemLink to improve the role labeling of FrameNet seman-
tic role labeling. They did not find improvements when using SemLink, therefore, they
only briefly report on their experiments: they used SemLink to translate the PropBank role
labels in the SemLink corpus to FrameNet and added them as additional training data to
SEMAFOR, but found that this strategy hurt role labeling performance. They credit this to
the low SemLink coverage and errors in SemLink, which might be amplified by the use of
a transitive linking, namely from PropBank to FrameNet via VerbNet.

They are more successful when including additional information from the FrameNet
knowledge base to role labeling: they employ domain adaptation techniques to augment
the feature space extracted from the FrameNet training set with features from the sense
examples, increasing role labeling F1 by 3% compared to the baseline system SEMAFOR.
Second, they exploit the FrameNet hierarchy, i.e., frame relations like inheritance and sub-
frame , to augment the feature space with information from related frames – similar to
Matsubayashi et al. (2009).

Kshirsagar et al. (2015) additionally use features from PropBank semantic role labeling
as guide features for FrameNet, making indirect use of the PropBank corpus. The results
of their best system speak in favor of exploiting the FrameNet knowledge base: in this
setup, they combine the use of example sentences and the FrameNet hierarchy for feature
augmentation. They only evaluate on the FrameNet fulltext test set, which has become the
default for the evaluation of FrameNet SRL.

Summary. Methods that have been used to improve FrameNet semantic role labeling with
additional information from lexical knowledge bases are a) linkings to WordNet or other
resources to increase frame coverage and thus frame identification performance, and b) fea-
ture expansion based on the FrameNet hierarchy for role labeling improvements. LLKBs
like SemLink have been utilized, but they do not contribute much to the performance (Mat-
subayashi et al., 2009) or are even detrimental (Kshirsagar et al., 2015). It seems that the
potential of lexical knowledge bases could not be exploited due to a lack in coverage or
quality of those resources.

In this work, we successfully use LLKBs for the generation of frame- and role-labeled
training data. To provide background on training data generation for SRL, we introduce
previous work in this area in the next section.
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3.3 Generating Training Data for Semantic Role Labeling
The lack of training data is frequently mentioned as one of the main obstacles to increased
performance and the widespread use of FrameNet semantic role labeling (Das et al., 2014;
FitzGerald et al., 2015). This lack has motivated work in automatically generating labeled
training data for frame identification and role labeling. One of the main contributions of
this work is amethod for generating FrameNet-labeled training data using supervision from
linked lexical knowledge bases. Since the frame identification step of SRL is basically a
word sense disambiguation task, this section introduces previous work in generating sense-
and role-labeled training data.

3.3.1 Generating Training Data for Word Sense Disambiguation

Most previous work on automatically sense-labeling corpora for word sense disambigua-
tion focused on nouns and used WordNet as a sense inventory, e.g., Leacock et al. (1998),
Mihalcea and Moldovan (1999), Martinez (2008), Duan and Yates (2010). Verbs are particu-
larly important for SRL, and harder to disambiguate than nouns, because they are typically
more polysemous. Therefore, our training data generation method targets verbs, and we
primarily discuss methods targeting verbs in this subsection.

The methods for using knowledge bases to enhance FrameNet frame identification in-
troduced in Section 3.2.2 could be used as methods for training data generation, but most
of them are explored in an inductive setup, i.e., they are applied to SRL directly, not as a
method for generating training data for a supervised system.

Related work on generating sense-labeled data for verbs focused on WordNet (Kübler
and Zhekova, 2009; Cholakov et al., 2014). Kübler and Zhekova (2009) extract example
sentences from several English dictionaries and various types of corpora, including web
corpora. They use a Lesk-like algorithm to annotate target words in the extracted example
sentences with WordNet senses and use them as training data for word sense disambigua-
tion. They evaluate their method on the task of all-wordsWSD, but do not find performance
improvements over the baseline when training on the automatically labeled data or a com-
bination of automatically labeled and gold data. They also experiment with sampling the
automatically labeled data according to the sense prior given in the manually annotated
data. Only after filtering the automatically labeled data based on vector space proximity to
gold standard data, i.e., only keeping the most similar automatically labeled instances, their
performance level reaches the supervised setting.

The work of Cholakov et al. (2014) is a model for the method of automatically gen-
erating frame-labeled data presented in this thesis. Cholakov et al. (2014) use the sense
examples provided by the LLKB UBY as gold examples for the automatic sense-labeling of
unlabeled verbs. They useWordNet as their sense inventory and exploit its links to VerbNet,
FrameNet, and Wiktionary to expand the set of gold examples. From this set, they extract
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lexico-syntactic patterns of the verb senses in their contexts. They match these patterns
to a large unlabeled web corpus to add sense labels to the verbs in the corpus. They show
that a supervised word sense disambiguation system trained on the automatically labeled
corpus approaches state-of-the-art results on the MASC corpus and on the Senseval-3 all-
words data. We already introduced their approach and our extensions to the approach in
Section 3.1.2 above.

3.3.2 Generating Training Data for Semantic Role Labeling

This section introduces different strategies for the generation of training data for semantic
role labeling, from self-training approaches, over cross-lingual and monolingual annota-
tion projection to paraphrasing-based approaches. These strategies are motivated by the
sparsity of existing training data or the attempt to create an initial set of training data for
a resource-poor language.

Table 3.1 contains an overview over the related work introduced in this subsection. Our
work is also shown in the table for comparison purposes. The two blocks of the table dis-
tinguish monolingual and cross-lingual approaches, and the columns contain information
on which role inventory was used (SRL type ), whether training data for verb sense disam-
biguation or semantic role labeling were created (labels ), which generation method was
used (method ), the source and target languages, and whether the method was evaluated
extrinsically for semantic role labeling (SRL eval ). In the next paragraphs, we introduce the
related work in detail.

Self-training. In self-training, a semantic role labeling system is trained on existing train-
ing data. The resulting system is used to label new sentences which are then added to the
training set, a process that can be repeated several times. This approach runs the risk of
propagating errors from the original system to the newly labeled data. Accordingly, evalua-
tions of the self-training approach for semantic role labeling led to mixed results. Different
self-training approaches vary in the number of iterations that are performed, the number
of sentences that are added to the training set in each iteration, and the strategy for select-
ing these sentences. If confidence scores are provided by a system, the labeled instances
with the highest scores can be selected. Another option is to select instances based on
an expected distribution of target predicates, either recreating the distribution observed in
the original training data or, for cross-domain applications, emulating the distribution of
predicates found in an annotated sample of the target domain.

He and Gildea (2006) evaluate self-training and co-training on a set of 15 thematic roles
inferred from FrameNet-labeled data. They did not find any improvements compared to
training a supervised classifier. Bejan (2009) evaluated different self-training approaches
for frame identification and found improvements over the standard supervised setup with
a simple one-step labeling procedure that adds labeled data in a single iteration.
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reference SRL
type

labels method source
language

target
language

SRL
eval

monolingual

He and Gildea (2006) TH SRL self-training EN EN X
Bejan (2009) FN VSD self-training EN EN X
Das et al. (2014) FN VSD self-training EN EN X
Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) FN SRL projection EN EN X
Fürstenau (2011) FN SRL projection EN/DE EN/DE X
Gordon and Swanson (2007) PB SRL paraphrasing EN EN -
Woodsend and Lapata (2014) PB SRL paraphrasing EN EN X
Pavlick et al. (2015a) FN VSD paraphrasing EN EN -
Hartmann et al. (2016) FN SRL knowledge-based EN/DE EN/DE X

cross-lingual

Padó and Lapata (2005b) FN SRL projection EN DE -
Padó and Lapata (2009) FN SRL projection EN DE X
Padó and Pitel (2007) FN SRL projection EN FR X
Johansson and Nugues (2005) FN SRL projection EN SP -
Johansson and Nugues (2006) FN SRL projection EN SP X
Basili et al. (2009) FN SRL projection EN IT -
Tonelli and Pianta (2009b) FN SRL projection EN IT -
Van der Plas et al. (2011) PB SRL projection EN FR X
Exner et al. (2015) PB SRL projection EN SWE X

Table 3.1: Overview of related work in training data generation for SRL. FN stands for FrameNet,
PB for PropBank, and TH for a small set of thematic roles used by He and Gildea (2006).

Self-training has been used as a baseline approach for various semi-supervised ap-
proaches in semantic role labeling: Das et al. (2014) compare self-training of the frame
identification module of SEMAFOR to the standard supervised frame identification in SE-
MAFOR. They label 70,000 sentences of the GigaWords corpus, leading to 711,000 frames,
more than 36 times the original frame annotations, a setup they liken to the one from Be-
jan (2009). Contrary to Bejan (2009), they find that self-training does not improve frame
identification performance of SEMAFOR compared to the standard supervised setup; for
unknown target predicates the performance with self-training is even worse than the su-
pervised setup.

Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) compare their annotation projection approach to three
different self-training strategies, one selects and labels a number of sentences containing
the target predicate, the second selects sentences based on a similarity measure for para-
phrasing, the third one uses a combined measure of syntactic similarity and word similarity
they also use in their annotation projection approach. They add up to 5 new labeled sen-
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tences per seed sentence and evaluate role labeling performance. In their experiments they
also find that self-training does not improve on the baseline classifier.

In summary, previous work on self-training for SRL does not improve, or is even detri-
mental to SRL performance. Therefore, we do not compare our knowledge-based method
for training data generation to self-training approaches.

Cross-lingual annotation projection. Cross-lingual annotation projection aims at creat-
ing semantic role labeling training data for new languages. It uses word-level or syntax-
level alignments of annotated sentences in a source language – typically English – to unla-
beled sentences in a target language. Annotations from the source sentence are transferred
to the corresponding words in the aligned target sentence.

The different variants of cross-lingual annotation projection are characterized by two
main properties: the first one is the way the target sentences are matched to the source
sentences, the second one is the method used for aligning the two sentences. A straightfor-
ward way of mapping source to target sentences is using parallel corpora, but there is also
work using comparable corpora. For sentence alignment, word-based and syntax-based
approaches have been evaluated.

Padó and Lapata (2005b) evaluate cross-lingual annotation projection based on parallel
corpora. They use parallel text from the Europarl corpus to project FrameNet annotations to
German. They evaluate different projection strategies based onword-level alignments using
methods from machine translation, and constituent-level alignments that make use of syn-
tactic parse information. They evaluate the projection methods intrinsically by comparing
the projected roles to a manually annotated gold standard of 1,140 sentence pairs with pred-
icates in FrameNet and SALSA. Projection based on constituent-level alignments performs
significantly better than word-level alignments. Word-level alignments are considered a
starting point for semi-automatic approaches for languages without adequate parsers.

Padó and Lapata (2009) introduce a more elaborate strategy of constituent alignment for
the same task: they model the constituent alignment problem as identification of the op-
timal subgraph in a bipartite graph, the partitions consisting of constituents in the source
and target language. Besides using gold annotations as source labels and gold syntactic
parses, Padó and Lapata (2009) also evaluate a more realistic setup, which uses automatic
parses and a semantic role labeling system for English to create the role annotations on
the source sentences. Errors from automatic analysis and lack of coverage of the semantic
role labeling system that only handles verbs are propagated through the system. In conse-
quence, the evaluation performance in the realistic setup is reduced by 13% precision and
more than 24% F1 compared to the setup using oracle annotations. The best results in the
evaluation are obtained for the constituent-based alignment using perfect matchings. This
method certainly benefits from the similarity of English and German syntactic-semantic
structure.
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Padó and Pitel (2007) apply the approach by Padó and Lapata (2006) to French and find
similar results. Johansson and Nugues (2005) present a projection approach for Spanish
that is based on word-based alignment of parallel texts similar to the word-based approach
by Padó and Lapata (2005b). Johansson and Nugues (2006) use word-based annotation pro-
jection enhanced by heuristic filters specific to the target language to create training data
for a Swedish semantic role labeling system. They evaluate the projection approach ex-
trinsically by applying the system to a small test set and find promising results with 67%
precision and 47% recall.

Basili et al. (2009) and Tonelli and Pianta (2009b) evaluate approaches for projecting
FrameNet labels to Italian. The approach by Basili et al. (2009) avoids syntactic analysis
required for the target language by exploiting a phrase-based machine translation system
for the alignment of parallel corpora and using rule-based postprocessing to improve the
precision of the alignment.

Van der Plas et al. (2011) also use word-based annotation projection for French in the
PropBank paradigm. Their approach exploits the similarity of semantic structures to syn-
tactic structures in PropBank: they use the noisy PropBank-labeled data resulting from
annotation projection together with syntactically labeled data to learn a joint syntactic-
semantic parser and find that the joint learning smoothes over errors from the annotation
projection step.

We already mentioned the approach by Exner et al. (2015). They introduce a variant
of annotation projection based on comparable or loosely parallel corpora, namely different
language variants of Wikipedia articles, to generate Swedish data labeled with PropBank
roles. The source language is English and the source labels are created automatically using
the PropBank semantic role labeling system by Björkelund et al. (2010). Exner et al. (2015)
utilize entity recognition borrowed from information extraction to identify role targets in
the loosely parallel texts, which they use as anchors for the cross-lingual alignment. They
identify predicates in the target language as the syntactic governors of the role targets and
project role labels to the role targets. For evaluation, they split the automatically labeled
corpus into training, development, and test set. A semantic role labeling system trained
on the training split achieves a labeled F1 score of 52.25% on the test split. This is a good
starting point, but still far from the results obtained in a supervised fashion: PropBank
SRL systems trained in a supervised fashion received labeled F1 scores between 79.71% for
German and 85.63% for English in the CoNLL 2009 shared task (Hajič et al., 2009).

Monolingual annotation projection. In monolingual annotation projection, annotations
are transferred from labeled data to new, unlabeled sentences in the same language (Fürste-
nau and Lapata, 2012; Fürstenau, 2011). In this respect, it is similar to our approach to train-
ing data generation introduced in Section 3.1 of this work, which also uses a monolingual
setup – linked lexical knowledge bases in a single language – to create role-labeled data.
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The motivation is similar to the one for cross-lingual projection: extending the training
set for low-resource languages. Monolingual annotation projection, however, assumes the
existence of a small seed set of role-labeled sentences in the target language as source data
for projection.

Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) perform annotation projection of FrameNet roles for En-
glish verbs. Instead of using parallel corpora, their method integrates the selection of suit-
able source and target sentences from a large number of candidate pairs: they pair frame-
annotated sentences from FrameNet 1.3, called seed sentences, with sentences in the British
National Corpus that contain the lemma and part-of-speech of the source predicate. Then,
they align the syntactic structures of the sentence pairs. If an alignment can be established
that covers all roles from the source sentence, they transfer frame and role labels to the
new sentence. For the sentence alignment, they introduce an alignment algorithm that
takes the syntactic similarity of the sentences and distributional similarity of the role fillers
into account. Both properties are integrated into a single similarity measure. They solve the
alignment as a graph alignment problem, optimizing the joint syntactic-semantic similarity
measure, and propose a tailored integer linear programming algorithm to exactly solve the
graph alignment. If the alignment is successful, the frame and role labels can be transferred
to the unlabeled target sentence. For each unlabeled sentence, the frame and role labels of
the aligned seed sentence with the highest similarity score are selected for projection. For
each seed sentence, newly labeled sentences with the highest similarity scores are added
to the newly labeled corpus. The alignment is subject to some quality constraints to ensure
a larger precision: Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) discard sentences that do not align well
to their seeds and discard candidate pairs for which not all roles could be mapped. This
leads to a sparse labeling, but ensures that all roles for a candidate are mapped. Such an ap-
proach does have disadvantages, e.g., a potentially lower domain variability of the corpus,
since they only label sentences very similar to the seed sentences. Repeating their exper-
iments for German, Fürstenau (2011) finds that the variety of the automatically annotated
sentences decreases when a larger expansion corpus is used. This is a result of the optimiza-
tion objective and the selection of few best expansion sentences. The algorithm optimizes
syntactic and semantic similarity of the candidate sentence and seed sentence, and thus
prefers expansion sentences that are most similar to the seed sentence. In a smaller corpus,
these very similar sentences are simply not available, and the algorithm selects the best
sentence that fulfills the constraints. In a larger corpus, the method has a large candidate
set to select from, and consistently identifies the most similar sentences. We confirmed
this bias: in our annotation projection experiments, we find that we can create a corpus
based on the BNC that is very similar to the original FrameNet fulltext corpus by using the
FrameNet fulltext corpus as seed set and selecting the top-1 expansion, see Section 4.4.3.
This preference can be mitigated by selecting a larger k , or relaxing the constraint that all
roles in the seed sentence need to be covered by the alignment.
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In their experiments, Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) simulate a low-resource scenario by
varying the number n of labeled seed sentences, i.e., random selection of n ∈ (1,… , 10)
seeds per FrameNet sense, and the number of expansions per seed. For each seed, they
extend the labeled corpus with the best k results of projection for k ranging from 1 to 6.
For evaluation, they train a supervised semantic role labeling system on the union of the
seed training data and the automatically labeled data and find improvements over the un-
expanded baseline and over self-training. They do not evaluate their method in a standard
scenario for FrameNet semantic role labeling, which would be to expand the full FrameNet
training set with a suitably large number of projected sentences and to compare to training
on the unexpanded training corpus.

Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) evaluate their projection method in a second setup: projec-
tion to verbs not in the lexicon, i.e., identifying new lexical units and generating training
data for them simultaneously. In contrast, the setup described above generates training
data for verbs already in the FrameNet lexicon which are already equipped with a small
number of labeled training sentences. In theory, this new variant spans up a large search
space: instead of creating sentence pairs based on matching lemmas, an unlabeled sentence
needs to be compared to the seed sentences for all the lexical units in FrameNet. To pare
down this space, Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) filter potential candidate sentences using a
method for the acquisition of FrameNet predicates: they extend the method for lexical unit
acquisition proposed by Pennacchiotti et al. (2008) which uses distributional similarities or
WordNet co-hyponyms to assign frames to unknown words. The WordNet-based method
resulted in the highest accuracy in the experiments by Pennacchiotti et al. (2008), but this
is mainly the result of a more elaborate approach for nouns; their method performs worse
for verbs which are the target part-of-speech in the work of Fürstenau and Lapata (2012).
Therefore, they develop a more elaborate frame assignment strategy for verbs that includes
a larger number ofWordNet relations and improves on the results achievedwith themethod
from Pennacchiotti et al. (2008). Matching new predicates to frames with this method and
projecting roles to the candidate sentences improves upon an unexpanded baseline.

Fürstenau (2011) also evaluates the annotation projection approach for German, using
the SALSA corpus as their source of seed sentences and the large Süddeutsche Zeitung cor-
pus as expansion corpus. Due to the smaller size of the seed corpus and the larger size of
the expansion corpus, the improvements of training data generation to role labeling he ob-
serves for German are much more pronounced than those for English. These results show
that the method is also applicable to other languages providing seed corpora.

The annotation projection approach by Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) is based on Frame-
Net-labeled training data. It does not use information from lexical knowledge bases, fore-
going the valuable information these resources have to offer. In our work, we take the op-
posite approach: we do not assume existing role-labeled corpora, but make use of the rich
semantic information in the LLKB UBYFN . In Chapter 4, we compare the two approaches,
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presenting an evaluation of annotation projection in a real semantic role labeling setup, and
an analysis of its contributions to domain adaptation of semantic role labeling systems.

Paraphrasing-based approaches. Another variant of training data generation for seman-
tic role labeling aims at creating variations of the existing role-labeled data. Gordon and
Swanson (2007) present an early variant of this technique. They aim to extend the instance
coverage of PropBank-labeled corpora by supplementing the instances of predicates with
few labeled sentences with sentences from syntactically similar predicates. Therefore, they
extract a syntactic signature of the target predicate from parses of its instances in a large
unlabeled corpus. The signature is a vector representation on the parse-tree paths start-
ing from the predicate. They match this signature to the signature of other predicates in
PropBank using cosine similarity to determine candidate predicates. Then they filter the
candidates: they use a semantic role labeling system trained on the existing instances of
each candidate predicate to label the arguments of an instance of the target predicate. If
the role labels match the gold labels, the candidate predicate is an acceptable supplement.
The instances of the most similar candidate predicates are added to the training set for the
target predicate.

Woodsend and Lapata (2014) present a more elaborate paraphrasing-based approach to
training data generation that also targets PropBank semantic role labeling. They automati-
cally extract syntactic rewrite rules using synchronous grammars derived from comparable
corpora based on Wikipedia and bitext from the Paraphrase Database – a large database of
paraphrases generated from bilingual parallel texts (Ganitkevitch et al., 2013). Woodsend
and Lapata (2014) use these rules to generate paraphrases of the training sentences in the
PropBank corpus. They compare the automatic methods to using manually created rewrit-
ing rules. Using the automatic rules, theymultiply the number of sentences in the PropBank
training set by up to 24, from 39,000 to 940,000. Using manual rules creates a set that is only
40% larger than the original training set. They observe improvements in semantic role la-
beling performance for both types of rewrites, but find the largest improvements for the
automatic rewrites. They report that a model of the Mate-tools semantic parser (Björkelund
et al., 2009) trained on automatic extension outperforms the state-of-the-art system on the
CoNLL-2009 test set for in-domain and out-of-domain data.

There is also work on extending the FrameNet fulltext corpus via paraphrasing: Pavlick
et al. (2015a) use paraphrasing rules extracted automatically from the Paraphrase Database
(Ganitkevitch et al., 2013) to replace lexical units in the FrameNet fulltext corpus by new
lexical units suitable to the sentence context. They use manual postprocessing via crowd-
sourcing to filter out the noise. The number of lexical units in the resulting resource called
FrameNet+ is three times as high as the original FrameNet fulltext corpus. It supplies more
than 80,000 paraphrased sentences labeled with the new lexical units. The role coverage is
not affected, because Pavlick et al. (2015a) do not expand the role-labeled corpus with the
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new lexical units. In an evaluation on a stratified sample of 300 words from the New York
Times, they show that their resource increases the frame coverage by 40%. They did not
evaluate the benefits of the extended corpus to frame identification or FrameNet semantic
role labeling. We perform such an evaluation for frame identification in Chapter 4.

Most of the work on generating training data for semantic role labeling in this sec-
tion was corpus-based. In the next section, we present the application of DistantSRL, our
knowledge-based approach to training data generation, to English data.

3.4 Application of DistantSRL to English
This section describes the application of DistantSRL, our approach to knowledge-based dis-
tant supervision for SRL training data generation, to English data.

The application to English benefits from the numerous resource links of FrameNet to
other lexical knowledge bases in UBYFN as introduced in Section 3.4. In addition, it benefits
from the availability of an annotated corpus, the FrameNet fulltext corpus, and open-source
systems for training and evaluating FrameNet SRL systems. We use these resources for the
evaluation of our method: we use classifiers trained on the FrameNet fulltext corpus as
baseline systems and compare them to systems trained on our generated data, or combi-
nations of both. Since DistantSRL is focused on verbs, we test on verbal predicates from a
range of test sets.

In this section, we first introduce relevant datasets, including the linked lexical knowl-
edge base used for English. Then, we present the creation of the frame-labeled corpus and
its extrinsic evaluation in the frame identification task. This is followed by the creation of
the role-labeled corpus and its extrinsic evaluation in a role classification task.

3.4.1 Unlabeled Corpora and Gold Standard Data

The experiments in this section rely on several gold standard training and test datasets,
including the FrameNet fulltext corpus, and on the linked lexical knowledge base centered
around FrameNet. The extrinsic evaluation is based on four different FrameNet-labeled
datasets. Table 3.2 shows the statistics of these datasets, focusing on the verb instances we
use for testing. A description of each of the datasets follows.

FNFT-test. This dataset is the test-split of the FrameNet fulltext corpus used in Das and
Smith (2011). This dataset is a random sample of documents from the FrameNet fulltext
corpus and as a result mirrors the distribution of the FrameNet fulltext training set FNFT-
train, which consists of newspaper texts and fictional texts; this means it is an in-domain
test set. FNFT-test currently is the only commonly used test set for the evaluation of Frame-
Net semantic role labeling.
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dataset verbs lemmas sense types average senses per verb sense tokens role tokens

Fate 526 725 1.4 1,326 3,490
MASC 44 143 3.3 2,012 4,142
SemEval 278 335 1.2 644 1,582
FNFT-test 424 527 1.2 1,235 3,078

FNFT-dev 490 598 1.2 1,450 3,857

Table 3.2: Test dataset statistics for verbs: lemmas, sense types, average senses per verb, number
of sense and role instances (tokens).

Das and Smith (2011) additionally provide a development dataset FNFT-dev based on the
FrameNet fulltext corpus that we use for an initial estimation of the variable parameters of
our approach, e.g., the thresholds f and t introduced above. Because one expected benefit
of DistantSRL is a larger domain variability of the generated training data, our evaluation
also considers other available datasets with different domain distributions.

SemEval. The SemEval test set is based on the frame and role annotation in the trial and
evaluation dataset of the SemEval 2010 shared task on Linking Events andTheir Participants
in Discourse (Ruppenhofer et al., 2010b). It consists of literature texts, more specifically
crime stories written by Arthur Conan Doyle.

Fate. The Fate corpus contains frame annotations on the RTE-2 textual entailment chal-
lenge test set (Burchardt and Pennacchiotti, 2008). It contains 800 pairs of sentences with
or without entailment relation. It is based on newspaper texts, texts from information ex-
traction datasets such as ACE and MUC-4, texts from question answering datasets such as
CLEF and TREC, and texts used for multi-document summarization of news documents.
The SemEval and Fate datasets were created prior to the release of FrameNet 1.5. For those
sets, only verb senses, i.e., verb-frame combinations, that still occur in FrameNet 1.5 and
their roles were included in the evaluation.

MASC. The MASC WordSense sentence corpus (Passonneau et al., 2012) is a balanced
corpus that contains sense annotations for 1,000 instances of 100 words from the MASC
corpus. MASC mostly provides WordNet sense labels, we use a slightly smaller subset
annotated with FrameNet 1.5 labels.18

Linked lexical knowledge base. The lexical knowledge base used for training data gen-
eration for the English FrameNet consists of FrameNet itself and the lexical knowledge

18At the time of writing, this subset is not part of the MASC download, but according to personal communi-
cation with the developers, it has been integrated into the FrameNet release 1.6.
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Figure 3.9: Linked lexical knowledge base centered around FrameNet.

bases linked to FrameNet as introduced in Section 2.8, namelyWordNet, VerbNet, andWik-
tionary, see also Figure 3.9.

PropBank is not included, because our experiments predate the integration of PropBank.
Using PropBank, we could add 2,457 additional sense links, see Table 2.11, which only adds
few links to the 50,000 sense links for the LLKB in Figure 3.9. Wikipedia is not included,
because our method targets verbs, which are only sparsely represented in Wikipedia.

Unlabeled corpus. For the sparse labeling approach, a very large corpus is required. The
experiments in this chapter are based on the first four sections of the ukWAC corpus (Baroni
et al., 2009). They contain more than 14million sentences andmore than 370million tokens.
These are used as unlabeled input for the automatic sense label transfer. They are filtered
for sentences containing the 695 verb lemmas in our four test sets, resulting in a subset of
more than 11 million sentences and more than 320 million tokens.

Gold standard training corpus. To compare the automatically labeled data to a standard
training setup, we use the training split FNFT-train of the FrameNet fulltext corpus from
Das and Smith (2011). It contains 79,000 tokens and 3,526 sentences with 19,482 frame
instances and 33,690 role instances for 2,913 lemmas. Filtered by the 695 verbs in our test
sets, it contains 5,974 frame instances for 856 different verb senses and 575 verb lemmas. We
call the filtered training corpus FNFT⋆. Table 3.4 below also lists the statistics of FNFT⋆.
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3.4.2 Frame Labeling: Corpus Creation and Experiments

This subsection presents the creation of frame-labeled corpora according to Stage 1 of Dis-
tantSRL and their application to the task of frame identification, which provides an extrinsic
evaluation of Stage 1.

Frame identification task. The extrinsic evaluation setup uses a standard supervised sys-
tem for frame identification, which is basically verb sense disambiguation. The system is
based on the verb sense disambiguation system presented by Cholakov et al. (2014) and
uses a logistic regression classifier in the WEKA implementation (Hall et al., 2009).

For feature extraction, we use pre-processing tools fromDKPro Core (Eckart de Castilho
and Gurevych, 2014), more specifically the Stanford tokenizer, the TreeTagger for POS tag-
ging and lemmatization, the StanfordNamedEntityRecognizer for named-entity recogni-
tion, and the Stanford Parser for annotating dependency structures. The frame identifi-
cation system uses lexical, syntactic, and semantic features which are extracted from the
various training sets for training and the four test sets for testing. The features are the same
as used by Cholakov et al. (2014). Lexical features include the lemmas and POS tags of the
two words preceding and following the target verb. Syntactic features are based on the
output of the Stanford parser: for all dependency relations in which the target verb is con-
nected to a noun, pronoun or a named-entity, the lemma or named-entity tag are combined
with the type of the dependency relation to build a separate feature. Another set of features
is created by replacing the lemma by its part-of-speech tag. The semantic features include
all synsets found in WordNet for the nominal arguments of the verb. Personal pronouns
are mapped to the noun “person” beforehand.

Evaluation metrics used in this section are precision P, the number of correct instances
divided by the number of labeled instances, recall R, the number of labeled instances divided
by all instances, and F1, the harmonic mean of P and R. All significance scores reported in
this section are based on Fisher’s exact test at significance level p<0.05.

Parameter estimation and corpus creation. Recall that the creation of the automatically
labeled corpus consists of three steps, Step 1A, seed pattern creation, Step 1B discriminative
filtering of seed patterns, and Step 1C, the labeling of the unlabeled corpus based on similar-
ity to the seed patterns, as introduced in Section 3.1. The variable parameters in the corpus
creation are the discriminative filter f and the similarity threshold t . These are determined
in a tuning procedure: we perform a line search, testing several parameter configurations,
on the frame identification task using FNFT-dev as validation set.

Step 1A: seed patterns. The seed patterns for Step 1A of the sense labeling were extracted
from the example sentences in the FrameNet lexicon, and all the sense examples linked
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parameters t 0.07 0.1
f - 0.2 0.14 0.1 0.07 - 0.2 0.14 0.1 0.07

scores
P 67.2 68.8 68.9 66.9 67.3 67.2 67.2 68.0 68.7 67.0
R 72.3 69.2 69.2 69.2 63.9 71.2 68.8 68.8 65.4 63.4
F1 69.6 69.0 69.1 69.1 65.5 69.2 68.0 68.4 67.0 65.2

parameters t 0.14 0.2
f - 0.2 0.14 0.1 0.07 - 0.2 0.14 0.1 0.07

scores
P 65.6 65.0 65.8 68.5 67.9 68.0 68.3 68.9 70.2 71.3
R 64.2 58.1 58.1 56.2 54.3 63.3 56.6 56.6 54.4 52.6
F1 65.3 61.3 61.7 61.7 60.3 65.6 61.9 62.1 61.3 60.5

Table 3.3: Parameter tuning for DistantSRL: combinations of f and t evaluated on FNFT-dev; con-
figurations for best P, R, and F1 in percent in boldface.

to FrameNet as described above. There are more than 38,000 linked sentences between
FrameNet, Wiktionary, WordNet, and VerbNet.

Without a discriminating filter, this results in more than 41,700 LSP patterns and more
than 322,000 ASP patterns, 11% and 89% of the total number, respectively. Adding a strict
discriminating filter f =0.07 reduces the patterns to 39,000 LSP and 217,000 ASP. Propor-
tionally more ASP are filtered, which is expected, since they generalize stronger from the
surface text than the LSPs, leading to a proportion of 15% LSP and 85% ASP. When applying
this filter, the number of senses with patterns decreases from 4,900 to 3,900.

Threshold setting for Step 1B and Step 1C. In order to determine the parameter values
for the label transfer – i.e., which values for threshold t , and filter f result in a high-quality
training corpus, we perform a line search using extrinsic evaluation on the FrameNet full-
text development set, i.e., we evaluate a range of parameter values on the validation set.

For this purpose, we generate a set of automatically labeled corpora based on ukWAC
section 1 using a range of different threshold values. Each of the values is used to train our
verb sense disambiguation system and is evaluated on the development set FNFT-dev.

The evaluated range of threshold values for the discriminating filter f from Step 1A and
the threshold t from Step 1B is (0.07, 0.1, 0.14, 0.2), which was suggested by Cholakov et al.
(2014) for t . Additionally, we compared corpora with and without the discriminating filter
f . Table 3.3 shows the results of the experiments on the development set.

As expected, increasing the pattern similarity threshold t at which a corpus sentence
is labeled with a sense increases the precision at the cost of recall. This is shown in the
first part of Table 3.3. Similarly, employing a discriminating filter f at t=0.2 increases pre-
cision compared to using no filter, and leads to the best precision on the validation set, as
shown in the second part of the table. Note that the discriminating filter gets stricter, i.e.
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corpus t f sense sense verb average senses average instances
tokens types types per verb per sense

WaS-XL 0.07 - 1.6⋅106 1,460 637 1.8 1,139
WaS-X 0.2 - 193,000 1,249 602 1.7 155
WaS-L 0.2 0.07 109,000 1,108 593 1.5 98

FNFT⋆ - - 5,974 856 575 1.5 10

Table 3.4: Sense statistics of automatically labeled corpora for English.

discriminates more, with a lower f value. Accordingly, low f values lead to the highest pre-
cision of 0.713 for the strict thresholds t=0.2 and f =0.07, indicating that precision-oriented
applications can benefit from higher discrimination.

We use the following settings to create large frame-labeled corpora from ukWAC sec-
tions 1 to 4: The setting with the highest F1 in Table 3.3 (t=0.07) leads to the very large
sense-labeled corpus WaS-XL. The f and t values leading to the highest precision are used
to evaluate the benefits of the discriminating filter in WaS-L. They are t=0.02 and f =0.07.
For direct evaluation of the effect of the filter f , WaS-X was created using the same t as
WaS-L, but no discriminative filter f .

Statistics of the generated corpora. Table 3.4 shows the statistics of the automatically
generated corpora WaS-L, WaS-X, and WaS-XL. Their size ranges from 100,000 instances
to 1.6 million sense instances with an average of 1.5 to 1.8 senses per verb. The number of
verb senses in the FNFT⋆, the FrameNet fulltext corpus filtered by the 695 verbs in our test
sets, is in contrast much smaller: for the 695 verbs in the four test sets, it contains less than
6,000 verb instances with an average of 1.5 senses per verb.

Comparing WaS-L to WaS-X, based on the same t , but without discriminating filter f ,
one can see that WaS-L contains 44% fewer sense instances, but only 12% fewer distinct
senses. It still contains 75% of the senses that are covered by the huge WaS-XL. This shows
that the discriminating filter causes a loss in recall, but this loss is small when related to the
overall reduction of instances caused by the filter. This observation agrees with the expecta-
tion that the filter f increases the precision of the automatic sense labeling. The experiment
results in the next paragraph will show whether this expectation is indeed fulfilled.

The number of instances per sense is Zipf-distributed for all automatically labeled cor-
pora. The number of instances ranges from 1 to over 40,000 for WaS-XL, leading to the
average of 1,139 as reported in Table 3.4.

Experimental evaluation. Following the results from the evaluation on the development
set, WaS-XL andWaS-L are used to train the supervised verb sense disambiguation system.
In order to compare them to manually labeled corpora, the system is also trained on the
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FNFT-test Fate MASC SemEval
training set P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
WaS-XL 64.7* 81.6* 72.2 62.8* 65.0* 63.9 66.0* 79.3* 72.0 66.5 76.1* 71.0
WaS-L 68.0* 61.8 64.8 66.0 50.5* 57.2 63.9 70.7* 67.1 69.4 62.0* 65.5

FNFT-train 72.9 64.3 68.3 70.0 38.0 49.3 59.8 33.9 43.3 70.6 55.0 61.8

B-WaS-XL 73.6 76.7* 75.1 68.6 61.9* 65.1 67.0* 69.9* 68.4 72.4 71.0* 71.7
U-WaS-XL 66.8* 93.5* 78.0 63.0* 68.3* 65.6 64.2* 83.3* 72.5 66.7 84.9* 74.7

Table 3.5: Verb sense disambiguation (frame identification) P, R, F1 in percent; * marks significant
differences to the system trained on FNFT-train; highest scores per dataset in boldface.

FrameNet fulltext training set. An additional evaluation considers combinations of theWaS
corpora and the FrameNet fulltext training set, proving that they are complementary to each
other. The resulting verb sense disambiguation systems are evaluated on the four test sets
introduced above in Section 3.4.1. The following paragraphs discuss different aspects of the
evaluation.

Impact of pattern filters. To evaluate the impact of the pattern filters on verb sense dis-
ambiguation performance, we compare the results when training on WaS-L and training
on WaS-XL. The first block of Table 3.5 shows that the stricter filters in WaS-L improve
the precision for three out of four test sets, which shows that stronger filtering can benefit
precision-oriented applications.

Precision on the MASC corpus is lower when using a discriminating filter. This may be
due to the larger polysemy in MASC. It contains on average 3.3 senses per verb (see column
average senses per verb in Table 3.2), and it also contains rare senses. The reduction of sense
instances caused by the discriminating filter leads to some loss of instances for those senses
and a lower precision on MASC.

Analyzing the results in detail for the example verb tell shows that WaS-XL contains all
10 senses of tell in MASC, and WaS-L contains 9 of them. However, the number of training
instances per sense for WaS-L can be lower by factor 10 or more compared to WaS-XL –
e.g., tens to hundreds, hundreds to thousands, leading to only few instances per sense. The
sparsity problem could either be solved by using a less strict filter, or by labeling additional
instances from ukWAC, in order to preserve more training instances of the rare senses for
stricter thresholds t and f .

The results also show that the noise that is added to the corpora in a low-discrimination,
high-recall setting will be to a certain extent drowned out by the large number of sense in-
stances, leading to fairly high precision for WaS-XL. The recall for WaS-XL is significantly
higher than for WaS-L for all test sets, which also leads to a higher F1 score. For recall-
oriented settings, WaS-XL is the appropriate choice.
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Comparison to the FrameNet fulltext training set. A comparison of the results when
training on WaS-L and WaS-XL to a verb sense disambiguation system trained on the ref-
erence corpus, the FrameNet fulltext training set, in Table 3.5 shows mixed results. On
SemEval, the precision for the WaS corpora does not deviate significantly from the system
trained on the FrameNet fulltext training set. On FNFT-test, it is significantly lower for
both WaS-L and WaS-XL. For WaS-XL, the precision is significantly lower on Fate, but sig-
nificantly higher on MASC.The latter is a result of the larger sense coverage of theWaS-XL
that was already discussed above. Evaluation on the less polysemous Fate test set does not
benefit from the larger sense coverage in WaS-XL. For WaS-L, the precision is similar to
the system trained on the FrameNet fulltext training set on MASC and Fate.

For WaS-XL, the recall is significantly higher than for the FrameNet fulltext training set
on all test sets, leading to a higher F1. This is the result of the larger sense coverage of the
FrameNet lexicon, which provides the seeds for the automatic labeling, compared to the
FrameNet fulltext training set.

Training the verb sense disambiguation system directly on the FrameNet lexical unit
examples is, however, not a viable alternative: it leads to a system with similar precision to
theWaS-corpora, but with very low recall, ranging between 0.22 and 0.37. These results are
in line with the results reported by Das and Smith (2011), who report that they evaluated
their system trained on the FrameNet example sentences and did not find any improvements
compared to training on the FrameNet fulltext corpus. By using the sense examples for the
seed patterns in the DistantSRL approach, their positive effects on the sense coverage are
retained, while recall and F1 are improved at the same time.

Comparison to the FrameNet fulltext training set on common and disjoint sets of test
verbs. This paragraph presents a detailed analysis and comparison of the performance of
the systems based on WaS-XL and FrameNet fulltext training set on those verbs of the test
sets that are evaluated for both systems, i.e., their intersection , and on those verbs that are
uniquely evaluated for each system, i.e., their set difference .

The intersection is defined for each test set T as the set I of test instances x such that:
I = { x ∈ T | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train }. Those are the verb senses that occur in both
training sets and are thus also evaluated for both training sets. While the intersection
obviously contains the same instances for WaS-XL and FNFT-train, this is not the case for
the set difference that is defined from the perspective of the current training set: from the
perspective of training set A it is defined for a test set T and the second training set B as
the set DA of test instances x such that DA = { x ∈ T | x ∈ A ⧵ B }. This means that the set
difference DA contains all the test instances that occur in A, but not in B . Precision scores
for these settings are summarized in Table 3.6.

On the intersection, precision and F1 for the FrameNet fulltext training set are higher for
all test sets with the exception of MASC. Here, precision is similar, but recall is 0.21 points
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training set evaluated subset P

test = FNFT-test

WaS-XL intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train } 0.5864
FNFT-train intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train } 0.7095
WaS-XL difference DA: { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ⧵ FNFT-train } 0.7881
FNFT-train difference DB: { x ∈ test | x ∈ FNFT-train ⧵ WaS-XL } 0.8214

test = Fate

WaS-XL intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train } 0.5992
FNFT-train intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train } 0.7004
WaS-XL difference DA: { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ⧵ FNFT-train } 0.6676
FNFT-train difference DB: { x ∈ test | x ∈ FNFT-train ⧵ WaS-XL } 0.7

test = MASC

WaS-XL intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train } 0.6015
FNFT-train intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train } 0.6060
WaS-XL difference DA: { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ⧵ FNFT-train } 0.7173
FNFT-train difference DB: { x ∈ test | x ∈ FNFT-train ⧵ WaS-XL } 0.5385

test = SemEval

WaS-XL intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train } 0.6335
FNFT-train intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train } 0.7104
WaS-XL difference DA: { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaS-XL ⧵ FNFT-train } 0.7262
FNFT-train difference DB: { x ∈ test | x ∈ FNFT-train ⧵ WaS-XL } 0.6842

Table 3.6: Detailed verb sense disambiguation (frame classification) results: precision on verbs
evaluated for test instances in both training sets (intersection I ) and test instances occurring only
in one training set (set difference DA and DB).

higher. This is a result of the higher polysemy in MASC and the larger sense coverage
of the WaS-XL corpus: for the verbs in the intersection, the number of training senses in
WaS-XL is on average two senses higher than for FNFT-train. This larger sense coverage
of the WaS-XL is beneficial to recall on the MASC test set which shows high polysemy.

Evaluating on the set difference between the systems, i.e., test verbs that remain for
both training corpora after the intersection is removed, shows that the lemma coverage of
WaS-XL is complementary to FNFT-train. The difference is not empty for both systems, but
the number of verbs that can be evaluated additionally for WaS-XL is much larger than the
one for FNFT-train. The proportion of instances only evaluated for a specific training set
to all evaluated instances ranges between 11% and 48% for the WaS-XL, and between 5%
and 30% for the FrameNet fulltext training set. Notably, the lowest number of additional
instances for the WaS-XL corpus and the highest for the FrameNet fulltext training set are
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reported for the FrameNet fulltext test set. This confirms once more that the benefits of the
automatically labeled WaS corpora are more pronounced on the out-of-domain test sets.
Table 3.6 shows that the precision on the set difference is high for WaS-XL, in particular
for the MASC and SemEval test sets. The observations in this paragraph indicate that the
automatically labeled corpora are complementary to the FrameNet fulltext training set. This
assumption is further evaluated in the next paragraph.

Combining training data. The complementary nature of the automatically and manually
created training sets inspired the evaluation of two combinations of these training sets:
U-WaS-XL consists of the union of WaS-XL and the FrameNet fulltext training set, i.e.,
WaS-XL ∪ FNFT-train; B-WaS-XL implements a back-off strategy taking into account that
FNFT-train performs generally better on the labels contained in both training sets, i.e., the
intersection from Table 3.6. B-WaS-XL thus consists of the FrameNet fulltext training set
and those instances of WaS-XL whose lemmas are not contained in the intersection with
FNFT-train, i.e., FNFT-train ∪ (WaS-XL ⧵ FNFT-train). In other words: if the FrameNet full-
text training set does not contain a particular sense for a lemma, supplement with training
data from WaS-XL.

The last two lines in Table 3.5 show the results for B-WaS-XL and U-WaS-XL. Precision
is higher or not significantly lower for B-WaS-XL compared to FNFT-train, while recall
and F1 are higher. U-WaS-XL leads to higher recall compared to B-WaS-XL, and overall
highest F1 scores. This proves that the automatically labeled WaS-XL is complementary to
the manually labeled FrameNet fulltext training set and contributes to a better coverage on
the diverse range of test sets considered in the evaluation.

Multiword verbs. Our approach of automatically generating training data also includes
multiword verbs such as carry out or cut short . It treats those verb senses as additional
senses of the head verb and creates sense patterns for them, i.e., the sense for carry out is a
specific sense of carry .

Thus, the presented approach differs from previous approaches to multiword expres-
sions (MWEs) in word sense disambiguation: Finlayson and Kulkarni (2011) detect MWEs
before performing WSD. They credit performance improvements to the “one sense per col-
location” hypothesis, the assumption that MWEs often only have a single sense. FrameNet
1.5 challenges the “one sense per collocation” hypothesis: it lists ten phrasal verbs with two
or three senses, e.g., the senses Inhibit_movement , Silencing and Become_Silent for shut up .
Therefore, sense-labeled training data are also valuable for multiword verbs.

WaS-XL contains over 100,000 sense instances of 194 multiword verbs, of which 35 have
multiple FrameNet senses. In order to estimate the quality and potential of the DistantSRL
approach for multiwords, the performance of the verb sense disambiguation system was
specifically evaluated on multiwords and their head verbs from MASC. The MASC test set
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corpus role role sense average roles average instances
tokens types types per sense per role

WaSR-XL-uni 549,777 1,485 809 1.8 370
WaSR-L-uni 34,678 968 597 1.6 36
WaSR-XL-set 823,768 2,054 849 2.4 401
WaSR-L-set 53,935 1,349 648 2.1 40

FNFT⋆ 12,988 2,867 800 3.6 4.5

Table 3.7: Role statistics of automatically labeled corpora.

contains 81 relevant sense instances. The precision is 0.66 compared to 0.59 when training
on the FrameNet fulltext training set, at slightly higher coverage. While the test set is too
small to provide significant results, the results indicate that the automatically labeled data
also contribute to the disambiguation of multiword verbs.

This observation closes our frame identification experiments. The next section describes
the generation of role-labeled data and their application in the task of role classification.

3.4.3 Role Labeling: Corpus Creation and Experiments

This subsection presents the creation of a role labeled corpus, i.e., Stage 2 of DistantSRL,
and its extrinsic evaluation in a role classification task.

Evaluation setup. The role classification evaluation uses a specifically developed super-
vised system for semantic role classification. It trains a log-linear model per verb-frame
using WEKA (Hall et al., 2009) and the features described in Fürstenau and Lapata (2012).

Note that this setup does not evaluate the task of argument identification. Argument
identification is performed by the rule-based VerbNet role transfer in Step 2 and follows
common syntactic heuristics for argument identification based on dependency parsing. Fol-
lowing Zapirain et al. (2013), this section specifically considers the subtask of role classifi-
cation, as the main focus is on the quality of the automatically labeled data on the semantic
level. In this context, it is important that the features of our role classification system do
not use span information. They include lemma and POS of the argument head, its govern-
ing word, and the words right and left of the argument head, the position of the argument
relative to the predicate, and the grammatical relation between the argument head and the
predicate. Pre-processing is the same as for the verb sense disambiguation experiments.
The test datasets and evaluation metrics introduced for the verb sense disambiguation ex-
periments are also used for the role experiments, see Table 3.2.

Corpus creation and statistics. The two sense-labeled corpora WaS-XL and WaS-L, the
corpus with the highest sense coverage and the one leading to the highest sense labeling
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precision in Section 3.4.2, serve as input for the automatic role label transfer, leading to
role-labeled corporaWaSR-XL andWaSR-L.There are two variants of each of these corpora,
one that only contains those role instanceswith a unique role label, e.g., role=Agent , marked
with the suffix -uni in Table 3.7, and one that additionally includes set-valued labels, marked
with the suffix -set , e.g., role={Agent, Cause} , see also Section 3.1.3.

For WaSR-XL, Step 2A results in 1.9 million arguments labeled with VerbNet roles. This
number is reduced by 66% in Step 2B when VerbNet roles are mapped to FrameNet roles
via SemLink, leading to 549,777 role instances in the WaSR-XL-uni dataset. The reduction
is a result of the incomplete mapping between VerbNet and FrameNet senses and roles in
SemLink. It leads to a lower role coverage in the WaSR corpora compared to the Frame-
Net fulltext training set, as shown in column role types of Table 3.7. The loss of instances
during the mapping and the accompanying reduction in role coverage could be avoided
by improved FrameNet to VerbNet mappings, for instance using the automatically created
extension to SemLink in the Predicate Matrix (Lopez de Lacalle et al., 2016).

Table 3.7 shows that the resulting corporaWaSR-L-uni andWaSR-XL-uni contain 34,678
and 549,777 uniquely assigned role instances for the verbs in the four test sets. This is a
large number compared to the 12,988 instances in FNFT⋆. The counts are even higher for
the corpora including sets of labels: there are 53,935 and 823,768 role instances for WaSR-L
and WaSR-XL respectively.

Due to the sparse labeling approach, the WaSR corpora contain on average only up to
1.8 roles per predicate, compared to an average of 3.6 roles per predicate in FNFT⋆. This
number rises to 2.4 when instances with sets of labels are included – an instance with a
set-valued label counts as a single role instance.

Role classification experiments. In the experimental evaluation, we compare the role
classification system trained on WaSR-XL-(set/uni) and WaSR-L-(set/uni) to the system
trained on the FrameNet fulltext training set. Again, the evaluation includes combinations
of the FrameNet fulltext corpus and WaSR corpora. Additionally, it includes an evaluation
of learning curves for an increasing number of training instances per verb sense sampled
from the large WaSR-XL. Test datasets are the same as for the verb sense disambiguation
experiments, see Table 3.2. The evaluation metrics used are also the same, e.g., we report
P, R, and F1 on all frame-verb combinations for which there is more than one role in the
training data. Training the system on WaSR-XL-set and WaSR-L-set includes sets of role
labels as training instances. Therefore, sets of role labels are among the predicted labels. In
the evaluation, the set-valued labels are counted as correct if they contain the gold label.
In this setup, we consider a single role label as a set-valued label with set size 1.
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FNFT-test Fate MASC SemEval
training set P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
WaSR-L-uni 62.9 27.5 38.3 55.0 23.0 32.5 56.3 23.5 33.2 66.0 33.0 44.0
WaSR-L-set 67.9 32.6 44.1 72.0 28.3 43 62.9 28.3 39.1 68.6 37.2 48.3
WaSR-XL-uni 65.8* 33.3* 44.2 61.9 28.1* 38.7 65.2* 25.3* 36.5 68.9 39.4* 51.0
WaSR-XL-set 75.0* 39.8* 59.0 73.3* 33.7* 46.2 64.8* 29.7* 48.0 72.2 44.1* 54.7

FNFT-train 74.1 83.1 78.3 65.2 64.2 64.7 72.4 52.7 61.0 75.0 62.5 66.3

B-WaSR-XL-uni 72.8* 87.8* 79.6 79.6 64.5 69.8* 71.8 57.4* 63.8 69.6 71.0* 70.3
U-WaSR-XL-uni 69.1* 88.3* 77.6 62.9 71.0* 66.3 57.9* 62.4 67.1 67.1 72.1* 69.5

Table 3.8: Role classification P, R, F1 in percent; * marks significant differences to the system
trained on FNFT-train; highest scores per dataset in boldface.

More formally, this means:

correct(S, i, g)=

⎧⎪⎪
⎨⎪⎪⎩

1, if |S| = 1 & g = p
1

1, if |S| > 1 & g ∈ S
0, otherwise

(3.2)

for a given test instance i with gold role label g and the predicted set-valued role label
S that contains n role labels pj with j ∈ (1,…,n).

The next paragraphs describe the different evaluation settings in detail.

Results on WaSR corpora. Table 3.8 shows that WaSR-XL-set – as expected – leads to
higher precision and recall than WaSR-XL-uni, resulting from the larger role coverage in
the training set, and the lenient evaluation setting that accepts sets of labels. The compari-
son between WaSR-XL-(set/uni) and WaSR-L-(set/uni) shows that the benefits of the strict
filtering for the sense corpora do not carry over to the role-labeled corpora: scores are
lower for WaSR-L-(set/uni) on all test sets because of fewer role labeled instances in WaSR-
L-(set/uni), see Table 3.7. This could be improved by creating larger corpora with the strict,
high-precision filter f applied to create WaS-L. The size of WaS-L could, for instance, be be
doubled by labeling four additional sections of the ukWAC corpus.

Comparison to the FrameNet fulltext training set. Table 3.8 compares the results when
training on WaSR-XL-(set/uni) to the role classification system trained on the FrameNet
fulltext training set. Note that the lenient evaluation setting can be emulated for the Frame-
Net fulltext training set by retrieving the label set Sl in WaSR-XL-set for a label l predicted
by the FrameNet fulltext training set system and counting l as correct if any of the labels
in Sl matches the gold label. This, however, did not result in any difference to the regular
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training set evaluated subset P

test = FNFT-test

WaSR-XL-uni intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ∩ FNFT-train } 0.7334
FNFT-train intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ∩ FNFT-train } 0.7334
WaSR-XL-uni difference DA: { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ⧵ FNFT-train } 0.5481
FNFT-train difference DB: { x ∈ test | x ∈ FNFT-train ⧵ WaSR-XL-uni } 0.7469

test = Fate

WaSR-XL-uni intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ∩ FNFT-train } 0.6272
FNFT-train intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ∩ FNFT-train } 0.6747
WaSR-XL-uni difference DA: { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ⧵ FNFT-train } 0.6126
FNFT-train difference DB: { x ∈ test | x ∈ FNFT-train ⧵ WaSR-XL-uni } 0.6342

test = MASC

WaSR-XL-uni intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ∩ FNFT-train } 0.6494
FNFT-train intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ∩ FNFT-train } 0.7303
WaSR-XL-uni difference DA: { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ⧵ FNFT-train } 0.6851
FNFT-train difference DB: { x ∈ test | x ∈ FNFT-train ⧵ WaSR-XL-uni } 0.7172

test = SemEval

WaSR-XL-uni intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ∩ FNFT-train } 0.6827
FNFT-train intersection I : { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ∩ FNFT-train } 0.6835
WaSR-XL-uni difference DA: { x ∈ test | x ∈ WaSR-XL-uni ⧵ FNFT-train } 0.7357
FNFT-train difference DB: { x ∈ test | x ∈ FNFT-train ⧵ WaSR-XL-uni } 0.7353

Table 3.9: Detailed role classification results: precision on verbs evaluated for test instances in
both training sets (intersection I ) and test instances in the set difference DA and DB.

evaluation; it appears that the labeling errors of the FrameNet fulltext training set-based
system are different from the label sets resulting from DistantSRL.

The precision for WaSR-XL-uni equals the precision for the FrameNet fulltext training
setwhen evaluating on the SemEval and Fate test sets, i.e., the differences are not significant.
This is remarkable considering that only partially labeled data are available for training.

ForWaSR-XL-set, the precision scores for SemEval and Fate improve over the FrameNet
fulltext training set system, the differences are significant for Fate. The recall of the WaSR
corpora is significantly lower overall. This is a result of the sparse, partial labeling and the
lower role coverage of the automatically labeled corpora.

Comparison to the FrameNet fulltext training set on common and disjoint sets of test
verbs. Similar to the verb sense disambiguation evaluation, this paragraph compares the
performance of the system based on WaSR-XL-uni and the FrameNet fulltext training set-
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based system on the intersection of the evaluated senses between both systems. The inter-
section I is defined for each test set T as the set of test instances x such that: I ={ x ∈ T | x
∈ WaS-XL ∩ FNFT-train }.

The set difference DA is defined for a test set T and two training sets A and B as the set
of test instances x such that DA ={ x ∈ T | x ∈ A ⧵ B }. This means that the set difference
contains all the test instances that occur in A, but not in B .

The corresponding precision scores are shown in Table 3.9. The precision of the classifier
trained on the FrameNet fulltext training set is higher on the intersection I for all test sets
except for SemEval, where it is similar. Moreover, the larger role coverage of FNFT-train
effects the classification: the system based on FNFT-train labels on average two additional
roles per sense compared to the system trained on the WaSR corpora. This is expected
based on the role statistics shown in Table 3.7.

Evaluating only on the set difference, the instances not contained in the intersection, we
see thatWaSR-XL-uni contributes some role instances that are not covered by the FrameNet
fulltext training set. This applies to a smaller extent than observed for the verb sense disam-
biguation experiments. The precision is lower for the additional instances in WaSR-XL-uni
for FNFT-test (difference DA), as expected for an out-of-domain training set compared to
the in-domain training set. For SemEval the precision is similar for differenceDA and differ-
enceDB, and only slightly lower for differenceDB for Fate andMASC.This indicates a good
quality of the additional training instances.

The additional instances contributed by the WaSR-XL-uni constitute between 7% and
18% of the total evaluated instances, compared to 26% to 50% instances added by the Frame-
Net fulltext training set. The precision of WaSR-XL-uni on the intersection for MASC is
high at 0.68, compared to 0.55 for FNFT-test. These results indicate that WaSR-XL-uni is
complementary to the FrameNet fulltext training set, and may contribute to a better system
performance when combined with FN-train, in particular on the out-of-domain test sets.

Combining training data. To give further evidence that the automatically labeled corpus
is complementary to the FrameNet fulltext training set, experiments that combine WaSR-
XL-uni with the FrameNet fulltext training set were performed. As for the verb sense dis-
ambiguation experiments, the combinations include U-WaSR-XL-uni, the union of the data
sets, and B-WaSR-XL-uni, backing off toWaSR-XL-uni when the FrameNet fulltext training
set does not provide roles for a sense.

Table 3.8 shows better results for the back-off corpus B-WaSR-XL-uni than for the union
U-WaSR-XL-uni. The recall of the B-WaSR-XL-uni is significantly higher compared to the
FrameNet fulltext training set, and precision values are not significantly lower except for the
in-domain FrameNet fulltext test set. This demonstrates that the automatically role-labeled
corpora created by DistantSRL can supplement a manually labeled corpus and benefit the
resulting system.
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Figure 3.10: Role classification learning curves for WaSR-XL-(set/uni).

WaSR sampling. Because the WaSR corpora show a strongly Zipfian distribution of roles
(i.e., there are a few roles with a very large number of instances) using all instancesmay lead
to a non-representative distribution of roles by predicate, harming the role classification
performance. To this end, sub-samples of the training sets with an increasing number of
training instances per role were evaluated.

The sub-samples include nine training sets randomly sampled from WaSR-XL with a
different maximal number of training instances per role s such that s = 5⋅2i for i ∈ {0, 1, .., 8}.
The resulting sets contain up to s instances with s ranging from 5 to 1,280. This kind of
sample selection covers a wide range of set sizes, because the number s of sampled instances
is doubled when i is incremented by one, e.g., s ∈ {5, 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640, 1,280}.

Figure 3.10 shows the learning curves for precision on WaSR-XL-(set/uni). It shows
that distributional effects occur, i.e., that certain sample sizes s lead to higher precision for
a test set than using the full corpus. The MASC test set particularly benefits from the sam-
pling: combining FNFT-train with the best sample from theWaSR-XL-set corpus (sampling
160 instances per role) results in the overall highest precision P=0.738 and F1=0.65 on the
MASC set. MASC benefits less from a highly skewed distribution of roles, because MASC,
representing a lexical sample, also contains rare roles. These are better represented in an
even sample. The sampling also leads to highest F1 on SemEval and Fate.

The upper bound for this task can be measured as the human role classification perfor-
mance, i.e., the human agreement scores according to the F1 measure. These scores have
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not been reported for our test sets. Recent annotation studies of FrameNet roles report role
labeling agreement of 78.1% F1 for English Twitter text (Johannsen et al., 2015). These val-
ues cannot be directly transferred to our test sets, because they were obtained on a different
type of text, user-generated texts from Twitter.

3.5 Application of DistantSRL to German
This section presents the application of DistantSRL to the German language. Compared to
English, German is a low-resource language. There is a FrameNet-like resource for German
in the form of SALSA 2, but there are, for instance, no independently created test sets. The
general setup of the experiments for German follows the one presented for English.

The German counterpart of FrameNet is SALSA 2, which is mainly known as a corpus
annotated with FrameNet frames, and newly developed proto-frames, see also Section 2.2.3.
As introduced in Section 2.7.1, a SALSA lexical knowledge base can be derived from the
corpus and modeled in UBY-LMF. There are fewer linkings to other lexical resources than
for the English linked lexical knowledge base centered around FrameNet: via the FrameNet
frames that were also used in SALSA 2, SALSA 2 is implicitly linked to FrameNet. This
allows us to link SALSA 2 to the German Wiktionary using the FrameNet – WiktionaryDE
alignment introduced in Section 2.6.

An obvious choice for an additional lexical knowledge base to link to SALSA 2 would
be GermaNet, the German WordNet. However, there is no sense-level linking between
GermaNet and SALSA 2. It would also be difficult to create such a linking automatically,
for instance using the sense alignment method used in Section 2.4 for FrameNet and Wik-
tionary, due to a lack of definition glosses in the SALSA 2 resource. The reason is that our
sense alignment method relies on gloss similarity between two senses in different lexical
knowledge bases to establish a sense alignment. If there is no gloss, no alignment can be
established. The experiments in this section, however, show that the DistantSRL approach
also works for other languages with a smaller number of available resources.

3.5.1 Automatically Generated Training Data and Test Data

Gold standard training and test data. As SALSA 2 does not provide additional lexical
unit examples, the corpus was split into a training set S-train that is used for training the
reference system and for the extraction of seed patterns, a development set S-dev, and a test
set S-test, all consisting of verbal predicates. The proportion of train, development and test
instances is 0.6, 0.2, 0.2; data statistics are shown in Table 3.10.

Linked lexical knowledge base. As already mentioned, the set of linked resources con-
sists of the S-train part of SALSA 2 and Wiktionary, as shown in Figure 3.11. The linking
between the resources is based on the implicit linking of SALSA 2 to FrameNet frames and
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dataset verbs lemmas sense types role types sense tokens role tokens

S-test 390 684 1,045 3,414 8,010
S-dev 390 678 1,071 3,516 8,139
S-train 458 1,167 1,511 9460 22,669

WaS-de (t=0.07) 333 920 - 602,207 -
WaSR-de-set 193 277 210 80,370 115,332
WaSR-de-uni 172 241 155 51,241 57,822

Table 3.10: German dataset statistics on verbs.

the linking of FrameNet to the German Wiktionary as introduced in Section 2.6. This leads
to more than 22,900 seed patterns.

Unlabeled corpus. The unlabeled corpus is based on deWAC sections 1 to 5 (Baroni et al.,
2009). These contain more than 25 million sentences and more than 440 million tokens.
Like the English corpus, the deWAC corpus was filtered by the target verb lemmas prior
to applying DistantSRL. The filtered corpus contains more than 11 million sentences and
more than 270 million tokens.

3.5.2 Frame Labeling Experiments

This section describes the creation of frame-labeled corpora for German according to Stage 1
of DistantSRL and their evaluation in the task of verb sense disambiguation.

Evaluation setup. The evaluation setup follows the setup for English. The preprocessing
of the verb sense disambiguation system is adapted to German, using the language tool seg-
menter, Stanford named-entity recognizer, Treetagger for POS-tagging and lemmatization
(Schmid, 1995), and a module from DKPro core that connects separated particles with their
main verbs (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014).

Parameter estimation and corpus creation. The lexical knowledge base is used to gen-
erate more than 22,900 seed patterns. This is a magnitude smaller than the over 350,000
seed patterns extracted for English. A large number of the seed patterns for English stems
from the ASPs generated for VerbNet. The distribution of seed patterns between ASPs and
LSPs for German is roughly equal. This agrees with the statistics for English seed patterns
when leaving aside the VerbNet-based patterns. For parameter estimation, the patterns are
used to label deWAC sections 1-3. The thresholds t and f are determined in a verb sense
disambiguation evaluation on S-dev, evaluating the same range of values as for English.
The thresholds t=0.07 and a discriminating filter of f =0.07 result in best precision. Similar
to English, t=0.07 results in the best F1 on the development set.
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Figure 3.11: Linked lexical knowledge base centered around FrameNet for German.

training set P R F1
WaS-de 0.672* 0.912* 0.773
B-WaS-de 0.711 0.958* 0.816
U-WaS-de 0.676* 0.961* 0.794

S-train 0.707 0.946 0.809

Table 3.11: German verb sense disambiguation (frame identification) evaluation, P, R, F1; * marks
significant differences to S-train; highest scores in boldface.

Corpus statistics. The corpus with t = 0.07 is called WaS-de. Corpus statistics are listed
in Table 3.10. Compared to S-train, WaS-de contains a smaller number of unique senses,
but 50 times more sense instances. The WaS-de corpus is much smaller than the English
WaS corpora shown in Table 3.4.

Experimental evaluation. The evaluation compares a verb sense disambiguation system
trained on S-train to systems trained on WaS-de (t=0.07), on U-WaS-de, which constitutes
the union with S-train, and on B-WaS-de, which is the backoff-variant supplementing the
training split S-train with instances from WaS-de. The test set is S-test. The results in
Table 3.11 show that the performance of the system based onWaS-de is worse than the one
based on S-train, but the backoff version reaches the best scores overall, indicating that our
WaS-de corpora might be complementary to S-train.

3.5.3 Role Labeling Experiments

To apply DistantSRL to German, the rule-based VerbNet role labeling was adapted to the
German dependencies from the Mate-tools parser (Seeker and Kuhn, 2012). Performing
Steps 2A and 2B on WaS-de results in the two corpora WaSR-de-set and WaSR-de-uni.
Their statistics are shown in Table 3.10.
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training set P R F1
WaSR-de-set 0.593* 0.208* 0.308
WaSR-de-uni 0.69* 0.171* 0.274
B-WaSR-de-uni 0.828 0.958 0.888
U-WaSR-de-uni 0.779* 0.958 0.859

S-train 0.828 0.956 0.887

Table 3.12: German role classification P, R, F1; * marks significant differences to S-train; highest
scores in boldface.

Evaluation setup. The role classification system introduced in Section 3.4.3 was again
used for evaluation. The features of the role classifier are also applicable to German when
German preprocessing tools are used.

Corpus statistics. The statistics for the corporaWaSR-de-set andWaSR-de-uni are shown
in Table 3.10. Again, the numbers are comparatively smaller than those for English. This
has two reasons. First, the number of seed patterns is much smaller, as a result of the
smaller linked lexical knowledge base available for German. This already leads to a smaller
sense-labeled corpus. Second, the SemLinkmapping does not cover frames and roles unique
to SALSA 2. Thus, the proportion of VerbNet labels from Step 2A that cannot be translated
to SALSA 2 roles is larger than for English.

Experimental evaluation. Table 3.12 shows the evaluation results. Training on WaSR-
de-uni results in a good precision of 0.69, but it is significantly lower than for the S-train
system with 0.828. Recall is very low at 0.17. The system trained for the backoff setting (B-
WaSR-de-uni) receives almost the same scores as the S-train, with minimally higher recall.
It is a good sign that the additional training instances do not lead to a decrease in perfor-
mance, on the other hand they only minimally impact the results in a positive way due to
the low coverage of the WaSR-de corpora. We conclude that the role labeling evaluation
suffers from data sparsity, as the automatically labeled corpora WaS-de and WaSR-de are
much smaller than those for English, and, as shown in Table 3.10, cover fewer frame and
role types than the training and test splits of the SALSA corpus.

Summary. This evaluation shows that DistantSRL can also be applied to German. For
verb sense disambiguation, the automatically labeled data can be used to improve on using
S-train alone. The improvements are not significant, which has several potential causes,
e.g., the smaller set of lexical knowledge bases used for seed pattern extraction compared
to English, and the smaller size of the automatically labeled corpora. The data sparsity also
results in very low recall for the role classification.
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Additional work is required to improve the quality of the German automatically labeled
corpora. This includes increasing the number of linked resources and seed sentences, e.g.,
linking SALSA to GermaNet or OmegaWiki. Note that the expected contributions from
GermaNet the to German DistantSRL corpora are smaller than those from WordNet for
English DistantSRL corpora, because a large number of example sentences in GermaNet
have been semi-automatically extracted from the GermanWiktionary (Henrich et al., 2014).
On the other hand, corpora labeled with GermaNet senses like WebCAGe (Henrich et al.,
2012) could be added to expand the seed set. Another point of improvement considers
the SALSA-specific frames: the sense linking from FrameNet to SALSA and the role-level
linking from SALSA to VerbNet via SemLink do not cover SALSA-specific frames and their
role labels, because SemLink does not cover proto-frames from SALSA. This results in a
decreased coverage compared to the English VerbNet to FrameNet mapping, and thus a
lower role coverage of the corpora created via DistantSRL for German.

The impact of the automatically labeled training data on full semantic role labeling for
German is expected to be larger than for English, because the potential for improvement is
larger with only SALSA 2 as the training set. In order to be successful, it should, however,
rely on larger, improved automatically labeled corpora.

3.6 Full Semantic Role Labeling with DistantSRL
The sense and role classification experiments introduced in the previous section show that
DistantSRL is able to generate high-quality frame- and role-labeled training data. In order
to prove the usefulness of the automatically generated data in a full SRL setup, we use them
to train an open-source SRL system. This section describes the evaluation of DistantSRL
using the open-source SRL system SEMAFOR 3.0 (Das et al., 2014).

For a long time, SEMAFOR has been the state-of-the-art system for FrameNet seman-
tic role labeling. It was recently superseded by systems relying on deep learning methods
(Hermann et al., 2014; FitzGerald et al., 2015). In this section, we present results from train-
ing SEMAFOR on our automatically labeled English corpora WaS and WaSR and discuss
their potential benefit to state-of-the-art semantic role labeling systems.

3.6.1 Experiments with SEMAFOR

SEMAFOR training consists of the two steps of FrameNet semantic role labeling already in-
troduced in Chapter 1, training the frame identification model and training the role labeling
model that integrates argument span identification and role classification. The SEMAFOR
system is described in detail in Das et al. (2014), we provide a short introduction here.

The frame identification system is a conditional log-linear model that relies on an elab-
orate feature set based on syntactic and lexical features, using the WordNet hierarchy as a
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source of lexical information. It uses latent variables and semi-supervised lexical expansion
via graph-propagation to improve the generalization across predicates.

The role labeling system of SEMAFOR is also based on a log-linear model and jointly
performs argument identification and role classification. This system assigns the most suit-
able span for the roles of the previously assigned frame. Das et al. (2014) use optimization
via dual decomposition to enforce SRL-specific constraints, for instance avoiding that sev-
eral argument spans are labeled with the same role label.

In our experiments, we retrain the SEMAFOR frame identification and role labeling
models using our automatically labeled corpora, and, for comparison, the FrameNet fulltext
training set FNFT-train. We evaluate on the four test sets consisting of verbal predicates
introduced in Section 3.4. Before presenting the experiments, we introduce the evaluation
metrics typically used for the evaluation of the SEMAFOR system.

SEMAFOR evaluationmetrics. We use the official SEMAFOR evaluation script (Das et al.,
2014) and some additional analyses to evaluate the retrained SEMAFOR systems.

The open-source code associated with SEMAFOR provides an evaluation script that
evaluates three aspects of FrameNet semantic role labeling: accuracy for frame identifi-
cation (FrameId), full semantic role labeling (SRL) given frames predicted by the frame
identification system, and full SRL given gold standard frames.

For frame identification it has become standard to input the gold target spans, so that
the targets do not need to be identified by the system. Therefore, recall is not an issue.
The SEMAFOR evaluation script reports accuracy based on the correct frame labels and the
total number of frame instances in the test dataset. The script provides an exact evaluation
setting that only counts exactly matching frames (exact match), and a lenient setting, that
gives partial credit to frames that can be reached via frame relations in FrameNet (partial
match). In all our experiments presented below, we use the exact match setting.

The second variant of evaluation concerns full semantic role labeling. It reports preci-
sion P, recall R, and F1 scores. For this variant, correct frame and role labels are added up
and compared to the corresponding counts of the gold standard data. Besides counting the
correct frame labels, this includes counting the correct role labels for matching argument
spans. For this evaluation, the distinction in exact match and lenient match settings is also
relevant. Note that the full SRL evaluation counts predicted role labels only if the argument
spans exactly match the gold standard spans. This is a strict evaluation setting: roles with
overlapping spans and correct labels cannot match the gold standard. Moreover, the script
gives higher weight to core roles than to non-core roles, discounting non-core labels by
50%. As a result, core roles contribute more to the overall score.

The third variant of evaluation considers full semantic role labeling given gold standard
frames . It uses the same algorithm as the second variant, and also reports precision, recall,
and F1 scores. Because the contribution of the gold frame labels, which are correct by
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training set Fate MASC SemEval FNFT-test

WaS-L 0.51124 0.56612 0.68473 0.69236
WaS-L-union 0.53372 0.57071 0.71798 0.73834

WaS-XL-10 0.45459 0.44013 0.52463 0.57066
WaS-XL-20 0.46088 0.44639 0.58005 0.58418
WaS-XL-40 0.47257 0.46350 0.58005 0.57471
WaS-XL-80 0.49236 0.46600 0.58621 0.62069
WaS-XL-160 0.46313 0.48602 0.54433 0.62001
WaS-XL-320 0.48291 0.50688 0.59852 0.61325
WaS-XL-640 0.48246 0.52274 0.60345 0.62813

WaS-XL-10-fntrain 0.45459 0.44013 0.52463 0.5706
WaS-XL-20-fntrain 0.50270 0.48811 0.64163 0.69033
WaS-XL-40-fntrain 0.49910 0.49353 0.63547 0.65585
WaS-XL-80-fntrain 0.50809 0.48769 0.62931 0.67343
WaS-XL-160-fntrain 0.50360 0.50396 0.62192 0.67748

FNFT-train 0.55755 0.52774 0.73892 0.76876

Table 3.13: Frame identification experiments with retrained SEMAFOR frame identification mod-
els: accuracy with exact match for test verbs; boldface marks best results in section, underline
marks overall best results.

default, to the final score is not discounted from the score, this is not an evaluation of role
labeling proper. This variant is useful when comparing different SRL systems on the same
test set, but not sufficient when comparing the role labeling performance on different test
sets with a different ratio of frame labels to role labels resulting from different annotation
strategies, as done in the current section and in Chapter 4 below. It furthermore hampers
the analysis of the contribution of frame identification and role labeling to the full SRL
performance across test sets. We therefore add an analysis of the role labeling proper.

To compute the new role labeling scores (RoleId), we re-evaluate the output of the eval-
uation script when running full SRL evaluation with or without gold frames, discounting
the frame labels: we analyze the output of the script to retain the original counts for role
labels and compute P, R, and F1 scores for the role labels.

Frame identification experiments with SEMAFOR. The frame identification model was
trained on several corpora based on WaS-L, WaS-XL, and the FrameNet fulltext corpus
for comparison. They include the union of WaS-L and FNFT-train, and several backoff
variants that supplement the FrameNet fulltext training set with instances from WaS-L if
the FrameNet fulltext training set contains fewer than k instances of this sense. We evaluate
the following range of values for k : (0, 3, 5, 10). For k=0, we only supplement data from
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FNFT-test Fate MASC SemEval
training set P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
WaS-L 54.8 38.0 44.9 36.4 22.0 27.4 47.4 32.9 38.8 51.3 35.5 42.0
WaS-L-union 57.6 39.8 47.2 38.1 22.9 28.6 47.4 33.1 39.0 52.9 36.7 43.3
FNFT-train 62.0 41.0 49.4 40.9 24.1 30.32 44.7 30.9 36.5 56.2 37.7 45.1

Table 3.14: Full SRL results for test verbs with retrained SEMAFOR frame identification model and
SEMAFOR/K role labeling model from Kshirsagar et al. (2015); boldface marks best results.

WaS-L if the corresponding sense is not covered by the FrameNet fulltext training set. We
do not find improvements for the backoff setting and therefore do not report the results.

We also experiment with the high-recall, low precisionWaS-XL corpus. SEMAFOR was
not created to handle the large amounts of training instances in WaS-XL, frame identifica-
tion training on WaS-XL is not feasible due to large memory requirements. Therefore, we
create random samples with up to 640 instances per role, as was done in Section 3.4.3.

For comparison, we retrain the SEMAFOR frame identification model on FNFT-train.
We evaluate the frame identification models on the test sets introduced in Section 3.4.1.
Since the automatically labeled corpora only contain verbs, we constrain the evaluation to
verbal predicates. Table 3.13 shows the results of the exact frame identification evaluation
on our test datasets. Note that the results are not comparable to the frame classification re-
sults reported in Section 3.4.3. In these experiments, we only evaluated on seen predicates,
filtering the test instances according to the training set. To support reproducibility of our
experiments, the results in Table 3.13 represent all verb instances in the test sets. Thus, the
evaluation also includes verbs not contained in the FrameNet lexicon.

The results show that the highly polysemous MASC dataset benefits from the automati-
cally labeled corpora: the accuracy is improved for WaS-L, overall best results are achieved
for the union of WaS-L and the FrameNet fulltext training set, which adds 0.043 points ac-
curacy to the system trained on the FrameNet fulltext training set alone. This improvement
is statistically significant according to Fisher’s exact test at p<0.05. The other test datasets
do not benefit from the additional training data. The WaS-XL samples receive lower scores
than the high-precision WaS-L corpus on all test sets.

Training on WaS-L alone also improves the results for MASC, and reduces the scores
for the other test sets. The results still show that SEMAFOR can train a reasonable frame
identificationmodel on our automatically generated data. The reductions are smaller for the
out-of-domain test sets Fate, MASC, and SemEval, compared to the in-domain FNFT-test.
FNFT-test benefits most from the in-domain training set FNFT-train.

Role labeling experiments with SEMAFOR. We evaluate two different setups, first evalu-
ating the impact of the retrained frame identification models on role labeling using the best
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available SEMAFOR role labeling model from Kshirsagar et al. (2015), second retraining
SEMAFOR 3.0 using corpora based on WaSR-XL-uni.

Table 3.14 shows the results for full SRL using the retrained frame identification models
and the best available role labeling model for SEMAFOR from Kshirsagar et al. (2015), called
SEMAFOR/K. The results show that the improvements in frame identification for MASC
contribute to enhanced role labeling, leading to an improvement of 2% F1 for FrameNet
semantic role labeling.

In Table 3.15, we show the SRL results when retraining SEMAFOR on the role-labeled
data in WaSR-L. For the role classification in Section 3.4.3, we observed better results for
WaSR-XL compared to WaSR-L, due to its better role coverage. Since we cannot retrain
SEMAFOR with the large number of training instances in WaSR-XL, we use WaSR-L for
retraining SEMAFOR in the experiments reported here.

Table 3.15 comprises results for full SRL and role labeling given a) gold frames and b)
system frames predicted by the SEMAFOR retrained on FNFT-train. The results for full
SRL given system frames in the first section of the table show that precision is higher than
for SEMAFOR/K, but recall is low, leading to overall lower F1 scores. The high precision is
a result of the higher frame coverage, but lower role coverage of WaS-L. WaS-L contains
mostly core roles. Since WaS-L does not assign labels to the non-core roles, only the few
core roles per frame are assigned by the retrained SEMAFOR system. The test sets also
contain a large proportion of core roles, so there are fewer non-core roles in the training
set that could confound the results when training on WaS-L. The same effect leads to the
surprisingly high results for role labeling and SRL given gold frames. Additionally, as we
observed earlier, the SEMAFOR evaluation script discounts non-core roles, giving a higher
weight to the core roles, which increases the positive effect forWaSR-L.This is an indication
that it might be beneficial to train core roles independently of the non-core roles, which was
also suggested by Matsubayashi et al. (2009).

Even though the evaluation setting benefits WaSR-L due to its bias to core roles, these
results indicate that DistantSRL creates large amounts of high quality role annotations.

Summary. The experiments with SEMAFOR show that our automatically generated data
can be used to train SEMAFOR successfully. Evaluation scores are lower compared to gold
standard training data for most of the test sets. Improved scores on MASC show that Dis-
tantSRL can be particularly beneficial to out-of-domain test sets. This once more confirms
the quality and usefulness of training data generated with DistantSRL.

We cannot exploit certain advantages of our training data, namely the large amounts
of training data in the WaSR-XL corpus: SEMAFOR is not equipped to deal with such large
amounts of training data. SEMAFOR was developed for the manually labeled FrameNet
fulltext training set.
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system FNFT-test Fate MASC SemEval
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

SRL system frame

SEMAFOR/K 62.01 40.99 49.35 40.86 24.09 30.31 44.72 30.89 36.54 56.15 37.66 45.08
WaSR-L 71.32 30.00 42.25 50.67 19.69 28.36 48.22 20.72 28.99 69.34 28.55 40.45

SRL gold frame

SEMAFOR/K 69.18 73.06 71.07 72.88 74.95 73.9 65.25 67.72 66.46 63.14 65.66 64.38
WaSR-L 95.02 95.91 95.46 95.74 96.35 96.04 93.86 94.86 94.36 92.27 92.65 92.46

RoleId system frame

SEMAFOR/K 43.47 20.20 27.58 21.10 8.05 11.66 36.10 18.73 24.66 37.81 18.92 25.22
WaSR-L 33.56 2.86 5.27 17.95 1.41 2.62 25.85 2.92 5.25 47.62 5.1 9.21

RoleId gold frame

SEMAFOR/K 52.81 57.49 55.05 59.70 62.26 60.95 47.01 49.78 48.36 45.41 48.15 46.74
WaSR-L 92.18 93.54 92.85 93.63 94.52 94.07 90.53 2.03 91.27 88.61 89.17 88.89

Table 3.15: SEMAFOR SRL results for test verbs: contrasting the role labeling model retrained
on DistantSRL data to SEMAFOR/K role labeling model from Kshirsagar et al. (2015); P, R, and F1
scores in percent; boldface marks best results per section.

To use our large and noisy training data effectively, we may need to integrate additional
methods to the supervised system that support learning from noisily labeled data, e.g.,
Natarajan et al. (2013), or specifically target domain adaptation, e.g., Chen et al. (2011).

In the next section we discuss the potential contribution DistantSRL could add to state-
of-the-art FrameNet semantic role labeling.

3.6.2 Discussion in Relation to State-of-the-art FrameNet SRL

This section discusses the potential benefits of DistantSRL to state-of-the-art FrameNet SRL.
We first consider the step of frame identification, then the step of role labeling.

Frame identification. Hermann et al. (2014) report state-of-the-art results for FrameNet
frame disambiguation. Their approach is based on distributed representations of frame
instances and their arguments, i.e., embeddings, and performs frame disambiguation by
mapping a new instance to the embedding space and assigning the closest frame label.
This process is conditioned on the lemma for seen predicates. They report that they im-
prove frame identification accuracy over SEMAFOR by 4% for ambiguous instances in the
FNFT-test set, up to 73.39% accuracy. They also improve over the SEMAFOR system for full
semantic role labeling, reporting an F1 of 68.69% compared to 64.54% from Das et al. (2014).
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Our results are not directly comparable to their results. We also evaluate on ambiguous
instances, but we only evaluate on verb targets, which are typically more polysemous than
nouns and adjectives and thus are more difficult candidates for sense disambiguation.

FrameNet semantic role labeling. For a long time, the SEMAFOR system has been the
state-of-the-art FrameNet semantic role labeling system (Das et al., 2010, 2014), it is still
one of the best open-source semantic role labeling systems.

Recently, several approaches were introduced that use new ways of generating training
features, and neural-network based representation learning strategies. We already intro-
duced Kshirsagar et al. (2015) and Hermann et al. (2014).

Roth and Lapata (2015) also present new strategies to enhance FrameNet role labeling,
together with a new open-source FrameNet semantic role labeling system. They do not
use additional lexical resources, but integrate new context-based features into their open-
source semantic role labeling system Framat++, a FrameNet-adaptation of the PropBank
semantic role labeling system Mateplus (Roth and Woodsend, 2014). Using SEMAFOR for
frame identification, they improve results for full FrameNet semantic role labeling com-
pared to SEMAFOR (Das et al., 2014), reporting an F1 of 67.8%. Their new features belong
to three classes: a) discourse-level features making use of coreference information for co-
occurring roles and discourse newness, b) document-specific word representations, and c)
global frame-based reranking. In general, this approach could benefit from using additional
training data: discourse-level features and document-specific word representations could
also be computed for additional training data. The reranker could also be trained on large
amounts of data, if training scales appropriately.

Täckström et al. (2015) present a new dynamic program formalization for FrameNet role
labeling that efficiently incorporates global constraints associated with the role labeling
task, presenting a tailored solution for incorporating global constraints associated with the
role labeling task that replaces the standard integer linear program solutions used in earlier
work. They report state-of-the-art results in FrameNet semantic role labeling, i.e., F1=70.3%,
when combined with the frame identification model from Hermann et al. (2014).

The currently best-performing FrameNet semantic role labeling system is the one pre-
sented by FitzGerald et al. (2015) which builds upon Täckström et al. (2015). They develop
a multitask learning setup for semantic role labeling which they evaluate for PropBank and
FrameNet semantic role labeling. The setup is based on a specifically designed neural net-
work model that embeds input and output data in a shared, dense vector space. Combined
with the frame identification model from Hermann et al. (2014), their model significantly
improves on the previous state-of-the-art for full FrameNet semantic role labeling, reaching
F1 of 70.9% on FNFT-test - but only when training the model jointly on FrameNet training
data and PropBank-labeled data, e.g., CoNLL 2005 training data, in a multitask setup.
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FitzGerald et al. (2015) report that the performance of their system on FrameNet test data
suffers from the small training set available – only training on FrameNet training data yields
similar results to Täckström et al. (2015). The joint training setup does not benefit PropBank
semantic role labeling due to the small size of the FrameNet training set in comparison to
the PropBank data. This shows that additional training data for FrameNet, for instance
our automatically labeled corpora, could also benefit a state-of-the-art system. An explicit
evaluation of this assumption or comparison to this system is not possible to date, because
the system by FitzGerald et al. (2015) is not publicly available.

The state-of-the-art systems are optimized towards the manually labeled FrameNet full-
text training set. We alreadymentioned above that domain adaptationmethods, or methods
to learn from noisy data (Chen et al., 2011; Natarajan et al., 2013) may be required to adapt
conventional systems to the large and noisily labeled corpora provided by DistantSRL.

In summary, based on the discussion above, and the frame and role classification ex-
periments that we evaluate on four test sets, the data we generate with our method are
complementary to the standard FrameNet training data, and we conclude that they can be
used to enhance state-of-the-art semantic role labeling systems.

3.7 Summary of Chapter 3
This chapter presented DistantSRL, a method of utilizing the LLKB UBYFN created in the
previous chapter for SRL via knowledge-based transfer of sense and role labels. It is mo-
tivated by the need of training data for FrameNet SRL for languages that lack the frame-
and role-annotated corpora required for supervised training. The motivation also persists
for the English language: state-of-the-art SRL systems for English still rely on supervised
training, even when advanced methods such as deep learning are used.

We introduced DistantSRL in the context of other approaches for training data gen-
eration and other knowledge-based approaches to SRL. We then applied the method to
large corpora, and evaluated it extrinsically for the tasks of frame identification and role
classification, and also for full frame-semantic parsing using the SEMAFOR system. Since
DistantSRL is focused on verbs, all experiments are evaluated on verbal predicates. The re-
sults show that the automatically labeled data created by DistantSRL are of high quality and
complement the FrameNet fulltext corpus. For frame identification, our data lead to similar
precision as a standard supervised setup, but at higher coverage. Learning curves indicate
that with an even larger corpus we may be able to further improve precision. For role
classification, the sparse labeling leads to a low role recall, but high precision is achieved
for the covered roles. One cause for the sparse labeling is the incomplete mapping between
VerbNet and FrameNet roles in SemLink. This could be remedied by extending the SemLink
mapping, which would increase the coverage, and to disambiguate ambiguous role labels
using selectional preferences to further increase precision.
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Retraining SEMAFOR on the automatically labeled WaS corpora led to mixed results:
we find slightly lower performance for frame identification for all test sets but the MASC
set. The evaluation of frame identification and role labeling with the retrained frame iden-
tification model on the polysemous MASC test set shows that the automatically labeled
corpora can contribute to an improved semantic role labeling performance. Best results are
obtained when training on the union of the automatically labeled corpora and the Frame-
Net fulltext corpus. When retraining the SEMAFOR role labeling model, we see that the
DistantSRL data are of high quality, leading to high role labeling precision.

To show that it generalizes to other languages, we applied DistantSRL to German. Thus,
we are the first to apply knowledge-based verb sense labeling to the FrameNet verb sense
inventory and to languages other than English. The results of the German experiments
show that the quality of the linked lexical knowledge bases influences the outcome of the
approach. For German, we expect larger coverage and precision of our approach by em-
bedding SALSA in a larger linked lexical knowledge base, for instance including a linking
to GermaNet. In summary, the main contributions of this section are:

• The extension of knowledge-based verb sense labeling and its adaptation to the Frame-
Net sense inventory and to the German language using the SALSA sense inventory.

• The application and evaluation of DistantSRL, a knowledge-based method for the
automatic generation of role-labeled training data, on various test sets from different
domains for English and German.

• The developed corpora: large sense- and role labeled corpora for English and German.
We publish the corpora for research purposes, see Appendix A.

There are several directions for an extension of the presented approach: DistantSRL
was developed for verbs and the English FrameNet, but can be extended to other parts-of-
speech and languages. It is particularly well-suited for languages and domains for which
role-labeled corpora are lacking, but linked lexical knowledge bases are available or can be
created automatically.

Furthermore, DistantSRL can be adapted to other sense and role inventories covered by
linked lexical knowledge bases, e.g., VerbNet and PropBank, and to related approaches to
semantic parsing, e.g., QA-SRL (He et al., 2015). This would require a mapping of the role
inventory to a suitable linked lexical knowledge base, for instance a mapping of the role
labels in QA-SRL to SemLink. As a variation of our approach, Stage 1 of DistantSRL could
be combined with other approaches for training data generation that would benefit from
receiving sense-labeled data as input, e.g., monolingual annotation projection.

In the next chapter, we will compare DistantSRL to other methods of training data gen-
eration introduced in Section 3.3 and evaluate its contribution to the domain adaptation of
FrameNet semantic role labeling.
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Chapter 4

Domain Adaptation via
Training Data Generation

This chapter presents the application of the knowledge-based methods for training data
generation of frame- and role-labeled texts introduced in the previous chapter to domain
adaptation of FrameNet semantic role labeling, more specifically to the adaptation of se-
mantic role labeling to user-generated texts from various domains.

We study the following questions: can the knowledge-based methods improve semantic
role labeling for texts from various domains, including user-generated text? And how do
these methods compare to other methods for training data generation?

Before answering these questions, we first analyze the state-of-affairs: we assess the
domain generalization capabilities of the open-source FrameNet SRL system SEMAFOR.

This study is motivated by a lack of research on domain adaptation for FrameNet se-
mantic role labeling. Domain adaptation has been identified as a problem for semantic
role labeling, but most related work is focused on PropBank. There have been only few
evaluations of domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling, and these are now
outdated. Recent work on FrameNet semantic role labeling typically only evaluates on a
single in-domain test set. There is a lack of suitable out-of-domain test sets.

To enable studies on domain generalization for FrameNet SRL, we create a new, sub-
stantially sized frame- and role-labeled test set based on user-generated text and compare
it to other available test sets, including those used in Chapter 3. We evaluate the open-
source semantic role labeling system SEMAFOR on the various test sets to assess the need
for domain adaptation for the different stages of FrameNet semantic role labeling. We find
that the major bottleneck is the frame identification step: SEMAFOR frame identification
performance is lower on most of the out-of-domain test sets. Once the frame labels are
assigned correctly, the role labeling performance on out-of-domain test sets is similar to
the performance on the in-domain data, or exceeds it.
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We then evaluate the benefits of the knowledge-based approach to training data genera-
tion introduced in Chapter 3 to domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling and
compare it to alternative approaches of training data generation. We find that the combi-
nation of the FrameNet fulltext corpus data with our automatically labeled WaS-L corpora
leads to improved frame identification for the test sets based on user-generated text and
MASC. This is mostly due the coverage increase from adding WaS-L, that provides better
coverage for domain-relevant frames. In a detailed error analysis, we identify factors that
lead to the lower frame identification performance on out-of-domain test set: it is a result of
lower training data coverage, domain adaptation effects, and difficulties in preprocessing
user-generated text. Finally, we present a detailed discussion of how to make better use
of the automatically labeled corpora for frame identification, and how to further improve
frame identification performance across domains.

In the next section, we motivate our study on the domain generalization capabilities of
FrameNet SRL and discuss related work.

4.1 Motivation: Domain Adaptation for SRL
This section motivates our study on domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role label-
ing. It first briefly introduces the concept of domain adaptation, and then describes pre-
vious work in domain adaptation for semantic role labeling in general and specifically for
FrameNet SRL. Notably, previous work mostly focused on PropBank SRL. There is a lack of
research on domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling.

4.1.1 Domain Adaptation

Supervised machine learning systems performworse on data with different underlying fea-
ture distributions, i.e., different domains. The term domain adaptation describes the adap-
tation of a model to test data from a different feature distribution than seen in the training
data (Søgaard, 2013).

Domain adaptation has been evaluated in detail for various NLP tasks, from part-of-
speech tagging to dependency parsing. Studied domains range from different types of
newspaper texts, fiction texts, web texts, informal language and speech, to texts from spe-
cific disciplines, such as Law or the Biomedical domain. A sub-type of domain adaptation
relevant to this work is the adaptation to user-generated discourse (UGD), texts generated
by web users in the form of blogs, web-forum posts (Biber and Conrad, 2009), or Twitter
posts (Han and Baldwin, 2011). These types of text follow formal restrictions like orthog-
raphy to a much lesser degree than edited text from various domains (e.g., newswire); they
contain new terms and cover various topics.
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In order to avoid the expensive labeling of large amounts of target domain data, methods
for domain adaptation of supervised machine learning systems have been developed that
aim to create systems that generalize to a specific target domain, or to variable domains
(Søgaard, 2013). The datasets from other domains are either referred to as target domain or
out-of-domain data; The latter assumes the perspective of the source domain data, the data
that a conventional machine learning system is trained on (in-domain data),

Domain adaptation methods range from supervised domain adaptation , that combines
labeled source domain and target domain training data, via semi-supervised domain adap-
tation (labeled source-domain data, labeled and unlabeled target domain data) and unsu-
pervised domain adaptation (labeled source domain, unlabeled target domain data) to blind
domain adaptation that attempts to create domain-independent systems – also called open-
domain systems. Because of its objective to use unlabeled target-domain data and rely on
fewer amounts of labeled data, domain adaptation in natural language processing often uses
semi-supervised machine learning methods (Chapelle et al., 2010).

A popular method of supervised domain adaptation in NLP is the feature augmenta-
tion approach by Daumé III (2007). They use additional labeled data from the target do-
main to augment the feature space, encoding for each feature whether it represents the
source, target, or both domains. Self-training or bootstrapping approaches are examples
of semi-supervised domain adaptation, see Zhu and Goldberg (2009); these approaches use
unlabeled data and small amounts of labeled data from the target domain.

As labeled target-domain data are expensive to obtain, methods of unsupervised domain
adaptation that leverage unlabeled target domain data have been developed. One way is to
re-weight the training data based on the distribution in the target domain data, for instance
using instance weighting, another is to automatically generate target-domain training data.
An increasingly successful method for unsupervised domain adaptation uses learning of
low-dimensional representations (Blitzer et al., 2006).

The approach to domain adaptation explored in this chapter can be considered a variant
of unsupervised domain adaptation: we use unlabeled data from the target domain (or
additional domains) that is labeled automatically using various methods of training data
generation, including knowledge-based label transfer as described in Chapter 3. Then a
supervised system is trained on the automatically labeled data, or on a combination of these
data with the source-domain training data.

4.1.2 Domain Adaptation for Semantic Role Labeling

Since Pradhan et al. (2007b) described the domain adaptation problem for semantic role la-
beling, domain adaptation for semantic role labeling has beenmostly studied for PropBank-
style semantic role labeling. The CoNLL shared tasks on semantic role labeling provide the
appropriate test bed: typically newspaper text from the Wall Street Journal Corpus is con-
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trasted to the target domain of fiction texts from the Brown Corpus (Carreras and Màrquez,
2005; Surdeanu et al., 2008; Hajič et al., 2009).

The CoNLL 2005 shared task on semantic role labeling (Carreras and Màrquez, 2005) is
the first to include an out-of-domain test set from the Brown corpus. The results showcase
the domain adaptation problem for semantic role labeling: the best-performing semantic
role labeling system (Koomen et al., 2005) shows an F1 score of 79.44% on the in-domain test
set, and F1 of 67.75% on the out-of-domain test set, a difference of more than 10 points. Car-
reras and Màrquez (2005) attribute this difference mostly to domain-specific preprocessing
(separate preprocessing steps also perform worse on the out-of-domain dataset) and er-
ror propagation in the pipelined systems, but also mention overfitting and domain-specific
features of the semantic role labeling classifiers as a potential source of error.

TheCoNLL 2008 shared task is focused on the joint parsing of syntactic and semantic de-
pendencies (Surdeanu et al., 2008). Results for semantic role labeling are reported as labeled
F1 score, results for syntactic parsing are reported as the labeled attachment score (LAS), and
for the joint syntactic and semantic parsing, they are reported as the labeled macro F1 .

The observations regarding the out-of-domain test set are the same as for the 2005
shared task: Surdeanu et al. (2008) report that the divergence of performance between the
test sets lies between 12 and 14 points F1 for the semantic role labeling task, while the diver-
gence is lower (7-8 LAS points) for the dependency labeling task, indicating that “domain
adaptation becomes even harder as the task to be solved gets more complex” (Surdeanu
et al., 2008). The contributors of the best system, Johansson and Nugues (2008a), report a
labeled macro F1 of 85.95% on the in-domain test set, and of 75.95% on the out-of-domain
test set for joint syntactic parsing and semantic role labeling. For the semantic role labeling
evaluation, they report a labeled F1 of 81.75% in-domain and 69.06% out-of-domain.

This trend continues with the CoNLL 2009 shared task (Hajič et al., 2009) that adds
evaluation languages other than English: even though the overall scores get much better,
the difference between in-domain and out-of-domain evaluation stays large. Most of the
participants in the CoNLL shared tasks do not focus specifically on the domain adaptation
task. This includes the best-performing system by Zhao et al. (2009).

Research that puts a greater focus on the domain adaptation scenario often makes use
of some kind of distributional representation that is supposed to help generalization from
seen training instances to unseen instances. The work described in the next paragraph
recently improved on the CoNLL shared task results for domain adaptation.

PropBank semantic role labeling. The work by Huang and Yates (2010) is an early ex-
ample of representation learning for domain adaptation in semantic role labeling. They
aim to create an open-domain semantic role labeling system. They use only labeled data
from the source domain and integrate a latent variable language model based on a Hid-
den Markov Model into their semantic role labeling system. The latter is trained on the
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unlabeled source domain data. They evaluate their chunking-based semantic role label-
ing system on the CoNLL 2005 shared task dataset. FitzGerald et al. (2015) later improve
the CoNLL results for Propbank semantic role labeling on out-of-domain sets with their
neural-network based system.

Yang et al. (2015b) use deep belief networks for domain adaptation of PropBank seman-
tic role labeling. They report the best results to date on the out-of-domain test set for the
CoNLL 2009 shared task and the smallest performance difference between in-domain and
out-of-domain training data, showing that their approach works well for domain general-
ization. They use the deep belief network to create a latent feature representation (called
LFR) that reduces the number of features from over one million for role labeling in two
steps to first 1̃0,000 and then 5̃,000 features. The training of the deep belief network for
role labeling uses unlabeled target domain data together with labeled source domain data.
Thus, their approach is an instance of unsupervised domain adaptation.

The work by Yang et al. (2015b) is particularly interesting, because they compare their
results (F1=78.75% for their best system on out-of-domain data) to a number of baseline ap-
proaches. First, they compare to the system of the CoNLL 2009 shared task that performed
best on the out-of-domain test set (Zhao et al., 2009), which achieves an F1 of 74.58%. This
system does not perform domain adaptation, i.e., they only use labeled in-domain data for
training, but it makes use of word clusters to improve generalization capabilities. Then
they compare to the baseline of training on the in-domain training data (BL1), training on
out-of-domain training data that were labeled with the BL1 system, which leads to a self-
training setup (BL2), and training on the combined training data from BL1 and BL2 (BL3). In
addition, Yang et al. (2015b) compare their method to the feature augmentation approach
by Daumé III (2007) (FA). Feature augmentation, being a supervised approach to domain
adaptation, requires labeled data from the target domain. For this, Yang et al. (2015b) use
the data created by the self-training baseline BL2. As a result, the feature augmentation
setup FA is very similar to BL3 and show similar performance: they achieve an F1 of 72.90%
and 72.75% respectively.

Yang et al. (2015b) find that all baselines except for BL2 improve on the supervised train-
ing BL1 for the out-of-domain semantic role labeling task (F1=71.57%). The self-training
baseline BL2 performs slightly worse on out-of-domain data compared to BL1 (F1=70.34%),
but also additionally more than 10 percentage points F1 worse on the in-domain data. The
observation that self-training decreases semantic role labeling performance was also made
for FrameNet SRL, see our discussion of self-training for FrameNet SRL in Section 3.3.2.

Another interesting finding is that BL3, simply combining gold training data with data
from self-training, performs similar to the more elaborate feature augmentation approach.
Even though the feature augmentation might result in larger improvements when using
gold standard target domain data instead of those annotated via self-training, this observa-
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tion is still encouraging with respect to our own experiments on combining gold training
data with automatically labeled data which we will introduce in Section 4.4.

Besides work on the CoNLL shared tasks, there have been applications of domain adap-
tation to specific domains like the Biomedical domain (Tsai et al., 2006; Dahlmeier and Ng,
2010), or application to speech data (Van der Plas et al., 2009). We discuss work on adapting
semantic role labeling to user-generated text in a separate paragraph below.

FrameNet semantic role labeling. The problem of domain adaptation for FrameNet se-
mantic role labeling presents itself differently from the one for PropBank SRL, because of
the two steps involved in FrameNet semantic role labeling: frame identification and role
labeling. Different sets of roles are licensed for FrameNet role labeling depending on the
frame label assigned during frame identification. Since PropBank role labels do not depend
on the predicate label, the majority of PropBank SRL systems only deal with the task of
role labeling. Domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling may in contrast be
required for both steps in the semantic role labeling setup.

Domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling has so far only been evaluated
sparsely. Note that we do not focus on the extension of the FrameNet frame inventory to
other domains as done by Schmidt (2009) for soccer, Venturi et al. (2009) for the legal do-
main, and Reiter (2014) for rituals in digital humanities. We consider the domain adaptation
problem that is common to many supervised machine learning tasks, i.e., the adaptation of
a model to test data from a different distribution than the training data while preserving
the original task.

Johansson and Nugues (2008b) evaluated the impact of different parsers on FrameNet
semantic role labeling, using the Nuclear Threats Initiative (NTI) data as an out-of-domain
test set. They observe low domain generalization abilities of their supervised system, but
find that using dependency parsers instead of constituency parsers benefits domain adap-
tation. Their explanation is that the dependency-based system relies less on lexicalization
than the system based on constituency parsers.

Croce et al. (2010) aim to create an open-domain FrameNet semantic role labeling sys-
tem by integrating a distributional model into their semantic role labeling system. The dis-
tributional model generalizes lexicalized features for argument classification to previously
unseen arguments and thus contributes to a system with similar performance on source
and target domain (different of 4.5 percentage points F1), using a similar in-domain/out-
of-domain split as Johansson and Nugues (2008b). Distributional representations for gen-
eralization to unseen data have also been adopted by state-of-the-art systems, including
advanced word representations obtained via deep learning (FitzGerald et al., 2015; Her-
mann et al., 2014). These systems, however, have not been evaluated on out-of-domain test
data. Currently, FrameNet semantic role labeling benchmarks use a split of the FrameNet
1.5 fulltext corpus, that is randomly sampled and contains texts from the same sources in
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training, development, and test split (Das et al., 2014). Out-of-domain evaluation is lacking,
as are appropriate datasets that enable this kind of evaluation.

Recently, Kshirsagar et al. (2015) proposed to use domain adaptation methods to im-
prove FrameNet role labeling. They use the feature augmentation approach by Daumé III
(2007) to extend the feature space for FrameNet role labeling with additional data from the
FrameNet lexicon examples. They, too, evaluate performance gains only on the standard
in-domain FrameNet test set used by Das et al. (2014).

4.1.3 Semantic Role Labeling for User-generated Discourse

User-generated discourse is a specific text type that also requires domain adaptation strate-
gies. The properties of UGD diverge from standard text or the newswire text ubiquitous in
NLP. Popular types of user-generated discourse are tweets from Twitter, community ques-
tions and answers, or forum posts. These types of text have specific properties like lack of
orthographical conventions, i.e., spelling or punctuation, and the use of colloquial language
that make them appear closer to spoken language, as well as media-specific strategies, i.e.,
hashtags in Twitter. These divergences from standard language do have linguistic or meta-
linguistic functions. Because of this, user-generated media have since been recognized as
a source of various domains of their own right, for instance made up by different socio-
economic strata (Eisenstein, 2013).

NLP on user-generated text makes use of normalization strategies and strategies to
adapt NLP analysis tools such as POS-tagging, parsing, or named-entity recognition to user-
generated text, mostly for Twitter (Han and Baldwin, 2011; Baldwin et al., 2015). There is
not much previous work on SRL for user-generated text.

Initial work in semantic role labeling for user-generated texts also targets PropBank
roles (Liu et al., 2010). Liu et al. (2010) present a PropBank semantic role labeling system
for Twitter data in the news domain. They first define in-domain data as excerpts from
edited texts that can be labeled with a standard semantic role labeling system. Then, they
collect out-of-domain data as Twitter tweets on news topics with typical properties such as
informal language, emoticons, etc. They project annotations from the news excerpts to the
tweets and train a semantic role labeling system on the expanded training data. Liu et al.
(2011) create a two-step approach for semantic role labeling on news tweets that is highly
tailored to their task and exploits similarities in clusters of tweets to correct the role labels
from an initial system. Liu et al. (2012) later extend this approach to noun predicates.

There are two recent papers that introduce FrameNet-labeled datasets based on user-
generated texts from Twitter and Wikipedia. Søgaard et al. (2015) annotate Twitter data
with FrameNet frames and roles to evaluate the benefit of syntactic and shallow semantic
parsing to knowledge extraction from Twitter. They publish three versions of their dataset,
each annotated by a different annotator. These datasets were not adjudicated to a single
gold standard based on the argumentation that any human annotation provides reasonable
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information to a machine learning system. With just over 1,000 frames and around 1,700
roles, those datasets are small compared to other test sets, for instance the FrameNet full-
text test set containing more than 4,000 frames and 7,000 roles. Agreement between the
annotators is high at 84.5% F1 for frame identification and 78.1% F1 for role labeling.

Søgaard et al. (2015) report that the frame identification performance of SEMAFOR 2.1
(Das et al., 2010) on the new test set is similar to its performance on the newswire test set
from SemEval-2007 (Baker et al., 2007). For full SRL, there are large differences: F1 reaches
only 25.96% on the Twitter dataset compared to the 46.5% reported by Das et al. (2010) on
the newswire set. These results show that there is ample room for improvement for SRL
on the Twitter dataset, even though Søgaard et al. (2015) report that FrameNet SRL benefits
their knowledge extraction task. They find that using FrameNet semantic role labeling
with SEMAFOR 2.1 leads to more robust knowledge extraction, i.e., a larger percentage of
extracted facts that are considered intelligible and relevant by human judges, compared to
other types of preprocessing such as dependency parsing or PropBank SRL.

Johannsen et al. (2015) create labeled datasets based on texts fromTwitter andWikipedia
for several languages, including English. They use these datasets to evaluate their multi-
lingual semantic role labeling system. In order to create datasets in several languages, they
use a specific preprocessing setup: frame candidates were selected based on a matching of
FrameNet to the multilingual BabelNet, which was used to translate FrameNet predicates to
other languages. This matching to BabelNet was also used for English in order to emulate
the multilingual setting. As a result, the quality of the English frame annotations is lower
than would be expected for English. The lower quality is mirrored in agreement scores
of 73.4% F1 for frame identification and 70.5% F1 for role labeling. These scores are lower
than those reported by Søgaard et al. (2015). Additional details and statistics on the two
FrameNet-labeled datasets are presented in the next section.

In this section we discussed previous work on domain adaptation for SRL, with a par-
ticular focus on user-generated text. There is not much research on domain adaptation for
FrameNet SRL, which may be caused by a lack of appropriate test datasets. There are only
two out-of-domain test sets for FrameNet SRL that target user-generated text. One of them
is small (Søgaard et al., 2015), the other of lower quality (Johannsen et al., 2015). The lack
of out-of-domain test sets for FrameNet semantic role labeling motivates the creation of a
new test dataset that is presented in the next section.

4.2 YAGS – a Gold Standard for User-generated Text
In the previous chapter, Chapter 3, we introduced a number of available FrameNet-labeled
datasets that can be used for the training and evaluation of FrameNet semantic role labeling
systems. These datasets have in common that they stem from professionally edited sources,
mostly newspaper text, but also literary texts.
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Figure 4.1: Example question from Yahoo! Answers.

As discussed in the previous section, there are only few test sets that cover the domain
of user-generated text. They are based on Twitter data, and either small (Søgaard et al.,
2015) or of low quality (Johannsen et al., 2015). There are no datasets that cover other
user-generated text types such as blogs or forum posts.

To fill this gap, we created YAGS, a new, manually labeled gold standard dataset based
on data from Yahoo! Answers, a question-and-answer website on which users ask questions
and contribute answers to questions on various topics, including informational questions
(see Figure 4.1) and conversational questions that are very similar to informal chats. Ya-
hoo! Answers covers various topics from Amusement Parks to Zoology , and contains the
style of user-generated language typical for spontaneous user contributions. The exam-
ple in Figure 4.1 illustrates the non-standard language of the user-generated question-and-
answer data:19 careless spelling (e.g., own instead of owns ), omitting capitalization (e.g., i,
chrysler instead of I, Chrysler ) and careless use of punctuation conventions (e.g., missing
question mark afterWho now own chrysler ).

In this section, we first present related work on annotation of FrameNet frames and
roles and motivate the strategy we use in our annotation study, e.g., manual annotation
by trained annotators. We then present the annotation study in detail and compare the
resulting dataset to the Twitter datasets introduced above and the edited test sets used in
our experiments in Chapter 3.

19Accessed at October 16 2015 from https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080212084227AAxdplS.
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4.2.1 FrameNet Frame and Role Annotation

For the creation of our gold standard dataset, the annotation method of choice was a classi-
cal one: given a text with automatically pre-annotated predicate targets, trained annotators,
graduate-level students in linguistics, first identified the frame of the predicate, and then
identified the argument spans and role labels. Each predicate instance was annotated by
two annotators. Subsequently, an experienced annotator adjudicated their annotations.

Given the goal of collecting an evaluation dataset of considerable, but constrained, size
with large coverage, this promised to be the most effective method. Previous annotation
studies explored the option of crowdsourcing FrameNet annotations, and their experiences
shed light on the difficulties associated with this strategy: for frame annotation, which is
basically a word sense disambiguation task, crowdsourcing works quite well: Hong and
Baker (2011) evaluate the feasibility of crowdsourcing frame annotations for a small num-
ber of FrameNet predicates with up to five candidate frames and test different setups. Their
most successful annotation setup is the one using example sentences for each predicate
sense instead of frame definitions, to which unlabeled sentences have to be assigned by the
annotator. Recently, Chang et al. (2015) expanded their work to large-scale frame annota-
tion and added a supervision loop that provides feedback to the crowd-annotators on gold
instances which speeds up annotator training in the crowd-annotation setup and results in
high-quality frame annotations.

Fossati et al. (2013) considered crowdsourcing for the role annotation task. For this task,
crowdsourcing appears to be more difficult. It covers the detection of syntactic arguments,
adjuncts and modifiers of the predicate and their labeling with a semantic role label. The
difficulties are in part caused by the abstract definitions of the roles that were created by
and for experts in linguistics. Therefore, Fossati et al. (2013) replaced the role definitions by
semantic types fromDBPedia associatedwith the role fillers. To gather these types, they use
an automatic system to map FrameNet role fillers to Wikipedia pages, then they use given
links from Wikipedia to DBpedia to map the pages to the DBPedia type system. This way,
the Victim role of the Killing frame is for instance associated with the type Animal . They
report that presenting a list of semantic types to the annotators instead of role definitions
leads to higher annotation accuracy. The reason is that these are easier to understand for lay
annotators compared to the abstract labels and often complicated role definitions. Because
the coverage of the linking between FrameNet role fillers and DBPedia is not complete, and
because coverage and granularity of the DBPedia type system may not exactly match the
one in FrameNet, this strategy is bound to omit or conflate a number of roles.

Feizabadi and Padó (2014) evaluate the annotation of non-local semantic roles. Non-
local roles are not realized in the local sentence context, and maybe not realized at all
in the discourse context – so called implicit roles. The phenomenon is illustrated in the
following example from Feizabadi and Padó (2014): “Phileas Fogg, having shut the door of
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[his house]Source at half-past eleven, and having put his right foot before his left five hundred
and seventy-five times, and his left foot before his right five hundred and seventy-six times,
reached [the Reform Club]Goal” . The phrase his house labeled with the Source role is not an
argument of the predicate reached . This is an example for the non-local instantiation of the
Source role. Feizabadi and Padó (2014) focus on a specific subset of roles and use simplified
descriptions of those roles for an annotation study focused on Motion and Position frames.

The crowdsourced approaches to role annotation have in common that they simplify
and reduce the number of available roles. In order to create a comprehensive annotation
and evaluate which FrameNet roles are relevant in the target domain and discourse type,
our annotation study was performed in the traditional setup using trained annotators. We
now introduce our annotation study, starting with the selection of a dataset to annotate.

4.2.2 Data Selection and Preparation

In order to create a new FrameNet-labeled test set on user-generated data we make use
of the Yahoo! Answers Manners dataset. Our dataset consists of 55 questions and their
answers randomly sampled from the 28,528 questions in the test split of the Yahoo! An-
swers Manners dataset used by Surdeanu et al. (2011).20 The 55 questions and answers
were automatically segmented, lemmatized and POS-tagged using Stanford Segmenter and
TreeTagger as provided by DKPro-core (Eckart de Castilho and Gurevych, 2014). Words
were automatically marked as predicate candidates for annotation if their lemma and POS
are present in the FrameNet lexicon. Depending on the sentence length, up to five predicate
candidates per sentences were marked. This was done for practical reasons: the constraint
was motivated by the annotation interface used for the Frame and Role annotation. With a
certain number of predicates per sentence, the annotation window would get too crowded.
For sentences consisting of up to 15 tokens, only three predicate candidates were marked.
The filter that constrained the number of candidates preferred verbal predicate candidates
over adjectives and nouns, selecting verbal predicates first.

To enhance readability for the annotators, the prefix Q: was added to mark the begin-
ning of questions, and the prefix QA: was added to mark the beginning of each answer.
These markers were later removed from the final gold standard.

4.2.3 Annotation Task

The annotation task consisted of three steps, which were performed in direct succession
for each predicate candidate: first, the identification of multiword predicates, second the
frame labeling on the given predicate candidate, and third, if a frame could be assigned to

20TheYahoo! AnswersManners dataset can be obtained via https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com. Information
about the test split was obtained via personal communication with the authors of the paper.
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Figure 4.2: Example: FrameNet frame and role annotation in YAGS.

the candidate, the identification of the arguments and role assignment. Detailed annotation
guidelines are listed in Appendix B.

Step 1: Multiword predicates. The first step entailed that for each given predicate can-
didate in context, the annotator was to decide whether the predicate candidate is part of
a multiword construction, for instance a verb particle construction or a support verb con-
struction. The additional parts of the multiword were annotated and each part of the multi-
word was marked as head or satellite of the multiword. Satellites were then linked to their
heads. The example in Figure 4.2 shows twomultiword predicates from YAGS, grind up and
putting off .

Step 2: Frame annotation. In the second step, predicate candidates are assigned a single
frame label, or the label NF (Not in FrameNet ) if the given sense of the word is not listed
in the FrameNet lexicon. If the meaning of the candidate could not be interpreted from
the context, the annotators were asked to select the label XX . In the above example, the
predicate grind receives the frame label Grinding , and the predicate putting receives the
frame label Change_event_time .

Step 3: Argument span and role annotation. This step is only performed for predicate
candidates that receive a frame label. For these instances, the argument spans are identi-
fied as syntactic arguments, adjuncts or any other kind of modifier (mostly noun phrases,
prepositional phrases, sometimes subordinate clauses) and assigned a role label from the
set of roles of the given frame. If semantic arguments can be identified in the sentence
context without being direct arguments, these are also annotated, for instance mortal and
pestle in the example. If no appropriate role label is available, the annotators are asked to
select NF as the label. In the above example, you is identified as an argument and labeled
with theGrinder role of theGrinding frame, and the span mortal and pestle is labeled with
the Instrument role.

Annotators were also encouraged to annotate anaphoric referents of arguments in cer-
tain circumstances. For instance, if the argument is a pronoun, but the phrase the pronoun
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Figure 4.3: Screenshot of WebAnno annotation interface used for frame and role annotations.

refers to can be clearly identified in the context, the phrase is also annotated as the argument
of the candidate predicate. The motivation for this is that we would like to collect semantic
information on the fillers of arguments in addition to their mere lexical representations.

4.2.4 Annotation Study

Five annotators, all of them linguistics students experienced in semantic annotation tasks,
were equipped with the annotation guidelines (see Appendix B) and trained on a training
document. All documents were annotated by pairs of those five annotators and adjudicated
by an expert annotator. A small subset of the available documents was annotated by all
annotators to compute the overall agreement.

Annotation tool. The tool used for the annotation was WebAnno version 2.0.0 (Yimam
et al., 2014). It supports the annotation of argument spans and linking arguments to their
predicates with relation links that are visualized as arcs. Frame and role labels for the pred-
icates and arguments can be selected from a drop-down list that is filtered upon entering
the first letters of a label. The setup is illustrated in the screenshot in Figure 4.3.

Annotation scenario. Each of the 55 questions from Yahoo! Answers and their answers
were presented to the annotators in a single document. The documents contain between 6
and 490 predicate candidates. Predicate candidates were pre-annotated and highlighted in
the annotation interface.
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As a reference to FrameNet 1.5 frame and role definitions, the annotators used the
FrameNet Explorer tool21 with the data from FrameNet release 1.5. The annotators used
the FrameNet Explorer tool to consult the frame and role definitions for the lemma of the
predicate candidate in FrameNet.

The annotators followed the three annotation steps described above. First, they identify
multiword predicates. Second, they label a predicate with a frame label that can be selected
from a drop-down list. Then they identify the argument spans and label the arguments
with their role label and the label of the corresponding frame. As part of this, they link
arguments to their predicate with a relation link.

To make the annotation task easier for the annotators, the linking step is optional in
most cases: explicit links between predicates and their arguments only had to be created if
two predicates with the same frame label occurred in the same sentence. If this condition
applies, the assignment of arguments to their predicate can not be performed automatically,
as it is not uniquely defined. Otherwise, the matching of arguments to the predicates can
be performed automatically based on the correspondence of their frame labels.

Curation scenario. The annotations were curated by an expert adjudicator. Therefore, the
WebAnno annotation interface shows the annotations by the two annotators next to each
other. Annotations for which the annotators agree are merged automatically and presented
in a third window that shows the curated version. The adjudicator can accept the merged
suggestions, or delete them, and add annotations from the annotators to the curated version
by clicking on their annotation or by creating new annotations.

Postprocessing. To create a final gold standard, the curated instances were postprocessed
in the following manner: first, the prefixesQ: and QA: were removed; second, implicit links
between predicates and their arguments were made explicit and the WebAnno annotations
converted to the DKPro type SemanticPredicate for the frame annotation and the type Se-
manticArgument for the role annotation. SemanticPredicate contains a list of SemanticAr-
gument instances and thus explicitly links predicates to their arguments; third, a manual
disambiguation step was added to distinguish between discontinuous argument spans and
coreferent argument spans. It turned out that a number of discontinuous argument spans
were annotated. These could not be distinguished automatically from the coreferent spans.
In the final gold standard, discontinuous arguments should persist, while coreference tar-
gets should be marked as instances of coreference to a role target instead.

Therefore, the 400 frame instances that have several arguments labeled with the same
role were manually analyzed. Out of the full set, the majority of 384 frame instances is
annotated twice with the same role label, for 16 frame instances we observed triple annota-
tions of the same role label. We categorized them into four classes based on whether they

21http://www.clres.com/FNExplorer.html
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(1) display a discontinuous argument span, or (2) an instance of coreference, (3) whether
the duplicate instances of the same role label are actually justified, or (4) whether they
highlight an annotation error. For instances of (1) and (3), we kept the role annotation as
is. Class (3) covers a small number of instances for which the assumed rule that each role
only occurs once for a frame does not hold. These are typically non-core roles and describe
several attributes of the predicate that are of the same type, e.g., temporal information.

For coreference instances of type (2) we mark the real argument and the coreferent.
Thereby, 173 coreferents were identified and associated with their target, 169 targets in to-
tal. For these instances, the SemanticArgument label was removed. To preserve the coref-
erence information, a DKPro Coreference annotation pointing from the coreferent to the
SemanticArgument was added. For (4), we observed that the redundancy resulted from an-
notation errors and double annotation of the same label on the same argument span. These
errors were subsequently fixed manually. In the end, around 170 role instances remain that
have discontinuous argument spans or valid double annotations.

4.2.5 Inter-rater Agreement

To estimate the quality of the annotations, we measure the inter-rater agreement between
pairs of annotators. Inter-rater agreement is evaluated on three levels,

• on the predicate level, evaluating the agreement of the frame labels assigned to the
predicate heads,

• on the argument level, evaluating agreement of the argument spans independently
of the labels, and

• on the role level, evaluating the agreement of the role labels given the argument span.

Inter-rater agreement for frame labels is Krippendorff’s α=0.76; agreement for role la-
bels given matching spans is α=0.62, and Krippendorff’s α unitizing agreement for role
spans is 0.7. This is a good result for such a difficult task on this type of text. Note that our
gold standard contains a large number of verbs that are highly polysemous and includes
both core and non-core role labels.

To compare to other annotation studies, we also computed F1 agreement (Hripcsak and
Rothschild, 2005). Average pairwise F1 is 96.0% for frame labels, 65.0% for argument spans,
and 54.0% for role labels given argument spans. Søgaard et al. (2015) report F1 agreement
for frame labels of 84.5%, Johannsen et al. (2015) report frame F1 of 0.73% and role F1 of 0.71%
for their Twitter datasets, and role F1 of 78.1% for the study by Søgaard et al. (2015). The
higher role agreement for both studies may result from the different annotation setting:
they ask their annotators to annotate the dependency head of the argument, not a full
span. Additionally, annotators in Johannsen et al. (2015) mostly annotated core roles, which
reduces potential confusion.
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all valid labels invalid labels frame types role types frame-role types

frame labels 3,553 3,091 463 409 - -
role labels 6,146 6,144 2 400 433 1,547

Table 4.1: Statistics on the YAGS annotation for frame and role labels. Invalid labels marks in-
stances that are not represented in the FrameNet lexicon; Columns on types refer to unique label
types as opposed to corpus instances.

x roles per instances 0 1 2 3 4 5

# predicate instances with x roles 95 764 1,500 563 80 10

Table 4.2: YAGS statistics on number of roles per predicate.

4.2.6 Gold Standard

The gold standard set YAGS contains 1,415 sentences annotated with 3,091 instances of
frames and 6,144 instances of role-labeled arguments, including 1,130 instances of non-core
roles. It covers 767 verb lemmas, 109 multiword lemmas, 409 unique frame labels, and
433 unique role labels. We publish the YAGS annotations in a stand-off format linking
to the positions in the original dataset under an open-source license. Thus, researchers
who license the original Yahoo! Answers Manner dataset will be able to easily add the role
annotations from YAGS to their dataset. For details and download links see Appendix A.

Table 4.1 contains detailed statistics from the annotation study that include numbers
for the invalid labels NF and XX . There are 463 predicate candidates that could not be
labeled with a FrameNet frame and therefore received an invalid label. This shows that the
FrameNet frame inventory does not cover all word senses for the predicates in YAGS. Only
two of the 6,144 argument spans identified by the annotators could not be labeled with a
role label. Table 4.1 also shows that there are 409 unique frames in YAGS. Thus, it covers
40% of the frame inventory in FrameNet. These occur in combination with 433 unique role
labels, leading to 1,547 unique pairs of frame and role label, i.e., 1,547 different roles. YAGS
contains between 0 and 5 role instances per frame instance with a median of 2 unique roles
per frame instance, see Table 4.2.

Table 4.3 contains statistics on the final gold standard and contrasts them to the numbers
of other test sets. We provide a detailed comparison below.

4.2.7 Comparison to Other Test Datasets

To better understand the properties of the new test set YAGS, we compare its statistics
to those of other available test sets. Table 4.3 provides an overview on the number of
sentences, frames for different parts-of-speech, roles and core roles in the different datasets.
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dataset sentences frames % adj
frames

% noun
frames

% verb
frames

roles % core roles

YAGS 1,415 3,091 5 18 75 6,081 74
TW1 236 1,085 10 47 40 1,704 77
TW2 236 1,027 11 46 39 1,614 79
TW3 236 1,038 11 47 39 1,399 89
ANY1 500 3,921 12 25 24 5,275 5
ANY2 400 2,360 13 30 27 3,255 5

Fate 1,686 4,473 4 38 50 11,699 73
MASC 8,444 7,226 25 42 33 11,214 78
SemEval 535 1,824 11 36 45 3,710 84

FNFT-test 2,420 4,458 12 42 33 7,172 83

Table 4.3: Evaluation dataset statistics. Subscripts for TW and ANY indicate the respective anno-
tators, as these sets do not provide a single gold standard annotation.

The in-domain test based based on the FrameNet fulltext corpus, called FNFT-test, was
first introduced by Das and Smith (2011). It is a heldout set removed from the FrameNet
fulltext corpus for evaluation purposes. While the FrameNet fulltext corpus covers data
from various sources and domains, the test-split is an in-domain test set: all data sources
for the test data are also represented in the training split. We already introduced the test
sets based on Fate, MASC, and SemEval in Section 3.4.1. Like FNFT-test, they are mostly
based on edited corpora.

The lack of FrameNet datasets from other domains and new genres, e.g., user-generated
web data, motivated the creation of YAGS. By basing our data on the Yahoo! Answers
question-and-answer forum, we cover a different domain than the two available Twitter-
based datasets, the English dataset from Johannsen et al. (2015), called ANY, and TW from
Søgaard et al. (2015). These two datasets have some very distinctive properties, they are,
for instance, not adjudicated into a gold standard, leading to several separate datasets with
subscripts to indicate the different annotators in Table 4.3. This leads to a high variance in
role annotations: TW3, the annotator with the lowest number of role annotations for TW,
annotated only 82% of the number of roles of the annotator with the highest number of
roles, TW1, see Table 4.3. Therefore, evaluation scores are reported as averages from the
annotations of two or three annotators. Both datasets have in common that they did not
annotate spans for the semantic arguments, but argument heads. The ANY dataset con-
tains mostly non-core roles, while annotators were encouraged to focus on core roles in
the annotation of the TW dataset, see Table 4.3.

A remarkable difference between YAGS and all the other test sets is the higher propor-
tion of verbal predicates and lower proportion of adjective and noun predicates in YAGS.
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This is a result of the preference of verbs in the creation of YAGS. The next paragraphs
compare YAGS to the other test sets in more detail.

Comparison of YAGS to TW and ANY. The TW datasets are fairly small. Note that the
number of sentences represents the number of tweets for TW and ANY. A tweet contains
up to 140 characters and thus may contain several sentences. YAGS contains three times
more frames and roles than TW, approximating the size of FNFT-test.

The annotator of the ANY1 dataset annotated more data than the second annotator
ANY2, which leads to the large difference in sentences, and frame and role annotations.
Comparing our dataset to ANY1, the more prolific annotator from Johannsen et al. (2015),
it contains almost twice as many frame annotations and 2.5 times as many role annotations.
As already mentioned, the ANY dataset contains mostly non-core roles, which sets it apart
from all the other test sets. The low agreement suggests a lower quality of the ANY datasets.
Together with the unexpected distribution of core and non-core roles, this motivates our
decision to exclude the ANY dataset from the experiments in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4.

Comparison of YAGS to MASC, Fate, and SemEval. The MASC dataset is of substantial
size, but it constitutes a lexical sample and therefore a slightly artificial evaluation setup.
It contains the most frame annotations of all the datasets. The Fate dataset contains a very
large number of role instances compared to the frame instances. The SemEval test set is
much smaller than the other two test sets and also smaller than YAGS. The proportion of
core roles is almost the same for YAGS and Fate, while MASC and SemEval contain a larger
proportion of core roles.

Comparison of YAGS to FNFT-test. YAGS is only 30% smaller than FNFT-test considering
the number of role instances, and 24% smaller when considering the number of frame in-
stances. YAGS contains more verbal predicates and fewer nouns and adjectives than FNFT-
test. The proportion of core roles in YAGS is slightly smaller compared to FNFT-test, i.e.,
YAGS contains relatively more non-core roles. The same applies to the TW sets.

Polysemy and coverage statistics. We also try to estimate the difficulty of the datasets
with respect to the frame identification and role labeling tasks. We therefore analyze the test
sets in regard to two aspects: first, their sense polysemy, because highly polysemous words
present a harder disambiguation task, and second the training data coverage, because it is
difficult for the system to assign unseen senses. A variant of the sense polysemy problem
also applies to the role level: assigning the correct role is more difficult for a frame that lists
20 role labels compared to one that only lists 5.
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dataset max. #
senses

average
senses

standard
deviation

total
senses

lemmas
∉
lexicon

lemmas
∉
FNFT-train

senses
∉
FNFT-train

monosemous
lemmas ∈
FNFT-train

YAGS 13 3.94 2.55 3,091 2.79% 13.33% 30.36% 27.02%
TW1 12 3.34 2.47 1,085 1.01% 17.51% 36.03% 26.73%
TW2 12 3.22 2.41 1,027 1.27% 17.91% 51.25% 27.07%
TW3 12 3.28 2.42 1,038 1.25% 17.24% 35.65% 27.17%
ANY1 13 1.88 2.12 3,921 23.18% 39.14% 60.44% 25.76%
ANY2 12 1.81 2.05 2,360 25.00% 40.00% 62.12% 27.96%

Fate 12 2.01 2.13 4,473 27.15% 39.17% 57.19% 27.64%
MASC 10 3.46 2.17 7,250 7.45% 21.72% 51.25% 23.51%
SemEval 13 2.78 2.13 1,824 5.36% 22.31% 38.21% 35.28%

FNFT-test 13 2.60 2.30 4,458 2.59% 9.99% 14.03% 53.99%

Table 4.4: FrameNet lexicon statistics indicate frame identification difficulty: statistics on available
FrameNet frames (= senses) per lemma instance and training data coverage.

Polysemy and coverage for frames. The frame identification task is more difficult for pol-
ysemous lemmas, i.e., lemmas that are associated with more frames than others. Table 4.4
gives an overview on the lemma polysemy and thus the expected frame identification diffi-
culty for each test set. In further experiments we particularly focus on semantic predicates
that are verbs. Therefore, Table 4.5 provides verb-specific statistics, showing the same in-
formation for verbs.

The left-hand parts of the two tables show statistics on the sense polysemy, the number
of available senses (or frame labels) per predicate instance. All statistics are computed on
the token-level, i.e., for each predicate instance in the test set, not on the type level, i.e.,
for each unique predicate type. The maximum number of training senses per predicate, i.e.,
the highest polysemy, ranges between 10 and 13 for all datasets. YAGS, TW, and MASC
show a larger average number of senses compared to the other test sets, which suggests
they might be slightly more difficult. For verbal predicates, this difference to the other test
sets persists for YAGS and TW, even though all test sets show a higher average number of
senses per predicate instance for verbal predicates. This agrees with the notion that verbs
are harder to disambiguate.

The right-hand parts of Tables 4.4 and 4.5 show to which degree the sense instances
of the respective test sets are represented in the training dataset FNFT-train. The percent-
age of unseen senses, shown in the last but one column in the respective tables, is much
lower for the in-domain test set FNFT-test; it is more than twice as high for YAGS, TW,
and SemEval in Table 4.4, three times as high for MASC, and more than four times as high
for Fate and the ANY test sets. For verbs, as shown in Table 4.5, the number of unseen
senses is smaller for all test sets except for FNFT-test and YAGS, which contains a large
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dataset max. #
senses

average
senses

standard
deviation

total
senses

lemmas
∉
lexicon

lemmas
∉
FNFT-train

senses
∉
FNFT-train

monosemous
lemmas ∈
FNFT-train

YAGS 13 4.45 2.61 2,313 2.82% 17.30% 30.06 % 25.77%
TW1 12 4.57 2.77 431 0.46% 9.74% 22.27 % 24.12%
TW2 12 4.35 2.71 401 0.50% 10.97% 23.94 % 26.93%
TW3 12 4.47 2.73 404 0.50% 9.16% 21.53 % 26.49%
ANY1 13 3.14 2.56 924 6.17% 27.48% 51.08 % 24.89%
ANY2 12 3.16 2.43 644 5.12% 27.02% 56.99 % 22.05%

Fate 12 2.68 2.20 2,226 15.86% 26.46% 46.55 % 31.05%
MASC 9 3.74 2.09 2,398 0.92% 4.59% 34.65 % 36.16%
SemEval 13 3.72 2.31 822 2.82% 17.3% 30.06 % 25.76%

FNFT-test 12 3.44 2.43 1,484 2.49% 8.49% 14.35% 40.50%

Table 4.5: FrameNet lexicon statistics indicate frame identification difficulty: statistics on available
FrameNet frames (= senses) per verb lemma instance and training data coverage.

proportion of verbs and therefore shows equal numbers. Nevertheless, a large difference
to the in-domain FNFT-test remains; for all of the out-of-domain test sets except TW, the
percentage of unseen senses is at least twice as large as for FNFT-test. It is very difficult
for a supervised frame identification system to assign unseen senses. Therefore, we expect
lower frame identification scores for the out-of-domain test sets when training a system on
FNFT-train.

Additionally, the percentage of monosemous words for verbs is more than 50% higher in
FNFT-test compared to the UGD-based test sets YAGS, TW, and ANY, as shown in the last
column in Table 4.5. For all parts-of-speech, the difference in the proportion of monose-
mous words is even higher, as shown in the last column in Table 4.4: the proportion of
monosemous lemmas is twice as large for FNFT-test compared to the out-of-domain test
sets. Monosemous words will by default receive the single available sense label from an
automatic classifier, so they are easy to classify.22

Statistics and coverage for roles. To gauge the difficulty for role labeling on the different
test datasets, Table 4.6 contrasts the number of candidate roles, the number of roles that is
available for a frame instance according to the FrameNet lexicon, for the different test sets.
Our assumption is that role labeling is easier for frames with a smaller number of roles
compared to a frame with many potential role labels. The statistics are collected in the
same way as the statistics on sense polysemy for predicate instances in Table 4.4. Table 4.6
additionally distinguishes between statistics for all available roles and for core roles that

22Note that errors can still occur for monosemous words: for instance, if there is a single sense A for a test
verb v in the training set, but the gold label for v is a different sense B ≠ A.
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dataset max. # roles median roles average roles standard deviation roles ∈ FNFT-train

all roles

YAGS 32 11 10.97 5.11 83.00%
TW1 25 6 9.33 4.94 84.06%
TW2 25 6 9.30 4.93 85.39%
TW3 25 6 9.14 4.86 86.96%
ANY1 32 4 8.51 4.89 6.49%
ANY2 25 4 8.31 4.90 6.52%

Fate 32 13 10.31 5.91 75.63%
MASC 25 7 7.49 5.01 69.88%
SemEval 32 10 9.93 5.85 83.50%

FNFT-test 32 6 9.55 5.09 94.85%

core roles

YAGS 11 2 3.24 1.54 91.51%
TW1 11 3 2.99 1.65 91.67%
TW2 11 3 2.96 1.58 92.24%
TW3 11 3 2.89 1.47 90.42%
ANY1 11 2 2.91 1.78 91.67%
ANY2 11 3 3.02 1.80 90.50%

Fate 11 2 2.90 2.01 93.84%
MASC 10 2 2.60 1.52 85.64%
SemEval 11 3 2.77 1.69 94.91%

FNFT-test 11 2 2.92 1.58 97.23%

Table 4.6: FrameNet lexicon statistics indicate role labeling difficulty: number of candidate roles
per frame instance according to the FrameNet lexicon.

are associated with obligatory semantic arguments. The reasons for this are twofold: the
first is to highlight the differences between the distribution of core and non-core roles; the
second reason is that the standard evaluation script for FrameNet semantic role labeling
particularly focuses on core roles. The statistics are again collected on the token level, i.e.,
based on matching test instances in the different test sets to the FrameNet fulltext corpus.

Table 4.6 displays the maximum number of available roles for a frame instance in the
test sets, considering all roles in the first block, and only the core roles in the second block.
It also shows the median and average number of roles per frame instance, and the observed
standard deviation. The maximum and average number of roles per frame, and the stan-
dard deviations are much higher and more diverse when considering all roles, compared to
considering core roles only. Labeling core roles thus may be an easier task. The statistics
in Table 4.3 showed that FNFT-test and SemEval contain a larger proportion of core roles
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than the other test sets. This indicates that they may be easier datasets for role annota-
tion. Moreover, the training data coverage is higher for core roles than for non-core roles,
as shown in the last column in Table 4.3. This also explains the conspicuous difference in
training data coverage for the ANY datasets: they contain 95% non-core roles, and many
of the frame and role combinations in ANY have not been annotated in the FrameNet full-
text corpus. Most of the non-core roles can be used for many different frames, for instance
adding temporal or spatial information to the event described by the frame, but most of
these combinations have not been annotated as part of the FrameNet fulltext corpus.

In this section, we compared several tests sets for FrameNet SRL from various domains
and highlighted different properties with respect to size and training data coverage. In
the next section, we use the test sets to assess the domain generalization capabilities of
open-source FrameNet semantic role labeling (Das et al., 2014).

4.3 Assessing the Domain Generalization of FrameNet SRL
In this section, we assess the domain generalization capabilities of FrameNet SRL using a
contemporary, open-source system (Das et al., 2014). This is motivated by a lack of recent
work on domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling, in particular for user-
generated text, as described in Section 4.1. We expect that the domain adaptation problem
presents itself differently for FrameNet compared to PropBank semantic role labeling, be-
cause PropBank semantic role labeling typically does not include a predicate labeling step.

In our analysis, we run the contemporary open-source semantic role labeling system
SEMAFOR (Das et al., 2014) on the available out-of-domain test sets. Wemeasure precision,
recall, and F1 on these test sets and present a detailed error analysis.

4.3.1 Experimental Setup

This section briefly summarizes the open-source system, the evaluation metrics, and the
test data used for the evaluation.

Semantic role labeling system. The SEMAFOR semantic role labeling system follows the
two typical steps of FrameNet semantic role labeling, frame identification and role label-
ing as defined in Chapter 1. We already introduced the system in Section 3.6. For frame
identification, we use a retrained version of the SEMAFOR frame identification model (Das
et al., 2014).23 We used the default parameters presented by the system, not performing any
parameter tuning. For role labeling, we use the best role labeling model from Kshirsagar
et al. (2015) which was kindly provided by the authors. Recall that the systems receive

23https://github.com/Noahs-ARK/semafor
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text pre-annotated with frame targets as input, which has become the standard in recent
evaluations.

Evaluation metrics. The SEMAFOR evaluation script (Das et al., 2014) measures accuracy
for frame identification and precision, recall, and F1 for full FrameNet semantic role labeling.
For both, a parameter is available to select between evaluation with exact frame match or
partial frame match. Full SRL can additionally be evaluated with and without using gold
frames instead of the predicted frames. We additionally compute precision, recall, and F1
scores for role labeling only. The evaluation script and our additional evaluations were
already introduced in more detail in Section 3.6.

The results reported below are based on the evaluation results obtained with the exact
frame match setting. We report separate scores for frame identification, full semantic role
labeling given frames predicted by the system, full semantic role labeling given gold frames,
role labeling given system frames, and role labeling given gold frames.

Test sets. We evaluate on the test sets introduced previously: FNFT-test, MASC, Fate,
and SemEval were already introduced in Section 3.4.1; we also report results on two test
sets based on user-generated text, our own YAGS and the Twitter-based test sets TW from
Søgaard et al. (2015). We do not evaluate on the ANY datasets by Johannsen et al. (2015),
because of the lower agreement for frames and the idiosyncratic annotation behavior that
appears biased towards non-core roles. For the Twitter-based test sets from Søgaard et al.
(2015), we report the average of the results obtained from the three distinct annotations,
which we call TW-av . We report test results on verbal predicates and on all predicates.

4.3.2 Experiment Results

Table 4.7 shows the evaluation results for the exact match evaluation of frame identifica-
tion, full SRL, and role labeling. We also report the exact match results for verbal predicates,
shown in Table 4.8, because they will be relevant for the comparison of the training data
generation methods in the next section. Both tables show the accuracy of the frame iden-
tification step (FrameId) in the second column. The other columns show precision P, recall
R, and F1 score as provided by the SEMAFOR evaluation scripts for full SRL or role labeling
given gold frames or system frames, i.e., frames predicted by the system with an accuracy
as shown in the FrameId column.

The main result of this analysis is that SEMAFOR performance is, as expected, lower on
test sets from other domains and specifically user-generated discourse. Role labeling does
not constitute the performance bottleneck for FrameNet SRL on out-of-domain test sets.
The main problem is the lower frame identification performance which, because frames
pre-select a certain set of roles, negatively affects the subsequent role labeling.
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test set FrameId SRL SRL RoleId RoleId
system frame gold frame system frame gold frame

Acc P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

YAGS 59.62 47.39 30.64 37.22 70.68 74.59 72.58 30.65 13.35 18.60 54.68 59.50 56.99
TW-av 62.17 46.52 32.74 38.44 73.53 80.24 76.74 24.05 11.89 15.91 57.28 66.25 61.45

Fate 50.18 36.54 22.52 27.87 75.65 78.68 77.14 16.55 06.53 09.36 62.43 66.38 64.35
MASC 39.52 34.86 24.90 29.05 69.54 72.69 71.08 28.59 14.75 19.46 49.89 53.72 51.74
SemEval 70.71 55.06 38.30 45.18 68.52 71.05 69.76 35.66 18.01 23.93 50.29 53.30 51.75

FNFT-test 82.09 67.57 46.94 55.40 71.15 75.28 73.16 46.35 22.27 30.08 52.71 57.93 55.20

Table 4.7: Domain generalization experiments: exact Acc, P, R, F1 scores in percent for SEMAFOR
on test sets from different domains. The highest scores per column are shown in boldface.

In the upcoming paragraphs, we discuss the results for the different evaluated SRL sub-
tasks in detail, first testing on all parts-of-speech, and then testing on verbs only.

Full SRL scores on all parts-of-speech. The third column in Table 4.7, labeled SRL system
frame , shows that SEMAFOR performs best on FNFT-test for full SRL, scores for the other
test sets are distinctly lower. This is mostly due to the lower frame identification perfor-
mance on the out-of-domain test sets, which becomes evident when comparing the full SRL
scores given system frames to the to full SRL scores given gold frame labels in column four:
the differences between the in-domain and out-of-domain test sets vanish, the scores for
TW-av and Fate are even higher than those for the in-domain FNFT-test. A break-down by
SRL subtask helps to understand the effects that lead to these results.

Frame identification scores on all parts-of-speech. Frame identification accuracy, shown
in column FrameId in Table 4.7, is at least 19 points lower for the test sets based on user-
generated text, TW-av and YAGS, compared to FNFT-test. Note that the difference is smaller,
only 14 points F1, for the partial match setting that gives partial credit to related frames (not
shown in Table 4.7); a quarter of the difference in F1 scores results from predicting a wrong
frame that is related to the gold frames. Nevertheless, frame identification performance in
the partial match setting is also distinctly lower for the out-of-domain test sets based on
user-generated text compared to FNFT-test. The results are also far from the upper bound
as given by the F1 agreement scores across annotators for TW-av and YAGS, as reported in
Section 4.2.5: F1 agreement for frame labeling is 96.0% for YAGS and 84.5% for TW-av. For
the other test sets suitable agreement information is not available.

For YAGS, accuracy is 59.62% compared to 82.09% for FNFT-test. Accuracy is slightly
higher for TW-av. The difference may be a result of the slightly lower polysemy of the
instances in the TW sets, see Table 4.4. The training data coverage of the TW sets is even
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slightly lower than the coverage of YAGS, while the number of monosemous instances is
similar.

The frame identification scores for the edited out-of-domain test sets, Fate, MASC, and
SemEval are also lower than the scores for the in-domain FNFT-test. The highest scores are
reported for the SemEval test set. This set shows similar polysemy to FNFT-test and a fairly
high proportion of monosemous lemmas, see Table 4.4. The lowest frame identification
accuracy is observed for the MASC set. This can be explained by a combination of the
fairly high sense polysemy of MASC, the low sense coverage, and the low proportion of
monosemous words in the MASC corpus, see Table 4.4. YAGS shows even higher polysemy
than MASC. Its higher FrameId scores can be explained by the higher sense coverage.

Comparing the frame identification results to the perceived difficulty of the test sets
according to the polysemy of the contained predicates (see column average senses in Ta-
ble 4.4) shows that the highly polysemous YAGS and MASC receive lower frame identifi-
cation scores. The Fate dataset is an outlier. It shows very low average sense polysemy.
For Fate, the low accuracy is the result of insufficient sense coverage (see column senses ∉
FNFT-train in Table 4.4); it may be caused by some framemismatches between the FrameNet
versions used for labeling the Fate corpus and the training data from FrameNet 1.5.

FNFT-test receives the overall highest scores, see Table 4.4. Besides being an in-domain
test set, which is expected to correlate with high sense coverage in the training data, it
contains a large proportion of monosemous words, which also contributes to higher frame
identification scores.

Role labeling on all parts-of-speech. The low accuracy of frame identification negatively
affects role labeling for the out-of-domain test sets, which can be seen in column five of
Table 4.7 (RoleId system frame ): both precision and recall are lower for the out-of-domain
test sets compared to FNFT-test, leading to overall lower role labeling F1. For YAGS, for
instance, role labeling F1 is 18.60% compared to 30.08% for FNFT-test. Note that considering
the partial match setting, which unlike the exactmatch setting gives credit to related frames,
improves scores for all test sets with slightly higher improvements for the out-of-domain
test sets (not shown in Table 4.7).

When using gold frame labels, as shown in columns four and six of Table 4.7, the per-
formance of role labeling and full SRL improves dramatically for all test sets, including
FNFT-test. These results show that the performance of role labeling is not the bottleneck
for semantic role labeling on the out-of-domain test sets. It is the frame identification that
needs to be improved.

For the out-of-domain test sets, full SRL and role labeling scores exceed the results
for FNFT-test when using gold frames. The same applies to the Fate test set. MASC and
SemEval still receive lower scores, but the distance to FNFT-test is much smaller than when
using system frames. For MASC, the difference can in part be explained with a lower role
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coverage of both core and non-core roles in FNFT-train, see Table 4.6. The lower scores for
SemEval show that the percentage of core roles and coverage in the training data do not
suffice as predictors for difficulty: SemEval has a high percentage of core roles, see Table 4.3
and a high level of role coverage, see Table 4.6, but it nevertheless receives lower scores.
This indicates that additional domain effects may influence the system performance.

Evaluation on verbs. Because the training data generation methods evaluated in this sec-
tion mostly target verbs, we also report the results for verbal predicates, as summarized in
Table 4.8. The overall results are very similar to the results on all test instances. For YAGS
the results change onlyminimally, as this dataset contains a large proportion of verbal pred-
icates. For TW-av and FNFT-test the frame identification accuracy decreases compared to
evaluation on all parts-of-speech, by more than 3 percentage points for TW-av and more
than 5 for FNFT-test. This can be explained by the different coverage statistics of verbs:
for FNFT-test the proportion of seen monosemous lemmas is smaller for the verbal pred-
icates, as shown in Table 4.5. Additionally, as expected, the average polysemy is higher
for verbal predicates in all test sets, which agrees with the notion that verbs are harder to
disambiguate.

For the remaining datasets (Fate, MASC, and SemEval) frame identification accuracy
however increases, by more than 10 points for MASC. This can also be explained by cover-
age statistics: there are fewer unseen sense instances for verbs in Fate, MASC, and SemEval.
Thus, the large performance increase for MASC may be caused by a much higher lexicon
coverage for verbal predicates, and a larger proportion of monosemous verb lemmas in Ta-
ble 4.5 compared to Table 4.4. The same applies to Fate, but to a lower degree. For SemEval,
the sense coverage is also increased, but the proportion of monosemous instances is lower
for verbs than for all parts-of-speech. Both, improved lexicon coverage and larger propor-
tion of monosemous lemmas for verbs can explain the improved performance on verbs for
the such-affected test sets.

The change in frame identification performance influences the results of the full SRL
performance (column 3 in Table 4.8), i.e., for test sets, for which frame identification im-
proves, the SRL scores given system frames also improve. Full semantic role labeling and
role labeling performance given gold frames are lower for all datasets compared to evalua-
tion on all parts-of-speech in Table 4.7, which indicates that role labeling by itself is slightly
more difficult for verbal predicates. This is expected, because verbal predicates typically li-
cense more roles than, for instance, nominal predicates, due to the richer subcategorization
of verbs compared to nouns.

In order to further analyze the effects of training data coverage and polysemous senses
on SRL performance, and to understand what kinds of errors remain, when these effects
are factored out, we performed a detailed error analysis.
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test set FrameId SRL SRL RoleId RoleId
system frame gold frame system frame gold frame

Acc P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

YAGS 59.40 48.33 30.39 37.32 69.83 72.90 71.33 33.66 14.18 19.96 54.10 57.80 55.89
TW-av 58.48 40.83 27.31 32.73 72.78 77.81 75.21 17.91 08.40 11.43 57.90 64.33 60.93

Fate 55.76 40.86 24.09 30.31 72.88 74.95 73.90 21.10 08.05 11.66 59.70 62.26 60.95
MASC 52.77 44.72 30.89 36.54 65.25 67.72 66.46 36.10 18.73 24.66 47.01 49.78 48.36
SemEval 73.89 56.15 37.66 45.08 63.14 65.66 64.38 37.81 18.92 25.22 45.41 48.15 46.74

FNFT-test 76.88 62.01 40.99 49.35 69.18 73.06 71.07 43.47 20.20 27.58 52.81 57.49 55.05

Table 4.8: Domain generalization experiments for verbs: exact Acc, P, R, F1 scores in percent for
SEMAFOR on diverse test sets. The highest scores per column are shown in boldface.

Error analysis. We perform a detailed error analysis to better understand the sources of
the errors in frame identification. In the following we present statistics on different error
types, e.g., whether errors occur because predicates do not occur in the training data, or
despite being represented in the training data. We also study frequent confusions, i.e.,
pairs of wrong system frame and gold frame that are often assigned by the system across
the different test sets. A different distribution of confusions across test sets from different
domains can indicate domain effects, i.e., indicate that the test domain is not represented
well in the training data. Note that the error analysis is performed for the evaluation on
verbal predicates.

Error analysis: error types. Because of the incomplete sense coverage of the FNFT-train,
we can identify two different types of errors, those that result from insufficient sense cov-
erage, and those that result from misclassifications of instances for which the correct sense
has been seen in the training data. The latter are relevant to a more detailed error analysis.

Table 4.9 shows coverage statistics, i.e., the percentage of test instances seen in the
training data, and statistics on different error types, i.e., the proportion of misclassified
instances that do or do not occur in FNFT-train. It also displays the same kind of statistics
for the correctly labeled instances.

The first line in Table 4.9 shows the coverage statistics of all test instances. We can see
that the coverage of the in-domain test set is higher than the coverage of the other test sets.
The coverage is particularly low for Fate and MASC. These two test sets also received the
lowest frame identification scores. Despite lower coverage, SemEval receives much better
scores than TW-av and YAGS, both of which show higher lexicon coverage. This can be
explained: the domain of the SemEval set is much closer to the domain of FNFT-train than
the user-generated text that comprises TW-av and YAGS.
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YAGS TW-av Fate MASC SemEval FNFT-test
c ∈ T % c ∈ T % c ∈ T % c ∈ T % c ∈ T % c ∈ T %

1 75.9 1 77.4 1 53.5 1 65.3 1 69.9 1 85.6
1 59.4 1 58.5 1 54.8 1 52.8 1 73.7 1 76.9
1 1 52.9 1 1 51.4 1 1 45.1 1 1 50.2 1 1 58.1 1 1 71.5
1 0 6.5 1 0 7.1 1 0 9.7 1 0 2.5 1 0 15.6 1 0 5.4
0 40.6 0 41.5 0 45.2 0 47.2 0 26.3 0 23.1
0 1 23.0 0 1 26.0 0 1 8.4 0 1 15.1 0 1 11.8 0 1 14.1
0 0 17.6 0 0 15.5 0 0 36.8 0 0 32.1 0 0 14.5 0 0 9.0

Table 4.9: Study on domain generalization of SEMAFOR: different error types based on occurrence
of test instances in training set (∈ T); c stands for instance labeled correctly with boolean values {0,1},
column % contains the percentage of test instances for this error type.

According to the numbers in the fifth column of Table 4.9, assigning the correct frame
for a predicate that did not occur in the training data works particularly well for SemEval
that has a fairly low proportion of monosemous verbal predicates. This column shows that
SEMAFOR is to a certain degree able to generalize to unseen predicates.

Error analysis: frequent confusions. For each test run, the pairs of gold frames and
wrongly-assigned system frames can be used to create a confusion matrix and analyze
frequent confusions. Because this matrix is very sparse, we do not display a full matrix,
but report on frequent confusions. We observe differences in the distribution of confu-
sions between test sets based on user-generated text and the test sets based on edited text:
many confusions are shared across all test sets, for instance confusions based on closely
related frames such as Capability and Possibility , others only occur for the user-generated
test sets. Some of these appear to be a result of a different domain-specific preference of the
test sets, others are examples of frame pairs that are easily confused as shown above. A few
examples of the former from YAGS are: a) the system assigns a generic Cause_change to
the more specific test frame Cooking_creation , b) the system assigns the generic Cause_-
change_position_on_a_scale to the more specific test frameCutting . TheCooking domain is
not well-represented in FNFT-train, but relevant to the YAGS test set. This analysis further
supports our assumption that both training data coverage and domain effects lead to the
lower performance of SEMAFOR frame identification on out-of-domain test sets.

Summary. In this section, we performed a detailed analysis of the domain generalization
capabilities of open-source FrameNet SRL based on the SEMAFOR system. The evaluation
results show that there is a need for domain adaptation in the frame identification step in
semantic role labeling: SEMAFOR performs worse on most out-of-domain test sets, in par-
ticular the user-generated test sets. This affects the role labeling step, but our experimental
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analysis shows that the role labeling scores given gold frames are similar, or even higher, on
the out-of-domain test sets. Our error analysis shows that the inadequate coverage of do-
main specific predicates in the training set is one reason for the lower frame identification
performance of SEMAFOR on out-of-domain data.

In the next section, we analyze whether automatic training data generation on web
texts and user-generated texts, including the knowledge-based DistantSRL introduced in
Chapter 3, can contribute to better coverage and domain generalization of FrameNet SRL.

4.4 Experiments on Training Data Generation
for Domain Adaptation

The previous section motivated the need for domain adaptation of FrameNet semantic role
labeling, more specifically of the frame identification step. This section presents experi-
ments that evaluate automatically generated training data in a domain adaptation setting.
We analyze the impact of automatically generated training data to SRL performance on the
diverse test sets introduced above. We evaluate and compare variants of three methods for
training data generation that have been proposed for semantic role labeling: the first is our
own DistantSRL that we introduced in Chapter 3, the second is monolingual annotation
projection (Fürstenau and Lapata, 2012), and the third the paraphrasing-based dataset cre-
ated by Pavlick et al. (2015b). We use the first two methods to create several new training
datasets, and for the third method use the published data.

In the next subsection, we introduce the different methods of training data generation
and resulting datasets. Then we present semantic role labeling experiments using those
datasets and evaluating on our battery of six test sets from different domains.

4.4.1 Methods of Training Data Generation

We evaluate three different methods of training data generation that have unique prop-
erties, the already introduced DistantSRL, monolingual annotation projection (Fürstenau
and Lapata, 2012), and FrameNet+, a resource based on paraphrasing the FrameNet fulltext
corpus (Pavlick et al., 2015b). Two of them, DistantSRL and FrameNet+, extend the train-
ing data coverage in comparison to FNFT-train, while FrameNet+ additionally adds new
lemmas to the lexicon. A different pair of methods, DistantSRL and annotation projection,
can be applied to unlabeled corpora from various domains. In the following paragraphs we
briefly introduce the different methods.

DistantSRL. We use the large frame-labeled corpora WaS-L and WaS-XL introduced in
Section 3.1 as training data. Recall that these are based on an automatic labeling of ukWAC
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training set sense sense verb senses roles roles verb roles
types tokens tokens types tokens tokens

FNFT-train 3,391 19,482 5,508 448 33,690 12,364
ap-bnc-top1 981 4,826 4,826 448 10,393 10,393

ap-bnc-top5 981 23,832 23,832 448 50,071 50,071
ap-bnc-top10 981 46,367 46,367 448 97,262 97,262
ap-ukwac-top1 986 4,933 4,933 453 10,517 10,517
ap-ukwac-top5 986 24,138 24,138 453 51,194 51,194
ap-ukwac-top10 986 47,478 47,478 453 100,291 100,291
ap-ya-glove-top1 930 4,434 4,434 435 9,154 9,154
ap-ya-glove-top5 930 40,702 40,702 435 83,228 83,228
ap-ya-glove-top10 930 76,396 76,396 435 154,662 154,662
ap-ya-glove-top1-α02 852 4,445 4,445 416 9,205 9,205
ap-ya-glove-top5-α02 852 40,702 40,702 416 83,232 83,232
ap-ya-glove-top10-α02 852 76,324 76,324 416 154,534 154,534

FN+all 17,944 76,436 21,404 - - -
FN+4.0 9,971 32,629 9,155 - - -
FN+5.0 1,935 3,253 897 - - -

WaSR-L 967 89,550 89,550 153 35,336 5,336
WaSR-XL 1,445 1,408,703 1,408,703 175 610,431 610,431
WaSR-XL-10 1,445 13,501 13,501 162 6,119 6,119
WaSR-XL-20 1,445 25,895 25,895 167 11,731 11,731
WaSR-XL-40 1,445 48,554 48,554 172 21,869 21,869
WaSR-XL-80 1,445 87,929 87,929 171 39,105 39,105
WaSR-XL-160 1,445 153,435 153,435 172 68,219 68,219
WaSR-XL-320 1,445 256,403 256,403 174 111,537 111,537
WaSR-XL-640 1,445 404,582 404,582 174 171,434 171,434

Table 4.10: Statistics of automatically generated training corpora: sense and role types and tokens.

with DistantSRL. The seed patterns used for the frame labeling in DistantSRL were gener-
ated from the FrameNet example sentences and the example sentences linked to them in
UBYFN . Because the coverage of the FrameNet example sentences is larger than the cover-
age of the FrameNet fulltext training set, we expect small improvements in sense coverage.
Note that this method provides additional training data for word senses existing in Frame-
Net. It does not increase the lexicon coverage: it does not expand the FrameNet lexicon
with new lemmas or word senses.

Table 4.10 shows an overview of the sizes of the automatically created training datasets.
The automatically created corpora are much larger than FNFT-train: WaSR-XL contains
more than 1,000 training instances for 20% of the senses, up to 40,000 instances per sense.
The distributions of senses is very skewed in WaSR-XL, and the large numbers of train-
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ing instances impose a large computational cost to the classifier. Therefore, we randomly
sample smaller training sets from WaS-XL which contain up to 640 training instances per
sense. The selection of sample size follows the strategy used for the role classification in
Section 3.4.3. We also evaluate the combinations of FNFT-train and the corpora based on
DistantSRL, similar to the evaluation of DistantSRL in Section 3.4.

Annotation projection. Weuse a reimplementation of the annotation projection approach
by Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) to create labeled training data on three unlabeled expansion
corpora, the BNC, as was done by Fürstenau and Lapata (2012), ukWAC, and, to create an
in-domain training set for the YAGS test set, the training section of the Yahoo! Answers
Manners dataset according to the split by Surdeanu et al. (2011).24 The projection approach
was already briefly introduced in Section 3.3.2. Like DistantSRL, the annotation projection
approach creates labeled training data for verbal predicates.

The core step of the projection algorithm is that labeled seed sentences are aligned to
unlabeled sentences on the level of syntactic dependency structures. An integer linear pro-
gramming algorithm (ILP) is used to derive an optimal alignment by optimizing a similarity
score that combines lexical and syntactic similarities of the two sentences subject to some
constraints. The optimized objective is the following:

score(M ,N ) = 1/C ⋅ ( 
x∈M ,y∈N

LexSim(x , y) + α ⋅ 
d∈M ,e∈N ,

SynSim(dx2
x1 , e

y2
y1 )) (4.1)

where M and N are the dependency graphs of the seed and expansion sentence, C
is a normalizing constant, LexSim is the lexical similarity between the heads of a pair of
dependency nodes in source and target sentences, and SynSim is the syntactic similarity of
pairs of edges d , e in the two dependency graphs that connect pairs of aligned nodes x1 and
x2 in the source graph and y1 and y2 in the target graph. In other words: SynSim(dx2

x1 , e
y2
y1 ))

is the similarity score of the dependency edge d that connects dependency nodes x1 and
x2 in the source sentence, and the edge e that connects dependency nodes x1 and x2 in the
target sentence. The objective score in Equation 4.1 sums over all pairs of nodes and edges
in the two dependency graphs. The parameter α determines the relative weight between
syntactic and lexical similarities.

The constraints enforce that each dependency node in the source graph is aligned to
at most one dependency node in the target graph, and vice versa. Additional constraints
enforce that only dependencies between aligned nodes can be aligned, and that the two
predicate nodes are aligned by default. For additional details, refer to the journal article by
Fürstenau and Lapata (2012).

Syntactic similarity SynSim is set to 1 if the dependency labels between two dependency
nodes match, to 0 otherwise. Lexical similarity LexSim compares the dependency heads ac-

24The presented results are based on joint work with Ilia Kutsnetsov, a co-author of Hartmann et al. (2017a).
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cording to a lexical similarity measure. Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) use a distributional
similarity measure for their experiments. In our experiments, we use word vectors based
on Glove (Pennington et al., 2014) to compute lexical similarity defined as the cosine of
two word vectors. This means we replace the approach to lexical similarity used by Fürste-
nau and Lapata (2012) by a state-of-the-art method: dense embedding vectors like those
provided by Pennington et al. (2014) have been shown to improve over conventional distri-
butional representations for the word similarity task and can capture semantic phenomena
such as word analogies (Pennington et al., 2014; Mikolov et al., 2013).

If the alignment is successful, all semantic role labels from the seed sentence can be
transferred – or projected – to the expansion sentence. The objective score resulting from
the ILP optimization is used to rank the expansions for a seed sentence. The top k expansion
sentences for each seed are added to the generated training set.

Because annotation projection is based on the alignment of complete dependency struc-
tures, it is strongly biased towards projecting to syntactically similar expansion sentences.
To alleviate this effect, we vary two parameters of the method, k and α . Adding a larger
number of expansions k to our corpus, means that not only the expansion from the optimal
alignment, but also from less optimal expansions are added to the automatically labeled
corpus. We explore different values for k ∈ (1, 5, 10).

Using a low value for α reduces the weight of the syntactic similarity in the objective
score, which should result inmore lexically-driven alignments and potentially providemore
versatile expansions, i.e., expansions less similar to the seed sentence. In our first set of
experiments, we use the α value of 0.55 proposed by Fürstenau and Lapata (2012), but we
also experiment with a lower α of 0.2.

In the projection variantwe use, seeds and expansion sentences are paired if their lemma
and part-of-speech match. Because we base the seed set on the FrameNet fulltext training
set, we do only generate additional training data for senses in the FrameNet fulltext training
set. We do not expand the lexicon for training. This could be done by using the FrameNet
example sentences as seeds, like we did for DistantSRL, or by relaxing the restriction that
seed and expansion sentences need to have the same lemma. Fürstenau and Lapata (2012)
also evaluate this method of performing lexical acquisition and annotation projection at the
same time. Because this method creates a huge set of candidate pairs (potentially matching
all expansions with all seeds), they use lexical similarities between the predicates in the
seed and expansion sentences to filter the huge candidate set.

We automatically generate several training datasets by applying annotation projec-
tion to three different expansion corpora, the British National Corpus BNC, the web-based
ukWAC that we also used for the experiments with DistantSRL, and the training split of the
Yahoo! Answers Manners corpus as reported by Surdeanu et al. (2011). The names of the
corpora are abbreviated as bnc , ukwac , and ya in Table 4.10 that gives an overview on the
created datasets. Since we project labels for the top k alignments from the FrameNet full-
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text training set to the unlabeled corpora, the automatically labeled corpora have roughly
the same size for each of the unlabeled corpora.

Table 4.10 shows an overview of the evaluated corpora. They are named based on the
expansion corpus (bnc , ukwac , and ya), the top k used for the corpus, and, if a different α
from the default 0.55 was chosen, the α score. We publish projected corpora based on the
open-licensed ukWAC corpus for research purposes, see Appendix A.

FrameNet+. FrameNet+ was created by Pavlick et al. (2015b) by replacing predicates in
the FrameNet fulltext corpus by their paraphrases, as introduced in Section 3.3.2. By creat-
ing paraphrases of the predicate, they extend the FrameNet lexicon and create frame-labeled
training data for previously unseen predicates. They do not provide role-labeled data, but
we could infer them by matching the paraphrases to the FrameNet fulltext corpus. Pavlick
et al. (2015b) do not evaluate the benefit of their expanded corpus to the task of FrameNet
semantic role labeling.

Unlike the two previous approaches, FrameNet+ (short FN+) covers all parts-of-speech
in the FrameNet lexicon. Pavlick et al. (2015b) used crowdsourcing to manually verify the
validity of the automatically generated paraphrases. They rank the paraphrases by quality
according to the crowdworkers’ judgments, providing the quality ratings 3, 4, and 5 for
the accepted paraphrases. We use these scores to create variants of the FrameNet+ corpus,
using all instances (FN+all), or only those with a confidence score of at least 4 (FN+4.0)
or 5 (FN+5.0). We additionally removed those instances from FN+ that are paraphrases of
instances in FNFT-test to be able to evaluate on FNFT-test without bias. Statistics on the
three variants are shown in Table 4.10.

4.4.2 Experimental Setup

Our experimental setup consists of the following steps: (1) generating training data (in the
case of FN+ preprocessing the existing corpus), (2) training a supervised frame identifica-
tion model, (3) evaluation on the in-domain and out-of-domain test data.

SRL system. We again use the open-source system SEMAFOR (Das et al., 2014) to train
models for frame identification (see also Section 4.3).

Test data. We evaluate our systems on the out-of-domain test sets from YAGS, TW, ANY,
and MASC, as in Section 4.3. We compare the results to the in-domain FNFT-test.

Training data. We use the frame-labeled corpus from FrameNet+, and the frame- and
role-labeled corpus created with DistantSRL (see Chapter 3) as additional training data. We
additionally create training data using annotation projection following Fürstenau and Lap-
ata (2012), as described above, including an in-domain training set for YAGS by projecting
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training set YAGS TW-av Fate MASC SemEval FNFT-test

high-precision WaS-L

WaS-L 0.55979 0.5715133 0.51124 0.56612 0.68473 0.69236
WaS-L-fntrain 0.60702 0.59551 0.53372 0.57071* 0.71798 0.73834

high-recall WaS-XL samples

WaS-XL-10 0.40511 0.40509 0.45459 0.44013 0.52463 0.57066
WaS-XL-20 0.43154 0.45671 0.46088 0.44639 0.58005 0.58418
WaS-XL-40 0.41941 0.4274133 0.47257 0.46350 0.58005 0.57471
WaS-XL-80 0.44541 0.4475367 0.49236 0.46600 0.58621 0.62069
WaS-XL-160 0.43154 0.4567533 0.46313 0.48602 0.54433 0.62001
WaS-XL-320 0.44931 0.47996 0.48291 0.50688 0.59852 0.61325
WaS-XL-640 0.45797 0.49888 0.48246 0.52274 0.60345 0.62813

WaS-XL samples combined with FNFT-train

WaS-XL-10-fntrain 0.40511 0.40506 0.45459 0.44013 0.52463 0.5706
WaS-XL-20-fntrain 0.52166 0.5450667 0.50270 0.48811 0.64163 0.69033
WaS-XL-40-fntrain 0.50217 0.5089933 0.49910 0.49353 0.63547 0.65585
WaS-XL-80-fntrain 0.52340 0.5330367 0.50809 0.48769 0.62931 0.67343
WaS-XL-160-fntrain 0.51083 0.5314567 0.50360 0.50396 0.62192 0.67748

FNFT-train 0.59402 0.5847867 0.55755 0.52774 0.73892 0.76876

Table 4.11: Frame identification accuracy on test verbs for training data expansion with Dis-
tantSRL; boldface marks best results in section, underline marks overall best results, * marks sig-
nificant improvements to FNFT-train.

on the training split of the Yahoo! Answers Manners dataset used by Surdeanu et al. (2011),
see also Section 4.2.2. Using the training split, there is no overlap to the YAGS test set.

These methods lead to corpora with different properties that we compare for our task.
Besides training only on the automatically created corpora, we combine them with the
FrameNet fulltext training set. For these combinations, we add the suffix -fntrain to the
training set names that were used in Table 4.10.

4.4.3 Experiment Results

We aim to estimate the influence of the different methods of training data expansions in-
troduced above on domain adaptation for frame identification. Therefore, we train the SE-
MAFOR frame identification model on the different corpora introduced above and compare
the performance on the various out-of-domain test sets. This section presents the results
of these experiments. Since two of the compared approaches, DistantSRL and annotation
projection, are focused on verbs, we evaluate on verbal predicates only.
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DistantSRL results. Table 4.11 shows the frame identification results when training on
the corpora created with DistantSRL and evaluating on our diverse set of test sets. We
experiment with the two different corpora presented in Section 3.4, WaS-L and WaS-XL.
Both corpora are much larger than the commonly used FNFT-train. WaS-L contains more
than four times the number of predicate instances of FNFT-train, andWaS-XL more than 70
times. Since SEMAFOR was not developed for training on large amounts of training data,
training on the full WaS-XL is infeasible due to large memory requirements. We therefore
train SEMAFOR on randomly sampled subsets of WaS-XL.

We use the same sampling strategy as in Section 3.4.3 to sample up to 640 instances per
sense from WaS-XL. Training corpus statistics are shown in Table 4.10. We additionally
evaluate the union of the WaS-L and WaS-XL corpora with FNFT-train, marked by suffix
-fntrain . In contrast to Section 3.4.3, the union of the corpora produces better results than
a back-off setting. We did not observe improvements in a back-off setting and therefore do
not report the results obtained for this setting.

The best results for the automatically generated corpora are observed for WaS-L, as
shown in the first block of the table. For TW-av, the accuracy scores approach the results
for the standard setup, i.e., training only on FNFT-train. For MASC results improve upon
the standard setup by 0.038. For the other test sets, the accuracy scores are between 0.034
and 0.076 lower. The largest differences to the standard setup are observed for the edited
test sets SemEval and the in-domain FNFT-test.

Overall best results are obtained when combiningWaS-L with FNFT-train, i.e., for WaS-
L-fntrain. For the user-generated test sets YAGS and TW-av, we observe small improve-
ments compared to the standard setup: the accuracy is increased by 0.006 for YAGS and by
0.01 for FNFT. We observe even larger improvements for MASC, an increase of 0.04, that
significantly improves over the standard setup according to Fisher’s exact test with p<0.05,
leading to the overall best result on MASC. The frame identification performance on the
MASC set seems to benefit from the additional sense coverage provided by WaS-L. There
also is a small decrease in accuracy for Fate and SemEval, and a slightly larger decrease of
0.03 for the in-domain test sets FNFT-test. In line with the results observed for our frame
classification experiments in Section 3.4.3, we find that the automatically labeled corpora
contribute to improved frame identification performance.

The frame identification scores for the WaS-XL samples do not reach the performance
of the high-precision WaS-L corpus. There, however, is a tendency for the accuracy scores
to increase with larger samples. This can be observed for five out of the six test sets, all
sets except Fate. This indicates that including larger samples might further improve the
performance. Based on the lower results for training on the WaS-XL samples, it is expected
that the results forWaS-XL samples in combinationwith FNFT-train do not reach the results
for WaS-L-fntrain, as shown in the third block of Table 4.11.
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training set YAGS TW-av Fate MASC SemEval FNFT-test

projection to BNC

ap-bnc-top1 0.59012 0.5594233 0.55531 0.51815 0.73768 0.75997
ap-bnc-top5 0.59445 0.5966533 0.54856 0.54693 0.71305 0.75659
ap-bnc-top10 0.59359 0.5930233 0.55800 0.55152 0.70443 0.76606
ap-bnc-top1-fntrain 0.59272 0.5849033 0.56115 0.55444 0.72783 0.77079
ap-bnc-top5-fntrain 0.59099 0.5930633 0.56115 0.54819 0.71675 0.75997
ap-bnc-top10-fntrain 0.59792 0.59057 0.56205 0.55111 0.70813 0.76673

projection to ukWAC

ap-ukwac-top1 0.60312 0.58674 0.54406 0.54485 0.73030 0.75321
ap-ukwac-top5 0.59489 0.5873533 0.53867 0.56112 0.71921 0.74577
ap-ukwac-top10 0.60485 0.5849533 0.55621 0.56487 0.70936 0.75862
ap-ukwac-top1-fntrain 0.58492 0.59927 0.55126 0.55736 0.71059 0.75794
ap-ukwac-top5-fntrain 0.59489 0.5873533 0.53867 0.56112 0.71921 0.74577
ap-ukwac-top10-fntrain 0.60269 0.5750797 0.56205 0.55903 0.71182 0.75456

projection to Yahoo! Answers Manners

ap-ya-glove-top1 0.59272 0.5654167 0.54182 0.50271 0.72537 0.73969
ap-ya-glove-top5 0.59272 0.57037 0.54137 0.53150 0.69458 0.73631
ap-ya-glove-top10 0.58925 0.5874033 0.53867 0.53859 0.68473 0.72752
ap-ya-glove-top1-fntrain 0.58752 0.5912733 0.55621 0.54568 0.71921 0.76268
ap-ya-glove-top5-fntrain 0.59619 0.5792467 0.55935 0.54735 0.70813 0.76335
ap-ya-glove-top5-fntrain-α2 0.59185 0.58183 0.55755 0.54944 0.71798 0.75727
ap-ya-glove-top10-fntrain 0.59402 0.5774033 0.55935 0.53859 0.71059 0.72752
ap-ya-glove-top10-fntrain-α2 0.59749 0.5843833 0.56295 0.54777 0.71798 0.75254

FNFT-train 0.59402 0.5847867 0.55755 0.52774 0.73892 0.76876

Table 4.12: Frame identification accuracy on test verbs – training data generated via annotation
projection; boldface marks best results in section, underline marks overall best results.

These results again prove the quality of the automatically labeled corpus created with
DistantSRL in the high-precision setting, further corroborating the results of Chapter 3.

Annotation projection results. Table 4.12 presents the results of our experiments with
corpora based on annotation projection. It is important to note that Fürstenau and Lapata
(2012) evaluated the projection approach in a different way: the use a low-resource sce-
nario, only using a small number of seeds per predicate and comparing performance for an
increasing number of seeds and expansions, and they particularly focus on role labeling,
not frame identification. This is the first evaluation of annotation projection for FrameNet
frame identification at a large scale, i.e., using a larger number of seeds and comparing the
performance to a system based on the full training set.
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We evaluate a number of different corpora created via annotation projection based on
three corpora, BNC, ukWAC, and Yahoo! Answers. The latter aims to create an in-domain
training setup for the YAGS test set. Each of the base corpora receives its own section in
Table 4.12. We vary the number of top k expansions selected to create the automatically
labeled corpora with k ∈ (1, 5, 10), and show results for combinations of the automati-
cally labeled corpora with FNFT-train. The corpora based on the single best expansion are
slightly smaller than verbal part of FNFT-train. The corpora based on top 10 expansions
contain more than 70,000 predicate instances and thus are of a similar order of magnitude
as the WaS-L corpus.

The experiments with the corpora based on the BNC are shown in the first section of
Table 4.12. The evaluation results on the in-domain FNFT-test show that annotation projec-
tion generates high-quality training data that closely approximate the original FNFT-train:
when training on ap-bnc-top1, accuracy approximates the accuracy of the standard setup
that is shown for comparison in the last line of the table. Scores get even closer to the stan-
dard setup for the larger ap-bnc-top10, that is expected to generalize from the seed corpus,
FNFT-train, due to the selection of the top 10 expansion sentences instead of selecting only
the best expansion. Overall best results on FNFT-test are, however, observed for the com-
bination of ap-bnc-top1 with FNFT-train. Accuracy scores for the other corpora reach the
scores for FNFT-train (SemEval), or are even slightly higher (YAGS, TW-av, Fate, MASC).
The largest improvements are observed for MASC.

The experiments with the corpora based on the ukWAC corpus are shown in the second
section of Table 4.12. The scores are higher than those for the corpora based on BNC for the
user-generated test sets and for MASC, leading to the best results in this table for YAGS,
TW-av, and MASC. Best results for Fate are the same as for the corpora based on BNC.
Accuracy scores for the in-domain FNFT-test and the SemEval set, that receives best results
when training on FNFT-train, are slightly lower than for BNC. These results indicate that
annotation projection to the web corpus ukWAC leads to training data that are better-suited
for the out-of-domain training sets.

The third section in Table 4.12 shows experiments with corpora based on the Yahoo! An-
swers Manners dataset. For these corpora, we evaluate an additional setting: we relaxed
the importance of the syntactic similarity in the optimized objective function by choosing a
lower α . While α is set to 0.55 per default, we also experiment with setting α to 0.2, marked
by the suffix α2 in the table.

With training corpora based on Yahoo! Answers, we aim to create an in-domain training
dataset. There are, however only small improvements compared to training on FNFT-train.
The highest accuracy score for ap-ya-glove-top10-fntrain-α2 is still lower than the best
results obtained for YAGS when training on the ukWAC-based corpora.

The scores for the lower -α2 show that reducing the impact of the syntactic similarity
on the alignment (by reducing α to 0.2) increases the quality of the training data for all
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test sets: accuracy increases when training on ap-ya-glove-top10-fntrain-α2 compared to
training on ap-ya-glove-top10-fntrain. This seems to be a promising direction for further
exploration of the annotation projection approach.

When comparing results for the different unlabeled corpora, we find that the BNC-
based corpora appear to reproduce the original FNFT-train most closely. This leads to good
results on SemEval and the in-domain FNFT-test, that also receive the highest frame iden-
tification scores when training on FNFT-train. Best results for the out-of-domain test sets
are observed when projecting to the ukWAC corpus.

For TW-av, there is no clear tendency for a best-suited expansion corpus. This might
result from averaging over results for three different annotators. It seems that improve-
ments for the TW-av set are gained from smaller, high-precision expansions: an increase
of 0.01 accuracy compared to the standard setup is achieved when training on ap-ukwac-
top1-fntrain. For the in-domain test set FNFT-test, we also observe small improvements for
small, high-precision expansions, for instance for ap-bnc-top1-fntrain.

In contrast to the corpora based on DistantSRL, annotation projection corpora achieve
very high frame identification scoreswithout the addition of FNFT-train: overall best results
for three out of six test sets do not require the addition of FNFT-train, and the results for
the other three test sets approximate the best results.

We do not observe improved results for YAGS when training on an in-domain training
set based on Yahoo! AnswersManners: best results for YAGS, and the other test set based on
user-generated data, TW-av, are reported for corpora based on ukWAC. We conclude that
simple projection to an in-domain corpus does not lead to a domain-adapted training set.
We assume that this is due to the strict selection of expansions in the annotation projection
that has a tendency to reproduce the original training set. We expect improved scores,
when relaxing the constraints that enforce this tendency, for instance by choosing even
lower alpha scores. Other ways to adapt annotation projection to create data that generalize
better could be to use a syntactic similarity measure that is more flexible than the binary
measure used, for instance based on dependency embeddings, or to relax the constraint
that all of the seed roles need to be aligned to their counterparts in the expansion sentence.

FN+ results. Results for frame identification when training on variants of FN+ are shown
in Table 4.13. When using all instances from FN+, the size of the training corpus is in a sim-
ilar range as the corpora for annotation projection or WaS-L. Using only high-confidence
instances from FN+ leads to smaller corpora, as shown in Table 4.10. Recall that we re-
moved those paraphrases from FN+ that are based on instances in FNFT-test to be able to
evaluate on FNFT-test.

When training on FN+, we observe very low performance for the user-generated test
sets YAGS and TW-av compared to the standard setup, training on FNFT-train. The same
applies to MASC. The lexicon expansions in FN+ do not benefit the out-of-domain test
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training set YAGS TW-av Fate MASC SemEval FNFT-test

FN+all 0.50607 0.4991317 0.52518 0.43221 0.58744 0.67140
FN+4.0 0.51863 0.4693033 0.51754 0.41218 0.57882 0.68830
FN+5.0 0.42244 0.3957 0.50180 0.39758 0.55788 0.63624
FN+all-fntrain 0.57929 0.5791933 0.55935 0.54360 0.70567 0.77011
FN+4.0-fntrain 0.59315 0.5825867 0.55081 0.53484 0.70320 0.76133
FN+5.0-fntrain 0.59055 0.55818 0.55576 0.53859 0.70197 0.75118

FNFT-train 0.59402 0.5847867 0.55755 0.52774 0.73892 0.76876

Table 4.13: Frame identification accuracy for training data from FrameNet+ on test verbs; bold-
face marks best results in section, underline marks overall best results.

sets. Scores are lower for all test sets for the smaller, high-confidence subsets FN+4.0 and
FN+5.0, due to reduced coverage. In combination with FNFT-train, there are improvements
over FNFT-train alone for FNFT-test, MASC, and Fate. The MASC test set seems to benefit
from the increased sense coverage when adding FN+, but less than observed for annotation
projection or DistantSRL.

In summary, we do not observe much improvement when adding FN+ to FNFT-train.
Since only the predicates in the FrameNet fulltext training set are replaced during the cre-
ation of FN+, but no new sentences are added, we do not expect large effects on domain
generalization from FN+. The increased coverage in FN+ improves the frame identification
performance for Fate, MASC, and FNFT-test, but the coverage increase does not result in
improvements for the test sets based on user-generated text, TW-av and YAGS.

Best results. To determine the overall best results, we compare the results in the Tables
4.11, 4.12, and 4.13. This comparison furthermore confirms the quality of theWaS-L corpus:
using this corpus to expand FNFT-train leads to the best frame identification results for
YAGS and MASC, accuracy of 0.60702 and 0.57071 respectively, and the second best result
for TW-av, accuracy of 0.59551. The improvements compared to training on the FrameNet
fulltext training set alone are statistically significant for MASC. Tests sets based on edited
corpora from similar domains to the FNFT-train (Fate, SemEval, FNFT-test) do not benefit
from extensions via DistantSRL. MASC and the user-generated corpora TW-av and YAGS
also benefit from annotation projection. A particularly successful setup is using ukWAC as
the expansion corpus and the top 10 expansions.

For the corpora based on annotation projection, combination with FNFT-train is not
required for all out-of-domain test sets to achieve best results, unlike for the WaS-L corpus.
The reason for this is that corpora resulting from annotation projection are very similar to
their seed corpus FNFT-train. An annotation projection corpus based on the BNC combined
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with FNFT-train also leads to the highest accuracy score for the in-domain FNFT-test. At
0.77079, the score is higher than when training on FNFT-train alone.

The improvements for WaS-L are due to the increase in lexicon coverage provided by
WaS-L and the addition of web-based training data that lead to a wider representation of
different domains in the training data. WaS-L is based on ukWAC, and the improved do-
main representation also comes into effect when using ukWAC as extension corpus for
annotation projection, leading to best results for TW-av (0.59927).

FN+ increases the size of the lexicon, but does not change the domain properties of the
training data, because it only paraphrases FNFT-train. As a result, training on FN+ shows
only small performance gains on our test sets, and no gains on the tests sets from the
user-generated domain. With accuracy of 0.77011 for FN+all-fntrain, we however observe
second highest accuracy for the in-domain FNFT-test.

Summing up, WaS-L combines improved lexicon coverage and improved domain gen-
eralization that leads to the overall best results on two out of five out-of-domain test sets,
MASC and YAGS. The improvements are statistically significant for MASC. In this setup,
the performance for TW-av is only slightly lower than for annotation projection. The per-
formance on the in-domain test set is reduced by 0.03 points, but remains high with an
accuracy score of 0.738. Thus, WaS-L is competitive to the corpora based on annotation pro-
jection that reach best results for TW-av, Fate and the in-domain FNFT-train. This shows
the potential of both methods for training data expansion.

Since the performance on most of the out-of-domain test sets is still more than 0.16
points accuracy smaller than the performance on the in-domain FNFT-test for all data ex-
pansion methods, there is ample room for improvement of the frame identification perfor-
mance. We perform a detailed error analysis to identify error sources.

4.4.4 Error Analysis

We perform a detailed error analysis to understand the lower performance of SEMAFOR on
the out-of-domain test sets, even when expanded training data are used. We particularly
focus on the new test set based on user-generated text, YAGS.

Error analysis: error types. We again distinguish two different types of errors, those
that result from insufficient sense coverage, and those that result from misclassifications
of instances for which the correct sense has been seen in the training data. In Table 4.14
we contrast the different error types when training SEMAFOR on the different training sets
and evaluating on our battery of test sets. The table contains the percentage of correct (c=1)
and incorrect instances (c=0) that have (∈ train=1) or have not been seen (∈ train=0) in the
respective training set. Empty table fields indicate that both values apply. This means that
the first row in Table 4.14 reports the percentage of test instances that has been seen in the
training data, independently of whether they have been labeled correctly.
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YAGS TW-av Fate MASC SemEval FNFT-test
c ∈ T % c ∈ T % c ∈ T % c ∈ T % c ∈ T % c ∈ T %

T = WaS-L-fntrain

1 85.6 1 84.9 1 61.8 1 82.2 1 87.7 1 94.0
1 60.7 1 59.6 1 52.4 1 57.0 1 71.5 1 73.8
1 1 56.6 1 1 54.2 1 1 47.3 1 1 56.9 1 1 66.4 1 1 72.4
1 0 4.1 1 0 5.4 1 0 5.1 1 0 0.01 1 0 5.1 1 0 1.4
0 39.3 0 40.4 0 47.6 0 43.0 0 28.5 0 26.2
0 1 29.0 0 1 30.7 0 1 14.5 0 1 25.3 0 1 21.3 0 1 21.6
0 0 10.3 0 0 9.7 0 0 33.1 0 0 17.6 0 0 7.1 0 0 4.6

T = FNFT-train

1 75.9 1 77.4 1 53.5 1 65.3 1 69.9 1 85.6
1 59.4 1 58.5 1 54.8 1 52.8 1 73.7 1 76.9
1 1 52.9 1 1 51.4 1 1 45.1 1 1 50.2 1 1 58.1 1 1 71.5
1 0 6.5 1 0 7.1 1 0 9.7 1 0 2.5 1 0 15.6 1 0 5.4
0 40.6 0 41.5 0 45.2 0 47.2 0 26.3 0 23.1
0 1 23.0 0 1 26.0 0 1 8.4 0 1 15.1 0 1 11.8 0 1 14.1
0 0 17.6 0 0 15.5 0 0 36.8 0 0 32.1 0 0 14.5 0 0 9.0

Table 4.14: Domain generalization experiments: different error types based on occurrence of test
instances in training set (∈ T); c stands for instance labeled correctly with boolean values {0,1}, col-
umn % contains the percentage of test instances for this error type.

Table 4.14 shows that the training data coverage increases for all test sets when using
WaS-L-fntrain. The coverage of YAGS and TW-av now reaches the coverage of the FNFT-
test for the unexpanded training set, which is 85.6%. The largest improvements in coverage
are observed for the MASC and SemEval test sets. For MASC, the coverage is increased up
to 82.2%. The frame identification scores for MASC, that also contains rare senses, benefit
the most from the improved coverage. The increased coverage does not help to improve
the frame identification scores for the in-domain test set and SemEval, that appears to be
very similar to the in-domain set. Both of these sets already show high frame identification
accuracy when training on FNFT-train alone, as can bee seen in Table 4.13.

While the coverage of the out-of-domain test sets increases, the increases in frame iden-
tification performance are small. There are several potential reasons for this: a) certain
domain-specific properties of the data may not be represented well in the training sets, and
b) preprocessing errors due to properties of the user-generated content may cause errors
for the test sets TW-av and YAGS.The lower performance on the MASC test set, that should
not suffer from b), but also includes rare senses due to being a lexical sample, points to a
third potential reason c), namely fine-grained sense distinctions for certain predicates that
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most-frequent-sense baseline
training set YAGS TW-av Fate MASC SemEval FNFT-test

FNFT-train 53.38 53.0 46.42 55.42 59.51 73.38
WaS-L-fntrain 56.28 55.0 47.08 55.88 66.38 73.99

Table 4.15: Most-frequent-sense baseline for WaS-L-fntrain and FNFT-train; accuracy scores in %.

may be hard to distinguish automatically. We perform a detailed error analysis of misclas-
sification below to determine the influence of these factors.

According to Table 4.14, the percentage of correctly labeled instances that do not occur
in the training data decreases forWaS-L-fntrain compared to FNFT-train. At the same time,
the percentage or incorrectly labeled instances that do occur in the training data increases.
Both can be expected when increasing the training data coverage. The incorrectly labeled
instances that do occur in the training data can provide more information on the reason for
the misclassification. We study these instances in a detailed manual error analysis below.

The percentage of errors decreases for YAGS, TW-av, andMASCwhen training onWaS-
L-fntrain compared to training on FNFT-train. We analyzed the changes in errors for the
instances in both training setups, i.e., contrasting for each instance whether it is labeled
correctly for FNFT-train and WaS-L-fntrain or not. We find that the remaining errors are
different between both setups. This means that WaS-L-fntrain does not simply reduce the
number of errors in for these test sets, but introduces new errors, while remedying others.
This is the result of a different sense distribution. The improvements might be the result of
a better suiting most-frequent-sense (MFS) baseline for the test sets that benefit from the
automatically labeled training data. To analyze this effect, we contrasted the MFS baselines
for both training sets.

Most-frequent-sense baseline. Table 4.15 contrasts the most-frequent-sense baselines
(MFS) for FNFT-train and WaS-L-fntrain. The MFS baseline improves for the test sets
YAGS, TW-av, and SemEval when adding the automatically generated training data inWaS-
L-fntrain. There are modest improvements for MASC. The SEMAFOR frame identification
results improve significantly for MASC when adding WaS-L to FNFT-train, and there are
modest improvements for YAGS and TW-av. These changes are not correlated to changes
in the MFS baseline, so the observed increases and decreases in frame identification perfor-
mance for the different test sets cannot be accounted to a changed MFS baseline.

Error analysis: frequent confusions. Looking at the frequent confusions when training
on WaS-L-fntrain in comparison to FNFT-train alone, we find that most of the confusions
that occurred across the user-generated test sets, such asCause_change –Cooking_creation ,
do not occur for the expanded training set. Some of the frequent confusions across all
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datasets do not occur for the extended training set (Becoming vs. Arriving ), while others
persist, e.g., Attempt vs. Trying_out and Capability vs. Possibility . The reduced number
of confusions that are unique to the user-generated test sets also demonstrate that the ex-
panded test sets better represent the domains of the user-generated data.

Error analysis: YAGS verbal predicates. We perform a detailed manual error analysis on
a sample of 100 misclassified instances from the YAGS test set that occur in the training
set WaS-L-fntrain. The errors can be classified into several categories that overlap. A large
proportion, 47%, of the analyzed errors result from the assignment of incorrect frame labels
that correspond to the most-frequent-sense baseline. This indicates a different label distri-
bution in the domain of YAGS compared to the training set. The fact that they are the most
frequent sense for a frame may, however, not be the only reason why these labels were
selected. Moreover, there are a few instances, 4% of the errors, for which the predicted
label is also acceptable. A fairly large proportion, 19% of the errors, are related frames
that are typically very similar to the gold frame. In 10% of the misclassifications, the pre-
dicted frame could be considered correct in a figurative reading of the frame, for instance,
“building efforts now [went] towards secular” could be considered a figurative reading of the
Motion frame. For these, a more appropriate gold frame has been assigned, for instance
Becoming in the above example. In 6% of the analyzed instances, the FrameNet granularity
was very fine-grained or the distinctions were not clearly defined between gold frame and
predicted frame: the FrameNet lexicon examples forCapability and Possibility for instance
show a strong overlap.

There are 10% of errors that could be a results of spelling errors or lack of punctuation,
which indicates that properties of the user-generated text affect the frame identification
with SEMAFOR. In the sentence “I am trying to figure out a way that i can [make] a wrath
out of christmas balls” , wreath is misspelled as wrath , inducing an abstract representation
of the corresponding predicate make , which may lead the system to assigning it the frame
label Causation instead of the appropriate Building . Lack of punctuation appears to cause
the system to interpret there as the location description for take in the sentence “…if you
are [taking] a pill there might me something in it causing your hair to become weak…” . Thus,
taking is labeled with the frame label Bringing instead of the appropriate Ingest_substance .

Other properties of the user-generated question answer data in YAGS can also explain
some of the errors: some sentences are very short, lacking appropriate context to disam-
biguate, or represent a fixed expression, such as the phrase “[Worked] for me” . In this sen-
tence, worked represents the Usefulness frame, but was labeledWorking_on by the system.
To the system, it is not clear, whether the omitted argument, i.e., who or what worked for
me , refers to an action or a person, which would disambiguate the sentence either to the
Usefulness frame or to theWorking_on frame.
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Unlike the Twitter-based test set TW, YAGS contains only few UGD-specific terms such
as words marked with hashtags. Another difference to TW is that the sentences in YAGS
get very long, either because users create long and complex sentences, or because they omit
punctuation. This is not the case for the TW test set, because Twitter constrains the length
of the tweets to 140 characters. This leads to shorter sentences in TW.

We also observe a frequent use of modal verbs such as can , need , and should , which
leads to long-distance dependencies between predicates and their arguments, for instance
the Agent in the subject position of a raising construction and its predicate. An example
for the long distance between a predicate and its direct object can be found in the following
sentence: “Chicharrones de pollo is a typically South American dish, [variations of which] can
be [found] all over that continent and up into the Central American peninsula” . Here, the
predicate found was misclassified as Coming_to_believe instead of Locating . The frequent
use of modals is a domain-specific property of the YAGS set, because the Yahoo! Answers
Manners dataset on which YAGS is based contains How-to questions, i.e., users asking for
advice, that typically elicit answers containing these modal verbs.

Summary: domain generalization and coverage increase. We find that the increased
coverage contributes to improved frame identification performance on out-of-domain test
sets. This improves the representation of certain frames relevant to the out-of-domain test
sets, such as Cooking_creation that only receives a single instance in FNFT-train, but 498
instances in WaS-L. Other domain-specific properties of the datasets could not be captured
by our training data generation methods, such as different frame distributions for different
domains, or the strong preference for modals in YAGS. Other errors for the UGD-based test
sets could most likely be solved by using preprocessing specific to user-generated text, such
as spelling correction and improved segmentation in the face of reduced punctuation. We
provide a detailed discussion of our results in the next section.

4.5 Discussion
In Section 4.3, we presented the first study that analyzes the domain generalization ca-
pabilities of contemporary FrameNet SRL, breaking down the evaluation by subtask and
diligently analyzing the results of each subtask.

The evaluation of SEMAFOR on the test sets from various domains revealed that domain
adaptation is mainly a problem for the frame identification task, not for the role labeling
task: full SRL and role labeling scores on the diverse test sets are similar, or even higher
than the scores for the in-domain FNFT-test when gold frames are given, see Table 4.8. This
can be explained by the inherent properties of the FrameNet SRL task: FrameNet contains
a large number of frame-specific role labels, but once a frame is determined, the number
of roles available to the role labeling system are reduced to up to 32, on average less than
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11 roles, see Table 4.6, which results in an easier role labeling task, and, if the assigned
frame label is correct, improved role labeling scores. The evaluated test sets contain a large
proportion of core roles, see Table 4.3, which further reduces the number of roles to choose
to an average of 3 and up to 11 core roles. Our evaluation of the SEMAFOR SRL system on
various out-of-domain test sets showed that other potential sources of error play a smaller
role: the preprocessing required for role labeling, such as parsing, appears to work well on
the out-of-domain test sets.

Based on our analysis, low domain generalization is a problem of the frame identifica-
tion task. The problems are amplified by the low coverage of the test sets by the FrameNet
fulltext corpus. As a potential solution to this problem, we studied the benefits of differ-
ent methods for training data generation to domain generalization for frame identification.
The results of this evaluation show that the different methods for training data generation
can benefit domain adaptation for semantic role labeling. DistantSRL and annotation pro-
jection approaches result in improvements of frame identification accuracy for the out-of-
domain test sets. DistantSRL increases the lexicon coverage, providing training instances
for previously unseen predicates, and it also increases the instance coverage, providing ad-
ditional training instances for seen predicates on corpora from different domains. Annota-
tion projection does not increase the lexicon coverage, but increases the instance coverage
on corpora from different domains. DistantSRL showed the largest improvements overall,
resulting in the highest frame identification scores for YAGS andMASC, and second highest
scores for TW-av.

We also observed that relaxing the constraints on syntactic similarity for annotation
projection improves the usefulness of this training data generation approach across all test
sets. Creating large expansion corpora from annotation projection via relaxed syntactic
similarity and by selecting larger top k expansion instances is a promising direction for fu-
ture work. This might also help with creating training corpora that generalize better to the
target domain instead of reproducing the seed corpus, which we observed for annotation
projection to three different corpora. Thus another possible route to improvement would
be to apply DistantSRL to unlabeled corpora in the target domain, and to use the result-
ing corpora in combination with explicit domain adaptation methods, such as Blitzer et al.
(2006) or Daumé III (2007).

An open issue for futurework is towhat degree normalization strategies help to improve
frame identification on the tests sets based on user-generated data, YAGS and TW-av.

Relation to state-of-the-art frame identification. The state-of-the-art in frame identifi-
cation is the system by Hermann et al. (2014) which is based on specifically trained embed-
dings of frame instances and their arguments. The accuracy of their best system is 88.41%
for FNFT-test.25 This system has not been evaluated on out-of-domain data, so it is not

25Based on the errata version in http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/P/P14/P14-1136v2.pdf.
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clear whether it would generalize to the other test sets evaluated here. Hermann et al.
(2014) however report that the frame identification model by Das et al. (2014) is likely to
overgeneralize on FNFT-test because of its use of a latent variable to establish relationships
between predicates and for smoothing over frames for ambiguous lexical units. Hermann
et al. (2014) state that their system avoids such generalization. We on the other hand assume
that a stronger generalization could be useful for applying the system to out-of-domain data
such as our test sets. In order to confirm this assumption, we would need to evaluate the
model by Hermann et al. (2014) on our test sets.

In an extension to the work presented in this chapter, Hartmann et al. (2017a) created
SimpleFrameId, a frame identification system based on distributed word representations
that improves on the SEMAFOR scores out-of-domain and approaches the scores from
Hermann et al. (2014) on the in-domain test set, despite using a simpler model. In the
next paragraph, we present their system and discuss its domain generalization capacities
in comparison to the results reported in this chapter.

Out-of-domain evaluation of state-of-the-art frame identification. The original goal of
Hartmann et al. (2017a) was to re-implement the model by Hermann et al. (2014) in order
to perform out-of-domain tests, but initial attempts were not successful: it turned out that
the input feature space of their embeddings based on syntactic paths is very sparse, which
harmed the system performance. Instead, Hartmann et al. (2017a) developed a simpler
model and found that it approaches the in-domain performance of Hermann et al. (2014)
and improves on SEMAFOR in the out-of-domain evaluation on YAGS, TW-av, and MASC.

Their system SimpleFrameId uses pre-trained word embeddings to represent predicates
and creates embeddings based on the FrameNet fulltext training set to represent the contexts
of predicates. Predicate and context embeddings are concatenated and used as input to the
classifier, a two-layer neural network, thus creating a simple sense representation. The
best-performing setting uses simple word-based context embeddings and does not require
syntactic parsing to create embeddings.

Hartmann et al. (2017a) report accuracy of 87.63% on the in-domain test set, compared to
82.09% reported for SEMAFOR for all parts-of-speech. For the out-of-domain test sets, they
also report a performance increase compared to their SEMAFORmodel. Accuracy increases
by 2.5 percentage points for YAGS, 6.5 percentage points for TW-av, and 15.47 percentage
points for MASC, resulting in accuracy of 62.51%, 68.67%, and 55.09% respectively. Note
that they test on all parts-of-speech and split YAGS into a development split YAGS-dev
comprising 1,000 predicates and a test split YAGS-test comprising 2,093 predicates. Thus,
their results on YAGS-test cannot be compared directly to our results on the full YAGS
presented in Sections 4.3.2 and 4.4.3.

To provide such a comparison, we test the version of SimpleFrameId that uses word-
based context embeddings on verbal predicates. We also test the best configuration of SE-
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MAFOR frame identification, i.e., extended with DistantSRL, on the smaller YAGS-test. The
performance of SimpleFrameId on test verbs is 2.1 percentage points higher for YAGS-test,
2.5 percentage points higher for TW-av, and 3.7 percentage points higher for MASC com-
pared to the retrained SEMAFOR.The smaller performance increase for MASC on test verbs
(compared to the larger one reported for all parts-of-speech) can be explained by the higher
frame identification performance of the base SEMAFOR system for verbal predicates in
MASC, see Tables 4.7 and 4.8. The performance improvements of SimpleFrameId to the
unexpanded SEMAFOR are roughly twice as high as the improvements reached via train-
ing data expansion with DistantSRL. This shows that the deep learning-based model shows
higher domain generalization than our SEMAFOR model expanded with DistantSRL, but
there is large room for improvement for both systems: the out-of-domain frame identifica-
tion performance as reported by Hartmann et al. (2017a) is still considerably lower than the
in-domain performance, and also lower than the human performance observed for YAGS
and TW, see Section 4.2.5.

During the experiments for Hartmann et al. (2017a), we also found that simply adding
the automatically labeled corpora to the FrameNet fulltext training set does not lead to
performance improvements. This is another indication that specialized methods may be
required to efficiently use large-scale, noisily labeled training data.

Large amounts of training data. Training the SEMAFOR frame identification system on
the huge WaS-XL set that contains up to 40,000 training instances per sense is prohibited
because it would require too many resources. The system is not prepared to deal with such
large amounts of data. We therefore randomly sample smaller subsets of WaS-XL with up
to k instances per sense for k up to 640, finding that frame identification accuracy improves
with a larger number of instances.26

There are other ways to reduce the large amount of training instances. In order to
better represent the target domain, we could subsample the training instances to create a
corpus with a similar perplexity to the target domain. This approach has been successfully
evaluated by Pavlick et al. (2015a) for domain adaptation applied to paraphrasing.

Another optionwould be to evaluate approaches to frame identification that are equipped
to deal with large amounts of training data. Deep learningmethods can for instance be used
to create dense feature representations from large amounts of training data. Our experi-
ments while working towards Hartmann et al. (2017a) showed that simply adding large,
noisily labeled training data to the SimpleFrameId system does not improve results. In-
stead, more complex deep learning representations of frames and senses may be required.
In Hartmann et al. (2017a), we propose using advanced context representations from con-

26The accuracy scores obtained for the high-precision WaS-L corpus that does not require sampling due to
smaller size are still higher than the scores for the WaS-XL samples, but we could create a larger version of
the WaS-L corpus that would also require us to select a sample by using a larger seed corpus.
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text2vec (Melamud et al., 2016) or adapting embedding representations to particular do-
mains (Taghipour and Ng, 2015).

Following a similar notion, Chen et al. (2014) use a neural network-based language
model, the skip-gram model (Mikolov, 2012), to learn sense-based representations. They
evaluate these models for several word sense disambiguation tasks based on WordNet, in-
cluding the evaluation of domain-specific word sense disambiguation. They find that their
model outperforms state-of-the-art supervised models in domain-specific word sense dis-
ambiguation for WordNet. Similar approaches could be applied to FrameNet frame identi-
fication to improve the domain generalization.

4.6 Summary of Chapter 4
In this chapter, we presented an analysis of the domain generalization capabilities of con-
temporary FrameNet semantic role labeling. While the need for domain adaptation is
widely acknowledged for PropBank semantic role labeling, cross-domain performance is
for instance evaluated in shared tasks, there are no recent analyses of the domain adapta-
tion capabilities of FrameNet semantic role labeling. FrameNet SRL systems are evaluated
on the same, in-domain test set. Therefore, we evaluated the SEMAFOR SRL system on
test sets from a various domains, including the sub-domain of user-generated text, and pre-
sented a detailed analysis of the cross-domain performance of the two main subtasks of
FrameNet SRL, frame identification and role labeling, and its effects on the full SRL task.

FrameNet test datasets from other domains are scarce. As a prerequisite for our analysis,
we therefore collected available FrameNet-labeled test sets from various domains and cre-
ated the new test set YAGS, a large frame- and role-labeled test set based on user-generated
question-and-answer data from Yahoo! Answers. We then evaluated the open-source sys-
tem SEMAFOR on the different test sets and discovered that domain adaptation is mostly a
problem for the frame identification step: when evaluating role labeling using gold frame
labels, the performance of SEMAFOR on the out-of-domain test sets is similar to the per-
formance on the in-domain test set.

The problem of domain adaptation goes hand in hand with the problems of training
data coverage, instance coverage, and lexicon coverage, because many test instances in the
out-of-domain test sets do not occur in the training sets. Therefore, we evaluated the bene-
fits of different methods of training data generation, some of which extend the lexicon, i.e.,
the paraphrasing-based FN+, some of which only extend the number of training instances,
i.e., annotation projection, and some of which do both, i.e., our knowledge-based approach
DistantSRL. This includes the first evaluation of the FN+ dataset from Pavlick et al. (2015b)
in a frame identification task, and the first large-scale evaluation of the annotation projec-
tion approach by Fürstenau and Lapata (2012), i.e., evaluating their method as compared to
a system trained on a reference training set instead of a low-resource evaluation scenario.
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To perform the domain generalization experiments, we retrained the SEMAFOR frame
identification model on the automatically generated training data, alone and in combina-
tionwith the FrameNet fulltext training set, and evaluated the resulting frame identification
systems on our battery of test sets from different domains. We find that the automatically
labeled corpora can help to improve frame identification performance on the out-of-domain
test sets, in particular for the user-generated test sets and the polysemous MASC test set.
These experiments further prove the benefits of the DistantSRL approach introduced in
Chapter 3: training on the high-precisionWaS-L, which we created via DistantSRL, in com-
bination with the FrameNet fulltext training set leads to the best frame identification results
on the out-of-domain test sets YAGS and MASC. Frame identification performance is nev-
ertheless worse for the out-of-domain test sets compared to the in-domain test set, best
accuracy scores for the test sets based on user-generated text are still 0.16 points lower
than scores for FNFT-test. Further work is required to close this gap. We propose to
evaluate frame identification models that deal with large amounts of automatically gen-
erated training data, for instance based on deep learning, in future work, and to use our
automatically generated data in combination with traditional domain adaptation methods.
Initial experiments by Hartmann et al. (2017a) show that deep learning methods, wich can
create dense feature representations from large amounts of data, may additionally provide
improved domain generalization.

In summary, the main contributions of this chapter are:

• YAGS, a new, substantially-sized FrameNet-labeled test set based on user-generated
community questions and answers, see Appendix A; the annotation guidelines used
for the creation of YAGS are reported in Appendix B.

• A detailed analysis of the domain generalization capabilities of open-source FrameNet
semantic role labeling that identified the frame identification step as critical with
respect do domain adaptation.

• Experiments on the contributions of various methods for training data generation to
the domain adaptation of frame identification. This includes the first experimental
evaluation of FrameNet+ (Pavlick et al., 2015b) and the first large-scale evaluation of
monolingual annotation projection (Fürstenau and Lapata, 2012) for the task of frame
identification. We also publish some of the projected corpora, see Appendix A.

Our experiments showed that additional domain adaptation is required to improve the
domain generalization of frame identification. This will also enhance the performance of
full SRL that depends on the frame identification step for FrameNet semantic role labeling.
In the next chapter, we summarize the findings of our experiments and discuss directions
of future work towards improved domain generalization of FrameNet SRL.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

This dissertation presents a series of experiments on knowledge-based methods to Frame-
Net semantic role labeling and their application to domain adaptation. The presented work
is motivated by a lack of FrameNet coverage observed for English – and more severely
for other languages – which hampers the large-scale application of semantic role label-
ing in tasks that require advanced semantic analysis and natural language understanding,
like machine translation, or question answering. The main research question is: can the
comprehensive integration of lexical knowledge bases benefit semantic role labeling in the
contexts of domain adaptation and adaptation to other languages?

In this chapter, we first summarize the work we undertook to answer this question,
startingwith the above-mentionedmotivation, followed by ourwork on a) automatically in-
tegrating and standardizing lexical-semantic knowledge bases, b) using the resulting linked
lexical knowledge base for the generation of frame- and role-labeled training data for En-
glish and German, and c) studying the benefits of the generated training data to domain
adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling for English.

We then present concrete suggestions for the extension of our work and discuss open
issues, giving an outlook on how to improve FrameNet semantic role labeling in the direc-
tion of open-domain systems: since this work presents solutions to the insufficient lexicon
coverage and training data coverage of FrameNet (that hampers the performance of Frame-
Net semantic role labeling), a major remaining question is how to deal with the insufficient
model coverage of FrameNet, i.e., the problem that many real-world situations and domains
are not yet represented in FrameNet. We discuss possible solutions to this problem and
show how they could build upon the resources and methods developed in this work.
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5.1 Summary and Contributions
In Chapter 1, we motivate our work on using linked lexical knowledge bases to enhance
the automatic semantic analysis of texts, and more specifically FrameNet semantic role la-
beling: lexical knowledge bases are valuable knowledge sources and we do not want to
forgo the knowledge painstakingly encoded in them by experts, in particular for semantic
information types like semantic predicate argument structure and semantic tasks like se-
mantic role labeling. At the same time, FrameNet semantic role labeling suffers from a lack
of coverage with respect to the senses represented in the lexicon and with respect to the
training instances available for supervised training of semantic role labeling systems. These
coverage problems are particularly severe for languages other than English. For some of
these, lexical knowledge bases like FrameNet exist, but they are typically smaller, and are
often not equipped with large frame- and role-labeled corpora.

In this thesis, we propose a series of steps to solve these issues from a knowledge-based
perspective: first linking lexical knowledge bases on the level of senses and predicate ar-
gument structure and standardizing them to enhance their coverage, which allows us to
translate FrameNet to other languages, second using the resulting linked lexical knowl-
edge base in a new method for large-scale training data generation, and third using the
created training data to facilitate domain adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling.
We dedicated a chapter of this thesis to each of the steps.

Chapter 2 builds the foundations for our work on knowledge-based supervision for se-
mantic role labeling: in this chapter, we present our contributions to linking lexical knowl-
edge bases and resource standardization. Sense-level links between lexical resources like
FrameNet and VerbNet provide semantic interoperability between these resources: word
senses in one resource can be enriched with (often complementary) information from an-
other resource. By exploiting the information on synonyms in one resource, like WordNet,
the lexicon coverage of the other linked resource, like FrameNet, can be extended.

The main contribution of this chapter results in such a coverage extension for English
and for German: we present a novel method for creating a FrameNet in various languages
based on the automatic alignment of FrameNet and the English Wiktionary, using Wik-
tionary as an interlingual connection for bootstrapping FrameNet lexica for other lan-
guages. We evaluate this method on the example of German, effectively creating a larger
FrameNet knowledge base for English and German called FNWKde. To provide represen-
tational interoperability between semantic knowledge bases that – like FrameNet– pro-
vide models of semantic predicate argument structure, we develop a standardized model of
lexical-semantic knowledge bases like FrameNet as part of UBY-LMF. This model includes
a representation of frame- and role-level links between different lexicons. We convert the
linked lexical knowledge bases we created, e.g., FNWKde, and existing lexical knowledge
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bases to this representation, resulting in UBYFN , a linked lexical knowledge base centered
around FrameNet.

In Chapter 3, we use UBYFN to address the lack of labeled training data for FrameNet
semantic role labeling for English and German. We present DistantSRL, a knowledge-based
method for the creation of sense- and role labeled training data that follows the paradigm
of distant supervision: the lexical information in the linked lexical knowledge base is used
to guide large-scale transfer of frame and role labels to unlabeled corpora. In experiments
on frame identification, role classification, and by retraining SEMAFOR on the resulting
training data, we show that DistantSRL creates training sets of high quality that are com-
plementary to the manually labeled data, e.g., the FrameNet fulltext corpus and SALSA.
The presented method is evaluated for verbal predicates in English and German, and for
the FrameNet role inventory, but can be adapted to other parts-of-speech, languages, and
role inventories.

In Chapter 4, we analyze the benefits of automatic training data generation to domain
adaptation for FrameNet semantic role labeling for English. While domain adaptation has
been studied for a long time for PropBank semantic role labeling, it has been neglected for
FrameNet semantic role labeling: the current measuring-stick for FrameNet semantic role
labeling is an in-domain test set, basically a held-out set from the FrameNet fulltext corpus,
and shows a similar distribution to the training corpus. There are only few out-of-domain
test sets for FrameNet semantic role labeling. Therefore, we create a large frame- and role-
labeled test set based on user-generated question-and-answer data from Yahoo! Answers.
We use this test set together with the other available test sets to assess the domain gen-
eralization capabilities of FrameNet semantic role labeling: our analysis shows that the
performance of the open-source semantic role labeling system SEMAFOR is significantly
worse on out-of-domain data for the task of frame identification, but the task of role label-
ing does not suffer from domain adaptation. We then experiment with different methods
of training data generation with respect to their potential for mitigating the domain adap-
tation problems for frame identification. This study includes a comparison of DistantSRL,
monolingual annotation projection based on structural alignment (Fürstenau and Lapata,
2009), and paraphrasing-based lexicon extension in FrameNet+ (Pavlick et al., 2015b). We
retrain SEMAFOR on the aforementioned training data and evaluate it on the various in-
domain and out-of-domain test sets. The results show that the coverage extensions provided
by DistantSRL and by annotation projection improve frame identification performance, in
particular on the test sets based on user-generated texts, further proving the benefits of
DistantSRL.

In the following section, we discuss potential extensions of our work, and present ideas
on how to tackle the coverage problem associated with FrameNet that we did not address
in this work, namely the problem of model coverage, i.e., the problem that many real-world
situations and domains are not yet represented in FrameNet. We also discuss how the
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proposed solutions to extend the model coverage could build upon the methods and linked
lexical knowledge bases presented in this thesis.

5.2 Open Issues and Outlook
In each chapter of this thesis we already briefly mentioned opportunities and challenges
for future work. There are several directions worth exploring. We first propose concrete
extensions to the methods and experiments introduced in the course of this dissertation
that promise to further enhance the coverage and quality of the proposed methods. We
then target future work on a larger scale: research that could build upon the results of
this work to address problems that are outside the scope of this thesis. We discuss how
the proposed methods could be used to solve the unsolved problem of model coverage for
FrameNet, which includes a discussion of using linked lexical knowledge bases as a basis
for sense representations based on deep learning.

5.2.1 Directions for Further Work

Automatic alignments on the predicate argument structure-level. To further enhance
the coverage of the LLKB UBYFN , we propose automatic alignments on the level of predicate
argument structure, i.e., frames and roles, which would also be helpful to increase the role
coverage of DistantSRL: the automatic linkings could be used to expand the predicate- and
role-level linking between FrameNet and VerbNet, and the linking between VerbNet and
proto-frames and their roles from SALSA. Thus, it could contribute to further improve the
quality and coverage of training data generation with DistantSRL, see Chapter 3. This is an
extension to our work on automatic linking of lexical knowledge bases on the sense level
to enhance the coverage of FrameNet in Chapter 2.

We evaluated a prototype for such an alignment that is inspired by the annotation pro-
jection approach and based on optimizing the similarity of frames and their roles between
FrameNet and VerbNet. The approach operates on the similarity of the frame and role
descriptions in the resources and role fillers in FrameNet-labeled texts. The difficulty of
such an approach is tuning the trade-off between precision and recall. Besides the eval-
uated resource-based linking approaches, automatic linking approaches using instance-
based alignmentmethods likemonolingual annotation projection could be used: by project-
ing, for example, VerbNet roles onto FrameNet-labeled corpora, new predicate- and role-
level links could be inferred. A similar approach has been employed by Lopez de Lacalle
et al. (2016), who use automatic SRL systems instead of the proposed projection approach
to increase the number of predicate and argument links in SemLink.
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Extensions to DistantSRL. Our method for knowledge-based training data generation,
DistantSRL, that was presented in Chapter 3 could be extended to support:

• training data generation for other parts-of-speech. Our implementation was focused
on verbs, as we expect the largest gains for semantic role labeling from adding verbal
training data.

• training data generation for other semantic role inventories that are linked to VerbNet
via SemLink, e.g., PropBank, or could be linked to VerbNet, e.g., QA-SRL (He et al.,
2015).

• training data generation for other semantic tasks that follow a template-based struc-
ture similar to predicate argument structure, for instance template-filling in informa-
tion extraction in the TAC and MUC shared tasks (Ellis et al., 2015; Sundheim, 1991),
and related tasks in event extraction (Kim et al., 2009).

• training data generation for other languages that are represented well in FNWKxx,
for instance Finnish, Russian, Swedish, or Spanish.

The experiments with DistantSRL for German led to the conclusion that a larger linked
lexical knowledge base centered around SALSA is needed to improve the coverage of the
automatically labeled corpus for German. An obvious resource for expansionwould be Ger-
maNet, the German counterpart to WordNet. Another opportunity for expansion would be
to link the SALSA-specific frames and roles to other sense and role inventories, to enhance
the coverage of DistantSRL for German. In Hartmann et al. (2017b) we created a prototype
for a SemLink-like resource for German that provides such additional links. This proto-
type consists of a small corpus labeled in parallel with FrameNet-style, VerbNet-style, and
PropBank-style role labels.

Furthermore, there are interesting options for combining the different methods for
training data generation: the automatic frame labeling with DistantSRL can be used as
a filtering step for other training data generation approaches, for instance for adapting an-
notation projection to deal with previously unknown predicates. Instead of using lexical
similarity based on WordNet, as proposed by Fürstenau and Lapata (2012) to reduce the
number of candidate pairs, the automatic frame labeling stage of DistantSRL could be used.
Additionally, sentences from FrameNet+ (Pavlick et al., 2015b) could be used as seeds for
DistantSRL or annotation projection approaches. This is motivated by the observation that
not all expansions in FrameNet+ are of high quality: many of the paraphrases that received
the lower confidence rating of 3 out of 5 in the crowdsourcing evaluation (see Section 4.4.1)
do not appear natural to the reader. The evaluation results in Chapter 4 also suggested that
the high-confidence paraphrases result in better frame identification on the test sets. To en-
hance the quality of the training sentences for the lower-confidence paraphrases, we could
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use DistantSRL or annotation projection to gather further, real-life example sentences for
the new lexical units provided by these paraphrases in FrameNet+.

Adaptation to automatically labeled training data. The training data generationmethods
introduced in Chapter 3 are able to generate large amounts of training data. The properties
of the generated data vary. DistantSRL, for instance, generates large amounts of noisy data
that are only partially labeled with roles.

Conventional open-source supervised semantic role labeling systems like SEMAFOR
can, on the one hand, benefit from the added training data – additional training data would
also be beneficial for state-of-the-art semantic role labeling systems (FitzGerald et al., 2015),
on the other hand, the open-source systems do not expect large amounts of noisily labeled
training data. As a result they do not process them efficiently. We first consider the problem
of dealing with large amounts of training data and propose two ways to solve this problem:

• Subsampling of the training data according to the sense distribution of the target do-
main, similar to the method suggested by Pavlick et al. (2015a) for domain adaptation
in paraphrasing.

• Using models of frame identification and role labeling that efficiently deal with large
amounts of training data, for instance via representation learning of dense, low-
dimensional feature representations, also called embeddings, of frames and senses,
similar to the models proposed by Yang et al. (2015b) for PropBank semantic role
labeling. For frame identification, the method by Chen et al. (2014) that uses neu-
ral network-based representations to enhance cross-domain WordNet WSD could be
adapted to FrameNet frames.

Further work that relates to the second solution are the deep learning approaches to frame
identification by Hermann et al. (2014) and Hartmann et al. (2017a), and the approach to
create sense embeddings for WordNet proposed by Rothe and Schütze (2015) called Au-
toExtend. The method by Hermann et al. (2014) incorporates the syntactic structure of the
training examples into an embedding model: for each instance of a FrameNet predicate,
they create a structured vector that contains a slot for each dependency available for the
predicate. This slot is filled with an embedding representation of the slot filler. We antici-
pate that such a model may overfit to the given training data, and therefore suggest to use
models that rely less on the syntactic structure of the training data and focus on a purely
semantic representation of word senses. This for instance applies to AutoExtend (Rothe
and Schütze, 2015) and SimpleFrameId (Hartmann et al., 2017a).

AutoExtend is a method to create sense embeddings from word embeddings exploiting
the lexical relations in the sense inventory. Rothe and Schütze (2015) use these as additional
features to improve word sense disambiguation for WordNet. This method could also be
adapted to FrameNet. Besides the frame hierarchy in FrameNet, sense-level links to other
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resources in the linked lexical knowledge base UBYFN and their relational hierarchy could
be exploited in this setup.

SimpleFrameId uses a simple, but efficient frame identification model that relies on
word-based embedding representations and a two-layer neural network classifier. To create
predicate-specific embeddings, Hartmann et al. (2017a) concatenate word embeddings for
semantic predicate lemmas and word-based context embeddings learned from the predicate
instances in the FrameNet fulltext training set. They report the best frame identification re-
sults to date on out-of-domain test sets and results competitive to the system by Hermann
et al. (2014) on the in-domain test set. During our experiments for Hartmann et al. (2017a),
we found that simply adding the automatically labeled training data to the FrameNet full-
text training set does not increase frame identification accuracy. This result indicates that
specialized methods may be required to efficiently use the automatically labeled corpora
for semantic role labeling.

A characteristic property of the automatically labeled data generated with DistantSRL
is that they are sparsely and noisily labeled. Current FrameNet SRL systems are developed
on a small set of high-quality manually labeled data. There are machine learning methods
that can be employed to achieve better classification performance on noisily labeled data,
e.g., Natarajan et al. (2013) or Chen et al. (2011). These problems are closely related to do-
main adaptation, since the sparse and noisily labeled data also represent a different label
distribution than the application domain, i.e., the automatically labeled data are biased . For
the role labeling step in DistantSRL, we for instance observe a bias towards core Frame-
Net roles. We expect greater contributions of DistantSRL to SRL performance, once the
automatically labeled data are used efficiently in an adapted machine learning setup.

Improved domain adaptation. In Chapter 4, we used the training data created automat-
ically with DistantSRL to improve the performance of SEMAFOR frame identification on
out-of-domain test sets based on user-generated text. The performance does, however, not
reach the accuracy of the in-domain evaluation. There are two main reasons, the need
for additional domain adaptation, and errors caused by preprocessing user-generated test
sets. The former could be addressed by employing explicit domain adaptation methods,
e.g., applying DistantSRL to unlabeled corpora in the target domain and using the result-
ing corpora in combination with explicit domain adaptation methods, such as Blitzer et al.
(2006) or Daumé III (2007). The latter could be addressed by strategies to normalization
and domain specific preprocessing of user-generated text (Eisenstein, 2013; Baldwin et al.,
2015). Both proposed strategies in combination should lead to improved domain adaptation
of FrameNet frame identification, thus improving full FrameNet SRL.

We expect that state-of-the-art deep learning methods can be harnessed to further im-
prove the domain generalization of frame identification. While Hartmann et al. (2017a) also
report a large disparity between in-domain and out-of-domain frame identification perfor-
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mance for their recently introduced frame identification system based on deep learning,
they do not find improvements when applying spelling correction to the YAGS test set,
indicating that frame identification based on embeddings can generalize across the charac-
teristic properties of user-generated text.

The out-of-domain performance of embedding-based systems could further be improved
by advanced methods for integrating noisily labeled data, as discussed in the previous para-
graph, using more complex embedding representations (Melamud et al., 2016), and efficient
use of embeddings for frame identification (Chen et al., 2014; Iacobacci et al., 2016), for
instance by using domain-adapted predicate embeddings (Taghipour and Ng, 2015).

5.2.2 Outlook: FrameNet Model Coverage

In this subsection, we describe open issues and potential extensions of our work that follow
from the original research questions and motivation for this thesis, but consider a wider
horizon of future work than the concrete suggestions from the previous subsection. They
are concerned with the unsolved problem of FrameNet extension on the ontology level,
the level of modeling real-world concepts, and with further work in utilizing linked lexical
knowledge bases for NLP.

Extension of model coverage. This work dealt with the coverage extension of FrameNet
on the lexicon level (Chapter 2) and on the level of frame- and role-labeled training data
(Chapter 3). To further improve semantic role labeling performance and progress towards
domain-independent systems for FrameNet semantic role labeling, automatic extension on
the level of the covered situations would be required, which means attempting to solve the
model coverage problem.

This could be done by integrating FrameNet or UBYFN in a larger semantic knowledge
base that provides additional coverage. There are several potential candidates for such an
integration: a) large, user-generated semantic knowledge bases like Wikidata or Freebase
as suggested by Sergieh and Gurevych (2016), b) automatically created or induced semantic
knowledge bases created via frame induction (Poon and Domingos, 2009; Titov and Kle-
mentiev, 2012; Cheung et al., 2013) or the automatic acquisition of n-ary relations (Titov
and Klementiev, 2012; Krause et al., 2015).

Ideally, such an integration would not only cover the sense level, but also the level
of semantic predicates and roles. For knowledge bases modeling semantic relations like
Wikidata, Freebase or automatically acquired relation databases, FrameNet roles can be
mapped to relations . Methods for frame induction do not provide meaningful labels for
frames and roles and could benefit from the acquisition of meaningful labels for parts of
their inventory that can be obtained by integrating FrameNet with their induced predicates
and roles.
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The integration of FrameNet with these knowledge bases could build upon the work
presented in this thesis: methods for the integration of FrameNet with larger semantic
knowledge bases could include 1) advanced variants of the automatic approaches for sense
alignment used in Chapter 2, for instance Pilehvar and Navigli (2014), 2) the automatic
alignment on the predicate and role level as proposed in the previous subsection, but also
instance-based alignments of corpora labeled with FrameNet labels and semantic relations
from the other knowledge bases. The latter could use monolingual annotation projection
following Fürstenau and Lapata (2009) to project labels from each of the knowledge bases
to the same unlabeled corpus. The resulting parallely labeled corpus could be used to infer
alignments between the projected labels.

Linked lexical knowledge bases for deep learning. In this work, we used linked lexical
knowledge bases for a distant supervision approach to training data generation. There are
different other ways of using linked lexical knowledge bases for natural language process-
ing, and a promising one is to use them as a basis for structured embeddings of knowl-
edge base information. Structured embeddings of knowledge bases have been evaluated
for knowledge bases representing facts, e.g., Freebase, with the goal to support knowledge
base completion in the context of relation extraction (Bordes et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2015a).
While these approaches also used a lexical knowledge base, WordNet, to evaluate their
methods, previous work in this area did not focus on semantic information like semantic
predicates and roles, which we consider a promising direction for future research. UBYFN as
a linked lexical knowledge base with a rich set of alignments provides a good foundation for
further exploration of structured embedding approaches for lexical-semantic information.

5.3 Closing Remarks
This dissertation assumes that lexical knowledge bases are invaluable resources for natural
language processing and enable complex semantic analysis such as semantic role labeling.
At the same time, coverage problems and lack of training data hamper the success of auto-
matic natural language processing systems based on these resources, for instance FrameNet
semantic role labeling. We take the stance that the impact of lexical knowledge bases in-
creases if they are integrated on several semantic levels to form large, high-coverage linked
lexical knowledge bases, which we call LLKBs.

In this dissertation, we showed that LLKBs can be used to enhance complex semantic
tasks like semantic role labeling without relying on manually labeled corpora. We cov-
ered all the steps involved in this undertaking from standardizing and integrating semantic
knowledge bases, to using them in a distant supervision setup for the generation of auto-
matically labeled training data, and finally to evaluating their potential to enhance semantic
role labeling and domain adaptation for semantic role labeling.
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This journey also opened up new research questions that we discussed in the current
chapter. These include how to efficiently use the large and noisily labeled automatically
labeled data for semantic role labeling, how to further improve the integration of linked
lexical knowledge bases on various semantic levels, and how to use linked lexical knowl-
edge bases to complement increasingly popularmachine learningmethods that are based on
large-scale data analysis, e.g., deep learning methods. These are interesting and challenging
questions to solve. We hope that other researchers will build upon the results presented
in this dissertation in the future, and make use of the open-licensed datasets and software
created during the work on this dissertation.
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Appendix A: List of Resources

This appendix lists resources, i.e., datasets and lexical knowledge bases, and open-source
software that we created or contributed as part of this thesis. It provides a brief description
and links to the corresponding websites.27

Linked Lexical Knowledge Bases
During the work on this dissertation, we created or contributed to the modeling and the
creation of several large linked lexical knowledge bases.

UBY. The linked lexical knowledge base UBY contains the major lexical knowledge bases
for English and German and connects them via sense-level alignments, see also Section 2.8.
The creation of UBY was a group effort (Gurevych et al., 2012a; Eckle-Kohler et al., 2012).
The present author’s contributions to UBY and the lexicon model UBY-LMF are described
in Section 2.7. The following URLs link to previously published UBY databases and docu-
mentation of the UBY-LMF model.

https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/lexical-resources/uby/

https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/data/lexical-resources/uby/uby-lmf/

FNWKxx and FNWKde. FNWKxx and FNWKde are contained in a single database in
UBY-LMF format. FNWKxx contains the sense-level alignment of FrameNet and the English
Wiktionary presented in Section 2.5, FNWKde adds a sense-level alignment to the German
Wiktionary, allowing us to link German Wiktionary senses to FrameNet. For a description
of FNWKde, see Section 2.6 or Hartmann and Gurevych (2013b). The following website also
contains additional materials that show example entries in FNWKde.

https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/fnwkde/

27Alternative access link to all datasets: http://www.silvanahartmann.de/publications/dissertation/data/.
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UBYFN . UBYFN integrates FNWKde with other lexical knowledge bases, WordNet, Verb-
Net, PropBank, SALSA, and GermaNet. It is also the first UBY database that contains pred-
icate argument structure links extracted from SemLink. They connect VerbNet, FrameNet,
PropBank, and SALSA on the level of semantic predicates and roles. We publish a UBY
database containing those resources in UBYFN that are subject to open licenses and provide
conversion scripts to create the full database.

http://www.silvanahartmann.de/data/ubyfn/

Gold Standard Datasets
During the work on this dissertation, we created two large gold standard datasets. We
publish the annotated datasets for research purposes.

Word sense alignment between FrameNet and Wiktionary. We created a gold standard
of 2,789 sense pairs between FrameNet and the English Wiktionary. For each pair, an-
notators decided whether the senses in the pair represent the same meaning, and should
therefore be aligned, or not. The gold standard was used in the creation of a sense align-
ment between FrameNet and the EnglishWiktionary (Hartmann and Gurevych, 2013b), see
also Section 2.5.

https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/fnwkde/

YAGS – FrameNet-labeled test dataset based on user-generated questions and answers.
YAGS is a FrameNet-labeled gold standard based on user-generated community questions
and answers that was published as part of Hartmann et al. (2017a). It contains 3,091 frame
and 6,144 role annotations on 55 questions and answers from the Yahoo! Answers Manner
Questions dataset published by the Yahoo! Webscope program.28 The creation of YAGS
is described in detail in Section 4.2. The annotation guidelines used to create YAGS are
shown in Appendix B. To agree with the Webscope license, we do not publish the question
and answer texts, but only the added annotations in a stand-off format. We provide JAVA
routines to connect them to the corresponding tokens in the text.

https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/out-of-domain-framenet-srl/

28https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com
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Automatically Labeled Corpora
We also publish several of the large automatically labeled training corpora labeled with
FrameNet frames and roles.

Corpora created with DistantSRL. We publish the automatically frame- and role-labeled
corpora WaS-L, WaS-XL, and WaSR-XL created with DistantSRL as part of Hartmann et al.
(2016) and presented in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The following page also links to the code for
role-based VerbNet role labeling used in the creation of the corpora.

https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/knowledge-based-srl/

Corpora created with annotation projection. We publish some of the corpora created
with annotation projection in Section 4.4, specifically the corpora based on ukWAC.

https://www.ukp.tu-darmstadt.de/automatically-labeled-srl-corpora/

Open-source Software
The software for the creation and the API access to the linked lexical knowledge base UBY,
as well as the UBY-LMF model DTDs are contained in a single GitHub repository. Methods
for reading and writing specific datasets are contributed to DKPro Core.

https://dkpro.github.io/dkpro-uby/

https://dkpro.github.io/dkpro-core/
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Appendix B: Annotation Guidelines
of FrameNet Annotation Study

This Appendix contains the annotation guidelines that were used to create the YAGS test
dataset, a FrameNet-labeled dataset based on data from the community question-and-answer
forum Yahoo! Answers. They were originally titled FrameNet Annotation on User-generated
Content Guidelines (2014/08/08) and contain contributions by Orin Hargraves who super-
vised the annotators and performed adjudication on the study. The guidelines contain di-
rections for annotating frames and roles that are closely intertwined with instructions on
how to perform annotations in WebAnno 2.0. They assume linguistic experience of the
annotators and some experience with related annotation tasks such as word sense disam-
biguation or PropBank annotation. Note that there is an enhanced version of WebAnno,
WebAnno 3.0 (Eckart de Castilho et al., 2016), the creation of which was informed by the ex-
periences from the presented annotation study. This new version of WebAnno offers better
support for frame and role annotation which is mirrored in increased annotation speed and
reduced need for postprocessing. We recommend to use the enhanced version of WebAnno
in future studies and to adapt the annotation guidelines presented below accordingly.

The following guidelines reflect the original study. Frame and role labeling are per-
formed in a single step by the same annotator, because decisions on available roles inform
and can potentially correct the decision for the frame labels.

1 General Information
The goal of this annotation study is to create a gold standard dataset of FrameNet annota-
tions on a particular type of text, namely user-generated questions and answers from the
web. The annotation task includes the classic setup for FrameNet-based role labeling: given
a word highlighted as a predicate candidate, first decide whether the predicate candidate
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is associated with a FrameNet frame. Basically, this is word sense disambiguation using
FrameNet as a sense inventory. If you can identify a frame, you need to identify the repre-
sentations of the semantic roles of the frame in the text (they are called “frame elements”
in FrameNet terminology). This is a two-step approach: first, the phrases that represent
the semantic roles need to be identified, then the appropriate role labels need to be as-
signed to them. The phrases carrying roles typically are arguments of the predicate, but
can also be adjuncts or other modifiers. In the example in Figure B.1 below, optional roles
(often attached to adjuncts) are marked yellow with dotted lines, while obligatory roles are
marked green; the frame is marked light blue with a dotted background:

Figure B.1: Example frame and role annotation.

This task is similar to other role labeling tasks – with the exception that FrameNet has a
very large inventory of frame-specific roles and often makes fine distinctions between the
roles. This makes FrameNet annotations challenging. It also makes it necessary to refer
to the definitions of FrameNet frames and frame elements when annotating the frame and
role labels.

The genre of text we are working on contains some special properties. First, it contains
more questions than other text types, which leads to unfamiliar situations in annotations.
You may, for instance, want to annotate the question word “How” as a representation of
the “Manner” role of the predicate “deliver” with frame “Delivery” in the sentence “How do
they deliver newspapers in Germany?”. Second, the user-generated text contains the use
of colloquial language, abbreviations and means for expressing emphasis typically used by
web-users. It may also contain unusual orthography and grammar, or omissions. The goal
is to annotate as many of the presented targets as possible, even those containing errors.
However, if you cannot understand a sentence because of missing words or spelling errors,
the annotation schema provides a way to mark this.

2 Using WebAnno
• WebAnno can be accessed via web interface.

• Please use Google-Chrome or Safari as a web-browser, as WebAnno is optimized to
work with them.
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• Each annotator will receive their own login name and password to login toWebAnno.

• WebAnno url: <url>

• Your web browser may complain about an invalid certificate of the website. Ignore
this complaint and access the website anyway.

FrameNet Annotation in WebAnno

3.1 Annotation Workflow

• Log in to WebAnno.

• Click on “Annotation” on the welcome screen.

• Select <projectname> as “Project” (there should be only one project) and a “Docu-
ment” to annotate, click on “open”.

• Adjust the settings as described in 3.2 and perform annotations as described in 3.3.

• When you need to interrupt the annotation, you can simply logout. WebAnno will
store your progress in the background (in a database on the web-server) and load
your previous annotations when you open the document again.

• When you’re finished with annotating a document, click on “Done” in the “Work-
flow” box in the upper right. (Use “Done” with care: you will not be able to edit the
document after this step. If you click on “Done” by mistake, the project administrator
(<Admin>) will be able to undo this.)

3.2 Settings

Before starting the annotation, you can adjust some display settings, as follows:

• Click on “Settings” in the “Document” box.

• Untick all annotation layers except for “Predicate”, “PredicateRel”, “FrameNet”, and
“FrameNetRel”.

• Enter the number of sentences that you would like to see displayed on your screen
at the same time. (The whole document may not fit on the screen.). Displaying more
than one sentence allows you to see the wider context of the sentence in question,
which may help disambiguation. You may want to start with 5 or 6 sentences and see
how that works.
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• It is recommended that you untick “auto-scroll document”.

• Decide whether you want to use “the same color for tags in a layer”. You may want
to play with this setting to see what you prefer.

3.3 Annotation Layers

• There are two span annotation layers relevant for the annotation study: “Predicate”
and “FrameNet”. And there are two arc annotation layers that can be used to link
annotations of the span layers (“FrameNetRel” and “PredicatePart”). Their purpose
and their properties are described in the following.

• This project uses FrameNet 1.5, the downloadable version of FrameNet. It does not
use the online version of FrameNet, so do not consult FrameNet online for frames
and frame elements. Instead, use the FrameNet Explorer software and downloadable
FrameNet loaded into it. You have received instructions about this already.

Predicate

• Predicate is already annotated in your document.

• It annotates words that have been identified as predicate candidates (i.e., as words
that evoke FrameNet frames).

• It can be used to annotate constituents of multiword predicates.

• Features of Predicate:

– Predicate has one feature: isHead: values = (head, satellite).

– For multiword predicates, isHead shows whether the annotation is on the head
of the multiword (“head”) or on a non-head constituent of the multiword (“satel-
lite”).

– Only set the feature value for multiword predicates, otherwise just leave it
empty.

– Example: “the electric current was [cut] off during daylight hours”. There is an
initial “Predicate” annotation on “cut”. The particle “off” can be identified, and
in fact, there is a FrameNet entry for the verb “cut off” in FrameNet 1.5. In this
case, also create a Predicate annotation for “off” and set its isHead feature to
“satellite”. Set the isHead feature of “cut” to head.

– An example of a multiword noun predicate would be “weapon of mass destruc-
tion”, where weapon is the head.
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– You may encounter a phrasal verb that is not listed as a phrasal verb in the
FrameNet explorer. In this case, also annotate it as a multiword predicate. If the
meaning of this phrasal verb is covered by one of the senses of the base verb,
annotate the appropriate frame label. If not, annotate it as “NF”.

– As an example: the verbs “wake” and “wake up” both belong to the “Waking_up”
frame. Even if “wake up”were not in the FrameNet list of predicates for “Waking
up”, it could be identified as belonging to the same frame, because its base verb
“wake” is associated with this frame, and because the meaning of “wake up”
(given the appropriate context) fits the “Waking_up” frame.

PredicatePart

• PredicatePart can be used to link a Predicate annotation that is part of a multi-word
predicate (the “satellite” ) to the Predicate annotation of the head of the multiword.

• FrameNet containsmultiword predicates, such as phrasal verbs (“kick off”, “wait for”),
multiword nouns (“weapon of mass destruction”), or proverbs (“kick the bucket”).
They should appear in the FrameNet explorer when searching for the base lemma.
Phrasal verbs are usually indexed with an underscore, e.g., “take_up.v”.

• In case of multi-word predicates with three or more constituents, link each of the
satellites to the head with a new PredicatePart annotation (e.g., “kicked the bucket”
would get three Predicate annotations (one for each word), and the annotations for
“the” and “bucket” would have isHead=satellite, and they would be linked with Pred-
icatePart to the Predicate annotation for “kicked”, which has isHead=head).

FrameNet

• The FrameNet annotation is used to

1. annotate predicates with a frame label

2. annotate semantic arguments of predicates with a role label

• Note that a semantic argument of a predicate can be either a syntactic argument, an
adjunct or any other kind of modifier (mostly noun phrases, prepositional phrases,
sometimes subordinate clauses). For the list of available roles (frame elements) of a
frame, refer to the FrameNet Explorer.

• Features of FrameNet:

– FrameNet has three features, FNkind, FNframe, FNrole.
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– FNkind: values = (pred, arg)

* Annotatewhether this FrameNet annotation is a predicate (i.e., does it evoke
a frame?) or an argument (does it depend on the predicate?).

* Note that the arg label also applies to semantic arguments that are not syn-
tactic arguments of the predicate, for instance temporal adjuncts, adverbial
modifiers, etc.

– FNframe: values = (frame labels, too many to list exhaustively, e.g.,Commerce_-
buy, Activity_finish,…)

* The values of FNframe are the frame labels available in FrameNet plus three
additional values.

* The value to enter depends on the FNkind value.
* If FNkind = arg

· don’t enter a frame label, but select 0.
* If FNkind = pred

· look up the lemma and part-of-speech of the predicate in the FrameNet
lexicon using FrameNet Explorer (use the “lexical units” tab) to get a
list of frames for this predicate.

· If there is a frame for the observed word sense of the predicate, select
the appropriate frame label (more info on how to navigate the long lists
of frame labels and role labels will be presented below).

· If there is not a frame for the observed word sense of the predicate,
enter NF (“sense not in the FrameNet lexicon”).

· If the sense cannot be understood (for instance due to poor grammar
and lack of context), enter XX.

– FNrole: values = (role labels, too many to list exhaustively, e.g., Buyer, Seller,
Location,…)

* The value to enter depends on the FNkind value.
* If FNkind = pred

· don’t enter a role label, but select 0.
* If FNkind = arg

· refer to FrameNet Explorer to review the list of role labels (“frame el-
ements”) for the frame of the corresponding predicate. (Also: the an-
notated example sentences in FrameNet might help to determine the
appropriate role, as FrameNet role labels are fine-grained and their de-
scriptions can be very abstract.)
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· If you find an appropriate role label for this arg, select the appropriate
role label.

· If there is no appropriate role label for the observed arg, selectNF (“not
in the FrameNet lexicon”).

· (If you have problems selecting any appropriate roles for the arguments
of a predicate, you might want to reconsider the “frame” label.)

– Note: If the same span participates as an argument in two different predicates,
you should create a new FrameNet argument annotation on the span for each of
the two predicates (even if they have the same role). Example sentence “Alex ate
and drank”, with a FrameNet.pred annotation on “ate”, and a FrameNet.pred an-
notation on “drank”. There should be two FrameNet.arg annotations on “Alex”,
one as agent of “ate” and the other as agent of “drank”. This makes 4 FrameNet
annotations and 2 FrameNetRel annotations for this sentence.

FrameNetRel

• FrameNetRel is used to link FrameNet annotations for semantic arguments to the
annotation of the corresponding predicate.

• You can link several FrameNet arguments to the same FrameNet predicate.

• The motivation for this annotation is to avoid any mismatches between predicates
and their arguments for sentences with several predicates.

• Link a FrameNet annotation with FNkind.arg to the corresponding FrameNet annota-
tion with FNkind.pred as soon as you created the annotations. This avoids mismatch-
ing arguments and predicates when there are several predicates in the sentence.

• By using your mouse you can draw the FrameNetRel annotations that will show up
as arcs on the screen. This is explained below.

3.4 Creating Annotations

• Creating new span annotations:

– Span annotations covering a single word: Double-click on the word you would
like to annotate. A popup box should appear. Now select the annotation layer of
this annotation and select the appropriate feature values. Confirm by clicking
“Annotate” or pressing “Enter”.

– After the confirmation a new colored box will appear on top of the word con-
taining the feature values of the annotation.
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– Span annotations covering multiple words: highlight the text that the annota-
tion should cover as you would in a text editor (i.e., draw the mouse over the
text with left button pressed, then release). A popup box should appear. Now
select the annotation layer of this annotation and select the appropriate feature
values. Confirm by clicking “Annotate” or pressing “Enter”.

• Changing existing span annotations:

– If you want to change an existing annotation, double click on the annotation.
A popup box should appear. You can now change the feature values of this
annotation. Save the changes by clicking “Annotate” or pressing “Enter”. To
close the box without changes, click the “x” in the upper right of the box. To
delete the annotation, click “Delete”.

– After changing an annotation, the new values should be displayed in the box.

– Entering feature values (for span annotations):

– Lists of available features will appear in a drop-down list when you select the
feature value field (by navigating with TAB or by mouse-clicking on the field)
Some features have long lists of values. For these, you can enter the first letters
of the value you want to enter. The list of values will be sorted automatically
based on the entered letters and will allow you to select the value.

• Creating new arc annotations:

– Arc annotations are used to create links between annotations, for instance link-
ing the FrameNet annotation of a predicate to the FrameNet annotation of its
arguments.

– The links are displayed in the user interface as arrows. The direction of the
arrows does not matter for this annotation task!

– Arc annotations can only be created between annotations of the same layer
(FrameNet to FrameNet; Predicate to Predicate).

– To create an arc, left-click on one annotation, draw the mouse button to the
target annotation and release. During this process, you can already see an arc.

– A popup should appear. There is only one appropriate layer type for the arc
annotation. The arcs don’t have features, so just confirm by clicking “ok” or
pressing “enter”.

– Note that arc annotations can cross sentence boundaries. (This, for instance,
happens when there are errors in text segmentation or when you’re annotating
anaphoric references.)
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• Changing existing arc annotations:

– The only way to change an arc annotation without features, is to delete it.

– Therefore, double click on the arc annotation. Then click on “delete”.

– The arc should be gone.

• Predicate annotations:

– Predicate annotations are already annotated initially to mark the predicate can-
didates.

– There are up to 5 Predicate annotations per sentence.

– You should only change the predicate annotation if you encounter a multiword
predicate, for instance a phrasal verb (“give up”).

– In this case: add another Predicate annotation for each constituent of the mul-
tiword and create PredicatePart arcs to link the constituents to their heads.

• FrameNet annotations:

– For each Predicate annotation, create a FrameNet annotation based on the guide-
lines in 3.3.

– If a FrameNet annotation is FNkind.pred and has a FrameNet frame label, create
new FrameNet.arg annotations for the arguments of that predicate. Argument
annotations typically cover several words (e.g., noun phrases or sentential com-
plements).

– (If the value of FrameNet.FNframe is XX or NF, you don’t annotate the argu-
ments of that predicate.)

– Link all the FrameNet.arg annotations to their corresponding FrameNet.pred
annotation using FrameNetRel.

• Navigating annotations using the keyboard:

– This may be more convenient and speed up the annotation process:

– In the span annotation popup window, you can use TAB and SHIFT-TAB to
navigate between the feature value fields.

– Use the “up” and “down” arrows on your keyboard to select feature values (in
particular for features with a small number of values).

– If you want to select “0” as a value for the FNframe or FNrole features of a
“FrameNet” annotation, press the down-arrow and then up-arrow to access the
0 directly. (“0” is the first item in the value list for both features.)
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– You can use “Enter” to finish a new annotation (instead of clicking “annotate”
or “ok”) or to confirm changes (instead of clicking “annotate”).

3.5 Additional Information

• Questions and Answers in the text are marked with a prefix. Questions are marked
with “Q:”. The beginning of each new answer is marked with “QA:”.

• This information should support the readability of the texts. An answer, for instance,
may contain a reference to the question text (rather than to the directly preceding
answer).

• Predicate candidates can be nouns or adjectives, but will be mostly verbs. Identifying
semantic arguments of nouns may seem unusual, but the FrameNet example sen-
tences may help. It is particularly important to use nouns or adjectives as predicates
for sentences in which the verb is a copula (e.g., be, become, remain, etc.).

• Anaphora: also annotate the referents of anaphoric arguments. For example, in a
sentence like “it worked for Holland,” where “it” is an anaphora for “build dikes,”
annotate both, the anaphora (“it”), the antecedent (“build dikes”) with a FrameNet
role annotation.

3.6 Planning Annotation Work

• This section provides some information on how to plan your annotation work in
WebAnno. The documents that are made accessible to you in WebAnno vary in size
and in the number of initial “Predicate” annotations.

• This means that, when planning your amount of work per week, you cannot use a
number n of documents you want to annotate per week as a goal, but should rather
use the number of sentences in the document – or the number of initial “Predicate”
annotations in the document – as a goal.

• Therefore, the following table lists the document name as displayed on the upper left
in the WebAnno annotation view together with the number of sentences and initial
“Predicate” annotations in that document.

• (Note that you cannot access/see all of these documents in WebAnno. This is okay.
More documents will be made accessible/visible as you go along with the annotation
work. Please notify <Adjudicator> when you’re finished with a batch of accessible
documents and need to get new ones assigned.)
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The following list gives an overview on the documents to annotate:29

Document name # sentences # Predicate annotations (in the document)
20061107232131AAR7UaS 67 160
20061116193351AAkDkOB 9 28
20061119050639AAqIkNK 41 108
20061115141609AAIaTJW 19 58
20061105132616AAXHEHn 14 16
20061125101443AAdx9by 29 86
20061124194515AA4r83C 56 134
20061112080733AAUTarn 19 44
20061112141254AAQdgpm 18 53
20061121212907AAzy0DQ 27 96
20061105094853AABXlAQ 16 53
20061115073404AAG0Ryw 17 57
20061124125544AA17v7a 62 182
20061109115954AAOOug9 4 10
20061105175513AAECYEz 23 77
20061125171418AAkIrG5 9 21
20061123073007AAaUdrl 9 20
20061116061702AAaLb8o 27 62
20061101195550AAZp2vI 40 122
20061107114407AAWTmZ0 31 86
20061114100944AA2CZ8X 3 6
20061114054910AAc1QLn 11 27
20061106170925AA5anvt 42 109
20061125101404AA1pcqh 52 133
20061115080658AAHzf4C 11 23
20061122072030AAXGUee 20 62
20061103104550AAaNJl5 11 30
20061117111656AAXFob3 22 51
20061106144125AAlQpKs 19 57
20061127180135AA3ldjl 7 16
20061119101536AASalEi 27 89

29The document names correspond to the question ids in the Yahoo! Answers Manners dataset.
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4 FrameNet Explorer

• FrameNet Explorer (FNE)30 is a simple tool for looking at the contents of FrameNet 1.5
(the downloadable version of FrameNet). You can search on frames, frame elements,
or lexical units (i.e., the words that actually evoke frames). You will find it most useful
as follows.

• Keep FNE open while you are annotating in WebAnno. When you find a predicate
that is a candidate for annotation, look it up in the Lexical Units tab.

• If the word (including POS) is used in more than one Frame, determine which frame
is the best fit for the example you are looking at.

• Go to the Frames tab and look up the frame you have decided on. When you bring it
into the display you will see all of the frame elements of that frame.

• If the frame elements for the frame fit the sentence you are looking at, do the frame
annotation for the predicate.

• Then, return to FNE and study the frame elements to determine how you should
annotate the arguments of your predicate in WebAnno.

30http://www.clres.com/FNExplorer.html
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